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Abstract
Although research into the digitalization of business has grown in recent years, the focus has
predominantly been on the impacts of digitalization on business in general, and not on the business
relationship digitalization process. In this dissertation, the author addresses how digitalization affects
business relationships and provides an illustration of the process of business relationships
digitalization in the steel processing industry context. Drawing from the Industrial Marketing and
Purchasing based business relationship literature and evolving digitalization literature the author
develops a framework that includes six factors and their characteristics that describe the digitalization
of business relationships. This dissertation also provides pertinent managerial insights into select
business relationships to be digitalized as well as offers guidelines to digitalize chosen business
relationships. The dissertation is divided into three parts.
The theoretical elaboration presented in part one of the dissertation identifies and illustrates two
important theoretical discussions underlying business relationship digitalization. These are the
business relationships perspective and digitalization literature composed of information systems and
information technology literature, electronic commerce, and electronic business discussions. Based
on these, a preliminary framework is developed.
In part two, the preliminary framework is applied to the selected industry, i.e. the steel processing
industry. The two case studies from the steel processing industry provide the empirical material
according to which the preliminary framework is compared and modified.
In part three, the empirically grounded framework is depicted and the theoretical results reveal that
business relationship digitalization is a complex process and that there are six factors: antecedents,
accelerants, inhibitors, decision, digitalization, the outcome of event and their characteristics that
influence the degree of business relationship digitalization and digitalization process. It is also
noteworthy that digitalization success is dependent on many inter-organizational contingencies, such
as interpersonal trust and the digitalizability of the exchange process. Additionally, the managerial
results highlight the importance of systematically managing important business relationships and
their digitalization. Furthermore, it is pinpointed that digitalization usually enhances existing
business relationships by enabling faster and more accurate communication as well as more efficient
transactions. To conclude, the dissertation provides several conceptual and managerial insights into
business relationship digitalization. The author also suggests future studies around this emerging
phenomenon.
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Part I Theoretical elaboration on business
relationship digitalization

1 Business relationship digitalization
This chapter introduces both the topic and the purpose of this research. To begin, a
short description of the study’s background is provided. The subsequent section presents
the identified research gap. Then, the main objectives are described. After that, the
methodological issues and research methods are detailed and discussed. Thereafter, the
chapter proceeds to position the dissertation in the context of the steel industry and
concludes with an outline of the study.

1.1 The background of business relationship digitalization
To illustrate the critical nature of business relationship digitalization and the importance
of taking into account all factors that will be affected by the change in processes and
relationships the author starts with a real-life digitalization project that failed:
“In the fall of 2000, Nike, the world’s largest maker of sports shoes, threw the
switch on a $ 400 million 18-month project to revolutionize Nike’s demand and
supply chain management system. The new system, built using software from a
leading supply chain management firm, i2 Technologies, sought to replace an older
supply chain and demand-side management system built in the 1980´s with a newer
Web-enabled system. With the old system, built by a team of over 100
programmers and modified thousands of times over the years, retailers needed to
place orders six months in advance of delivery. The new system promised to reduce
the advance period to a matter of weeks, making it possible for retailers to discover
what shoes the market wanted, and then order and receive more shipments before
the hot trend cooled off. Excess inventory would be nearly eliminated because no
unwanted shoes would be produced. Nike was attempting to build a private
industrial network that would closely coordinate the activities of its designers, Far
Eastern fabricators, and large retailers such as the Foot Locker.
The new system failed almost from the start. In the span of six months, more than
five million pairs of the wrong shoes were ordered from Nike’s suppliers, creating
shortage of popular shoes and excess inventory of less popular shoes. Once the
shortages were discovered, Nike resorted to air shipment of fast-selling shoes to
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retailers at a cost of $5-$8 per pair, as opposed to boat shipment that costs 75 cents a
pair. Nike then began discounting the overstocked shoes at half of their list price. Nike
managers estimate it will take nine months to get over the supply glitch and return to
“normal”.
Nike’s stock dropped $ 2.61 billion in market value after the company announced
the supply chain foul up. The mistake is expected to cost Nike over $ 100 million in
revenue for the third quarter of 2001”. How could this happen? (Laudon & Traver
2002, p. 670; italics were added by the author).
One reason for the failure proposed in the book by Laudon and Traver (2002) is that Nike
wanted to change the structure of the i2 Technologies system so that it would fit Nike’s
complicated organizational structure and supplier base. In addition, the orders placed
through the new and the old system were both counted as valid, which resulted in an
overproduction of low-selling shoes and the underproduction of fast-selling shoes
(Laudon & Traver 2002, p.670-671). Moreover, costs were higher than anticipated, the
implementation time was longer than planned and some of the managers resigned. It is
acknowledged that the Nike case does not specifically deal with individual business
relationships, but more importantly illustrates problems faced by Nike while digitalizing
their business operations. Nonetheless, Nike is not alone with their problems. Cisco
Systems, a leader in the adoption of information technology wrote off $ 2.4 billion in
parts inventory in its warehouses because its managers refused to pay attention to the
information system’s predictions for inventory, relying instead on their own sense of the
market (Castells 2001).
Not only individual companies but also business-to-business electronic marketplaces
are facing difficulties. The electronic marketplace is defined as an inter-organizational
information system that facilitates digital interactions between multiple buyers and sellers
(see e.g. Grewal et al. 2001). According to Arora (2001) and Jap and Mohr (2002), failure
to realize the economic scale or technological efficiencies has meant that many electronic
marketplaces have had to shut down. Similar results were reported by Wise and Morrison
(2000). There are also mounting difficulties regarding trust in electronic reverse auctions
as described by Jap (2002).
All in all, it can be concluded that when designing the system, by taking into
consideration the actors involved as well as the activities which need to be upheld or
performed by the system along with resources, this could decrease the damage caused by
adoption, or in a best case scenario, companies could avoid the unnecessary costs related
to information technology investments (Morrell & Ezingeard 2002). The actors in this
example cover all people who need to use and know basic facts about the developed
system. The activities are the processes that the system must uphold. Resources include
skills and knowledge in addition to financial resources that are needed when digitalizing
business.
Moreover, the Nike and Cisco Systems cases illustrate how people who carry out
actions must be sufficiently educated to perform tasks as suggested by managers (see e.g.
Mata et al. 1995, Heikkilä et al. 2003a). By understanding how systems work and for
which purpose they are designed, costly mistakes can be avoided.
Another significant and often forgotten aspect in business relationship digitalization is
business relationships and their cooperative logic (see e.g. Bensaou & Venkatraman 1996,
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Kumar & Dissel 1996). Many electronic marketplaces understandably overlook business
relationships as something different from anonymous ‘arms length’ market transactions.
This dissertation attempts to shed some light on business relationship digitalization as
opposed to electronic marketplaces and information technology uptake. There are good
papers available that highlight information technology uptake in inter-organizational
relationships (see e.g. Heikkilä et al. 2003b).
To elaborate further, it can be stated that this dissertation focuses on business
relationships from an Industrial and Marketing Purchasing group viewpoint and brings
the digitalization discussion to it. In other words, how digitalization is influencing
business relationships. In this dissertation the term ‘digitalization’ refers to the process of
making information, business activities (e.g. selling Johnson & Bharadwaj 2005), and
offerings digital. To state it in a more simple way, how traditional physically and socially
mediated transactions and communications are facilitated and conducted digitally within
business relationships.
This dissertation seeks to understand and develop further the constructs of business
relationships by drawing upon past and current studies of digitalization. To carry on, this
study addresses business relationship digitalization from overlapping theoretical
approaches. This is necessary to further our understanding of this rather complex
phenomenon: First, digitalization and electronic commerce literature are used to
introduce the promising technologies for coordinating and digitalizing business
relationships. Second, chosen information systems literature is employed to illustrate
their effects on the business relationship digitalization; and finally, the underlying theory
or research approach to which the two previously mentioned approaches are adjusted
accordingly is the business relationship discussion. This and related discussion is
presented in the proceeding chapter. These three related theoretical approaches enable the
creation of a framework to understand and describe the business relationships
digitalization process.
In this dissertation, business relationship digitalization is conceptualized through two
stages of maturity in which the degree of digitalization within business relationships
varies. The first stage, the digitalized business relationship, refers to a relationship in
which digitalization is initiated and has progressed to some extent. This means that the
digital infrastructure is partly developed and some of the communication occurs digitally
through that infrastructure in a digital manner. The second stage, the digital business
relationship, refers to a relationship in which digitalization has progressed to a
considerable extent and the various aspects of inter-organizational communication and
transaction (product and/or service) are digitalized. In short, in the digital relationship
almost all routine and costly activities are digitalized. For example, in Alpha-Zeta
business relationship almost all activities related to ordering and managing of steel
products are digitalized. The two case studies, the Alpha-Beta and the Alpha-Zeta, were
chosen to reflect the two stages of maturity.
It is also acknowledged here that a fully digital business relationship is a theoretical
concept that refers to a business relationship where interaction has ceased to exist in its
traditional face-to-face form and only digital communication forms, i.e. technologymediated communication, are used to interact within the business relationship (see e.g.
MacDonald & Smith 2004, Salo et al. 2004a). Here, digital communication encompasses
all forms of communication from two information systems communicating to instant
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message usage between employees. The digital communication can be direct or delayed
communication.
To continue, the stages of digitalization are used, in this dissertation, as conceptual
maps, and in reality there are no clearly identifiable separate stages. As illustrated by
Narayandas and Rangan (2004), the current discussion on business relationship evolution
does not exactly pinpoint how and under what conditions business relationships move
from one stage to another. Thus, illustrating business relationship digitalization is even
more complex.
The empirical context of this dissertation is the steel processing industry. Steel processing
refers to all the processing activities, e.g. hardening and refining, which are aimed at
increasing end-user value of steel. The selection of this industry is based on the
knowledge that digitalization and digital technologies have, and will continue to have, a
tremendous impact on steel making as well as on the marketing and distribution of steel
and associated products (see e.g. Chan & Swatman 2000, Chaffey 2004 p.15). FullerLove and Cooper (1994) similarly suggest that steel production and steel marketing as
well as distribution can gain large benefits through the uptake of information technology.

1.2 The research gap
In marketing literature there exists a wide body of knowledge focusing on different types
of exchanges (see Alderson 1957, Blau 1964, Bagozzi 1975, Webster, 1992). One of these
exchange forms, namely business relationships (Håkansson 1982, Håkansson & Snehota
1995, Möller & Wilson 1995, Ford et al. 2003, Narayandas & Rangan 2004), acts as the
theoretical background of this dissertation. Business relationships have been an important
research topic for decades, and changes in current business logic have increased the
importance of business relationships. Business relationships have been studied from
varying theoretical (Wilkinson 2001) and temporal perspectives and in various industrial
settings (Ford 1990). Temporal perspective refers to either snapshot or longitudinal
studies, the latter being more uncommon (see e.g. Alajoutsijärvi 1996, Halinen 1994,
Tähtinen 2001).
Today, business relationships are enabled and facilitated by digital tools (see e.g. Salo
2006b). The changes have occurred rapidly after the emergence of the Internet, and thus
current business relationship literature has not yet absorbed nor accurately described the
changes which have occurred in practice. Many of the studies from information systems
research focus on how networks of relationships are changing due to electronic
commerce (Kambil & Short 1994, Nouwens & Bouwman 1995) instead of business
relationships. However, studies are gradually emerging that tackle some aspects of the
impacts of information systems and the technology on business relationships (Leek et al.
2003, Boyd & Spekman, 2004, Ryssel et al. 2004).
In practice, aside from the fact that the amount of business relationships that exist
between buyers and sellers has decreased, the amount of trade contracted within business
relationships has simultaneously increased (see e.g. Bakos & Brynjolfsson 1993,
Matthyssens & Van den Bulte 1994). This remains a reality on many occasions; it is not
profitable to play dozens or even hundreds of competing suppliers off against each other.
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Instead, working closely with a few suppliers, within a business relationship is profitable
for both parties. This is due to the fact that as the number of possible partner’s increases,
so do the transaction costs (Clemons et al. 1993, Kumar & Dissel 1996, Stump & Sriram
1997). Moreover, when companies are engaged in short-term exchanges learning,
knowledge development, and innovations are not likely to occur since resources are used
for transacting. Innovation is fostered through cooperation within business relationships
or business networks, and the capabilities and skills of organizations are enhanced (see
e.g. Alajoutsijärvi & Tikkanen 2000, Wilson & Nielson 2000). Therefore, it is evident
that existing business relationships are a vital area for research.
It is also emphasized here that social interaction plays a central role in business
relationship discussion (Håkansson 1975, 1982), and this has been the basis of Industrial
Marketing and Purchasing (IMP) literature (see e.g. Cunningham & Turnbull 1982).
Besides focusing on social exchange, the exchange of information, money, products and
services has also been a central tenet of the IMP approach. It is noted here that Snehota
(1982), Kutschker (1982), Turnbull (1982), and Ford (1982a) have all studied business
relationships in the steel industry context, but not those that are influenced by
digitalization.
Nevertheless, the current business relationship discussion lacks digitalization
discussion and more importantly, the concept of digital communication is missing. Here,
it covers all interaction that occurs without face-to-face interaction (see e.g. Turnbull
1979, Cunningham & Turnbull 1982). These interaction forms include among others
telephone, fax, and Internet-based digital interactions.
For the past three decades, companies have been investing heavily in and adopting
information systems technology (Alpar & Kim 1990, Rai et al. 1997, Brynjolfsson & Hitt
1998 p.50, Morrell & Ezingeard 2002, Farrell 2003). Productivity and innovative
activities have also risen (see Farrell 2003). At the same time, a large amount of
information technology is used to enhance business relationships with existing partners
(Steinfield et al. 1995, Leek et al. 2003, Pires & Aisbett 2003, Wu et al. 2003).
Furthermore, as one concentrates on the development of technologies or business in
general one might see that the way businesses are operating is changing (see e.g. Castells
2000 p.69-77). In Finland, and in other countries with expensive labor, companies are
shifting production to countries with lower labor costs. When software companies need
highly skilled people they can either pay a large amount of money for Finnish engineers
in Finland or, for example, they can forward their operations to a low labor cost country
like India with highly skilled engineers (see e.g. Dertouzos 1997, 2001). The number of
relationships to be managed increases if a company engages in overseas operations, so
effective management of business relationships with the help of digital tools is
increasingly important.
A clear trend linked to the change in business logic and the use of technology to
conduct business is the emergence of global business, which is conducted in large-scale
electronic marketplaces (see e.g. Grewal et al. 2001, Dou & Chou 2002, Hartmann 2002,
Jap & Mohr 2002). As suggested, almost all of the maintenance, repair, and operations
(MRO) products, such as office supplies and other easily described and quantified
products, may be effortlessly bought from electronic marketplaces. While others
requiring mutual cooperation and R&D, such as sub-assemblies, may be bought from
long-term partners (Gulati & Garino 2000, Kaplan & Sawhney 2000, Wise & Morrison
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2000). The Internet as a new communication and trading platform has increased the
globalization of companies (Downes & Mui 1998, Turban et al. 2002, p.794-798) and
decreased problems related to the richness and reach of communications (Evans &
Wurster 1997, 2000, Boyd & Spekman 2004).
Despite the fact that some authors have described the impacts of the Internet and new
economy in a more skeptical way (see Porter 2001) others have claimed that everything,
including business logic, changes (see Tapscott et al. 2000). In similar lines with Urban
(2004), an argument is put forth that reality probably lies in between nothing and
everything.
To further stress the point, business relationships have been important for centuries
and will not simply cease to exist due to the emergence of electronic marketplaces.
Moreover, Wise and Morrison (2000) indicated three flaws in the electronic marketplace
models: the value proposition offered by exchanges is different from relationships,
exchanges provide sellers with few benefits, i.e. price competition and exchange do not
provide a differentiated or valued service since many of the exchanges have been created
using basic software. Thus, because companies have devoted a lot of time and resources
to creating closer profitable relationships (see e.g. Liker & Choi 2004), these exchanges
run counter to recent thinking about buyer-supplier relationships.
Digitalization of information and business activities is forcing companies to re-think
their business logic (Lichtenthal & Eliaz 2003). From this point of view the impact that
digitalization has had on business relationships is interesting and important, and,
surprisingly, it is an area that is rarely studied especially from the business relationship
viewpoint (see e.g. Reid & Plank 2000). It is noted that there are studies that focus on
different technologies such as EDI and their influences on inter-organizational
relationships (see Tuunainen 1999 p.13 and Tuunainen 1995, 1998).
Moreover, it can perhaps be concluded that current academic and management
literature is not actually describing the impacts of digitalization on business relationships
or business relationship digitalization as such, but rather discussing the effects of
electronic marketplaces, information technology and electronic procurement separately
from business relationships. The other shortcoming is that authors frequently discuss
business models for electronic commerce as separate entities from traditional business
and business relationships (see e.g. Timmers 1998, Raisch 2001). It is acknowledged that
there are some exceptions to this (see Rayport and Sviokla 1994, 1995, Gulati and Garino
2000, Heikkilä et al. 2004).
In addition, recent studies on business relationships and digitalization mainly focus on
the Internet as an electronic tool, instead of ERP and other technologies, employ onesided questionnaires and not dyadic data (see e.g. Boyd & Spekman, 2004, DeeterSchmelz & Kennedy 2004, Iyer 2004, Ryssel et al. 2004). One-sided questionnaires
provide information from only one actor and thus do not provide complete data about the
impacts of information technology on business relationships (see John & Reve 1982).
Studies that describe the usage of multiple technologies, collect data from both sides of a
business relationship and attempt to describe the digitalization process of business
relationships are needed. Besides doing this, the author also used critically selected
literature about the business relationships and digitalization to form the preliminary
framework. Basically, good-quality publications emphasizing the influence of
information technology, information systems, electronic commerce on business
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relationships were chosen. Thus, studies focusing on impacts of electronic marketplaces
and electronic auctions on business relationships were not included. In addition, studies
highlighting the influence of digital tools on organizational networks were not included in
the analysis, as the focus of this dissertation is on the business relationships and digital
tools employed in the dyadic relationship.
To sum up, the changes in business logic (focus on core competence, value creation,
outsourcing, globalization, and digitalization) have increased the importance of both
business relationships and digital tools, and as these have not been adequately described
in academic literature, it is appropriate to study business relationship digitalization.

1.3 Objectives of the study
This dissertation aims to contribute to the existing literature about business
relationships by bringing the concept of digitalization into the discussion. Business
relationships digitalization refers to both the digitalization process of business
relationships as well as the structure needed to uphold the process. Naturally the outcome
of that process, i.e. a digitalized event or fully digitalized business relationship, is also
included in the analysis. These changes are revealed by digitalization and information
technology investments and the deployment of those investments. Business relationships
digitalization is a new, but pertinent area of study, and the process of digitalization
especially needs consistent effort for theory development.
In short, the empirically grounded framework of business relationship digitalization
constructed addresses the factors and their characteristics that are affecting the
digitalization of business relationships. These are discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 8.
The idea is to describe the sequence of individual and collective events, actions, and
activities unfolding over time that influence the digitalization process of business
relationships. Evidently, the context of business relationship digitalization is interwoven
within the process. Therefore, both the phenomenon and the context must be fully
understood when preparing case studies, in analysis as well as in the synthesis phase.
Thus, the context, i.e. the steel processing industry, is illustrated in the following section
of the chapter.
The purpose of this research is to build an empirically grounded process framework
that enables us to better understand business relationship digitalization. In other words,
the author aims to understand and describe the process of business relationship
digitalization in the context of the steel processing industry by answering the following
questions:
1. What kind of process is business relationship digitalization?
2. Which factors influence the process?
3. How does the underlying business relationship evolve during the digitalization
process?
The research questions are answered using an iterative research process which
synthesizes the used theories, the preliminary frame of reference, and the empirical
material in order to develop understanding of the phenomenon. The developed
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framework attempts to illustrate the impacts of digitalization on the structure and
processes of a business relationship. It also describes the relationships between structure
and process which are both influenced by digitalization.
The developed framework depicting the degree of digitalization within business
relationships and business relationship digitalization process shed light on the first and
second research questions. Additionally, the ways in which the studied business
relationships have evolved during digitalization process are discussed and elaborated on
in Chapters 6 and 7. The preliminary framework is composed so as to be as holistic as
possible, and then used to describe business relationship digitalization in the steel
processing industry. After that the framework is adjusted accordingly, to form an
empirically grounded framework. Managerially relevant aspects are highlighted in the
conclusions of this dissertation. An effort is also made to describe some of the relevant
elements when considering the initiation, formation (digitalization process), and the
maintenance of digitalized business relationships.

1.4 Scientific approach and research strategy of the study
This section of the dissertation highlights the importance of a scientific approach and
provides a description of an appropriate research strategy.

1.4.1 The scientific approach
The meaning of science and what is known as scientifically conducted research usually
depends on both the discipline and the academic background of the researcher. It should
be pointed out right away that there is no formal agreement on the definition of science.
As Easton (1995a) explicitly says, researchers must state their underlying assumptions
and values as these impose restrictions and influence the research strategy. Thus, in this
study the author attempts to describe in detail how the study was conducted and which
issues influenced the research process.
There are many ways to position a study and explain the scientific approach taken (see
e.g. Burrell & Morgan 1979, Morgan & Smircich 1980, Tikkanen 1996). In short, these
are the metatheoretical considerations of a study. Metatheory is a way to evaluate
theories.
One of the deployed classifications in marketing and doctoral dissertations (see e.g.
Sallinen 2002, Ulkuniemi 2003, Helander 2004) to identify and categorize the
philosophical underpinnings of science is the characterization provided by Burrell and
Morgan (1979). They use the term the ‘philosophy of science’, which is equivalent to
metatheory (Möller 1994). A scientific research process includes thoughts on the
axiological, ontological, and epistemological dimensions of research (Easton 1995a). By
evaluating three groups of assumptions Burrell and Morgan (1979) illustrated how
different approaches in social sciences can be analyzed and classified. These assumptions
are related to ontology, epistemology, and human nature (Burrell & Morgan 1979). The
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assumption groups form the basis for the methodology selection (Morgan & Smircich
1980).
Ontological assumptions are “The assumptions of the very essence of phenomenon
under investigation” (Burrell & Morgan 1979 p.1). The basic ontological question is
whether the reality being investigated is external to the individual or whether it is the
product of individual consciousness. In short, this assumption states that reality is given
or is the product of one’s mind.
The second group of assumptions delves into the grounding of this knowledge. Here,
the discussion is limited to how knowledge can be acquired according to different
epistemological assumptions. The two extreme positions according to Burrell and
Morgan (1979 p.2) are that knowledge can be acquired directly e.g. by observing or
through personal experience.
Interlinked with these two issues are assumptions concerning human nature. Indeed,
we can believe that the relationship between human beings and the environment is
predetermined. The opposing view, favored here, is that human beings are free to create
their own environment, i.e. voluntarism.
The fourth interrelated layer, methodology is derived directly from the three previous
assumptions. In short, methodology, whether ideographic or nomothetic, must be aligned
with the three previous sets of assumptions in order to yield scientifically reliable and
valid results. Figure 1 presents the metatheoretical orientation of this study.

Nominalism (Ontology, Axiology)

Anti-positivism (Epistemology)
Voluntarism (Human nature)
Ide(i)ographic

(Methodology)

-Abductive logic

Case study

Fig. 1. The metatheoretical orientation of the study.

Figure 1 depicts the aspects of the scientific approach, i.e. metatheoretical orientation: it
shows the different aspects of metatheory and how they are related to, and define each
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other. It shows how the interlinked nature of the elements is important to recognize when
considering the employed methodology, not only in this study but in all research.
Of course the methodological orientation has shifted during the study, but mostly in a
retrospective manner; the author has identified issues which have an impact on the
perception of methodological orientation. Developing of the scientific approach of this
study is started from ontology. In this dissertation it is assumed that human beings create
reality as they interact with each other – nominalism. Thus, reality is socially constructed
(Berger & Luckmann 1966). The second element needed to create an orientation is
epistemology. In this study understanding is acquired only from the standpoint of
individuals interacting within their frame of reference. This type of epistemology, in
terms of Burrell and Morgan’s (1979) thinking, is anti-positivism. It means that in this
research the main point of the research is not the attempt to discover general laws, but to
describe and understand the standpoints of individuals and how they perceive the impact
of digitalization on their relationships that are part of business relationships. The third
element needed to compile an orientation is the assumption regarding human nature. In
this dissertation the author employs voluntarism. In brief, human beings are free to create
their own environment. On the basis of previous statements, the chosen methodology for
this research is an ideographic one, namely case study research. The case study research
design is elaborated on in Chapter 5.
The next step is to choose a logical reasoning method, which is proposed as one aspect of
the metatheoretical dimensions (Möller 1994). Perry (1998) calls the logical reasoning
method “Theories developing approaches”, and the chosen reasoning method should
support the employed research orientation and strategy. There are three generally
distinguished logical reasoning methods: induction, deduction, and abduction (Hanson
1958, Peirce 1958, Chalmers 1999 p.54, Alvesson & Sköldberg 2000 p.15-17) and these
are illustrated in Figure 2.

Deductive
Theory
Empirical testing
Empiric
Fig. 2. Logical reasoning methods.

Inductive

Abductive
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Figure 2 depicts the logical reasoning methods that are available for researchers to use in
marketing and other disciplines. It shows the relationships between logical reasoning
methods, employed theory, and the context of reasoning. The arrows in Figure 2 represent
the possible reasoning paths between the theory and the empirical material. Reasoning
methods are dependent on the chosen metatheoretical dimensions of the study. The above
selected research method was the ideographic/idiographic method (Burrell & Morgan
1979, Möller 1994). This excludes the use of deductive reasoning that tries to find
general law-like generalizations or laws (Möller 1994).
To criticize laws and law-like generalizations, Chalmers (1999 p.215) illustrates as
follows, “… most if not all of the generalities taken to be laws within science fail to
qualify”. This is especially the case in marketing. Still, in deductive reasoning a
researcher has a prior proven theory that is verified in another form and/or research area.
Repeated studies in another geographical area, for example, involve deductive reasoning.
Therefore, the author is left with inductive and abductive reasoning methods (see e.g.
Hanson 1958, Peirce 1958). The inductive reasoning method is not employed, because it
involves the discovery of something empirical which should be followed by an attempt to
synthesize a theory. There are examples of this, like the discovery of gravity laws, but it
is still noted that the law of gravity cannot only be attributed to this simple idea of
empirical discovery.
Therefore, in this study, the author moves back and forth between empirical discovery
and theory in order to build up a theory that matches reality, since reality is always
already interpreted (Gummesson 2003b). The abductive reasoning method takes
inspiration from existing literature and theories to amplify the guiding principles or the
pattern. In this study the guiding principle has been the idea that digitalization enables
enhanced communications and transactions in business relationships, and that it is a novel
and important topic to be studied. In other words, abductive reasoning begins in the
empirical world (as in inductive reasoning), but the view of the empirical world is
different due to our chosen frames of references and therefore there exist alternate
possibilities and explanations. Abductive reasoning uses existing theories together with
empirical material to come up with new concepts (Peirce 1958 p.96-97, Grönfors 1982,
Gummesson 2000). The arguments presented above favor the abductive reasoning logic,
and therefore this study employs abductive reasoning as the chosen logical reasoning
method.
The last element needed, consciously or unconsciously, when conducting scientific
studies is the acknowledgement of the axiological viewpoint. In short, this means the
values, goals, and beliefs held personally by the researcher (Easton 1995a). Illustration of
the axiological view is difficult, but despite that an attempt is made to describe issues that
have influenced the formation of research orientation. Personal motivation for this
research is two-fold. The first one is academically oriented motivation, since the right
concepts and definitions are very important. The author is keen to describe the
digitalization of business relationships with useful concepts. The digitalization process is
elucidated with the help of concepts developed for that purpose. This axiological
viewpoint was of course molded during the research process by the thoughts and
comments provided by all colleagues, especially those from the Industrial Marketing and
Purchasing (IMP) group.
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The second motivation is a more managerially or empirically oriented one, since the
author is truly interested and motivated to help students as well as companies so that they
are able to fully utilize the benefits provided by information technology and digitalization
to streamline and speed up processes within business relationships. From a managerial
point of view this research is important because there is an increasing amount of
commerce conducted through established digital links between business parties. This
means that as part of these links, digitalized business relationships are an interesting
phenomenon to research, and developing a guiding logic for managing them is of vital
importance. A common frame of reference is needed when discussing and understanding
business relationship digitalization. This type of guiding framework is provided in the
form of the IDADF list (p.229) and issues related to it as well as with the business
relationship digitalization framework. In relation to managerial insights, these are
discussed in detail in Chapter 9 under managerial implications. This section reviewed the
concept of the scientific approach and illustrated the assumptions underlying the selection
process of the methods and theories for this dissertation.

1.4.2 The research strategy
The section shows the research strategy of the study and highlights the procedure of
supporting and refining theoretical findings. But first, the research strategy is described
with greater accuracy.
Research strategy can be defined in many ways; Weick (1984) proposes that it is “A
way of going about one’s research, embodying a particular style and employing different
methods.” Research design and strategy are rather similar concepts. Research design
according to Easterby-Smith et al. (1991) includes data collection and methods of
analysis, but also involves the overall configuration of the study. In this dissertation
research strategy is used similarly to Weick (1984). Therefore, research strategy is the
way of going about one’s research, while the research design is an explanation of the
actual delivery of the empirical research that is presented in Chapter 5. Furthermore, it
can be seen that before the research strategy and research design can be articulated the
metatheoretical orientation has to be made visible. This is provided in the previous
section. The research strategy aligned with the metatheoretical orientation of the study is
presented in Figure 3.
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reviews
Conceptual
understanding

Preliminary
framework

Context
Empirically
grounded
framework

Analysis and
synthesis

The metatheoretical
orientation of the thesis

Case study
Identification
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as well as
interviewees

Data collection for
Alpha-Beta case

Data collection for
Alpha-Zeta case

Alpha-Beta
analysis

Within and
across cases
comparison
and analysis

Alpha-Zeta
analysis

Fig. 3. Research strategy aligned with metatheoretical orientation of the study.

Figure 3 illustrates the research strategy used and how it is aligned with the
metatheoretical orientation of the study. It can be seen that the metatheoretical orientation
influences both the theoretical and empirical understanding.
The literature reviews were conducted in three broad areas. First, literature reviews
were conducted on digitalization, electronic commerce, electronic business, and
information technology. Second, reviews were conducted about the technical aspects of
different technologies, and third, literature reviews investigated business relationships
and inter-organizational research. The reviews and their findings are presented in
Chapters 2 and 3. These three phases made it possible to understand and integrate
different aspects from each of the areas. The literature reviews enabled the creation of the
conceptual understanding which led to the preliminary framework presented in Chapter 4.
As can be seen from Figure 3, there is systematic interplay between the analysis and
synthesis phase of the preliminary model and the evolving case studies. According to
Dubois and Gadde (2002), immediate attention is needed if contradicting evidence is
found, i.e. material from cases disagreeing with the view provided by the framework.
Following this, the preliminary model is compared and adjusted to empirical material so
that it forms an empirically grounded framework i.e. the outcome of this dissertation,
which is presented in Chapter 8.
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1.5 The steel processing industry
This section provides an overview of the empirical context of the chosen cases. First, a
picture of the central characteristics of the steel industry is drawn and its significance is
illustrated. The business logic of the steel processing industry is then described. Lastly, an
illustration is provided of how business relationships, their substance, and their roles are
perceived within the industry.
The steel processing industry was chosen as the empirical context since it has a long
tradition of computerization and there are business relationships in different phases of
digitalization, which enables phase framework conceptualization. Moreover, those
business relationships in the steel or steel processing industry are seldom examined from
a business relationship and interaction perspective; the exception to this in the steel
industry is Johanson (1966). In addition, the steel and the steel processing industry have a
relatively long history in Finland and both are vital to Finnish economy.
Research about digitalization in the steel industry context is scarce. It is acknowledged
that there are studies outside the Finnish context that focus on some influences of
information technology and electronic commerce in the steel industry context (see FullerLove & Cooper 1994, Chan & Swatman 2000). Service quality in the steel industry
context has also been studied (Sinha & Ghoshal 1999).
Finland has traditionally had two strong industrial areas, the forest industry and the
metal industry. The steel industry and steel processing industries are in this dissertation
seen as belonging to the larger context of metal industry. The Finnish steel and metal
industry is famous for various machines, ships (both cruisers and ice-breakers) and lifting
equipment, while offshore constructions are an emerging area of high competence. The
steel industry produces hot and cold rolled steel qualities and processed steel products.
Smolsky (1996) describes the special features of the Finnish steel industry, and she
concludes that “Finnish companies have established a reputation for versatility,
productivity and quality”. Nonetheless, when Finnish companies are operating globally
they are many times smaller than their competitors. For example, China is a country with
a large amount of mills, high capacity, low cost structure, and large consumption.
Roughly speaking however, close to 60 per cent of Finnish production is exported
directly or after further processing. Important export areas are the EU region, and the
most important single export countries are the United Kingdom, Germany, the US,
Sweden, and Russia. The Finnish steel industry has a wide range of customers including
mechanical engineering, construction and the automobile industry, as well as
shipbuilding, consumer goods, and leisure product industries. Today the emphasis is on
know-how as well as the efficient utilization of information technology, automation, and
new technologies in order to increase the amount of processed metals.
Moreover, from the 1990s onwards, the steel industry has invested substantially in
environmental protection, which has led to more efficient use of energy and a decrease in
emissions. Finnish steel processing is also recognized for its efficient utilization of raw
materials (Smolsky 1996). Recycling as part of Finnish steel processing throughout the
whole industry, from ore to rundown product, is efficiently organized, and over 90 per
cent of the steel products that come out of use in Finland are re-processed.
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Over time, the Finnish steel industry has developed a substantial knowledge base, a
collection of skills and competencies related to steel engineering and metallurgy.
Machines and equipment manufactured for the forest industry by Finnish companies
range from harvesters to paper machines that are capable of enduring extreme warmth,
cold, pressure, wear, and even some acids. In fact, Finland is one of the world’s leading
paper machine manufacturers (see e.g. Alajoutsijärvi 1996, Tikkanen & Alajoutsijärvi
2000 p.145-, Alajoutsijärvi et al. 2001), illustrating the importance of both the steel and
the paper industry.
The steel industry can be characterized as being heavily dependent on investment
decisions and customer demand stemming from abroad. Therefore, as the demand
intervals are changing globally, boom and bust periods similar to the paper industry are
created (see e.g. Alajoutsijärvi et al. 2001). To survive during a bust period large
companies use their supplier base and employees as a shield against the cycles. The need
to downsize as a result of decreasing demand is forwarded to suppliers and sub-suppliers
as the number of orders decreases.
Thus, the players in the field are closely interlinked to each other in order to organize
the “rhythm” needed in the channel. It has been pointed out in interviews and academic
literature that the steel processing industry relies on business relationships instead of
markets as a form of governance (see Hämäläinen 2003). Consequently, the emergence of
various steel marketplaces (see e.g. www.e-steel.com) highlights the fact that there is the
potential to conduct trade through these markets, but they have disappeared as fast as
they have appeared (see e.g. Turban et al. 2002 p.302-303). Along with this trend, Alpha,
one of the case companies, closed its co-owned marketplace and opened up an Extranet
for important partners to replace the activities.
Still, the Internet and electronic trading has been a focus of the steel industry for some
time; however, significant breakthroughs have not been realized (Candell 2000). Web
sites and marketplaces aimed at buying and selling raw materials for steel workshops are
not included in this dissertation as the logic of conducting business is different.
The steel for workshops is supplied by wholesalers, Finnish mills, and some foreign
mills. On some occasions the steel is provided directly by the mill, but it is usually
delivered by an intermediary, e.g. the steel wholesaler. Usually, the steel is further
processed by small to medium workshops. Further processing includes welding, steel
molding, cutting, hardening, and it can also include the integration of metal based
products with other products, i.e. hydraulic or electric equipments.
Further processing workshops are located relatively close to the mills or large
wholesalers in order to decrease logistic costs. The acquired steel is processed and sold
directly to the end-customer in Finland or abroad. Since workshops only produce metal
products that are actually ordered forecasts or intentions to buy are not acted upon. A
product could be sold back to the steel mill that has provided the steel or other metal, and
this company could then resell it to the end-customer. Sometimes this is needed because
very small workshops do not have their own marketing department with sales offices in
each important export country. Thereby, the mill provides one stop shopping for their
customers, which strengthens their position as a value-adding partner for the customer. In
this situation the buyer of steel solutions is unlikely to be willing to change supplier
because the one they have provided all metal and steel grades needed as well as delivered
further processed metals according to customer plans. This simplifies the purchasing and
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logistics of the buyer-company. However, if the supplier of steel is not acting this way the
supplier might lose their basic steel grade business when more specialized steel grades
are not offered, as customers are acquiring total solutions and one-stop shopping
possibilities that reduce administrative costs.
Different types of information systems are often used to smooth activities between and
within mills and workshops. On some occasions electronic marketplaces are used to sell
further processed products, but they are seldom used to buy steel or other metals in
Finland. Technology is used within existing business relationships to communicate or
transact more effectively between business parties. The systems used include traditional
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) or EDI over the Internet; the Extranet is usually used
for more complex R&D operations and routine information exchange with partners and
customers, while sophisticated intelligent agents (software agents) are either in use, or are
in the planning phase within the steel industry companies (see e.g. Helaakoski et al.
2004). The idea, similarly to the forest industry (Liu et al. 2000), is to improve
information coordination decision-making within the industry while constructing
extremely large steel objects like oil rigs. These intelligent agents interpret information,
identify events and report those events to stakeholders. Based on this, the individuals who
have access to the system can make more accurate decisions regarding, for example,
production call for bids and logistic services. Limited access could be given to customers
so that they can see which phase of production their order is in. Furthermore, on some
occasions mobile technologies such as wireless local area network (WLAN) and personal
digital assistants (PDA) are used to speed up information processing between business
partners (Salo 2006d).
The steel industry relies on existing business relationships between parties as
exchange mode. Long-term business relationships between workshops, mills, and steel
whole-sellers create the stability needed for steel processing (Hämäläinen 2003,
Appendix 1). On some occasions these business relationships are organized in network
form, where a strong resourceful mill acts as a web-weaver or network leader. This
arrangement often ensures smooth cooperation between various parties. In addition, an
increased profit usually acts as a superior motivator.
Usually the cooperation occurs within an existing business relationship when a mill
wants to make changes to current products or has noticed new opportunities to use
workshops in new product areas such as offshore constructions. The change can be
initiated by subcontractors. These types of changes provide a platform to learn and to
create new skills and capabilities which are needed in order to combine novel steel
solutions for end-customers. New skills combined with old competencies enhance the
business possibilities of individual mills and workshops. This is not the case in every
business relationship. Sometimes relationships can be described as short-term subcontracting relations, where work once given to a reliable workshop is given to another
one to drive down the costs of further processing and thus nothing innovative occurs
within the relationship.
Still, business relationships are a more favorable exchange mode on many occasions.
This is the case in specialized products and long-term projects, i.e. continuous production
of the same part. Thereby learning, increased skills, and capabilities together with
decreasing costs favor business relationships. Small lots and relatively simple products
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are easily bought by the mill from an anonymous market and even from electronic
marketplaces.
To be more precise, the narrow context of the Alpha-Beta business relationship is the
machine and steel processing sub-sector, while the context of Alpha-Zeta is steel
processing, e.g. hardening and marketing of steel plates and components. Both belong to
the steel processing industry, which includes all the activities aimed at increasing the
tonnage value of the steel solutions.

1.6 The outline of the study
In this part of the chapter, the organization of the study is outlined. The dissertation is
divided into nine chapters as depicted in Figure 4. The first part of the study introduces
the basic concepts and presents the background of the study. This is followed by
establishing conceptual foundations for business relationships in Chapter 2. After that,
information technology and digitalization literature are presented in Chapter 3. Then, in
Chapter 4, the effects of the digitalization on business relationships are considered and a
preliminary framework providing insights into the business relationship digitalization
process and the impacts of digitalization on business relationships is synthesized and
further elaborated on. Chapter 5 introduces the employed research design that was used
while collecting the empirical material. Chapters 6 and 7 present the empirical cases
Alpha-Beta and Alpha-Zeta business relationships. These chapters provide the empirical
material that is used to evaluate the preliminary conceptual framework. Chapter 8
synthesizes and presents an empirically grounded framework for conceptualizing the
business relationship digitalization process within the steel processing industry. It draws
together the preliminary framework developed in Chapter 4, and modifications are made
in accordance with findings from the case studies. Chapter 9 presents both the results and
limitations of the study as well as a discussion of possible future research in this area.
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Chapter 1 Business relationship digitalization
-

Describes the background of the phenomenon

-

Identifies the research gap

-

Illustrates the employed research approach

-

Shows the context of the study

Chapter 2 Alternative approaches to

Chapter 3 Digitalization of information and

business relationships

business activities

-

Presents alternative approaches

-

and provides integrative synopsis

Defines the concept of digitalization
and provides an overview of business
relationship related digital tools

Chapter 4 Preliminary conceptualizations of business
relationship digitalization
-Synthesizes a framework based on Chapters 2 and 3

Chapter 5 Research design
-Presents the employed case method and analysis description

Chapter 6 The digitalization

Chapter 7 The

of the Alpha-Beta business

digitalization of the Alpha-

relationship

Zeta business relationship

- Describes the antecedents,

- Describes the

and affects of digitalization on
business relationship

digitalization process of
business relationship

Chapter 8 The empirically grounded framework of business
relationship digitalization
- Shows the empirically based framework

Chapter 9 Discussion and implications

- Presents the contributions of the study
- Provides future research suggestions

Fig. 4. Organization of the study.

2 Alternative approaches to business relationships
First, an illustration of the different approaches used to describe business relationships
between business parties is provided. Second, after presenting some deliberately chosen
approaches and giving consideration to the pros and cons of each approach the author
decides on the most appropriate theoretical backdrop to conceptualize business
relationships. Then, the employed approach is described and analyzed in more detail.

2.1 Different views on business relationships
Different types of exchanges and the management of those exchanges have been a key
focus in marketing for decades (see e.g. Alderson 1957, Bartels 1962, Blau 1964, Cox et
al. 1964, Bagozzi 1975, Lichtenthal & Beik 1984, Webster, 1992, Wilkinson 2001). The
business relationship is usually seen as one type of exchange mechanism.
There are numerous research traditions with different and yet overlapping viewpoints
or ways to conceptualize business relationships (Möller 1994, Wilkinson 2001). These
approaches provide insights through a frame of reference that aims at illustrating some
aspects whilst intentionally or unintentionally neglecting others. For example, transaction
cost analysis may fail to see the importance of social interaction and tacit knowledge
transfer within business relationships.
The chosen approaches that have been included in the literature review and will be
used to illustrate different views on business relationships are the supply chain
management, the transaction cost analysis, the political economy approach, the
relationship marketing, and the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing (IMP) group
frameworks. These five approaches are widely used in marketing to study different
aspects of long-term dyadic exchanges, i.e. business relationships, and are thereby
included in the literature review (see e.g. Möller 1994). These different approaches or
schools of thought will give insight into the different aspects of business relationships
that are occurring within the business markets. Next, short descriptions of these major
research traditions to study buyer-seller relationships are presented.
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Mentzer et al. (2001) reviewed, categorized, and synthesized the use of the concept of
a supply chain (SC) and supply chain management (SCM). They pointed out that the
supply chain consists of at least three parties, i.e. the supplier, the organization, and the
customer. Supply chain management is the act of managing the supply chain. As the
supply chain consists of three or more parties it cannot give a coherent view of a business
relationship that comprises two parties. Thus, the theoretical approach used in this study
cannot be supply chain management or the supply chain perspective. Both of the
previously mentioned schools of thought can be likened to the network level studies of
the IMP group (see e.g. Axelsson & Easton 1992). Because of these different levels of
analysis, the supply chain management perspective is inappropriate and not a valid
theoretical frame of reference for the purpose of this dissertation
Transaction cost theory was originally pioneered by Coase (1937), who later on went
on to receive a Nobel Prize for his academic work. The study approach was carried on by
Williamson (1975, 1979, 1981, 1985, 1994). Transaction cost theory suggests that a
company will tend to expand precisely to the point where “The cost of organizing an
extra transaction within the company becomes equal to the costs of carrying out the same
transaction by means of an exchange on the open market”. These studies identified two
forms of exchange that are market and vertical integration or hierarchy. Williamson
identified a third form which he labeled hybrid governance structures. In this dissertation
the question as to whether business relationships are more like market or hierarchy
governance mechanisms is not discussed (see e.g. Hägg et al. 1984, Thorelli 1986).
Rindfleisch and Heide (1997) provide an overview of transaction cost analysis and
observe that the mail survey is the most common method for obtaining data in transaction
cost analysis. Furthermore, transaction cost analysis does not adequately address the
evolution of governance modes as pointed out by Alajoutsijärvi (1996 p.35). The
methodological orientation of the transaction cost analysis is nomothetic, and ontological
assumptions are deterministic (Möller 1992, 1994). Thus, due to the differences in data
collection, measurement, and general research orientation the frame of reference provided
by transaction cost analysis it is not employed here. However, it is acknowledged that
transaction cost analysis can be used to explain some of the impacts of information
technology on business relationships and information technology uptake (see e.g.
Clemons et al. 1993, Kumar & Dissel 1996).
With their political economy framework Stern and Reve (1980) provide a systematic
framework on how to best integrate both economic and behavioral research traditions
within distribution research. This framework consists of two interlinked systems named
internal political economy and external political economy. The former studies a
distribution channel dyad while the latter studies the channel environment. Together these
form the political economy framework. The model is further divided into economic and
political aspects; the most interesting observation however, is that the approach
emphasizes the collective nature of channels as well as the individual role of the
company. The political economy framework takes into account the dynamic processes
between companies; the omission of these processes is a weakness of transaction cost
analysis (Stern & Reve 1980). Nonetheless, the political economy framework may be too
normative in its conclusions as pointed out by Möller (1994). The ontological assumption
of this view is realistic and the measurements used are nomothetic in nature (Möller
1994). Finally, because the main focus of the approach is on the structure of the dyad and
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as it includes other previously mentioned limitations it is concluded that the political
economy framework is not chosen as the theoretical background for this study. This
conclusion is supported by later work of Reve and Stern (1985) who report that the
political economy framework functions weakly as a complete theory.
Berry (1983) has been nominated as the originator of relationship marketing.
According to Gummesson (1987), relationship marketing focuses on “Building and
maintaining relationships that have significant long-term implications and therefore affect
the strategic and long-range planning of the company’s marketing”. The relationship
marketing “philosophy” should transcend the entire organization and shape all of its
interactions with other companies and individuals in the network. The purpose of
relationship marketing and marketing is “To establish, maintain, and enhance long-term
relationships with customers and other partners, at a profit, so that the objectives of the
parties involved are met” (Gummesson 1995). Gummesson (2003a) continues to develop
the definition of relationship marketing, and the current definition is the following:
“Relationship marketing is marketing based on interaction within networks of
relationships.” Relationship marketing is achieved by a mutual exchange and fulfillment
of promises (Grönroos 1990 p.138). According to Grönroos (1994), marketing activities
should concentrate on relationship building and management, in addition to which it
should be noted that marketing is a multi-faceted social process. Morris et al. (1998)
criticized relationship marketing by indicating that there is a myth that marketing is
relationship marketing, and they also argue that there is a gap between academic theory
on relationship marketing and what actually occurs in industrial marketing. Morris et al.
(1998 p.369) argues that relationship marketing is seen as “More attitudinal than
behavioral”, and that if relationship marketing is to be developed and to be widely
adopted, more guidance is needed from those conducting the research. Furthermore,
Möller and Halinen (2000) argue that the theoretical roots of relationship marketing are
inflated, and according to them there exist two types of relationship marketing. One
school of thought focuses on consumers and the other focuses on business networks and
relationships between companies. The authors consider relationship marketing to be an
orientation to long-term relationships with customers, consumers, and suppliers as well as
any other important organization or individual within a company.
Möller (1994) in his literature review on inter-organizational marketing exchange
notices that the views on interaction approach are slightly blurred. However, he manages
to divide the interaction approach into two interlinked schools of thought. The first
interaction approach employs constructs from the social exchange theory (Thibaut &
Kelley 1959, Kelley & Thibaut 1978), and the other one is the Industrial Marketing and
Purchasing (IMP) group based interaction approach (see e.g. Håkansson 1982). Möller
(1994) identifies a few metatheoretical differences underlying these two approaches. The
one that resembles the author’s research orientation is the Industrial Marketing and
Purchasing group based interaction approach, referred to later on in this dissertation as
the interaction approach. The history of the IMP group is presented in various
publications (see e.g. Ford 1998, Wilkinson 2001, Ford et al. 2003) and the theoretical
roots of the interaction approach are presented in Håkansson (1982 p.10-14).
In this study business relationships are focused on from an interaction perspective (see
e.g. Håkansson 1982, Johanson & Mattsson 1987, Möller & Wilson 1989, 1995,
Håkansson & Snehota 1995) since it provides the broadest and most in-depth description
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of the interaction that occurs within a business relationship between two companies.
Furthermore, there are many variations of the interaction model (see e.g. Håkansson
1982, Johanson & Mattsson 1987, Wilson & Möller 1989, 1995, Håkansson & Snehota
1995). It can be said that these variations of the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing
group models actually complete each other.
To summarize the section, there are also other schools of thought available to
conceptualize business markets and relationships. These include, but are not limited to
the following: resource dependence model (Pfeffer & Salancik 1978) social exchange
theory (Blau 1964, Cook & Emerson 1984) based channel research (Anderson & Narus
1990), business networks related to exchange relationships (Axelsson & Easton 1992),
contingency model of communication within political economy approach (Mohr & Nevin
1990). These approaches were not directly presented nor employed due to the fact that
they are theoretically eclectic and the author is more familiar with other approaches
related to business relationships. The list presented above is clearly not exhaustive. The
described research perspectives for studying business relationships are valid in their own
context and each has its own limitations. It is pointed out that all are applicable to study
business relationship digitalization if those weaknesses are noticed and taken into
account. The author has intentionally chosen to use the IMP frameworks.
Next, an overview of the different variations of the interaction approach is given, and
the section is concluded with a synopsis that draws together the discussion of different
interaction types and presents the employed view to conceptualize business relationships.

2.2 Different views on business relationships within the IMP domain
This section elaborates on four slightly different interaction models that can be used to
study interaction within business relationships. These presented frameworks are all
employed at some point in constructing the framework for conceptualizing business
relationship digitalization. It is noted that the four frameworks are shortly reviewed but
also tied into a current discussion evolving around the IMP. Thus, the following sections
are not only descriptions of the previous work but also incorporate new theoretical
concepts that have emerged after the publication of each framework and which are
closely related to the framework discussed in each section.
The frameworks presented and discussed in the following section are Johanson and
Mattsson (1987) interaction framework, Möller and Wilson (1989, 1995) dyadic
interaction model, Håkansson (1982) interaction model, and Håkansson and Snehota
(1995) structure and process characteristics of the business relationships categorization.

2.2.1 The interaction framework
Johanson and Mattsson (1987) interaction framework highlights the mutual orientation,
exchange processes, and adaptation processes of business relationships. In addition,
dependence, bonds, and investments are also considered as important elements of
business relationships.
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Mutual orientation, readiness to interact, and mutual knowledge produced are seen as
crucial factors for the continuance of the relationship (Johanson & Mattsson 1987). The
interaction process, according to the authors, represents the ‘here and now’ of inter-firm
behavior. The interaction seems to comprise both exchange and adaptation processes
(Johanson & Mattsson 1987, Easton 1992 p.8-9). The coordination process takes place in
interaction between companies (Johanson & Mattsson 1987), and this type of process
description is widely used (see e.g. Håkansson 1982, Möller & Wilson 1995, Håkansson
& Snehota 1995).
Dependence is seen as a price that the company incurs in order to benefit from
relationships (see e.g. Easton 1992 p.9-10). Johanson and Mattson’s (1987) discussion
about dependence is similar to Håkansson and Snehota (1995), who point out that
interdependence at the same time enables and constrains the actions of the company.
This, dependence brings in the problem of power and control to the business relationship
(Emerson 1962, Easton 1992 p.10). The power and conflict discussion is meticulously
described by Anderson and Coughlan (2002), who define power as “The ability to alter
channel members’ behavior so that they take actions they would not have taken
otherwise”. Therefore, the conflict is a consequence of using coercive power (one type of
power) in relationships (Anderson & Coughlan 2002).
In the IMP literature authors have identified eight types of bonds that are created when
interacting with and adapting to each other. These bonds are economic, social, technical,
logistical, administrative, informational, legal, and time-based bonds or linkages
(Hammarkvist et al. 1982, Mattsson 1985, Johanson & Mattsson 1987, Easton 1992).
Wendelin (2004) identifies altogether 11 bonds in his dissertation that focuses specifically
on bonds. As he points out, it is difficult to identify the difference between link, tie and
bond discussed in the IMP literature. Still, bonding (tying of previously mentioned
elements) holds a central role in the interaction process between companies. Economic
bonds are accumulated through expectations and experience in various interactions
between partners as well as other satisfactory exchange of products and services. The
roles of technical bonds are important since the development of products and production
technologies involves technological bonding between companies. Social and
informational bondings are two crucial aspects in business relationships. Social bonds are
the prerequisite for effective social information exchange. Business relationship parties
may also adjust their logistical processes e.g. by mutually coordinating the usage of truck
fleets and thereby strengthen the bonds between them. To continue with the social aspects
of business relationships it can be argued that relationships arise due to the exchange
process and social exchange that are central in the interaction process.
”Social exchange relations evolve in a slow process, starting with minor
transactions in which little trust is required because little risk is involved and in
which both partners can prove their trustworthiness, enabling them to expand their
relations and engage in major transaction” (Blau 1964 p.454).
Mutuality and the common interest arise in interaction between individuals. Relationships
have an important social element and the interaction process is carried out by individuals
who learn and create relationship-specific mutual knowledge (Johanson & Mattsson
1987, Alajoutsijärvi & Tikkanen 2000). This, however, does not mean that the
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characteristics of the relationship are determined by structural circumstances (Johanson &
Mattsson 1987).
The fourth element identified by Johanson and Mattsson (1987) is investment. According
to Johanson and Mattsson (1986), investments are processes in which resources are
committed in order to create, build, or acquire assets that can be used in future. This
implies that investment is specific to the relationship. There are two types of investments,
relationship-specific and non-specific. In each investment there are uncertainties about
the best option available, the future value of investment, sunk costs, and especially
uncertainties related to the irreversible nature of investments are central. These
investments might be adaptations of products, processes, and routines (Forsgren &
Johanson 1992). Transaction- or relationship-specific investments can be considered as
one form of adaptation (Lohtia & Krapfel 1994). In addition, a recent study by Rokkan et
al. (2003) demonstrated that specific investments may actually bond the receiver and
reduce opportunism under certain conditions. In this dissertation, the view is adopted that
relationship-specific investments are made directly into one relationship, and these
cannot subsequently be directly used in any other relationship (Wilson & Mummalaneni
1986, Lohtia & Krapfel 1994).

2.2.2 The dyadic interaction model
The framework provided by Möller and Wilson (1995 p.35) depicts a frame of reference
that attempts to integrate previous discussion around different interaction models to study
interaction within buyer-seller relationships. The work of Håkansson (1982) has been the
starting point for the dyadic interaction model. Möller and Wilson (1989, 1995) have
extended the seminal frameworks of Håkansson (1982) and made them more
comprehensive. Figure 5 shows the composition of the dyadic interaction model proposed
by Möller and Wilson (1995 p.35). The model includes relevant elements of a business
relationship and the context in which the interaction takes place in a manner similar to
Håkansson (1982). However, the interaction process is presented in a more formal way
and the process itself is given more space. “Interaction refers to the intra- and inter-firm
behaviors that are carried out in and by the focal firms forming an exchange relationship”
(Möller & Wilson 1995 p.10).
There are five constituent building blocks for the interaction phenomenon. These are
environmental characteristics, task characteristics, organizational characteristics,
interaction processes, and outcome factors (Möller & Wilson 1995). These are elaborated
next. Environmental characteristics refer to the factors characterizing the markets and
society where the focal business exchange takes place. Möller and Wilson (1995) find the
network approach to markets and industries to be the most novel perspective on
environment compared to Williamson’s transaction cost analysis (e.g. Williamson 1975).
Task characteristics refer to the factors related to the object(s) of interaction. These
could be described as the exchange of parts, components, materials, or complete
products, and services such as applications or systems. They can also be larger and more
complex R&D projects. According to Möller and Wilson (1995), the task characteristics
are dynamic, as their value and nature changes during the interaction process.
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Organizational characteristics suggested by Möller and Wilson (1995) refer to the
properties of interactants that belong to the organizational level (departments, functions,
and groups) and to the personal level as well. These are rather similar to Håkansson
(1982).

Fig. 5. An illustration of the dyadic interaction model (Möller & Wilson 1995).
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The organizational level description is problematic, as the literature shows a number of
constructs based on different theoretical approaches characterizing the organization
(Möller & Wilson 1995).
Interaction processes form the core of business processes that are necessary to carry
out and control the exchange of scarce resources. The exchange process is the central
process of interaction and is composed of two sub-processes: exchange of resources and
social exchange. According to Möller and Wilson (1995), products, services, technology,
information, and know-how are seen as resources while beliefs, attitudes, values, norms,
and goals are social elements. The second component of interaction process is the
adaptation process, which shows that one or both partners in the business relationship
must change their behavior to better serve the purpose and aim of the co-operation.
Behavior can be changed physically or mentally, i.e. reflecting attitude rather than actual
behavior. These two components of the interaction process are similar to Johanson and
Mattsson (1987). However, Möller and Wilson (1995) mention a third process, which is
the coordination process that guides both partners’ behavior. The aim is to fulfill the
mutual object. The process includes rules, procedures, decisions, trade practices, and
terms of trade as well as conflict resolution mechanisms.
Outcome factors are built out of a large group of factors, processes, and variables
depending on the focus of the particular analysis. In this study, the outcomes of interest
are for example the development of business relationship in an information technology
intensive context and identifying the intensity of changes as well as changes in the
interaction process. Möller and Wilson (1995) highlight the fact that the model developed
is simple, and that apart from all the efforts, the resulting view established by the analysis
is only partial as is the case with many other models and frameworks.

2.2.3 The basic interaction model
According to Håkansson (1982) there are four constituent variables that describe and
influence the interaction process between two parties. These are presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6 provides an illustration of the main elements of the interaction model
(Håkansson 1982). As shown the interaction occurs in an atmosphere which is
surrounded by the environment. In the interaction model there are four important
elements that are sub-divided further. These are the interaction process, the participants
in the interaction process, the environment in which the interaction takes place, and the
atmosphere affecting and affected by the interaction (Håkansson 1982)
The analysis of the interaction process can be divided into two separate but interlinked
levels. These are the episode level and the relationship level. The former describes the
short-term while the latter describes the long-term aspects of business relationships. First,
a discussion on individual episodes is provided, and these are then linked to the
relationship and relationship development. In the interaction process there are four
elements that can be interchanged in exchange episodes. According to Håkansson (1982)
these are product or service, information, financial, and social exchange.
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Fig. 6. An illustration of the interaction model (Håkansson 1982).

Håkansson (1982) points out that the core of exchange is the exchange of a product or
service. However, as illustrated by Metcalf et al. (1992) it is also the benefits derived
from the exchange of product and service and not the product per se that are valuable to
business parties. The interaction model was mainly used in a European context, while
Metcalf et al. (1992) used the interaction model in the US context to study the purchase
of aircraft engines. The study was conducted because of uncertainties about poor
performance in the US context. Consequently, they found that the interaction model is
applicable in a non-European context as well.
As might be expected, information exchange plays a central role in the interaction
process. Technical, economic, and organizational information is exchanged between
business parties within the business relationship. The content, width, and depth of
information exchange are very important for business in general as well as for business
relationship development. The exchange of information can be undertaken through
personal and impersonal communication (Cunningham & Turnbull 1982). Impersonal or
digital communication is usually used to transfer technical and commercial data, while
personal communication channels transfer soft data, such as supportive information about
either party. The formality of the communication depends on organizational
characteristics and affects the interaction process and relationship as a whole (Håkansson
1982).
The third element exchanged is money, which is an indicator of the economic importance
of a relationship (Håkansson 1982). There are uncertainties according to Håkansson
(1982) that are related to currencies as well as the exchange of money at a more general
level. It should be pointed out that the need to change money from one currency to
another has decreased in Europe due to the EU trade region and Euro monetary system.
Social exchange involves the exchange of emotions, feelings, and other social
elements between business actors (Håkansson 1982). In business exchanges, before the
business relationship is built, there are many distances between two interacting
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companies. Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul (1975) identify social, cultural,
technological, and time-related distances. Social distance measures the extent to which
the actors are unfamiliar with each other’s ways of thinking and working. Social
exchange within the interaction process plays an important role in reducing the
uncertainties or distances between the two parties (Håkansson & Östberg 1975). Social
exchange episodes slowly lock two companies together. Relationships are largely based
on the gradual accumulation of trust and seldom on formal, legal agreements between the
parties. Social bonds between individuals are formed during the social exchange, and
ultimately, after enough mutual adjustment and time has elapsed, trusting relationships
emerge. How trust and commitment are built has been discussed vividly in different
marketing and management related works (see e.g. Coleman 1990, Sako, 1992, Morgan
& Hunt 1994, Rindfleisch 2000, Zineldin & Jonsson 2000, Narayandas & Rangan 2004).
It is reported by Håkansson (1982) that trust is interlinked with other elements of
exchange. Trust is not only linked to social exchange but also to cooperative behavior,
which has been suggested to be an antecedent of trust and not vice versa (Anderson &
Narus 1990).
The episode involves exchange between two parties (Håkansson 1982). The interaction
literature has divided the episodes into smaller units of exchange labeled acts or events
(Holmlund 1997, Olkkonen et al. 2000, Tikkanen et al. 2000, Holmlund 2004, Salo et al.
2004a). These elements are shown in Figure 7.

Episode

Business relationship

Act

Time

Fig. 7. Business relationship divided into acts and episodes (Modified from Holmlund 1997,
2004).

Figure 7 outlines the interaction that occurs in the form of acts and episodes within a
business relationship. It describes the short-term interaction occurring within business
relationship. However, there is a problem related to dividing the business relationship
into different action sequences that involve duration as one central element and therefore
the concept of relational time (Halinen & Törnroos 1995) has been proposed to cope with
the aspect of time in business relationships. To further illustrate the aspect:
“So each interaction between a customer and a supplier is a single episode in the
relationship between them. Each episode, whether the exchange of product, service,
finance, advice, information or social interaction, is affected by the relationship of
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which it forms part and each interaction, in turn, affects the relationship itself. We
can only understand each interaction and each purchase or sale in the context of
that relationship” (Ford et al. 2003 p.4).
The above citation from Ford et al. (2003) highlights how time (the history of business
relationship) affects current interaction and also impacts expectations for the future. For
example, if something bad happens in the business relationship, e.g. conflict, it impacts
current interaction, but future expectations might be altered as well. Also, mutual goals
are orienting the interaction behavior that occurs within the business relationship.
The second level of analysis in the interaction process is the relationship level
analysis. In the relationship there are two processes, institutionalization and adaptations
(Håkansson 1982). A rather general observation is that business relationships tend to be
created over a long period of time and are long-term in nature (Arndt 1979, Håkansson
1982, Webster 1992). The episodes described above and the elements exchanged in those
episodes come together with other aspects of the interaction model. Thus, when for
example social or informational episodes are continuously emerging in a similar pattern
these are expected, and ultimately actions within the relationship become routine (Ford
1978, Håkansson 1982). And when expectations about each other’s roles are clear and
nothing really new or disruptive occurs in the business relationship, the relationship can
be described as institutionalized (Håkansson 1982). Due to this, business relationship
development has been likened to marriage (Lewitt 1986, Dwyer et al. 1987). However, it
was argued that marriage was a poor metaphor and different forms of dancing appeared to
be a more suitable one (Wilkinson & Young 1994). The metaphors used in business
relationships and networks discussions are further elaborated on in various publications
(see e.g. Alajoutsijärvi et al. 2000).
Adaptation is the other process at the relationship level that holds crucial meaning for
both of the parties (Hallén et al. 1991). Adaptation might occur in the first phase of the
relationship in order to make the relationship possible in the first place. Investments in a
new software and computer system could be characterized as adaptation. In short, this
means that the other party is willing to change its behavior in order to engage in
relationship with the other party. This might lead to the dominance and greater control of
one of the parties (Alajoutsijärvi 1996). It could also create conflict and ultimately end
the relationship between business parties (Håkansson & Snehota 1995, Tähtinen 2001).
The other analysis level of the Håkansson model (1982) is that of the interacting
parties, i.e. the interacting business companies or organizations. The interacting parties
can be described in many ways. The most common descriptions are: technical issues, size
of organization, structure and strategy of organization, organizational experience, and
individuals. All of these affect and are affected by business relationships. The nature of
production technology is critical in buyer-seller interaction in industrial markets
(Håkansson 1989). The aim of the interaction process is seen as tying the production
technology of the seller with the application technology of the buyer (Håkansson 1982).
Requirements for adaptations in technologies influence the basic tenets of interaction
between the business parties. The technical expertise can be seen as a gulf that separates
the companies, and therefore the business relationship works imperfectly. As Johanson
and Wiedersheim-Paul (1975) suggested, technological issues can be seen as one crucial
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element that creates distance between business parties. However, technological issues are
only one issue that has an effect on the development of business relationships.
Organizational size, structure, and strategy form the basic position and power on
which the interaction is based later on. It is evident that large companies have more
resources to be allocated than small companies, and smaller companies are often seen to
be subordinates of bigger companies. Alajoutsijärvi (1996 p.84) has illustrated the
different dimensions of the buyer-seller interaction, namely competition or cooperation
and buyer or seller dominance, in an interaction sphere (see also Medlin 2003). The
structure of the company is being seen as a context where the internal interaction takes
place. The degree of centralization, formalization, and specialization affects the
interaction inside the interacting company; it also affects the interaction process as a
whole. The interaction process is often so powerful that it could alter the structure and
strategy of the interacting companies (Håkansson 1982.)
Organizational experience occurs not only within but is also accumulated outside the
business relationship. Activities create experiences that are present in the interaction
within the business relationships. As organizational experience grows, so too does the
commitment to the relationship. Organizational experience is related to the individuals
but also to the interacting organization. Individuals are the basic building blocks of a
successful organization, and at least one from each side is needed to form a relationship.
Typically, several individuals from various departmental levels and organizations are
needed to establish and maintain a relationship. The personalities, experiences, and
motivations of individuals vary significantly (Håkansson 1982). Therefore, business
relationships are different. In general, individuals have an important role in interaction
episodes and acts, since the mistakes of a salesman or someone losing their temper may
cause a long-term business relationship to be dissolved.
“The interaction between a buying and a selling firm cannot be analyzed in isolation,
but must be considered in a wider context” (Håkansson 1982). The environment of
interaction consists of the market structure, dynamism, internationalization, position in
the manufacturing channel, and the social system. Market structure is the concentration of
both buyers and sellers and the stability or rate of change of the market and its constituent
members. The concentration determines the number of alternatives available to a
company (Håkansson 1982).
The dynamism within the business relationship, and in the wider context, works in two
different ways. First, a close relationship increases one party’s knowledge of the likely
actions of the other party, which also increases their ability to make forecasts based on
this information. Secondly, in a dynamic environment the opportunity cost of reliance on
a single or small number of relationships can be very high when expressed in terms of the
developments of other market members (Håkansson 1982).
Internationalization affects motivations to develop international relationships and this
in turn has effects on the whole organization. The environment can also be considered as
position of an individual relationship in an extended delivery channel stretching from
primary producer to final consumer (Håkansson 1982). The social system impacts are
larger in an international context where attitudes and perceptions of each other might be
different compared to those in local business. The effects could on the one hand be
positive if parties have a similar social milieu, or on the other hand they might be
negative if the milieus are completely different. Regulations and constraints for business
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are also an important target for analysis in the environment of buyer-seller interaction
(Håkansson 1982). Individual acts and episodes have an effect on the relationship and
create changes in the expectations and experiences of the parties. However, the length of
the relationship creates the stability, routinization, and expectations which are dealt with
in relationships (Håkansson 1982).
The atmosphere of the relationship can be described in terms of the power–
dependence relationship which exists between the companies, the state of the conflict or
co-operation, and overall closeness or distance of the relationship. The atmosphere is
affected by the characteristics of the parties as well as the interaction process. The
technologies used and the environment of the interaction both shape the interaction.
In short, all above-mentioned factors, elements and dimensions involve both the
perceived and the actual atmosphere of the relationship. Mutual expectations of the
individuals as well as organizational expectations are closely related to the atmosphere.
The atmosphere is a product of the relationship, but it also mediates the influence of
many earlier described variables. There are disadvantages and advantages related to
different atmospheres (Håkansson 1982). These can be analyzed in terms of economic
and control dimension. The economic dimension is the cost-benefit ratio of the business
relationship as an exchange form. The control dimension is related to the perceived
ability to use the perceived or actual power of the parties. The power of one organization
over the other is directly related to the dependence of those parties (Håkansson 1982).

2.2.4 Structure and process characteristics of business relationships
Håkansson and Snehota (1995 p.7-9) identify the common traits of varying perspectives
on business relationships from an extensive review of European literature (Johanson
1966, Håkansson 1982, 1989, Turnbull & Valla 1986, Gadde & Mattsson 1987, Hallén et
al. 1989, Ford 1997) and literature from the US (Dwyer et al. 1987, Frazier et al. 1988,
Miles & Snow 1992, Nohria & Eccles 1992). There are similarities in both structural and
process characteristics of business relationships. The structural characteristics are
continuity, complexity, symmetry, and informality. The process characteristics are
adaptations, cooperation and conflict, social interaction, and routinization (Håkansson &
Snehota 1995). Next, the structural characteristics of business relationships are elaborated
upon.
It has been reported (Håkansson & Snehota 1995) that the major supplier and
customer relationships of a company show a striking level of continuity and relative
stability. The age of the average business relationship has been reported to be from ten to
twenty years (Campbell 1985, Hallén 1986). Business transactions, contracted repeatedly,
build up the relationship, and they often have distinct phases of contracting, delivery,
post-delivery, assistance, and service. A business relationship is built up successively and
gradually from one limited involvement between parties to relationships that are often
very close and far-reaching. It should be pointed out that although the business
relationship may seem to be in a stable phase they are in a constant state of flux. The
business relationship’s development through stages or cycles has been described in many
publications (see e.g. Ford 1980, Ford & Rosson 1982, Wilson & Mummalaneni 1986,
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Dwyer et al. 1987). The parties involved see the age of relationship as a prerequisite for
more extensive contact, and continuity is seen as a precondition for change and
development (Håkansson 1989).
Many reasons have been identified as to why business relationships are so complex.
One of these elements of complexity is the number, type, and the contact pattern of
individuals involved in the relationship (Håkansson 1982). According to Hallén (1986),
in an international business relationship five to ten or more persons on each side have
been found to be actively interacting. In addition to this, individuals have very different
status, organizational roles, and personal backgrounds. Different individuals from various
functional backgrounds such as technicians from R&D, sales, and purchasing staff are
interacting with each other when creating new products or procedures (Håkansson &
Snehota 1995 p.7). Another aspect of complexity is the scope and use of established
relationships (Håkansson & Snehota 1995 p.7). These existing relationships are used to
achieve multiple goals and therefore perceptions, expectations and results are different in
each situation (Håkansson 1989, Håkansson & Snehota 1995 p.8). These goals could be
for example to increase efficiency increases, influencing other companies and
organizations, and innovation. It was pointed out by Håkansson and Snehota (1995) that
established and well-functioning business relationships are bound to be exploited for
different purposes in different situations.
Håkansson and Snehota (1995 p.8) notice that business markets are more balanced
than consumer markets due to the fact that in a business relationship both business parties
have resources and capabilities that are more evenly balanced. Resources could be for
example labor force, knowledge, financial, technological, or other resources controlled to
take initiatives and promote changes (Håkansson & Snehota (1995 p.8). These changes
are empirical observations of differences in time on one or more dimensions of an entity
(Van de Ven 1987 p.331). To conclude, business relationships appear to be symmetrical in
terms of resources and initiative of the parties involved.
Håkansson and Snehota (1995 p.8) illustrate that business relationships show a low
degree of formalization; while formal contracts are common they often play a limited role
(Macaulay 1963). This is due to the fact that formal contracts are seen as ineffective in
taking care of uncertainties, crises, and conflicts (Håkansson & Snehota 1995 p.8).
Conflict is generated by one special aspect of power, namely coercion, i.e. coercive use of
power (Anderson & Coughlan 2002). The reliance on informal bonding is seen as a
common form of trust in many business cultures (Håkansson & Snehota 1995 p.8). These
informal mechanisms are closely related to the temporal dimension of business
relationships as they build upon the trust and confidence established in previous
interactions; this has been pinpointed in several studies as being more effective for the
development of relationships than formal contractual agreements (Håkansson & Snehota
1995 p.8). Next, the process features of business relationships are illuminated.
The process characteristics are also described as the nature of the interaction processes
(Håkansson & Snehota 1995 p.6). What happens within business relationships is
described by four interlinked processes: adaptations, cooperation and conflict, social
interaction, and routinization.
It has been recognized that mutual adaptations are a prerequisite for the development
and continued existence of a relationship between two companies (see e.g. Håkansson
1982, Brennan & Turnbull 1998, Hallén et al. 1991). Adaptations stem from the need to
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coordinate the activities of the individuals and companies involved in the business
relationship. Adaptation can occur on one or both sides of the business relationship.
According to Håkansson and Snehota (1995), modifications and adaptations occur more
or less continuously in business relationships. Technical adaptations in production or
process technologies are common, but so are adaptations in administrative and logistic
activities. Many of these adaptations, whether direct or indirect, contribute to a mutual
commitment which at the same time constrains and empowers companies (Håkansson &
Snehota 1995).
In business relationships elements of cooperation and conflict co-exist in the
atmosphere of the relationship. Conflict is inherent due to the fact that benefits must be
divided between the business parties (Gemünden 1985). Håkansson and Snehota (1995)
illustrate that conflict is needed to keep the relationship alive between two parties.
However, they point out that a cooperative posture, i.e. win-win attitude, is necessary in
order to avoid the danger of the relationship becoming a zero-sum game. This means that
it is possible that one party will use the power that it has to collect the benefits of the
relationship. The previous commitments and the history of cooperation generally direct
parties towards constructive solutions and prevent the dissolution of the business
relationship.
It is expected that a business relationship is mainly about business and businessspecific behavior. Still, subjective values, personal bonds, and convictions are always
present and they play an important role in the formation of the relationship (Johanson &
Mattsson 1987, Håkansson & Snehota 1995 p.10). It has been noticed that the business
relationship is built up as a social exchange process, where the participating individuals
may become committed beyond strictly task content. The web of personal relationships is
a prerequisite for the development of inter-organizational ties. According to Dwyer et al.
(1987) trust emerges as one of the salient factors influencing the interaction in intercompany relationships.
Håkansson and Snehota (1995 p.10) illustrate the fact that while business relationships
are often complex and informal in nature they tend to become institutionalized over time.
A similar point was observed by Håkansson (1982), who noted that routines, explicit and
implied rules of behavior and rituals of conduct emerge. These routines make the
business relationship work more efficiently, and it has been proposed by Håkansson and
Snehota (1995) that the conflicts and coordination of complex needs might be easier due
to the routinization of the activities.
Still, change, the continuous organizing of processes and continuity are more pertinent
in business relationships than stability. Business relationships are developed over time in
an interaction process and every relationship is a chain of episodes in which the past and
the future matter (Håkansson & Snehota 1995 p.10).
In the above discussion about different types of interaction approaches within the
Industrial Marketing and Purchasing group there are elements that are rather similar as
well as those that differ. Furthermore, after reviewing the four different approaches
within the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing group some of the overlapping elements
can be pinpointed.
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2.3 Employed view on business relationships
Various concepts and approaches have evolved from the interaction model developed by
the IMP group in Håkansson (1982). Nevertheless, the underlying notion in all these
approaches is that the structure of business relationships can be identified, and in
addition, there are procedural elements within business relationships. The short-term
process is made up by episodes, while the long-term process element is formed by the
relationship itself. The context of interaction, e.g., the environment and atmosphere, is
also often mentioned as influencing business relationships. Additionally, exchange,
adaptation, and coordination have been pinpointed as major processes within business
relationships. These are part of the interaction model employed to understand business
relationships in this dissertation. The similarities found between the four perspectives are
presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Håkansson and Snehota business relationship (1995) characteristics compared
with different business relationship perspectives.
Business relationship characteristics
Håkansson and
Håkansson (1982)
Snehota (1995)
Structure
Continuity
“The relationship
between the buyer and
seller is frequently longterm” p.14.

Contributors
Johanson and Mattsson
(1987)
“…suppliers and
customers establish;
develop, and maintain
lasting relationships with
each other” p.37.
Interaction-exchange
process and adaptation
process … dynamic
aspects of relationships
p.37.
-

Complexity

Arises from “Contact
patterns can consist of
individuals and groups
of people” p.17.

Symmetry

-

Informality

“Many aspects of the
agreements between the
buying and selling firms
are not fully formalized
nor based on legal
criteria” p.17.

- Indirectly, “We have
characterized inter-firm
relationships primarily
from a social viewpoint”
p.40.

The adaptations which
one or other party may
make in either elements
exchanged or the process
of exchange p.18.

Adaptation processes are
important and made in a
number of dimensions
p.38-39.
Adaptations can take
place in the form of
specific investments p.38.
...”Conflict resolution
methods” p.39.

Process
Adaptations

Möller and Wilson (1995)

“…firms engage in long-term
exchange relationships” p.33.

“…enduring business relationships
are very complex” p.45.
“…involves very complex issues”
p.32.
Asymmetrical power vs.
symmetrical power discussed p.36
and 44.
-

… modifying their resources or
their ways of operating… p.27
“Adaptations are relationshipinduced changes in the makeup of
firm” p.27.

Cooperation
and Conflict

The atmosphere
incorporates the
cooperation and conflict
element p.21.

Social
interaction

The interaction process Social exchange,
i.e. both information and interaction and mutuality
are discussed p.37-38. See
social exchange p.16.
also informality
The routinization of
Discussed implicitly in
exchange episodes over adaptations part p.38-39.
period of time … p.17.

Routinization

Reciprocal behavior refers to the
intentional development of a
cooperative relationship p.37.
“Conflict resolution mechanisms
can also be included in under the
cover of coordination processes“
p.27.
“Social exchange refers to the
human communication …” p.26.
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Table 1 illustrates similarities found in the different interaction approaches. This is not a
surprise, since most of these approaches are based on Håkansson (1982).
In the interaction model (Håkansson 1982) the interaction process was divided into
episode and relationship levels, where the former refers to exchange episodes and the
latter to both institutionalization and adaptations. The exchange episodes describe the
‘here and now’ of the business relationship, while relationship level analysis describes
longer-term activities. The description, however, lacks emphasis on the atmosphere or the
ever-present conflict and cooperation aspects that are well illustrated in Håkansson and
Snehota (1995). In this study, adaptations, routinization, and social exchange are
described in a manner similar to Håkansson (1982). Acts, episodes, and their outcomes
are seen to build the business relationship.
Johanson and Mattsson (1987) divide the processes occurring in the business
relationship in a similar way to Håkansson (1982). However, they place more emphasis
on social exchange as an important aspect creating the relationship. Mutual orientation,
bonds, and investments are also seen as important components of their framework: they
emphasize that the interaction is carried out by the people within organizations (Johanson
& Mattsson 1987 p.38). The processes within the business relationship, i.e. interactionexchange and adaptation processes are roughly the same as in Håkansson (1982). Their
model places emphasis on resources and dependence on third parties, i.e. the actual
interest of the paper might be in business relationships that explain some interconnected
aspects within business networks. Some aspects are taken from Johanson and Mattsson
(1987): mutual orientation, bonds, and specific investments discussion, i.e. learning and
mutual knowledge.
The third approach to be compared with Håkansson and Snehota (1995) is the model
of Möller and Wilson (1995). It is proposed as a road map to the interaction phenomenon
which focuses especially on the interaction process. The dyadic model describes various
factors affecting the interaction and also shows how interaction itself affects its
environment. Therefore, the outcomes of episodes are an important factor as highlighted
by Möller and Wilson (1995 p.26).
To summarize, from these four perspectives that of Håkansson and Snehota (1995) is
selected as the guiding principle for conceptualizing business relationships. The
perspectives of Håkansson (1982) and Johanson and Mattsson (1987) are emphasized
when describing acts and episodes that form the exchange and adaptation processes of a
business relationship. Social exchange will be discussed in a similar way to Johanson and
Mattsson (1987). The outcome factors are clearly presented in Möller and Wilson (1995)
and those will be employed here. Structural elements try to explain the characteristics of
business relationships, while process elements try to clarify activities occurring within the
business relationships. It is acknowledged here that problems might exist in identifying
the correct structural and processual elements, and it may even be the case that they
cannot be identified. Still, structure and process description is employed since it provides
a rich and simplified description of complex business relationships, and the influence of
digitalization on them is also easier to illustrate.
To elucidate further, the employed business relationship structural characteristics are
continuity, complexity, symmetry, and informality. The process characteristics are
adaptations, cooperation and conflict, social interaction, and routinization. Both the
structure and process characteristics provide an overall view of the business relationship.
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The actual analysis is based on acts and episodes that constitute the business relationship.
The individual act or episode can bear a meaning in all these process characteristics. The
act or episode can transmit a mixture of process meanings. This means that an episode
can be an adaptation episode or a cooperation episode. It can also transmit social
meanings and institutionalize a business relationship, which enables both parties to have
more realistic expectations of each other’s behavior regarding different aspects of the
exchange. However, the business relationship as a whole is evaluated on the basis of the
acts and episodes as well as on the business relationship space with the help of the
concepts provided by Håkansson and Snehota (1995) and the Industrial Marketing and
Purchasing group.
To start with, it can be said that each act builds on an episode and affects other acts
and episodes. Möller and Wilson (1995) point out that it is difficult to evaluate the effects
since they are interlinked and affect each other in a disordered way. Ford (1982 p.289)
highlights the weight of the act and episode analysis in the following way “…the analysis
of relationships must be separated between the overall relationship itself and the
individual episodes which comprise it”. The author aims to do this separation. Möller and
Wilson (1995 p.26) tackle the concept of episode in the following way: “Episode refers to
actions or outcomes of actions performed by organizations or their representatives – that
is, episodes have a specific content and time frame”. Act and episode characterization has
been criticized for the fact that it is difficult to identify which is an act and which is an
episode. Möller and Wilson (1995) cleverly sidestep this criticism by stating that an act is
actually an episode and an episode can be an act, meaning that there is no difference. This
dissertation takes a similar view. Holmlund (1997 p.160) states the following: “The
history and the future present a wider context of the episode which affects how it is
evaluated”. She continues to describe the effects of short-term process thinking in the
following way: “… the perception of particular episode is affected not only by how the
individual actions of the episode are evaluated but also how the sequence and
relationships are perceived”. The following by Ford (1982b) takes a more abstract and
relational view of the described concept.
“Each episode is affected by the norms and procedures of the relationship as well as
the atmosphere of co-operation or conflict which may have been established.
Additionally, each episode affects the overall relationship and a single episode can
change it radically, e.g. relationship can be broken off ´because´ of a single failure
in delivery” (Ford 1982b p.289).
This type of short-term description of acts and episodes within business relationships is
often illustrated by Figure 7 or similar figures (see Holmlund 1997, Olkkonen et al. 2000,
Tikkanen et al. 2000, Holmlund 2004, Salo et al. 2004a).
To conclude, this chapter has identified various perspectives and ways to conceptualize
business relationships. Further analysis revealed that there were similarities in the
structural and process descriptions of business relationships. Integrative discussion on the
nature of interaction within business relationships was presented. The main thrust of the
chapter was the idea that Håkansson and Snehota (1995) simple characterization provides
meaningful insights that can be employed to analyze acts, episodes, and sequences
occurring in the stream of activities within the business relationship structure. This
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description is supported by the identified concepts, e.g. bonds, environment and
outcomes from the previous literature review of different interaction perspectives.

3 Digitalization of information and business activities
The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the technologies that can be used to digitalize
business relationships. First, the term digitalization is conceptualized with the help of
information systems and electronic commerce research. After that the author describes
some of the pertinent systems that can be employed in business relationships, and
especially those deployed in the case companies studied. Then, the convergence of
technologies and its possible influence on business relationships is discussed. Lastly, the
author discusses in more detail how different technologies can be used for business
relationship digitalization.

3.1 Constituent parts forming the digitalization concept
This section begins by illustrating the concepts of technology, information and
information technology. After that a discussion of electronic commerce and electronic
business is provided. Then, the terms of digitalization and digital are explained
thoroughly.
There are various definitions proposed for the concept of technology in literature (see
e.g. Capon & Glazer 1987, Ford et al. 2003 p.152). The same holds true for information,
as it is not precisely clear to scientists representing different academic backgrounds what
information actually is (see Machlup & Mansfield 1983). They identified forty
distinguished scholars who have been trying to grasp the concept of information.
Thus, there is an inherent problem when defining the concept of information
technology because information and technology alone have yielded many definitions and
the same holds true for information technology (see e.g. Porter & Millar 1985, Emery
1987, European IT Observation 1996, Baraldi 2003). Information technology is also used
as synonym for or likened to concepts such as information systems (IS) and information
and communication technology (ICT) (see e.g. European IT Observation 1996, Laudon &
Laudon 1996). This study employs the definition of information technology developed by
Ryssel et al. (2004) as they focus on business relationships in their study and the
definition is therefore created to study the same phenomenon. According to them
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“Information technology is a term that encompasses all forms of technology
utilized to create, capture, manipulate, communicate, exchange, present, and use
information in its various forms (business data, voice conversations, still images,
motion pictures, including those not yet conceived)” Ryssel et al. (2004).
Thus, the information technology concept in this dissertation includes the information
that a business creates and uses, as well as a wide spectrum of technologies which are
designed to process and communicate the information. These include the Internet and
other network technologies used to conduct business. It is also acknowledged that besides
facilitating business processes, information technology also enables new ways of
business. From this definition it can seen that information technology consists of two
parts: the information entered and the technology converting the information into the
desired format and outlay. The third process relating to this is the communication of
information created.
Electronic commerce (EC) and electronic business (EB) have received a lot of
attention in information technology and business literature. In this dissertation electronic
commerce is seen in a similar way to Chaffey (2004 p.10), who describes electronic
commerce as a subset of electronic business. Thus, electronic business is seen as
describing a company’s internal and external activities, such as inter-organizational
activities with third parties. Electronic commerce has been widely discussed in both
academic and managerially oriented texts (see e.g. Zwass 1996, Dertouzos 1997,
Hollensen 2001, Rayport & Jaworski 2001, Chaffey 2002, Gebauer & Shaw 2002,
Laudon & Traver 2002, Turban et al. 2002, Zwass 2003, Chaffey 2004). Many new
journals, from the International Journal of Electronic Commerce to Electronic Commerce
Research and Applications, are dedicated to this research area.
The concepts used in this field are applied in a variety of ways. Seen from a historical
perspective the use of different definitions of electronic commerce and electronic
business is clear. At first, it seemed that it was sufficient to use information technology or
digital technologies internally to hasten activities, but later on it was noted that a deeper
understanding of both internal and external connections between digital technologies was
needed. It became clear that digital technologies could also be used externally to connect
with other parties, and could even be used to facilitate multi-channel connections
between various players in different ways.
This means that the authors who have defined and see electronic commerce and
electronic business as being confined to corporate web pages have adopted a narrow view
of the emerging phenomenon because they have not considered Web services, enterprise
application integration (EAI) or enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. Today,
however, these influences on business in general and business relationships in particular
are clearly visible to observers.
Therefore, at the moment academics and managers definitely include different kinds of
supply chains and third parties in their definitions of electronic commerce and electronic
business. A list of some definitions for electronic commerce and business is presented in
Appendix 2 to illustrate the differences and similarities. In addition, almost all of the
doctoral theses related to electronic business or commerce that have been identified
(Hartmann 2002, Kaplan 2002, Rao 2002, Baraldi 2003) provide useful definitions for
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electronic commerce and electronic business. They also provide insights into how the
electronic business or commerce has evolved.
To proceed, the definition of digital is usually determined with the help of the concept
‘analog’. Puhakainen (2001) defines digital as “The converging of analog media to digital
form”. In this study media is thought of as anything that can be converted into zeros and
ones in order to digitalize the media, e.g. information. On one hand, traditional analog
media, such as the phonograph, have very low fidelity, meaning that the sound recorded
and the sound that is heard later differ considerably. Perfect copies cannot be made. On
the other hand, the digital equivalent has high fidelity, in other words, the original
recorded signal (sound) and the reproduced signal are perfect copies of each other.
Thereby, digital information can be considered as representation of data in digital (i.e.
numerical) form, generally using the form of binary coding. Binary coding is a method
for representing characteristics or numeric values using a two-state (0/1) coding scheme
(Emerson 1987). The two values of a binary digit, state, or bit, are 1 and 0 (Breeding
1992 p.1). According to Breeding (1992), the digital form itself brings flexibility,
reliability, and lower costs to various operations.
“A digital system, then, is a one that accepts as input digital information
representing numbers, symbols, or physical quantities, processes this input
information in some specific manner, and produces a digital output” (Breeding
1992).
This is why compact and digital versatile discs (CDs, DVDs) with perfect reproduction
sound the same every time, as opposed to vinyl records and other analog material.
Anything from books and voice to smell can be converted from analog to digital form.
Herein lays one problem of the study. What can be digitalized i.e. made digital and
exchanged between business parties? The author could say that anything we know as
humans and organizations can be digitalized, but if we do not know something it cannot
be digitalized. Negroponte (1995) even went so far as to argue that everything could be
digitalized. Basically, there are two types of knowledge; tacit and explicit (see e.g.
Polanyi 1966, Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995). When the information component is known, it
is in explicit form, it can be digitalized. And when it is tacit, the codification process to
enable digitalization is more complicated as knowledge is not clearly observable. In these
different knowledge types lies one problem related to digitalization. We, as managers and
academics, must know explicitly before we can digitalize knowledge and then transmit it
to others. All explicit knowledge, written plans, coded data, and schedules can be
digitalized. Movies, software, mobile services and other digital offerings are prime
examples of outcomes of digitalization.
To continue with this topic, Scharmer (2000) argues that there are two types of tacit
knowledge. The first type is the personal tacit knowledge that is embodied in person. The
second type is not-yet-embodied knowledge that is knowledge about originating sources
for doing things. In short, this kind of knowledge can be extracted from the situation in
which it occurs if the company is prepared to do this. This type of tacit knowledge
emerges in self-transcending knowledge creation, which involves three types of core
activities: shared praxis, shared reflection, and shared will. Tacit knowledge becomes
more explicit when it is shared in action with others. This tacit knowledge then turns into
explicit knowledge, which can be converted into digital form and transmitted and
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manipulated effortlessly. This is easy to do especially in communities and chat rooms that
can be operated by large companies.
The digital form (the result of digitalization) decreases the amount of errors that occur
in interaction episodes. Digitalized information can be transmitted between parties more
efficiently than with traditional face-to-face meetings or negotiations. When both parties
have the necessary information decision-making is easier and more streamlined. Of
course only some information can and should be digitalized, due to the fact that an
opportunistic party may use that information against the information provider.
It should be recognized that this kind of digitalization process is a fairly new
phenomenon. In general, digital media and the Internet reach millions of people and the
estimated growth and profitability of electronic business activities are increasing in every
scientific or managerially oriented paper that is published.
In business, digitalization leads to a situation where the fixed costs of production are
usually large and variable costs of reproduction are small (Dertouzos 1997, Shapiro &
Varian 1999). Prime examples of pure information (digital) goods where the physical
component has been eliminated or partly eliminated by digitalization are software,
movies, phone calls, books, and music. It is however difficult to digitalize the consumer’s
experience of goods and today’s business-to-consumer marketing is mostly about
experience (Cova & Salle 2003). It is up to the client to decide how to consume and what
type of experiences to favor.
In business-to-business marketing many activities between the seller and the buyer can
and should be digitalized, as discussed later on in this chapter. For example, the
production cycle can be digitalized (see e.g. Porra 2000b). Furthermore, entire industries
can be digitalized (Porra 2000a). However, Benjamin and Wigand (1995) suggested that
NII (National Information Infrastructure), i.e. the Internet, would cause a restructuring
and redistribution of profits along the value chain, threatening all intermediaries between
the manufacturer and the consumer. To sum up, there are both pros and cons to
digitalization.
When the product can be digitalized and sent through the Internet or other network to
clients, the way of doing business and consuming is eminently different. The main areas
of competence needed for business are the technological and the marketing know-how as
well as the ability to use these to create positive experiences by developing a profitable
web site or other digital medium.
To summarize, there are various definitions proposed for technology, information,
information technology, electronic commerce and business. Authors are defining and
using similar and overlapping concepts to describe the same phenomenon. These were
discussed and defined previously. Therefore, in this dissertation digitalization refers to the
process of making information, business activities (e.g. selling Johnson & Bharadwaj
2005), and offerings digital. Digitalization is enabled by information technology and
electronic commerce and business, but digitalization itself has also enabled more
effective usage of information. It is pointed out that information technology exists
nonetheless even without digital information, since analog circuits and technologies are
part of information technology.
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3.2 Electronic commerce technologies and systems
This section of the dissertation focuses on the different electronic commerce technologies
and systems that are the enablers and facilitators of business relationship digitalization.
First the issues underpinning the Internet, the Intranet, and the Extranet are discussed:
then the technologies relating to these are presented. After this three inter-organizational
systems, namely the EDI, the ERP, and the EAI, are defined and highlighted. The
technologies and systems presented here are seen as crucial for successful digitalization
of business relationships, but it must be noted that there are many other technologies used
in business-to-business electronic commerce. However, if other technologies and systems
are seen to be important they are more fully elaborated on in the sections and chapters to
come.

3.2.1 Internet and related technologies
This section illuminates the “heart” of modern information technology that combines
computing and communication technologies. This section briefly describes the history of
the Internet, gives some reasonable definitions for it as well as explains how it works. A
constituent element of digitalized business is the Internet, which is a group of various
computing, processing, and telecommunication technologies.
The history of the Internet and the web is presented in many newspapers and books by
various famous authors like Negroponte (1995, 2000) and Dertouzos (1997 p.36-43). The
development path of the Internet is somewhat different in each source. The innovations
that made the Internet possible in the first place were funded by the US Department of
Defense (DOD) in the form of Advanced Research Projects Agency, abbreviated ARPA
(Dertouzos 1997). In the 1960s the elementary form of Internet was known as Arpanet
(Advanced Research Projects Agency Network) and it took basic shape in the DODfunded research project (Bakos & Nault 1997, Dertouzos 1997, 2001). These technical
innovations are presented in Dertouzos (1997). According to Laudon and Traver (2002),
these innovations are packet-switching hardware, client/server computing and
communication protocol named TCP/IP. Communication protocol was presented by
Kleinrock (1961) in a rudimentary form and later elaborated on by Cerf and Kahn (1974).
Electronic mail and file transfer systems where introduced at the same time. After that
governmental agencies were pushing the Internet forward as an effective communication
system for government. After the invention of the web and a graphical web browser in the
1990s discussion about the role of commercial activities increased. The graphical Internet
browser has made it possible for the layman to use the Internet. Besides graphical
browsers, the increase in bandwidth and decrease in the cost of connections has
accelerated the growth of Internet connections and Internet-enabled customer-centric
business. The customer can be either an individual consumer or a company that is acting
as a buyer.
As the Internet was built for communicating and receiving information in text-only
form there were a few inherent problems, as discussed in McKnight and Bailey (1998)
and later on in Laudon and Traver (2002 p.133). Due to these difficulties developments
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were made to improve the speed and stability of the Internet. The Internet2® project is a
consortium of many universities, government agencies, and private businesses that are
collaborating to create a more efficient Internet. The main goal of these projects is to
create better network architecture, services, applications, and middleware. Architecture
means more bandwidth, speed, services, and applications. It includes the new IPv6
(Zwass 2003) addressing protocol, more efficient routing practices, and middleware
consisting of improved standardized authentication, identification, and security services.
The next big step may be three-dimensional (3D) browsers that allow customers to see
products three-dimensionally, enhancing the browsing experience. First steps in this
direction are taken with products displayed in 3D in web pages. The Internet has been
defined in various sources and in many ways. Here are some popular definitions:
“The massive global network of interconnected packet-switched computer
networks” (Hoffman & Novak 1996).
“A self-regulated network connecting millions of computer networks around the
globe” (Turban et al. 2002).
“An interconnected network of thousands of networks and millions of computers
linking businesses, educational institutions, government agencies, and individuals
together” (Laudon & Traver 2002).
The National Coordination Office for Information Technology Research and
Development (NITRD), formerly known as the Federal Networking Council (FNC), uses
similar language to define the Internet. The Internet refers to the global information
system that –
1. Is logically linked together by a globally unique address space based on the Internet
Protocol (IP) or its subsequent extensions/follow-ones;
2. Is able to support communications using the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol (TCP/IP) suite or its subsequent extensions/follow-ones, and/or other IPcompatible protocols; and
3. Provides, uses or makes accessible, either publicly or privately, high level services
layered on the communications and related infrastructure described herein (Federal
Networking Council 1995).
All above definitions include the basic feature of the Internet as an interconnected
network. The definition proposed by FNC (1995) is adopted here since the definition of
Hoffman and Novak (1996) involves the vague term ‘massive’, while the definition by
Laudon and Traver (2002) tries to encompass too many parties and Turban et al. (2002)
discusses only computer networks. In addition, from a technical perspective the Federal
Networking Council (1995) provides deeper insights. The Internet is built on common
standards and different layers (FNC 1995, European IT Observation 1996 p.117,
Dertouzos 1997, Laudon & Traver 2002). This layered presentation of the structure of the
Internet is consistent, and it is employed in this dissertation. Figure 8 illustrates the
layered structure of the Internet.
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Internet
1. Network technology
2. Transport services
3. Middleware
4. Client applications

Fig. 8. The layered structure of the Internet (European IT Observation 1996 p.117).

In Figure 8, layer one is called network technology substrate, and it includes
telecommunication networks and protocols. Layer two is called transport services and
represents standards while including transport activities and transmission control
protocol/Internet protocols (TCP/IP). The third layer is called middleware, and it holds
the layers together. The third layer includes authentication, security and multimedia
coordination of the Internet. The fourth layer is most visible to consumers since it
includes client applications like the web and e-mail.
Two variants of the Internet are the Intranet and the Extranet. These are presented in more
detail in Figure 9.

Internet
Company
A
Intranet

Extranet

Company
B
Intranet

Firewalls

Fig. 9. The Internet, the Intranet, and the Extranet (Adapted from Chaffey 2004 p.76).

In Figure 9 the Internet surrounds both companies A and B. The Extranet is carried over
the Internet with help of firewalls that limit outsider access (Radosevich 1997). The
Extranet is carried over the Internet in the form of a technical relationship investment
between companies A and B. The firewall in Figure 9 prevents unauthorized access. The
Intranet is located within a single organization and allows that organization to
communicate and process information (Vlosky et al. 2000); it cannot be accessed
externally unless permission is granted. The Internet and Intranets use similar
applications (Laudon & Laudon 1996); the main difference between them is that the
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Internet is public and open to everyone as opposed to the Intranet, which is usually a
private or closed domain that only members, i.e. employees, are allowed to access.
Intranets are used for internal information sharing and communications as well as internal
marketing. Organization members can share their memos, policy manuals, product
inventories, telephone numbers, and other information in a closed environment.
The Extranet is built to communicate and exchange information with customers,
suppliers, and other important third parties. It is formed in a technical sense when an
organization permits outsiders to access their internal TCP/IP networks like the Intranet.
According to Vlosky et al. (2000) there are many types of definitions of the Intranet, the
Internet, and the Extranet. Vlosky et al. (2000) define the Extranet as “An extended
intranet connecting multiple organizations”. According to Statistics Finland (2003), the
Intranet and the Extranet play a critical role in Finnish companies, since over 70 percent
of all enterprises have Intranet and 37 percent are using an Extranet.

3.2.1.1 History of web and technologies enabling the web usage
Before the web the Internet was primarily used for text communications such as Internet
Relay Chat (IRC), bulletin boards, file transfer, and remote computing (see e.g. Hoffman
& Novak 1996). The World Wide Web or WWW is one of the Internet’s most popular
services, providing access to billions of web pages (Dertouzos 1997.) Tim Berners-Lee
from CERN has been pinpointed as the originator of the web (Berners-Lee et al. 1992,
Berners-Lee et al. 1994). In 2005 Berners-Lee received the Millennium Technology Prize
of one million euros for his invention from the Millennium Prize Foundation. The web is
built up of three important elements called uniform resource locator (URL), hypertext
markup language (HTML), and hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) (European IT
Observation 1996). Web pages are created using HTML and are connected to each other
by hyperlinks. The invention of the web brought the Internet to the layman. The Mosaic
browser was the first graphical web browser with a graphical user interface, pioneered in
1993 and introduced as freeware.
The first key element of the web is URL. Every page has its unique URL, which is the
standard needed to locate the web page. An example of URL is
http://www.oulu.fi/ajankohtaista/, and www.oulu.fi is a domain name.
The second element, HTML language, is used to program the pages. These pages can
contain plain text, graphics, video, audio, and other objects as hyperlinks which help
users jump from one web page to another.
The third element, HTTP, is used to transfer a web page between a web browser and a
web server. Hypertext is the way of linking pages to each other and linking text and
colorful text, animations, pictures, video, and sound to a web page. The idea of hypertext
can be attributed to Bush (1945) when he introduced the basic ideas of the Memex
system.
The web server software makes it possible for the host computer to fulfill the requests
of client computers by identifying the language (HTML) and the protocol (HTTP) used to
communicate.
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The last identified element which makes browsing easier is the web browser which
displays the pages to the user. It may have extra features, like e-mail and newsgroups. At
the moment there are many equally desirable browsers; however, their functionalities,
including size and compatibility with other programs, are somewhat different. Examples
of web browsers on the market are Mozilla, Opera, Internet Explorer, and Netscape.
To summarize, the web browser answers a client computer’s requests; when the user
inputs the URL, the web page that is formatted in HTML. The web page is requested
from the host computer via the Internet using the HTTP. The host using web server
software is able to deliver the web page written in HTML to the client machine by using
the required HTTP.
These developments have changed the way in which people use the Internet. Today it
is not enough that homepages and corporate web sites are nicely formatted. Organizations
need more complicated pages to lure consumers and other businesses to their web site.
Therefore, extensible markup language (XML) is needed. It is a new language for
creating software and was created to describe the information and data inside a web page.
HTML is used to show information in a correct way while the XML is used to describe
the information and data inside the web page or other content. This makes it possible to
send rich documents which might include business memos and medical records.
However, there are possibilities other than XML to make the transfer of information
easier between companies. These include standards like RosettaNet. The first electronic
business XML (ebXML) developed for RosettaNet was launched in May 2003 and is one
of the most prominent standards for business-to-business communication and information
transfer as it makes many-to-many transmissions possible instead of point-to-point as
with standard EDI (Hannula & Vasama 2002).

3.2.1.2 Some of the Internet-enabled technologies
The Internet and web makes it possible to use search engines, to transmit music and
video, use e-mail, to use streaming media and to store digital data. These are discussed
further next. Within business relationships these can be characterized as enablers of
effective usage and transmission of information.
Search engines come in many different forms and are often used as access points to
the Internet due to the fact that they establish some order within the chaos. A search
engine uses keywords, i.e. queries provided by the user to find the information requested.
There are many types of search engines that use different kinds of technologies; for
example, one might read metatags while another might depend on manual indexing. This
explains why one search engine is able to find what a user is looking for while another
search engine is not. A number of search engines are unable to locate millions of web
pages, and are biased toward large companies that place advertising on other web sites
(Dahm 2000).
E-mail is the most popular service on the Internet. According to Forrest (1999) over
3.5 billion business e-mails and 2.7 billion personal e-mails are sent each day from one
user to another user in the US. In Finland, almost all companies are using e-mail in the
way stated above. With the help of many different tools an e-mail can contain video clips,
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music, text, and other useful digital material. E-mail is often used in marketing
campaigns, but the amount of unwanted mail (spam) sent to customers is constantly
increasing and this leads to doubt about its effectiveness as an advertising tool for
business. Companies are also realizing the benefits of instant messaging (IM) with the
help of specific software developed for secure IM in a corporate environment instead of
using e-mail. The usage of video images and sound effects in business marketing is
emerging because showing a video clip of a product or service makes it easier for the
buyer to reduce the risks related to buying a new product or service from the seller.
Virtual tours offered by web sites are also popular (Breitenbach & Van Doren 1998).
The increase in speed, stability, and bandwidth make it possible to use digital libraries,
video teleconferencing, digital video, distance learning, and distributed storage in a novel
way. These all are already in existence, but the adoption of these new technologies will
accelerate as the Internet develops and the prices of these services and
accessories/equipments decline. In digital libraries the software needed by the user can be
easily leased for use. Video-teleconferencing is easily available due to a decline in
equipment and access cost. This comes in handy when businesses are engaged in
negotiation and the geographical distance between the parties is measured in hundreds of
miles. In digital video salespeople can show with the help of audio and video how the
product really works or movie companies can send their content to users with the help of
a third party. With voice over the Internet protocol (VoIP) it is possible to send voice,
sound and even images between users with low or zero costs (see e.g. www.skype.com).
The initial cost of course involves having a computer or device that is able to access the
Internet. Tele-immersion is a combination of virtual reality and videoconferencing where
participants can see each other and collaborate on visual projects. This helps people in
R&D to create new products and parts in a novel way – ultimately reducing costs and the
speed of research and development. Distributed storaging is made easy by the use of
XML since pieces of data can be stored in different places while requested bits are
combined in a meaningful way (Zwass 2003). This makes the generation of dynamic web
pages easier; in broad terms it means that the contents of a web page are stored as objects
in a database, rather than being hard-coded in HTML. When a user requests a web page,
the contents for that page are fetched from the database. This makes it possible to
dynamically change the content of the web pages. New products, promotions and
inventory information are updated easily and with fewer errors than was previously
possible. All of these applications are new sources of business and can usually be done in
a wireless manner as well. Video clips can already be sent to mobile phones, and in a
research project called Rotuaari the University of Oulu, with the help of many other
parties, is combining wireless local area network (WLAN or Wi-Fi) network with
Bluetooth to bring personal instant marketing messages to customers based on customer
and store location. This made it possible to send time-, place- and even weather-specific
marketing messages and video clips to PDAs and smart phones or technologically similar
devices (see e.g. Salo & Tähtinen 2005). Today, WLANs or Wi-Fis are a vital possibility
in city centers and rural areas; however, security threats and other issues are a pertinent
aspect in wireless environments. The first viruses in the mobile environment actually
emerged in the middle of 2004.
Intelligent agents, also known as software robots or bots, are programs that filter and
gather the information on a specific area that has been requested by the user. After the
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search period the bot or software agent will provide the user with a list of results. The
best-known bots are shopping bots, which are used to find the cheapest offerings (Kotler
2000). Chatter bots, i.e. electronic automated shopping tools, are almost equivalent to
clerks, and they are used in Internet shops where they act as retail assistants (Smith
2002). The bot answers questions and sells products like a clerk in the real world
(Zhivago 2001). The bot is usually displayed as a nice figure or animation, tailored to
appeal to customers of that organization (Leaverton 2000). Intelligent agents can be used
in a similar way in business markets to deliver basic customer service or monitor the
supply network performance (Helaakoski et al. 2004). The idea is similar to the one
developed in the forest industry context (Liu et al. 2000) where intelligent agents are
used to improve decision-making in the companies. These intelligent agents interpret
information and identify events, and based on this the persons who have access to the
system can make more accurate decisions regarding e.g. production, calls for bids, and
logistic services. Limited access could also be given to customers to see the status of their
order.

3.2.2 Electronic data interchange
It is pinpointed here that at present there are various electronic commerce technologies
and systems available for business usage. These systems are designed to increase
productivity and efficiency of processes like sales, invoicing, planning, and
manufacturing however only some of the systems are used in inter-organizational
manner. For those systems Cash and Konsynski (1985 p.134) created an umbrella concept
IOS (an inter-organizational system). According to them IOS is ”An automated
information system shared by two or more companies". It is an inter-organizational
system that is built around information technology, that is, computer and communication
technology that facilitates the creation, storage, transformation, and transmission of
information. One type of IOS is EDI. Transmissions are possible between different
organizations if they have taken up EDI and have integrated the necessary technologies.
EDI is a communication standard for sharing business documents (such as invoices,
purchase orders, shipping bills, product stocking numbers, SKUs (stock keeping units),
and settlement information among a small number of companies. More formally speaking
it is the “Standard protocols to share information among participating companies through
computer-to-computer exchange of electronic documents, relating to purchasing, selling,
shipping, receiving, inventory, financial, and other activities” (Archer & Yuan 2000). EDI
message has fields inside digital documents like transaction date, product purchased,
amount, sender’s name, address, and recipient’s name. It was created to reduce cost,
delays, and errors inherent in the manual exchange of documents related to purchasing
and logistics. It can also eliminate the mailing or faxing of papers and because the data is
processed and stored automatically, tasks such as re-keying data and printing purchase
orders and invoices are eliminated (Clarke 1992).
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) acts as a coordinator for national
standards in the US, and in the year 1979 the Accredited Standards Committee (ASC)
X.12 for EDI was created (Riggins & Mukhopadhyay 1994). Examples of ASC X.12 EDI
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documents are invoices, purchase orders, order confirmations, customer buying
schedules, advanced shipping notices (ASN), invoices, and electronic funds transfer of
payments (EFT). EDI is often presented as a substitute for the logistical paper handler
while EFT is considered a substitute for the financial paper handler. This has not actually
happened, but a lot of paper waste has still been eliminated. Along with this, the US
standard European system UN/EDIFACT (EDI for Administration, Commerce and
Transport) was developed.
The first industries to use EDI were the automotive and the drug industries
(Tuunainen, 1995, 1998, Parker 1996, Laudon & Traver 2002). Buyers usually own the
EDI, and it is therefore often labeled a buyer-side solution. The traditional EDI with high
up-front cost software and hardware connected to a secure value-added network (VAN)
line was and still is very expensive, complex and not easily scalable. The number of EDI
connections was of course initially very limited.
Today, next-generation EDI is carried over interconnected digital networks, in other
words, over the Internet (Angeles 2000). The number of connections is nowadays quite
high, since the cost of adding a connection is almost zero, making it more feasible to add
on more connections. In Finland over 37 percent of all large companies have EDI
(Statistics Finland 2003).
When the EDI first appeared it restructured business processes by making the
traditional invoice obsolete between trading partners. The US average of 150 US dollars
in processing costs for paper orders was cut down to 25 US dollars (Verity 1996).
However, this occurred only between some large companies, but was later on picked up
by many small companies.
Turban et al. (2002 p.260) introduced many reasons why companies do not reap the
benefits of EDI, and the main reasons for this include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Significant initial investment is needed
Restructuring business processes is necessary to fit EDI requirements
Long start-up time is needed
Use of expensive private VAN is necessary
High EDI operating cost is needed
There are multiple EDI standards
The system is complex to use
A converter is required to translate business transactions to EDI code

EDI is criticized for being a poor communication medium for information-rich messages
and because communication is not real-time. Vlosky et al. (1994) suggest that there are a
few key success factors in EDI implementation that must be taken into account.
Communication, coordination, joint supplier-buyer pre-planning, and multi-functional
involvement within and between exchange partners are the key factors identified.
Moreover, Wilson and Vlosky (1998) found that technologies which span companies,
such as EDI, cause short-term disruptions in otherwise stable buyer-supplier relationships
due to non-alignment of exchange partner expectations and perceptions within
relationships. Furthermore, EDI over private networks is relatively expensive (Tuunainen
1995, 1998).
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Angeles (2000) found that the role of traditional EDI has been altered due to a new
form of Internet-based EDI (I-EDI), which is more beneficial to companies, especially
smaller ones with fewer resources. Angeles (2000) also makes an interesting observation
about the changing nature of relationships between powerful buyer companies and
smaller seller companies: as I-EDI allows a wider choice of trading partners for smaller
companies, more beneficial trading terms can be established. There are many types of
Internet-based EDI and other simple software, which makes it a feasible solution for
many smaller companies (Turban et al. 2002 p.261-262). It is noted here that the case
company Alpha employs EDI and variations of the Internet-based EDI with many of its
customers and other organizations, including the Customs with which it has frequent
communication.

3.2.3 Enterprise resource planning systems
There are many possible ways to define the ERP system (see e.g. Klaus et al. 2000,
Kalakota & Robinson 2001 p.243, Beretta 2002, Turban et al. 2002 p.659-661). For
example, it can be done from the information infrastructural viewpoint, or from the
business perspective. The definition of ERP employed in this dissertation is the
following:
“An organization-wide approach to managing key business processes supported by
multi-module application software, usually covering financial accounting, human
resources, and manufacturing activities” (GE Information Services 2003).
In the early 1990s managers tried to find new solutions to manage their resources more
effectively. In response to this problem, Gartner Group Inc, a consulting company,
developed ERP (Stephens & Ramos 2003). ERP was seen as a solution to various
integration problems (Davenport 1998). ERP has evolved from the material requirements
planning (MRP) system. MRP is a legacy system that creates a bill of material (BOM)
and enables companies to predict, track, and manage all constituent parts of complex
manufactured goods (Laudon & Traver 2002 p.664). The legacy computer system is an
older mainframe and/or minicomputer system used to manage key business processes
within a company in different functional areas (Laudon & Traver 2002). ERP can be seen
as being more sophisticated than MRP due to the fact that it includes a graphical user
interface, relational databases, and advanced computer-assisted software and engineering
tools (Hodge 2002, Laudon & Traver 2002 p.664, Appendix 3).
At first ERP focused on the effective use of internal resources, but later on it became
evident that the phrase ‘no business is an island’ still applies (see e.g. Håkansson &
Snehota 1989). New versions of first-generation ERP1 systems and second-generation
ERP2 systems focus therefore more clearly on both internal and inter-organizational
relationships with customers and partners. The ERP system can be acquired in a similar
way to other electronic commerce systems from different vendors or developed
internally, which consumes a lot of resources.
There is clear consolidation trend occurring in the ERP software industry when
looking at the solutions provider market. For example, Peoplesoft acquired J.D. Edwards,
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while Oracle has announced a hostile takeover bid for Peoplesoft and acquired the
company in 2005. The largest player, SAP, remains firmly in the market (Arnesen &
Thompson 2003). Moreover, the worldwide ERP market is predicted to grow from the
current nine to twelve billion US dollars by the year 2007 (ARC Advisory Group 2003).
In general, the main benefit provided by the ERP system is that companies are able to
integrate internal operations. Over the last few years, thousands of companies have
realized the benefits that can be gained by integrating back-office (e.g. accounting,
logistics) and front-office (e.g. sales and after-sales) operations. A study by Motwani et
al. (2002) pinpointed many failures in the ERP projects, and suggested that focusing on
evolutionary and cautious implementation process backed with change management and
cultural readiness can lead to successful ERP implementations. This may be the case
because the ERP is currently built from different packages suitable for different
operations such as manufacturing, sales, and distribution. At the moment SAP, for
example, has over 22 packages. When different packages are included in an ERP system
it allows total automation of the procurement process, from the point where an employee
places an order, through the internal approval process, and right to its eventual fulfillment
(Krapf 1999). A seamless connection and automated process are the key targets to be
achieved.
The ultimate benefits are acquired when a customer places an order and the ERP
system translates the order in BOMs, to production schedules, human resource planning,
and financial calculations that are all done automatically. Laudon and Traver (2002
p.664) point out correctly that “ERP systems were not originally designed to coordinate
the flow of information among a large set of supplier firms, and they require expensive
modification before they can become part of an enterprise-wide business to business
system”. Older ERP systems can be described as inward-looking, since they where
interested in internal integration, and the idea was to form an information backbone
(Stephens & Ramos 2003). Applications at that time ranged from order processing,
finance, purchasing, and manufacturing. Several ERP solutions included elementary
forecasting function, warehouse management, business intelligence, and electronic
commerce functions to a limited extent (Stephens & Ramos 2003).
The ERP systems differ from industry to industry and from country to country. For
example, ERP in the textile industry involves marketing, manufacturing, finance,
distribution, purchasing, and engineering applications that are used to manage data within
the organization (Hodge 2002). In the steel industry ERP systems are tailored to include
manufacturing, logistics, sub-contracting, and other administrative activities.
Today’s ERP systems include the planning of the entire enterprise, from management
reporting to marketing, sales, human resources, plant maintenance, distribution, and
product development (Freedman 1999). ERP systems are advancing due to web-based
applications, and they enable companies to extend outside their organizations to integrate
with suppliers, customers, and other trading partners. All the major players, including
Oracle, are currently offering software adapters to integrate different vendor’s ERP
systems with their own ERP system. By integrating internally, real-time and high-quality
information will provide more effective communication with external companies. The
Internet’s ability to transfer large amounts of information can provide numerous benefits
and cost-savings to both buyers and suppliers. Business relationship integration is
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reached when access to all critical sources of information is possible due to applications
of the Internet.
Still, Beretta (2002) argues that the full potential of ERP is yet to be realized since
companies are implementing ERP in a functional way and not in the integrative way
which is more feasible. Implementation should not necessarily follow the lines of the
functional organization, but rather the processes inside the organization should be reevaluated and integrated (Beretta 2002). In addition, the implementation times were and
still are long, from 12-18 months, and cost overruns are normal (Stephens & Ramos
2003). Another problem related to ERP is that it has a monolithic structure and is a closed
system (Hodge 2002). But when fully in place, ERP can provide an information backbone
through which the manufacturing company’s factories and headquarters receive
information they need and can complete internal functions such as accounting and
warehousing.
In general, it can be summarized that the view of the systems changes from one
functional area inside a company to encompass many functional areas inside a company.
Ultimately it includes the functions needed in the inter-organizational manner. The view
taken by ERP1 is inward-looking, and trading partners and customers were usually
forgotten.
In the new-generation enterprise systems, the focus has moved away from simple
process efficiencies to more inter-organizational processes. This evolution from ERP1 to
ERP2 will be undertaken in multiple steps (Bond et al. 2000). Companies that have
implemented ERP1 may face migration pressures from ERP software vendors in the form
of increased service fees, and may support contact termination.
The next-generation ERP systems are web-based, open to integration, and capable of
interoperation, i.e. interaction with other systems (Stephens & Ramos 2003). The
modular nature of these systems is evident. Another important point is that they should be
able to aggregate and manage the data surrounding the company alongside the internal
data. In these new web-enabled systems a business is able to integrate ERP with the
Internet and portal to interact with customers, partners, and suppliers (Stephens & Ramos
2003).
Companies have made significant investments in existing software and hardware
systems and are looking for ways to leverage these investments. Moreover, ERP2 will be
more focused on value chain participation or enabling collaborative commerce through
web-based, open, and component-based systems (Bond et al. 2000). The use of
modularization or component-based architecture enables users to roll out new modules
quickly, inexpensively and with little distribution to business. ERP2 makes it possible, for
example, for a supplier, by using Vendor Inventory Management (VMI) techniques, to
connect to factory ERP applications of “buyer/client” company and determine how many
parts there are still in stock (Gardiner et al. 2002). It also enables retailers to know their
order status and get other information needed by using a web-based system with secure
password protected lines. In addition, second-generation ERP systems can be used via
mobile devices, enabling real-time access to company information anywhere in the
world.
It therefore takes an extended view of the enterprise by including customers as well as
suppliers in the strategic horizon of the company. Another significant benefit illustrated in
Gardiner et al. (2002) is the possibility of being able to reduce cycle times with the help
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of ERP systems. The textile industry is one of many industries that are looking forward to
the introduction of the new ERP2 systems (Hodges 2002).
In this study, ERP2 is an extended ERP1 which takes into account the changing
information needs of many companies that are connected to the focal company by
providing dynamically relevant digitalized information for all the parties involved in the
value delivering system. The usage of XML software makes it possible to convert
business documents from different applications to ERP and to the web, and documents
can be retrieved from the web by different applications and legacy systems (GE
Information Services 2003).
As with many other electronic commerce systems, ERP systems are in a constant flux.
It should be noticed that the ERP system is an internal information system that supports
and enables commerce through a seamless information flow. The ERP system is often
referred to as the information backbone of the company. It is pinpointed that Alpha has
several ERP systems in place while Beta has none, and Zeta has light ERP type of
software with limited functionality.

3.2.4 Enterprise application integration
Since ERP systems were seen to have failed to achieve application integration and they
coexisted alongside other systems (Kalakota & Robinson 2001) EAI, middleware
software, was created to address these integration problems (Themistocleous & Irani
2002). Middleware is an all-encompassing term that describes the software used to link
two or more different applications or databases. EAI is a subset of middleware (GE
Information Services 2003, Chaffey 2004) which aims to integrate applications that have
been developed and acquired by an organization for different reasons. For example, on
average Global 500 companies have more than 50 internal business applications (GE
Information Services 2003).
As a company evolves it usually acquires other companies as well as grows in size and
profits. A company may receive different legacy systems and applications when it
acquires other companies. Besides this, new software applications are also developed as
they are needed in different business processes. All these activities from acquisition to
internally generated growth result in a growing amount of applications that need to be
managed. For example, the Alpha case company of this dissertation has more than 700
internal applications. Therefore, new interfaces must be created for new software and
existing applications. EAI and web services are proposed as solutions to these integration
problems that may hinder the digitalization of relationships.
EAI is based on a set of more than 16 integration technologies (Themistocleous &
Irani 2002) such as message brokers, adapters, and XML, to make applications work
together seamlessly. EAI is needed if the source codes of applications are unavailable;
this means that altering the application itself is impossible. Thus, EAI is used as the glue
between two applications that are incompatible in the first place. EAI achieves
application integration through four layers: connectivity, transportation, translation and
process automation (Themistocleous 2002). Figure 10 depicts the layers of connectivity
as suggested by Linthicum (2000a).
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Fig. 10. The EAI types (Linthicum 2000a).

Figure 10 shows the potential integration types or levels that are possible between
different applications inside or between companies. EAI offers many benefits to
organizations. These include operational cost reduction, increased productivity, increased
accuracy of planning in supply chain, and increased collaboration among trading partners
(Themistocleous & Irani 2001).
Sometimes EAI software even reduces the amount of resources needed to build or
modify applications. Internal operation costs are also reduced; for example, a company
can close their books more quickly (see e.g. Whiting 2003) as the middleware employed
speeds up the process by integrating various applications. Nonetheless, there are
drawbacks related to EAI systems. These include implementation complexity, going over
budget, and late projects (Davenport 1998). A common problem related to information
technology development is organizational resistance to change (Sumner 1999).
There are also limitations in the EAI system itself, since at the moment it is impossible
to stress test it. Stress testing means testing the performance under heavy usage
conditions. These occur when the scale of EAI grows and the number of applications that
must be invoked simultaneously increases (Lublinsky & Farrell 2002). EAI suits big
companies since the average EAI project costs about $500,000 to $750,000 US dollars. A
cheaper and many times much more appropriate solution is to acquire an EAI adapter
which costs between $25,000 and $150,000 US dollars (Whiting 2003).
According to Linthicum (2000a, b) and Ruh et al. (2000), EAI achieves integration by
using many integration technologies such as database oriented middleware (Open
Database Connectivity, ODBC), message-oriented technologies (XML), object-oriented
technologies (Common Object Request Broker Architecture, CORBA) and transactionbased technologies. Transaction technologies include transaction process monitors,
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applications, and interface-oriented technologies. Interface-oriented technologies come in
many shapes, such as adapters, application programming interfaces (API), and screen
wrappers. CORBA is used among different platforms, while Distributed Component
Object Model (DCOM) is Windows-based software for the same purpose (Segev &
Bichler 2000). The vendors of EAI software can customize their own deliverable
packages (Ring & Ward-Dutton 1999) from the different EAI software components
mentioned above by taking into account the four layers proposed by Themistocleous
(2002).
EAI together with the use of XML software makes it possible to convert business
documents from different applications to ERP and web documents. It also enables
companies to retrieve web documents through different external applications and legacy
systems (GE Information Services 2003). The main point is that the integration is
occurring in the business processes of the company, on both object and data level
(Puschmann & Alt 2001), by integrating and connecting many applications to be used
under one interface. This means that applications can pull information from back-office
databases like ERP, and other applications can be used in the front office by a clerk with
help of the web browser in a wide array of organizational tasks.
To illustrate this point, General Motors (GM) uses EAI to link the company’s highvolume transaction legacy and ERP systems. Web services that can be used to do the
same thing in small companies are impossible in GM, since the web services are poorly
integrated with GM systems. The business process integration, data transformation,
scalability, and security capabilities that are needed are missing in web services (Whiting
2003).
According to Chen et al. (2003), web services “Can universally standardize the
communication of applications in order to connect systems, business partners, and
customers cost-effectively through the World Wide Web”. It enables easier and faster
integration with trading partners. For the purpose of this dissertation, it does not matter if
companies are using EAI or web services, although it does seem that web services are
suitable for smaller companies and EAI is more appropriate for larger companies
operating under extreme pressure.
EAI helps companies with multiple ERP systems and EDI systems since some of the
EAI middleware systems are targeted to extend or replace existing EDI infrastructures,
value-added networks, and EDI translators. EAI systems provide full real-time
transactions over the Internet that can be tied to back-end systems and processes (Appril
& Harreld 2002). These applications can also help organizations to harness their existing
EDI systems to be used in a more effective way. As pointed out by Appril and Harreld
(2002) companies with limited EDI traffic through value-added networks are weakly
affected since monthly usage-based charges are smaller than the acquired benefits from
EAI. As is the case with ERP and other systems, taking care of the technology is one part,
while consideration needs to be given to business process reengineering possibilities that
might help in the implementation of the ERP or EAI system.
Now that an illustration of the basic aspects of the EAI has been given there is another
aspect that should be addressed. In the literature there is discussion as to whether EAI is
an internal or external application (Pinkston 2001). Many authors refer to external EAI
usage in business-to-business integration in similar way as second-generation ERP. In this
dissertation EAI is a general group of middleware where both internal and external
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application integration is possible. The external EAI integration enhances relationships
with partners and suppliers by integrating their applications with chosen partners (see e.g.
Pinkston 2001). The basic idea of EAI is to provide end-to-end visibility for managers
through one interface per application.

3.3 Convergence of technologies
This section presents in detail the concept of convergence as it is related to the
digitalization and information systems discussion.
Wind and Mahajan (2002a, 2002b) discuss how technologies live side by side, instead
of new technologies replacing the old, and how they converge. By convergence they
mean the fusion of different technologies (television, computers, wireless, PDAs) and
channels (i.e. stores, catalogs that are online). They argue that the channels, technologies,
and consumers create the area of convergence.
Nevertheless, Wind and Mahajan (2002a, 2002b) are neglecting the issue of the impact
that convergence can have on other interconnected parties. They are clearly concentrating
on its impact on single companies. The convergence of technologies and channels also
impacts other industry players, and therefore another level of convergence can be
introduced, namely industry-level convergence, where the old players of one technology
and channel of other technology are forming joint ventures, alliances, or even hierarchies
with other players.
Thus, convergence is occurring among computer, telecommunication, office
equipment, entertainment, broadcasting, media publishing, consumer electronics,
distribution, financial and insurance services industries (Collins et al. 1997, Wind &
Mahajan, 2002b). In a model proposed by Collins et al. (1997), content is the key issue.
According to them there is a shift from a competitive environment characterized by
vertical industries, comprising sound communication like telephony, visual
communication like television, and data communication like computers toward a new
multimedia industry that is structured around five horizontal segments. These segments
are: content production, content packaging, content transmission, content manipulation,
and content reception. This implies that the new information distribution system depends
on content, specific technology, and dedicated hardware distributed through a shared
infrastructure. The market for a hybrid mobile device that can offer TV, mobile Internet
and other features is an example of a converging market. Wireless convergence is
discussed in more detail by Nikolaou et al. (2002).
Convergence is occurring throughout the information technology field. The
differences between channels from which both the consumers and businesses can acquire
products and services or contents with the help of many different devices are becoming
blurred (see e.g. Salo et al. 2005b). The boundary between services and products is
becoming less significant, although information elements are playing a more important
role in the production process. Digital content is sent through platforms with specialized
interfaces. Transmission is possible if both the receiving and sending gadgets and the
mediating channels are using the same technologies and standards. They can also use
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technology labeled integration technology (Zwass 2003) which enables the transmission
of a message or content between incompatible gadgets by converting the message.
In similar lines with the others, Rayport and Jaworski (2001) have identified two types of
convergence. These are network infrastructure convergence and media infrastructure
convergence, which are presented in Figure 11.

Network
Infrastructure

Media
Infrastructure

-Telephone/DSL
-Cable
-Broadcast Radio
&TV
-Satellite
-Wireless

-Print
(Newspapers and
Magazines)
-Television
-Radio
-Music
-Motion Pictures

Digital
Convergence

Fig. 11. Convergence to a digital platform (Rayport & Jaworski 2001).

Figure 11 depicts how authors have presented the tools that are categorized as network
infrastructure and media infrastructure. The network infrastructure consists of hardware
and software used in communication, while media infrastructure refers to the content
communicated. The convergence according to many authors takes place due to the
digitalization of information. These two types are the overriding forms that are
converging. In other words, the content and the delivery channel are converging due to
the ability to handle information in a digital form. This perspective is taken from
individual players in an industry.
In this study convergence is simply the disappearance of technological differences
among channels and technologies which hinder the transmission or processing of the
delivered content. Vice versa, convergence enhances digitalization of business
relationships as digital communications and transactions can occur more easily and
cheaply.
The underlying phenomenon in convergence is the ability to process more information
cheaply and decrease costs related to communication technology investments, which
enables interactive and real-time communication. The device which is employed to
communicate varies from digital TV to hybrid mobile devices and game consoles. The
content is digitalized, the channel is digital, and the tools employed are connected to
channels by digital interfaces.
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3.4 Technologies for business relationship digitalization
This section draws together the depicted technologies that can be deployed to digitalize
business relationships. Figure 12 summarizes Chapter 3 and the discussion of different
electronic commerce technologies and systems.

Business relationship

Face-to-face

Company Q

Company Z

Internet

SBU A
ERP 1
EDI
Intranet

ERP 1

SBU B
EAI

ERP 2

Intranet
Extranet, ERP2, EAI
integration

Fig. 12. Linked relations between digital technologies within a business relationship (Modified
from Salo 2006b).

Traditional social communication that occurs in meetings and different negotiations has a
role in the depicted relationship between Q and Z. The main idea of Figure 12 is to
illustrate the interwoven nature of different technologies. Figure 12 depicts company Q
that has ERP1 software in place while company Z has two strategic business units (SBU)
with different ERP systems one and two in place. Those are integrated internally with the
help of EAI, which provides a window for managers to see the activities occurring in
both business units. Besides EAI, web services or adapters might be used, depending on
the characteristics of ERP systems.
The EDI over the Internet, protected with a firewall, is used to handle routine
documents between the business parties. However, the Extranet is used in a more
interactive way, and every now and then for routine activities like checking the sales
forecasts and policy updates. With help of ERP and EAI integration the possibilities in
the future are unlimited; it is likely that next-generation ERP will provide integration with
the help of Internet connectivity.
Of course, companies can have systems that are similar to EDI, EFT, ERP, and EAI
which are described above. They could also use terms like electronic supply chain
management system (SCM) (Lancioni 2000, Lancioni et al. 2000), customer relationship
management system (CRM) Adebanjo 2000, Zablah et al. 2004) and partner relationship
management systems (PRM) (Mirani et al. 2001). In short, SCM involves more than
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three partners of a supply chain. CRM was originally developed for the banking and
insurance industry to handle multiple consumer contacts while PRM is similar to SCM
and CRM.
Today, major software houses from SASP to Microsoft are providing mobile solutions
to companies. Mobile versions of SCM, ERP and CRM are already available.
Additionally, companies are using WLAN-based systems to speed up information
processing within and between companies (see e.g. Salo 2006d).
These different acronyms prevail due to the fact that there are various economic
interests (e.g. software, service and consulting) and rivalry behind each acronym that is
introduced by different industry consortiums. These are not discussed in detail here, but
further information is available from the academic publications mentioned after each
solution.
In addition, private industrial networks (PINs) can be employed between key suppliers
and customers where transactions are the central focus, but they can also be deployed for
collaborative commerce in the form of digital co-design of a product or designing
effective logistical systems (Laudon & Traver 2002). Moreover, dynamic and real-time
information processing creates novel ways to organize internally as well as to manage
business relationships more effectively. The information enables more efficient decisionmaking both on a tactical and a strategic level. PIN might be a more appropriate solution
to support business relationships than an electronic marketplace where there might be
hundreds of suppliers competing for small number of large buyers. In addition,
collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment (CPFR) programs are undertaken
in the retail industry (see e.g. Laudon & Traver 2002, Steifert 2003) that can be
characterized as one type of tool or way to proceed with digitalization in business
relationships. The basic idea of CPFR is to speed up the flow of information between
various supply chain partners.
To sum up, PINs, electronic marketplaces, and CPFR are one way to engage in an
exchange between businesses. But only one of these options, namely PIN, currently
provides a suitable platform for business relationships, since information sharing is
fostered and PIN partners usually have some mutual history, while electronic
marketplaces do not usually foster creation of mutual history. This is an important aspect
to consider, especially when relating to the relationship-specific gains like new
knowledge development and sharing (Alajoutsijärvi & Tikkanen 2000, Roy et al. 2004).
The next big step in electronic commerce technologies and systems is integration at
various levels to improve information and transaction flows between business parties (see
e.g. Salo 2006a). Some of the digital technologies may enable real-time collaboration
between various organizations; however, the focus is on streamlining and managing
individual product life cycles, and integration is related to business-level activities as
well. One solution is the employment of mobile communication systems that enable
remote, anytime, anywhere usage of corporate systems like ERP, SCM and CRM.
Integration of these wireless systems has been pointed out as one of the key issues
(Aungst & Wilson 2005).
Nevertheless, there are always systems that are mixtures of those mentioned above,
and therefore it is clearly difficult to draw a boundary as to what is ERP functionality and
what is EAI functionality. Ultimately, the main point is to achieve the business goals that
are and were given to the electronic systems in question. The technology itself is not the
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main focus of this dissertation; instead, the focus is on how technology can help sellers
and buyers to create something valuable for them both.
To summarize the chapter, basic technologies like the Internet, the Extranet, the
Intranet, the EDI, the ERP, and the EAI have different roles when processing information
and transactions. The EDI is for high-volume transactions where thousands of inquiries
and responses are handled. It can also be carried over the Internet. The Extranet can be
employed to connect sellers with their buyers and vice versa. The ERP is for internal data
management in its current forms, and in the future it will be used to manage data within
entire value chains and business networks. The role of intelligent agents is widely
discussed in the steel industry when trying to manage sub-contracted work. The EAI and
web services are enabling the integration of different systems; however, the role of the
EAI is confined to situations where the information technology infrastructure is carefully
planned in the right way and updates of the structure are managed accordingly. Thereby,
all of these systems may have their role in business relationship digitalization. These
different technologies have their place in specific information and transaction activities
described above, and thus each has a different but somewhat overlapping role in business
relationship digitalization. Moreover, there are a lot of technologies available that are not
covered here in depth, like Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) (see e.g. Finkenzeller,
2003, Brewin 2003, 2004), due to the fact that some of the technologies described above
have not yet been adopted in the cases studied.

4 Preliminary conceptualizations of business relationship
digitalization
The aim of Chapter 4 is to integrate business relationship and digitalization discussions
by providing a conceptual framework that improves our previous understanding of the
digitalization process and the impacts of digitalization on business relationships. First, an
overview and synthesis of previous studies conceptualizing the impacts of digitalization
on business relationships is provided; this is followed by a framework that illustrates the
degree of digitalization in a business relationship. The process of business relationship
digitalization, its antecedents and consequences are then depicted in the preliminary
framework that attempts to cast some light on business relationship digitalization.

4.1 Literature review of the impacts of digitalization on business
relationships
Discussions about the impacts of digitalization have been investigated and written up in
popular (Negroponte 1995, Dertouzos 1997, 2001, Evans & Wurster 2000, Tapscott et al.
2000, Turban et al. 2002) as well as academic press (see Vlosky et al. 1994, Ainscough &
Luckett 1996, Timmers 1998, Angeles 2000, Archer & Yuan 2000, Avlonitis & Karayanni
2000, Vlosky et al. 2000, Grewal et al. 2001, Mukhopadhyay & Kekre 2002).
However, one quickly realizes that neither the academic nor the management and
business literature actually describes the impacts of digitalization on business
relationships, or the business relationship digitalization process as such; they discuss the
effects of electronic marketplaces and electronic procurement as separate from business
relationships (see e.g. Segev & Gebauer 2000, Berthon et al. 2003). Or if they do discuss
interconnected business parties they employ concepts such as value chain or supply
chain.
Another unhelpful aspect is also that academics often talk about electronic commerce
business models as being separate from traditional business and business relationships.
However, recent literature on information systems proposes suitable business models for
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information and communication technology-facilitated relationships and networks
(Osterwalder & Pigneur 2002, Pateli & Giaglis 2003, Heikkilä et al. 2004).
Most of the studies focusing on digitalization in business markets have been
discussing electronic marketplaces as an important digital business-to-business market
opportunity (Grewal et al. 2001, Dou & Chou 2002). Furthermore, some of the studies
have focused on industry-level changes instead of focusing on individual business
relationships (see Porra 2000a, 2000b) who discuss traditional, transitional and all-digital
industries. Basically, in all-digital industry also the production life cycle is digitalized
(Porra 2000b p.618). The steel industry that acts as context for the case study presents a
traditional industry where digital tools are used to facilitate and enhance communication
and transactions between business parties.
Despite the overwhelming literature on these transactions, many companies have
dedicated several years to creating closer long-term business relationships with fewer
suppliers of products and services (Liker & Choi 2004). However, the alternative of
focusing on the electronic marketplaces creates only short-term gains and cost reductions
(Wise & Morrison 2000).
In addition, Vargo and Lusch (2004) point out that the dominant logic of marketing is
shifting away ”From the exchange of tangible goods (manufacturing) and toward the
exchange of intangibles, specialized skills, and knowledge, and processes (doing things
for and with)”. These processes can be easier to digitalize than manufacturing processes,
which strengthens the argument that business relationship digitalization is gaining
foothold while electronic marketplaces are employed for maintenance, repair, and
operations (MRO), i.e. tangible resources and other easily purchased offerings. To a
lesser extent, electronic marketplaces are used for critical supplies which are related to
‘new buy’ purchases within a business relationship or with jointly developed products
and other collaborative activities, i.e. intangibles.
Whilst considering the literature on business relationships and digitalization it was
found that more proficient insights regarding these two streams can be gained from
interdisciplinary research than from traditional separate research. At first glance the
absence of literature focusing on business relationship digitalization was surprising. Most
of the research done in the area either consisted of a description and analysis of business
relationships (Håkansson 1982, Ford 1997, Anderson et al. 1994 Turnbull et al. 1996,
Narayandas & Rangan 2004), where the digital element was missing or not thoroughly
described, and at the other extreme there were studies that only emphasized the digital
element in another context (Kalakota & Robinson 2001, Turban et al. 2002) without
mention of any kind of business relationship. The studies cited above focused on the
value or supply chain perspectives that are popular in the US. Additionally, many of the
information systems studies focused on impacts of electronic commerce on
organizational networks (see e.g. Kambil & Short 1994, Nouwens & Bouwman 1995) as
opposed to relationships.
The supply chain describes the marketing channel from the viewpoint of the supplier
and also involves three or more parties in the analysis (Mentzer et al. 2001), while the
business relationship view focuses on both the buyer and the seller. Several of these
studies have briefly highlighted EDI as a new information technology (which it is not
anymore), but usually other systems that make digitalization possible are not covered.
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To begin with, this ‘either/or’ attitude was confusing, but later on it became evident
that people from the disciplines of engineering, information systems, marketing and
economics have different ways of thinking and acting, and often it is hard to distinguish
the concepts used to describe the same phenomenon in different disciplines.
Since both information systems research and business relationship research is eclectic
in nature (see Avison & Fitzgerald 1991, Avison et al. 2001, Möller 1994, Wilkinson
2001), a wide and in-depth literature review about the business relationships and
digitalization discussion were made on many scholarly databases. The idea was to
analyze and then synthesize how business relationships are impacted by digitalization
Despite this observed lack of research on this subject it is rightfully acknowledged
here that studies have been conducted focusing on some aspects of this phenomenon as
early as the mid-1970s (see e.g. Mathews & Wilson 1974, Mathews et al. 1977) and
earlier (Kaufman 1966, Lewis 1966). It is also acknowledged that information system
researchers have studied various aspects of inter-organizational system adoption and
implementation as well as adoption influences on relationships (Avison & Fitzgerald
1991, Avison et al. 2001, Orlikowski & Barley 2001, Heikkilä et al. 2004). Table 2 below
depicts relevant studies identified that have illustrated the importance of studying the
impacts of digitalization on business relationships.
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Table 2. Research illustrating the importance of studying the impacts of digitalization on
business relationships.
Contributor

Methods and data

Contribution

Mathews and

Conceptual and 15

Suggests that electronic data processing (EDP) has an impact on

Wilson (1974)

interviews.

industrial buying and buyer-seller relationships. Identifies a fivestage model for EDP adoption. EDP usage depends on the
associated buying task and stage of EDP adoption.

Mathews et al.

Conceptual.

(1977)

Adopts seller perspective and describes how different systems
linked parties together and shows which strategy is best used by a
new seller to interfere with a linked relationship.

Buzzell (1985)

Conceptual.

Computerization has impacted on the growth and profitability of
companies as well as on economies of scale. In addition, interorganizational data links will be playing a greater role in
marketing.

Backhaus

Conceptual.

Computer-to-computer dialogue will have an impact on buyers.

Wilson (1986)

Conceptual.

Discusses the state of the art studies in industrial marketing and

Wijnhove and

Conceptual and sample

Focuses mainly on IT impact on an internal organization. Still

Wassenaar

of 11 companies.

notices that communication and inter-organizational systems

(1986)
refers briefly to micro-computers and communication technology.

(1990)

increased cost savings and enabled better service.

Cunningham

Conceptual and two

Pinpoints that computer communications between organizations is

and Tynan

companies.

a relatively recent innovation. Electronic trading may alter

(1993)

personal understanding of each other’s firms.

Steinfield et al.

Conceptual and non-

The inter-organizational network (the Internet is one) may support

(1995)

specified amount of

transactional markets or strengthen existing relationships. The

case studies.

latter view is taken in their study. Criticizes Malone et al. (1987,
1989) who favor the former view.

Stump and

Conceptual and sample

IT deployment in purchasing may alter the nature of buyer-seller

Sriram (1997)

of 277 companies.

relationships, that is, foster the development of closer

Möller and

Conceptual.

Highlights the importance of studying the Internet’s impact on

relationships.
Halinen (1999)

business relationships and networks.

Tuunainen

Conceptual with

Focuses on integration of value chains and business processes.

(1999)

empirical data.

Discusses both B2C and B2B relationships. Pinpoints to EDI as
pertinent technology employed in automotive business
relationships (see also Tuunainen 1995, 1998).

Reid and Plank

Conceptual and

Notices the lack of research conducted into computers and

(2000)

literature review of

technology in the business markets area.

2194 academic articles.

To unravel Table 2, Mathews and Wilson (1974) can be regarded as the pioneers of the
focus area of this dissertation. They discussed the role of electronic data processing
(EDP) and the impact of computerization on procurement and buying centers. The
authors identified a five-stage model of EDP use and illustrated how it alters the buying
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decision, when the decisions are based on re-buy, new buy and modified re-buy classes.
The classification employed was provided by Robinson et al. (1967). This early
description does not, however, use dyadic data.
Mathews et al. (1977) describe how different systems tie parties together. They also
illustrate which strategy is best used by a competitor to interfere with this tied
relationship. They also suggested that “The computer is predominantly used for the
highly repetitive buying tasks”. In addition, it seems that reciprocal relationships with
EDP are weaker and the competitor may offer better conditions for buying and thus alter
the relationship, but in wedded systems this is not possible since the systems are so
tightly integrated. It should be noted that this was the situation in the 1970s, while today
open-source software and third parties who lease software can open up a tight business
relationship.
Buzzell (1985) indicates the importance of this area of research by stating, “As interorganizational data links come to play a greater role in marketing, relationships between
buyers and sellers will surely change”. Backhaus (1986 p.5), in a similar line with
Buzzell (1985) briefly mentions that “The routine transactions will be handled in a
computer-computer-dialogue, causing new and difficult marketing problems for our
suppliers”. He did not exactly point out what the impact mechanism was, but illustrated
the importance of computers. Wilson (1986 p.20) describes the likely factors influencing
state-of-the-art American research as follows: “Micro-computers will impact all of
business and hence research will be required to understand this impact”, and in the next
section he states, “Communication technology, i.e. computer, telecommunication and
office of future technology will affect how business-to-business buying and selling is
done which in turn will influence directions in American research”. The argument is
similar to Backhaus (1986) and Mathews and Wilson (1974).
Wijnhove and Wassenaar (1990) provide an illustration of how information technology
has impacted on the internal organization. Their description is similar to earlier
discussions on computerization. The authors notice that communication and interorganizational systems may increase cost savings and enable better service. Cunningham
and Tynan (1993) highlight that communications in between organizations is a recent
innovation and that personal understanding might be altered. The former claim by
Cunningham and Tynan (1993) is already known to be false, and the latter view on
changing relationships between people is supported by Clemons et al. (1993) and Rao et
al. (2003).
To continue with this topic, Steinfield et al. (1995) emphasize the fact that the interorganizational network and existing relationships are strengthened by the Internet. Stump
and Sriram (1997 p.128) illustrate that by stating “However, virtually no attention has
been paid to the potential impact that IT investments may have on inter-firm
relationships”. Möller and Halinen (1999) pinpoint this in a similar way: “Striking aspect
in the current articles is the lack of discussion of the role of the Internet in the networking
among business firms and in the management of customer and supplier relationships”.
Reid and Plank (2000) have made a significant contribution and advanced the
knowledge of business-to-business marketing by conducting an extensive literature
review. They point out a research gap that exists in the area of computers and the
technology that is employed in the business markets. Later on, Wilson (2000), by
commenting Reid and Plank (2000), illustrated that there is a differential value advantage
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gained by using the Internet to facilitate process and product realization, i.e. it depends on
the characteristics of the products and activities. This point was soon afterwards studied
by Boyd and Spekman (2004). In addition, the importance of looking into how
information technology impacts on interaction within a business network was recognized
by Gummesson (2001).
It is summarized here that these authors have acknowledged the research void and
have attempted to cast some light on it. There have been studies looking into the
procurement aspect or buyer centers, but it is recognized that these studies do not address
the effects of information technology on business relationships directly or discuss
business relationship digitalization. Thus, it is recognized that those studies have not
focused on digitalization in a broad sense such as it is employed in this dissertation. The
broad meaning encompasses an investigation into the multiple digital technologies
employed in dyadic business relationships, where multiple interactants are active and
both sides of the business relationship are examined.
Stern and Kaufmann’s (1985) book chapter and the whole book edited by Buzzell
initiated a more sharp and accurate description of the impacts of certain technologies on
business relationships and inter-organizational relationships. The growing body of
literature studying business relationships and various digitalization impacts is depicted in
Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of the studies focusing on the impacts of digitalization on business
relationships (modified from Salo et al. 2005a)
Authors

Sample/

Structure/ process focus

Major findings

Technology
focus
Empirically grounded
Stern and

Personal

Both are discussed. Describes

Shows the role and impacts of the EDI.

Kaufmann

interviews. 16

changes in the structure of

Illustrated some of the benefits of EDI

(1985)

companies with

communication and

adoption and discussed the nature of

EDI.

coordination. Highlights EDI

power in the buyer-seller relationships.

adaptation process and pinpoints
performance benefits gained by
using EDI.
Mohr (1990) 125 members of

Mainly describes the

Increased computerized communication

marketing

communication and

(e-mail) is associated with higher levels

channel of

coordination process and how e- of participation, coordination, and

computers. E-

mail affects it.

mail.

commitment. Timeliness of
communication is also increased.

Vlosky et

173 home

Both are noted. Illustrates

Implementation of EDI is usually

al. (1994)

center retailers

performance outcomes of EDI

buyer-initiated. The implementation

and 154

adoption and highlights the

phase is crucial. Key factors for

distributor

role of adaptations especially

successful adoption are

intermediaries.

from seller’s side.

communication, coordination, and

EDI.

planning.
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Table 3 (Continued)
Authors

Sample/

Structure/ process focus

Major findings

Technology
focus
Vlosky et al. 173 home center

Both are noted. Illustrates

Implementation of EDI is usually buyer-

1994)

retailers and 154

performance outcomes of EDI

initiated. The implementation phase is

distributor

adoption and highlights the role

crucial. Key factors for successful

intermediaries.

of adaptations especially from

adoption are communication,

EDI.

seller’s side.

coordination, and planning.

Vlosky et al. 22 home center

Both are elaborated. Structure of Relationship satisfaction gap concept

(1997)

buyers and 102

relationship and parties gives

was created. Perceptions of both parties’

wood products

rise to satisfaction gap. Gap is

impact on the degree of disconnection

suppliers. EDI

narrowed by communication

between parties. Disruption is high if

and UPC.

and coordination as well as with disconnection is wide, but evidently after
adaptation (e.g. financial

adoption relationship strength and

investments, learning)

satisfaction increases.

processes.
Wilson and

13 home center

Change process is discussed.

The IOS implementation disrupts the

Vlosky

retailers and 22

Implementation process is an

relationships when buyers are pushing

(1998)

wood products

exercise of power.

sellers to adopt technology. Buyers are

suppliers. EDI

gaining more than seller and authors

and UPC.

suspect that in the future the benefit
levels will rise.

Naudé et al.

89 large UK

Both are illustrated. EDI

(2000)

firms. EDI.

impacts on structure since

financial, strategic and behavioral level.

adaptations have to be made

EDI partners are locked into a

Identifies various EDI benefits both on

when aligning EDI.

relationship.

Vlosky et al. 56 companies

Both are studied. Technology

Defines the benefits of using the

(2000)

from different

brings a new facet to structure.

Extranet. Greatest advantage is increased

industries

Communication and exchange

purchases/sales through electronic

engaged in the

between parties is affected by

linkages. It also simplifies and reduces

Extranet usage.

the Extranet. Organizational

costs. The Extranet partners are

benefits are discussed.

perceived more positively than nonextranet ones.

Carr and

175 mail surveys Focuses on communication

Notices the scant literature on the IT

Smeltzer

and 36

process. Discusses IT usage and

effect on buyer-supplier relationships.

(2002)

interviews with

its relationship to information

Trust is not increased by IT, however IT

purchasing

richness and frequency.

is applicable in frequent communication

managers.
Several
technologies.

between partners.
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Table 3 (Continued)
Authors

Sample/

Structure/ process focus

Major findings

Technology
focus
Leek et al.

107 procurement Stresses the process of

Describes the impact of IT on various

(2003)

managers.

elements of the business relationship.

communication.

Several

Digital IT-based communication may

technologies.

become the cornerstone of many new
relationships. Range and depth of
information exchange increases. The
amount of face-to-face communication
will decrease.

Hausman

Two large

Pinpoints process adaptation and The factors affecting adoption and

and Stock

surveys with

the importance of social

implementation seem to be different.

(2003)

hospital

interaction.

Social influence plays a crucial role in

managers. EDI.

the cooperative adoption of technologies
like in the case of EDI.

Rao et al.

10 interviews

Highlights communication and

The use of the Internet impacts little on

(2003)

with service

business performance increase.

trust and does not hinder personal forms

companies.

of communication. Internet use is

Internet.

associated with improved business
performance and satisfaction. Social
bonds have to be created before technical
bonds.

Deeter-

138 purchasing

Schmelz and professionals

Focuses on communication and

The Internet plays a moderate role in the

the role of information.

business relationships, and if the

Kennedy

interviewed.

information exchange and the trust are

(2004)

Internet.

on high level the role is even lesser.

MacDonald

102 industrial

Illustrates the adaptation and

Technology-mediated communication

and Smith

companies.

usage of systems.

controls costs while keeping the personal

(2004)

Multiple.

touch. It also has a positive effect on
trust and future purchase intentions.

Ryssel et

61 companies.

Both are discussed. Structure

IT deployment has diverse impacts on

al. (2004)

Several

of organization influences IT

the atmosphere and value creation

technologies.

deployment. Value creation

within the business relationship.

process is enhanced.

Internal IT systems determine IT
deployment within relationship.
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Table 3 (Continued)
Authors

Sample/

Structure/ process focus

Major findings

Technology
focus
Theoretical-Analytical perspectives
Han and

Several

Wilson

technologies.

Stresses the role of structure.

Technology employed by a supplier and
a customer leads to different

(1989)

organizational structures, behaviors, and
the structure gives rise to different types
of interactions.

Clemons et

IT.

al. (1993)

Discusses the process of

The IT investments will be made with

coordination and how IT lowers

long-term suppliers because it takes time

the transaction risk associated

to recoup the investments and to learn.

with it.

Human interaction needs to be managed
since systems themselves do not create
trust.

Bensaou and IT.

Both are discussed. Information

Illustrates the role of IT-mediated inter-

Venkatraman

processing is discussed and

organizational relationships. Develops a

(1996)

respective capabilities are

model to explain inter-organizational

introduced.

coordination. Identifies IT-facilitated and
supported information processing
capabilities as new sources of
organizational capabilities.

Kumar and

IOS.

Dissel (1996)

Focuses on the role of conflict

Discusses collaboration and conflict

management as a process.

management within inter-organizational

Different IOS types cause

systems. Structurability of the

different conflicts.

relationship influences the degree of

Stresses the role of structure.

Almost identical to Han and Wilson

programmability of relationship.
Han (1997)

Several
technologies.

(1989), however more emphasis is
placed on technological matching, i.e. if
both parties have similar technologies it
is beneficial for the relationship.

Bello et al.
(2002)

E-tools.

Both are discussed. Adaptations

Shows how software is linked to channel

are needed to use e-tools. Six

activities and how communication and

different activities are identified transaction enhancements are possible.
and e-tools are matched for each
activity and possible
performance outcomes are
discussed.
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Table 3 (Continued)
Authors

Sample/

Structure/ process focus

Major findings

Technology
focus
Jap and

Web-technology. Both are elaborated on.

Mohr (2002)

“B2B technologies… may undermine

Different types of relationships

long-term business relationships”.

from relational to transactional

Provides an overview of the fit between

require different types of web-

relationship orientation and employed

enabled technologies.

web-technology. Technology can free up
scarce human resources to do more
value-added activities.

Schurr et al.

Web-technology. Discusses the role of

(2002)

Describes information quality in the

communication and information web-based information systems.
quality in the business

Identifies characteristics of information

relationship context.

systems to moderate the influence of
information quality on business
relationships. Suggests future studies on
the impact of information quality on
trust.

Osmonbe-

E-tools.

Both are discussed. Adaptations

Illustrates how adoption of the e-tools

kow et al.

are needed to use e-tools.

impacts on both the structure and

(2002)

Discusses the changes to

processes of the buying center.

procurement brought about by
electronic commerce and how
both transactional and
communicational tools exist in
assisting internal and external
activities.
Easton and

IOS and virtual

Mainly observes structural

Authors raise the question of whether

Araujo

markets.

issues on a macro level.

more communication is necessarily

(2003)

better for relationships. They suggest that
it even may lead to reduced levels of
trust.

Boyd and

Internet.

Discusses value creation process The impact of the Internet requires

Spekman

and how the Internet impacts on aligning its attributes with the economic

(2004)

it.

and relational factors driving value
creation. The Internet supports digital
resource sharing.

Iyer (2004)

Internet, Intranet, Pinpoints structures and

Company and offering characteristics

and Extranet.

purposes of electronic

affect choices made regarding the

marketplaces and identifies

adoption of a particular type of IT.

private exchanges and the
Extranet as a suitable form for
business relationships.
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The studies presented in Table 3 are considered to be the central building blocks of the
discussion regarding business relationship digitalization. Literature review findings were
firstly categorized into two broad classes depending on whether the research orientation
was empirically grounded or whether it was theoretical-analytical research (see e.g. Kerin
et al. 1992). Then the author identified the technology solution focused on and sought to
understand whether the researchers were interested in illuminating the structural issues or
the processual aspects of a business relationship (see e.g. Håkansson & Snehota 1995).
Table 3 presents 26 studies describing the impacts of digitalization on business
relationships; however there are some overlapping viewpoints as well as insights that are
clearly missing, i.e. the nature of the product exchanged and the need for adaptations in
order to create working relationships. Sanchez (1999) pinpoints the importance of linking
activities with the nature of the product.
Absent from Table 3 are earlier versions of the papers and replications of studies in a
different context which are confirming findings (see e.g. Leek et al. 2000, 2001). It is
noted that the authors of these papers seldom use the term digitalization directly, but
instead use terms such as information technology, electronic commerce or business and
inter-organizational information systems. Still the impacts are caused by digitalization of
activities. It is now evident that attempts to develop a coherent framework of the business
relationship digitalization process are missing or are underdeveloped.
To untangle Table 3, Stern and Kaufmann’s (1985) interesting observations are
discussed first. They highlight the medium for communication as follows:
“For a marketing channel to achieve its performance potential, it must provide
mechanisms whereby information can flow smoothly, rapidly, and accurately
among its members. These mechanisms take on a variety of forms. For example, in
the communication processes associated with ordering, purchase orders may be
mailed, sent by telex, telephoned, or picked up by salespeople. They may be
written, oral, or electronic. Each type of transmission and medium of
communication implies a different level of technology” (Stern & Kaufmann 1985).
Thus, the importance of digital communication and the process of communication
(impersonal or personal) are discussed in processual characteristics as heavily impacting
on business relationship digitalization. A similar observation was later made by
Johansson (2002).
Additionally, Stern and Kaufmann (1985) noticed many benefits of EDI adoption
(which can be considered as rather similar to other web-enabled or Internet based
systems) that include: reduced order lead time, higher service levels, fewer out-of-stock
situations, improved communication and information quality, lower inventory costs,
better accuracy in ordering, shipping and receiving, and a reduction in labor costs. One
benefit more accurately described was the change of salespeople’s role. According to
them “The salesperson’s role in the entire order-taking processes will be significantly
reduced. This supposedly will free salesperson for the tasks which are more closely
related to selling” (Stern & Kaufmann 1985). In addition, they described factors affecting
EDI use such as data processing skills, number of possible connections, security and
control of technology, power and idiosyncratic investments, and the capability to reengineer activities.
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These findings suggest that benefits can be derived from adoption and implementation
of inter-organizational electronic commerce technology. Hausman and Stock (2003)
suggest that adoption and implementation factors are somewhat different, which is noted
here as well. This is due to the fact that the decision to adopt technologies can be made by
managers; however, social factors such as employee willingness to use new technologies
have a bearing on the implementation. Moreover, it is acknowledged that the use of interorganizational electronic commerce technology is facilitated by internal organizational
structures and depends not only on relationships but on the focal net connections and
compatibilities in digital tools as well.
Furthermore, Stern and Kaufmann (1985) made a number of excellent observations.
They recognized that the adoption of EDI within close business relationships increases
organizational dependence and thus offers the opportunity for greater levels of trust.
Adoption requires more coordination of traditional activities and EDI has generally
reduced rather than increased conflict. Likewise, they suggest that close relationships get
closer as two organizations confirm the relationship by establishing linkages such as EDI.
Thus, social factors are important in adoption and implementation (Hausman & Stock
2003). In addition, Stern and Kaufmann (1985) highlight two prerequisites for EDI
implementation: contacts between various departments and hierarchical levels of the two
organizations, and the formal rules of conducting activities must be established before
EDI implementation. Lastly they suggest that the “Larger and more technologically
sophisticated the company (in terms of its internal systems), the more likely it is to
increase its cost advantages by developing EDI links with its suppliers or customers”.
To summarize Stern and Kaufmann’s (1985) findings, digitalization starts with
partners who have tight relationships. This view is later on supported by Vlosky et al.
(1994), Vlosky et al. (1997), and Wilson and Vlosky (1998). Dependence and trust play a
key role in business relationships when planning and implementing digitalization. It is
also noted that when business relationship-specific systems are integrated with internal
systems more benefits or value is created (Stern & Kaufmann 1985, Ryssel et al. 2004).
They also brought into the discussion the role of power in buyer-seller relationships, a
discussion which is later picked up by many authors (see e.g. Vlosky et al. 1994, Vlosky
et al. 1997, Wilson and Vlosky 1998, Johansson 2002).
Han and Wilson (1989) describe the impact of technology on supplier-customer
relationships. The technologies used to illustrate the point are just-in-time (JIT),
computer-aided design (CAD), and computer-aided engineering (CAE). They highlight
that the technology match, i.e. compatibility, is a vital aspect of relationships and that if
mismatch occurs adaptations should be made in order for the relationship to be effective.
Han (1997) brings up similar arguments in her modified paper and similar issues are also
discussed by Shapiro and Varian (1999). Mohr (1990) focused on one computerized
communication form, namely e-mail; she pointed out that when e-mail was used for
communication the timeliness of communication increased; however, she also noticed
that the uncertainty of the market environment does not affect e-mail usage. More
importantly, she observed that e-mail communication is associated with higher levels of
participation, coordination, and commitment. It is pointed out that the role of e-mail
usage has evidently changed as it may be more common and information-rich today.
Clemons et al. (1993) describe, using the transaction cost approach, how the cost
structure is altered after the uptake of information technology and highlight the
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importance of having long-term business relationships since technology investments take
time to mature. Additionally, they pinpoint that information systems do not create trust
per se but trust has to be created over a period of time in social encounters. It is further
emphasized here that trust is an interpersonal concept, while commitment is an
organization-level concept (Narayandas & Rangan 2004). The point of trust by Clemons
et al. (1993) is expanded by Rao et al. (2003) and MacDonald and Smith (2004).
There is also evidence, acknowledged by Vlosky et al. (1994), that the IOS or EDI
implementation process has to be carefully planned and it is usually buyer-initiated. This
is similar to an earlier point made by Han and Wilson (1989).
Vlosky et al. (1997) continue with business relationship and EDI aspects as they
further stress the fact that the perceptions of both parties impact upon the degree of
technology disconnection between parties. Disruption is high if disconnection is wide,
but evidently after adoption, relationship strength and satisfaction increases. Wilson and
Vlosky (1998) advance their idea that buyers are gaining more, but in the future, benefit
levels for both parties will rise. This is noticeable since these systems provide visible and
invisible benefits to both parties.
Bensaou and Venkatraman (1996) identify two types of electronic linkages:
asymmetric access and symmetric integrated platform. It seems that EDI is one type of
asymmetric access, and a symmetric integrated platform could be the Extranet or a
comparable solution. A symmetric platform seems to provide the opportunity to change a
deeper set of information. This work is later supported by (Schurr et al. 2003).
Kumar and Dissel (1996) discuss conflict management within inter-organizational
relationships and information systems. The result of this research is that the degree of
programmability of a relationship varies case by case and this influences conflicts (see
Stern & Kaufmann 1985). In addition, Angeles (2000) identified the changing nature of
relationships between powerful buyers and smaller sellers. She shows that I-EDI allows a
wider choice of trading partners for smaller companies, and ultimately more beneficial
trading terms can be established for smaller companies. This is due to the fact that I-EDI
is cheaper, scalable, and more flexible than traditional private line EDI. Naudé et al.
(2000) identified both economic and control elements of EDI benefits and argued
strongly that real benefits exist. Vlosky et al. (2000) describes the benefits of using the
Extranet and illustrates the fact that partners with the Extranet are perceived more
positively than laggards. This is evident, since e.g. the cost of service is lower and
information is constantly available to ease coordination and transactions.
Jap and Mohr (2002) provide insights similar to many others as they point to the
undermining factor which is the fit between technologies. Freeing scarce human
resources is one benefit which is mentioned by Jap and Mohr (2002) and has been
discussed previously in different contexts (see e.g. Stern & Kaufmann 1985).
Schurr et al. (2002) demonstrate how information quality has an influence on a
business relationship, i.e. the right medium and technology must be employed to facilitate
the right processes. A similar argument was proposed by Stern and Kaufmann (1985).
Bello et al. (2002), and Osmonbekow et al. (2002) illustrate how software or e-tools are
impacting both the structure and processes of buying, and with the help of tools,
communication and transactions are enhanced. Easton and Araujo (2003) briefly mention
and raise the question of whether more communication is necessarily better for
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relationships; this is an interesting point for further studies since it is presumed that more
is better.
Müller et al. (2003) investigate and suggest that information technology makes
cooperation, especially product development, smoother in relationships. Product
development is a two-way communication-rich process that can be facilitated with
collaborative commerce tools (Laudon & Traver 2002 p.672). In addition, Müller et al.
(2003) indicate that supplier’s information technology know-how seems to be a pivotal
antecedent for the information technology-enabled cooperation. Schurr et al. (2003)
research is rather similar to Schurr et al. (2002) but compares communication
characteristics, and as previously, suggests future studies into the role of trust.
MacDonald and Smith (2004) illustrate how technology-mediated communication can
control costs while maintaining the personal touch. In a similar line, Salo et al. (2004a)
have suggested that there are multiple communication processes that can be used in
business relationships including computer-to-computer (C2C), face-to-face (F2F), and
technology-mediated communication that have different mixes of digital and physical
events.
In their studies Ryssel et al. (2004) notice that information technology deployment has
diverse impacts on the atmosphere of a business relationship. The power-dependence,
cooperation and conflict, and overall closeness or distance of relationship might be
altered after the uptake of mission critical digital tools. The change within a relationship
depends on the digital tools and their nature, e.g. on whether the direction of
communication is one-way or two-way. One interesting finding is that internal systems
may determine the deployment of information technology within a relationship. This
result is similar to Stern and Kaufmann’s (1985) EDI finding but on a more holistic level.
Iyer (2004) stresses the point that both company and offering characteristics affect
choices made regarding the adoption of a particular type of technology. The result is
similar to the earlier findings of Corey (1985).
By taking a value creation point of view, Boyd and Spekman (2004) illustrate how the
Internet requires the company to align its attributes with the economic and relational
factors driving value creation. The Internet is seen as supporting digital resource sharing
between parties. In other words, the Internet facilitates exchange of digital products, blueprints, other digital documents, contracts and digital meetings enhancing R&D and new
product development. Jap and Mohr (2002) provided a similar idea in that relational
factors together with economic factors must be considered when discussing business
relationships and technology usage.
Deeter-Schmelz and Kennedy (2004) have a more passive view, and they suggest that the
Internet plays a moderate role in business relationships, and if information exchange and
trust are on high level the role is further reduced. These results must be viewed critically
as only one-sided data is used by Deeter-Schmelz and Kennedy (2004) and that is
generalized to a business relationship that consists of two parties. Zolkiewski and Littler
(2004) illustrate issues that have been noticed before, e.g. technology as a mediator and
the role of trust (see Clemons et al. 1993). Additionally, the increased need to cooperate
with the help of information technology is also neglected in these discussions (Müller et
al. 2003).
Despite the fact that there are studies that include multiple technologies, i.e. EDI and
e-mail (Carr & Smeltzer 2002, Schurr et al. 2002, Leek et al. 2003), in their conceptual
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analysis it is acknowledged that more research needs to focus on highlighting the effects
of digitalization on business relationships and business relationship digitalization by
employing dyadic data sets and multiple technologies. The author has identified several
studies that have elucidated how digitalization impacts on business relationships. Based
on these the author shows how digitalization has impacted on the structure and process
aspects of business relationships. After that the preliminary framework to describe
business relationship digitalization process is composed.

4.2 The impact of digitalization on the structure of
business relationships
This section explains the impact of digitalization on the structural elements of business
relationships. The elements employed are continuity, complexity, symmetry, informality,
and a new identified structural element is digital infrastructure. This is done by analyzing
and synthesizing the literature review findings in the light of structural elements of
business relationships.
First, the continuity aspect of business relationships has been identified in previous
chapters as a structural element. There have been intense academic discussions as to
whether business relationships are going to become obsolete as digitalization and
electronic business will cause companies to move toward electronic marketplaces to
coordinate activities (see e.g. Malone et al. 1987, 1989). Those who have argued against
business relationships have pointed out that costs of coordinating activities in electronic
market conditions are smaller (Malone et al. 1987, 1989) and that either party that has
power in use may force others into the electronic marketplace. Still, today quite the
opposite is true, since the amount and volume of electronic marketplaces or exchanges
either remains the same or is even decreasing (Jap & Mohr 2002). In addition to this,
Clemons et al. (1993) and Sarkar et al. (1995) argue that the integrative effect of
digitalization will be larger than the disintegrative effect. The most logical solution was
proposed by Holland and Lockett (1997) as they suggest that companies can use a mixed
mode while using electronic communication. In other words, this means that firms can
use both integrative and disintegrative communication types.
Clemons et al. (1993) pinpoint the fact that technology investments take time to
recoup and thus are usually made in long-term relationships. Additionally, Stern and
Kaufmann (1985) illustrate that dependence within business relationships increases after
the adoption of EDI.
Thus, it seems that continuity of business relationship has increased specifically after
deployment (Stern & Kaufmann 1985, Vlosky et al. 1997). One reason for this may be
the fact that EDI connections are formed in close relationships that become even tighter
after implementation. Moreover, benefits from that relationship might have increased and
continuity is thus assured.
Therefore, it can be argued that instead of replacing business relationships, electronic
marketplaces and many other digital tools are creating pressure to change the current
logic behind business relationships. This also means that existing business relationships
are not threatened by digitalization; it might be that relationship-specific investments are
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created when investing in digital tools which take time to recoup and thereby
digitalization requires adaptations and so increases the duration of business relationships.
Second, in general the complexity of business relationships has increased since there
are many people from different organizational levels and positions interacting within
them. In the adoption phase, Stern and Kaufmann (1985) highlighted that the increased
complexity is a result of interdepartmental and inter-organizational contacts needed in the
adoption of EDI. Vlosky et al. (1997) made a similar observation. Moreover, the people
involved in interaction have varied educational and professional backgrounds, which
initially lead to increased complexity.
Therefore, it seems that in the initial stages of digital tool adoption, business
relationship complexity may increase due to the increased social interaction needed in the
adoption phase; however, in between implementation and smooth stable operation,
complexity may decrease as digital interaction increases between parties. To further stress
the point, there are views that support the fact that the complexity of business
relationships has decreased because digital communication supports simplified
communication flows between business parties in the digitalized business relationship
(see e.g. Backhaus 1986, Vlosky et al. 1997). It is also true that standardized messages
cannot convey and transmit the same meaning as face-to-face conversations and
negotiations.
Besides communication, depending on the product exchanged, the exchange process
might be simplified, and the role of logistic processes may also diminish (see e.g. Iyer
2004). However, it has been pointed out by van Hoek (2001) that physical products must
be delivered now and in the future, and they cannot be digitalized. Thus, complexity is
also decreased if a product besides communication and administration can be digitalized.
Third, business relationships are traditionally described as being symmetric, as
opposed to consumer markets, where companies have usually more information and
power in the relationship with the consumer. Nevertheless, the balance might not be so
obvious in a business relationship, and in fact either party may have more power than the
other. Often, the party that has more resources dominates and thus business relationships
are not as symmetric as stated previously. For example, EDI deployments have been
discussed as buyer-initiated projects since they are in a more powerful position in a
relationship (Stern & Kaufmann 1985, Wilson & Vlosky 1998). This type of dominance
may be created by having a superior network position, for example, or advantages in
other areas like money, size, knowledge base, and other resources. Moreover, business
relationships may become imbalanced if parties cannot adopt critical digital technology
resources. The role of these resources is increasingly important and it can be supposed
that all companies are actively investing in them. Therefore, it seems that symmetry
between business parties within the business relationships is not going to decrease but
may instead increase (Kumar & Dissel 1996, Angeles 2000). In essence there are two
types of symmetries: one based on visible resources such as size, digital technology
structure, and money, and one based on invisible resources such as knowledge and
position in the business network. The visible and invisible aspects combined depict the
symmetry of a business relationship. Thus, it can be concluded that a power shift may
occur at the beginning of the adoption as parties are trying to agree on the terms of
adoption, but as the degree of deployment increases symmetry may increase parallel to
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degree of adoption and parties adopting a certain system may be perceived more
positively (see e.g. Vlosky et al. 2000).
The fourth aspect is that business relationships have traditionally shown a high degree
of informality. Many times contracts are not written and even if they are, interpretation
problems are a common problem. Today, digital tools, e.g. powerful computers, make the
production and replication of large legal documents quick and cheap and this may result
in a reduction of informality in business interactions (Mathews et al. 1977). Moreover,
digitalization has increased communication between trading partners (Stern & Kaufmann
1985, Mohr 1990, Araujo & Easton 2003), and as digital communication is more formal
than non-digital communication formality has increased. There are also opposing views
where it is suggested that social communication, i.e. low formality, increases due to
digital tools, e.g. e-mail (Andresen et al. 2003). Thus, it seems that in the adoption phase
informality is on high level as parties have established trust (Clemons et al. 1993) and
social interaction is needed to manage implementation and resolve disputes. Later,
interaction, resources and the exchange of products might be digitalized, so the overall
relationship digitalization increases and informality may then turn to formality and
rigidity. All in all, Kumar and Dissel (1996) argue that the impact depends on the
structurability of the relationship, i.e. how easily it can be digitalized and automated.
Thus, in a rather simple relationship, one of the impacts of digitalization is to formalize
activities to some extent. In more complex relationships, routine activities are digitalized
while information-rich activities like R&D are completed face-to-face because these
interactions cannot be effectively organized digitally.
After the impacts of digitalization on the structure of a business relationship were
acknowledged, the author started to consider what was missing from the current
understanding of the structure of business relationships. The structural element clearly
missing is the digital infrastructure (DI), i.e. the technological interaction platform. It
could also be argued that the digital infrastructure element can be discovered inside each
of the four elements discussed previously and that a separate element is not needed;
however, it is important to acknowledge the importance of this element and to give it
sufficient attention to prevent its disappearance into a world of fuzzy concepts. Thereby
the digital infrastructure is presented as the fifth element of the structure of digitalized
and digital business relationships. It is evident that before the planning and
implementation of the digital infrastructure of a business relationship a few issues must
be considered. These are the continuity of relationship, i.e. if there is a relationship in
which to implement the infrastructure, and if there are observable benefits from the
implementation. Digital infrastructure is not implemented overnight but it is gradually
adopted as part of traditional information technology deployment and investments. If
those investments are made in a flexible and open source digital infrastructure then
integration with business partners may be easier. Additionally, if the relationship is based
on reciprocal adaptations and is symmetrical, deployment should be easier. Thus, at the
start of digitalization high-quality results might be gained. Some time after
implementation it seems that the relationship becomes more and more formal (Stern &
Kaufmann 1985, Kumar & Dissel 1996) and relationship strength and dependence
increases (Stern & Kaufmann 1985, Vlosky et al. 1997). It should be acknowledged that
the internal systems of the more powerful party drive system selection more than the
desires of the weaker party (Stern & Kaufmann 1985, Ryssel et al. 2004)
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The digital infrastructure is composed of three vital layers of information technology
that are needed if companies are to conduct digital business. These are national digital
infrastructure, e.g. the Internet, internal digital infrastructure of a company, and
connecting digital infrastructure or digital tools, e.g. EDI, I-EDI, the Extranet, or web
services. The infrastructure can be taken up in a big bang implementation, but a more
appropriate way is to gradually move in a planned way to take up information
technologies as the business relationship evolves. In this way parties have to have
compatible technologies or appropriate adapters in place to conduct business activities.
First, let us briefly examine the national digital infrastructure which presents a real
problem in countries where there is no infrastructure in place for electronic business, i.e.
the digital divide is wide (see e.g. Hoffman et al. 2000). The infrastructure consists of
satellites, fiber-optic cables, and other means of transmission which provide the
bandwidth needed. This includes routers, switchers, and other technologies. If this
infrastructure is not in place business relationships cannot be digitalized.
Second, the basic internal digital infrastructure needed to digitalize business
relationships are computers, routers, switchers, software, applications, and other
technologies that enable conducting internal routine activities in a more productive
fashion (Dertouzos 1997). These might include ERP1 and ERP2 systems that may be
integrated to different software packages like SCM, CRM, and CPFR. When the internal
digital infrastructures and proper applications are in place, the right type of connecting
infrastructure can be acquired. The connections between business relationships are
possible if both parties have the national digital infrastructure available, or private lines,
as well as the basic internal digital infrastructure. It is generally agreed that the missing
link is the connection between the digital infrastructure and the proper applications. This
might cause difficulties as discussed by Stern and Kaufmann (1985). The connecting
technologies, such as PIN, ERP integration and the Extranet, are discussed in Chapter 3
and illustrated in Figure 12. After implementing the digital infrastructure agreed upon,
companies can engage in digital business and mutually productive digitalized business
relationships.
To summarize, this section identified number of impacts that digitalization has on the
structural elements of business relationships. It is pinpointed that the most profound
change caused by digitalization is the emergence of the digital infrastructure that is
needed for digital interactions between companies. Digitalization provides a new
communication and transaction interface besides traditional interfaces. This infrastructure
is created through a process which involves several adaptations and interactions between
business parties. Clearly, the digital infrastructure development creates new and changes
traditional activities like selling, buying, ordering, and capacity check.

4.3 The impacts of digitalization on the processes within
business relationships
This section describes the impacts of digitalization on the processual elements of business
relationships. The elements employed are adaptation, cooperation and conflict, social
interaction, digital communication is identified as a new element, and lastly routinization
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is described. This is done by analyzing and synthesizing the literature review findings in
the light of processual elements of business relationships.
Adaptations and social interactions within business relationships are closely related to
each other. Hallén et al. (1991) conducted a rigorous literature review on adaptations and
concluded that the two main adaptation types are reciprocal and unilateral. Reciprocal or
mutual adaptations between business parties can be perceived as a result of trust-building.
Alternatively, unilateral adaptations are based more on power-dependence, as was
suggested in the previous discussion on EDI adoption (Stern & Kaufmann 1985, Wilson
& Vlosky 1998). More precisely, adaptation means some sort of actual or mental change
in behavior toward the business relationship counterpart in order to achieve a better fit.
The fit is needed for effective communications, transactions, digital resource sharing and
to reduce uncertainty. Hallén et al. (1991) identified three contexts for adaptation:
product, production process, and planning procedures. They highlight that continuous
production technology, e.g. the steel and chemical industries are assumed to have a lower
adaptation capability, especially in basic crude steel manufacturing. Usually, vital
adaptations are believed to be a relationship-specific investment and are also considered
to be very important when evaluating the relative interdependency and commitment of
interacting parties (see e.g. Hallén et al. 1991, Möller & Wilson 1995 p.27).
Brennan and Turnbull (1998) and Canning and Hanmer-Lloyd (2002) indicated that
the processual nature of adaptation is not usually considered, i.e. it is not noted that the
adaptation process itself consists of acts and episodes. These are the short-term elements
of the interaction model (Hallén 1982). Canning and Hanmer-Lloyd (2002) propose that
individual episodes and events should be identified, and a full picture of the adaptation
process can be built from there. It is the aim of this study to address this by interviewing
both ends of buyer-seller dyads and by using other archival material to support empirical
findings.
To continue with the impacts of digitalization, it can be suggested that the formation of
a coherent digital infrastructure on the basis of commercial interactions requires intensive
adaptations from both sides. The amount of adaptations depends mostly on the nature of
the integration as pinpointed by Bensaou and Venkatraman (1996). Moreover, Han and
Wilson (1989) and later Han (1997) illustrated that technology match, i.e. compatibility,
is a vital aspect of a relationship and that if a mismatch occurs, if the relationship is
perceived as important by both parties, adaptations should be made in order to guarantee
effective continuance of the relationship. Business parties usually have to invest time,
money, skills, and knowledge in order to build the infrastructure needed. The ease of
adaptations depends on system architecture, information technology know-how, and
resources. Müller et al. (2003) illustrated that the supplier’s information technology
know-how seems to be the pivotal antecedent for information technology-enabled
cooperation and the larger company seems to drive the adoption process (Ryssel et al.
2004).
Moreover, behavioral adaptations are required since methods of arranging activities
between the companies within the business relationship are changing, i.e. digital
interaction and exchange may replace some of the more traditional activities such as
invoicing, routine orders, day-to-day planning and the coordination of operating
processes. Nonetheless, when parties have common goals, trust and commitment that are
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built on previous interactions, reciprocal adaptations are preferred and unilateral
adaptations are usually not considered.
Even so, not all adaptations can be planned beforehand, and in situations where
immediate action from both parties is required, e.g. for a rapid R&D project, unilateral
adaptations might be the only way to overcome the situation. After an adaptation is made
the relationship is usually perceived more positively (Vlosky et al. 1997, Vlosky et al.
2000). In unsuccessful adaptation relationship may be perceived in a negative light and in
extreme cases this may lead to business relationship dissolution.
Depending on the industry and company, digitalization may have a tremendous impact
on adaptations occurring at the product level (Corey 1985, Sanchez 1999, Iyer 2004) as is
the case in the modular steel product development. Since administrative routines can be
digitalized and the efficacy is increased, the greatest opportunities for adaptations within
the steel industry are within business relationships’ communication processes. The basic
production processes, however, have not radically changed or adapted due to
digitalization since they are currently very well integrated and computerized. Håkansson
(1982) illustrates technical adaptations by stating:
“Linking technologies poses specific problems and makes certain activities and
adaptations more important than others. As a relationship develops, possible
technical misfits have to be avoided. Many adaptations in the companies originate
in technical dimensions of either products or processes” (Håkansson 1982).
Håkansson and Snehota (1995 p.13) highlight the fact that “Technical development
within one company and in its relationship is dependent on other company’s
technologies”. This implies that technology development as well as technology adoption
within business relationships requires adaptations from both sides and is of managerial
importance. Still, it should be remembered that the larger “… and more technologically
sophisticated the company (in terms of its internal systems), the more likely it is to
increase its cost advantages by developing EDI links with its suppliers or customers”
(Stern & Kaufmann 1985). A similar acknowledgement is made by Ryssel et al. (2004),
who state that the larger company will try to get more benefits from technology adoptions
than its smaller counterpart.
Cooperation and conflict are pertinent aspects of business relationships (Wilson &
Nielson 2000). Cooperation is important in order to avoid a zero-sum game, where only
one interactant wins within the relationship. It can be suggested that in the initial stages
of the digitalization of a business relationship cooperation plays a crucial role, and as the
process unfolds digitalization is facilitated by cooperation. In addition, in the initial
stages of digitalization the amount of conflicts might increase as new activities emerge,
social interaction is on a high level, and old routines and activities may be demolished. In
digitalized business relationships both cooperation and conflict levels have decreased
somewhat, but are still in active mode. As a business relationship reaches a digital phase
or a stable phase in digitalization these process elements are more passive as routines
have emerged into digital interaction. Still, for R&D projects that require a lot of
cooperation between parties, information technology may have crucial role as mediator of
acts and events (Müller et al. 2003).
Conflicts arise due to the allocation of benefits between the business parties
(Gemünden 1985). It can also easily be seen that conflicts arise as digital tools are
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implemented and activities are rearranged (Stern & Kaufmann 1985, Wilson & Vlosky
1998). Over time these conflicts can be resolved (Vlosky et al. 1997, Vlosky et al. 2000)
or if the conflict becomes inflamed, dissolution, i.e. exit, might be the only feasible
outcome (see e.g. Alajoutsijärvi et al. 2000). Thereby it seems that in the initial stages of
digitalization cooperation may be needed and conflicts may arise, but as digitalization
progresses the benefits become more visible and cooperation may be increased (see
Wilson & Vlosky 1998, Vlosky et al. 2000).
Companies and organizations communicate for a reason, e.g. to reduce uncertainties in
needs, markets, and transactions (see e.g. Håkansson 1975, Håkansson et al. 1976).
Organizations process information to reduce uncertainty and equivocality related to
communication (Daft & Lengel 1986). To clarify this point, uncertainty is the absence of
information while equivocality is “Existence of multiple and conflicting interpretations
about organizational situation” (Daft & Lengel 1986). Roughly speaking, two forms of
communication exist, personal and impersonal, or in other words, communication that is
either socially or technologically mediated. Personal communication is preferred for
messages containing equivocality, while written media is preferred for unequivocal
messages (Daft & Lengel 1984). It is noted that propositions by Daft and Lengel have
been criticized (see e.g. Te`eni 2001). It is assumed here that companies within business
relationships communicate for a reason, e.g. to conduct tasks, and managers and
employees choose appropriate methods and media to communicate. Thus, whether a
business relationship uses digital or social communication is task- and person-dependent.
There are various levels and means of communication. First, a discussion about the
levels is offered, and then the means are discussed. Within each company there are teams,
departments, strategic business units and areas that constitute the company in question.
Thus, a business relationship is composed of even more levels of communication.
Thereby, the communication is both horizontal and vertical. Horizontal communication
refers to interaction between individuals with similar job descriptions, while vertical
communication is between employees and different higher rank managers. In every
company there are rules and norms as to how to carry out day-to-day activities. Similarly,
in business relationships rules and norms are present and guide the activities within the
relationship. Social interaction builds up these coping mechanisms. Examples of day-today activities are paper and electronic documents, which are formatted in a particular way
and almost always sent to the same people. Trust is essentially developed in social
interactions where the outcomes of acts and episodes have been beneficial.
Business relationships are built on social interaction in which two representatives of
organizations interact and react. The social roles of people are different in each situation,
and the social bonds that arise among individuals in two companies are important for
mutual trust and confidence in the interaction between these individuals (Håkansson &
Snehota 1995 p.15). The social network is built up of personal relationships which have
originated for different purposes, and mutually beneficial exploitation of this social
network is often important for the network vitality as well as relationship development
(Baker 1994).
In the initial stages of business relationship digitalization history and interpersonal
trust play a key role as antecedents for successful digitalization. At first, social interaction
may be needed when business parties are planning and implementing digital
technologies. Conflicts must be resolved and activities must be linked, and social
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interaction plays a very active role in this process. As digitalization continues the amount
of social interaction may decrease and it gradually takes a more passive role in the
relationship. As pinpointed previously, social interaction is still needed to revitalize a
business relationship. Furthermore, when a business relationship is transformed into a
more digital one the role of social interaction is passive in routine activities, but it is
needed to up hold new product development and innovation activities and is also central
to rich information transmission. Thus, social interaction may increase in different parts
of the relationship especially when it has a central role.
There have been studies indirectly suggesting that digitalization decreases social
relationships (Sarkar et al. 1998), but it has been also suggested that it facilitates
interaction and might in fact increase social communication (Stern & Kaufmann 1985,
Mohr 1990, Andersen et al. 2003). Either way, it is suggested that social interaction
plays, and will continue to play, a strong role in business relationships even though some
of the acts and episodes are digital. If parties rely heavily on digital communication a
relationship can be dissolved and new parties can be “plugged in”. More importantly, as
Clemons et al. (1993) suggest, “Information systems do not create trust per se, but trust
has to be created over a period of time in social encounters”, and to continue with this
idea, trust has to be re-created and strengthened in social encounters instead of digital
interaction.
Moreover, organizational or collective experiences are created through social
interaction and relationship-specific knowledge creation is fostered (Lundvall 1998).
Organizational experience might expand in the initial stages of digitalization as new ways
of completing tasks are explored and thereby relationship-specific knowledge might be
created. However, as digitalization proceeds and people are no longer involved in face-toface meetings and negotiations knowledge creation might be hindered.
Thus, it can be concluded that interpersonal trust, relationship history, and overall
inter-organizational commitment are antecedents for successful business relationship
digitalization. It is also highlighted by Deeter-Schmelz and Kennedy (2004) that if a
business relationship has managed to maintain high levels of information exchange and
trust, the Internet will only play a minor role in the business relationship. It is concluded
that neither technology nor trust alone can facilitate business relationships; it is when
they appear together that profound impacts can be gained.
Another type of communication form besides social or personal interaction is
impersonal interaction (Turnbull 1979, Cunningham & Turnbull 1982) that is in this
study labeled digital communication to encompass the changes occurring in the possible
ways of communicating. It is noted that traditional mail and other forms of interaction not
occurring digitally are considered to be traditional communication types not belonging to
the group of personal or digital communication.
Digital communication is identified as a pertinent area that is changing traditional
communication and the way business relationships are operating. It is one element that
can be seen as speeding up opportunities for business relationship digitalization. Digital
communication is proposed here as an additional process element to IMP business
relationship characterization. It has gained popularity between companies, although it has
not replaced social communication as the most important ingredient in trust and
commitment accumulation. In a business that processes a large amount of documents,
such as the retailer, digital communication between computers, the Internet, the Extranet,
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or other technologies of two companies (see e.g. MacDonald & Smith 2004) are
especially relevant. Still, it should be illustrated here that “Machine-like relationships do
not exist” (Håkansson & Snehota 1995 p.10). In this dissertation, digital communication
can occur between people using some sort of medium or it can occur automatically
between machines. However, it is noted that social interaction is needed to revitalize
business relationships and almost each interaction initiated by human being has some
social involvement and element in each interaction.
Ford et al. (2003) suggest that at the beginning of a relationship, social interaction is
important but later on, when productivity and efficiency (not the development of the
relationship) are central concepts the communication might turn from interpersonal to
digital communication. A similar idea in the form of active and passive periods within
business relationships is suggested by Wilson (1995). Ultimately however, a business
relationship occurs in a socially constructed relationship. Thus, in the initial stages digital
communication may have a rather passive role as social interaction is more dominant, but
later on as the degree of digitalization increases and the relationship evolves digital
communication gains a stronger foothold. When a digital business relationship reaches
maturity, digital communication may become the dominant form of communicating.
All in all, this leads to the conclusion that in stable business relationships where
companies have invested in and adopted information systems, the possibility to create
technology-mediated communications is higher than in emerging relationships where
these important adaptations have not yet been realized. Additionally, it must be stressed
that digital interaction has its greatest promise in the way daily work is conducted by an
individual. These day-to-day routines and other tasks like handling documents, bills,
invoices, information searching, retrieval and use can be digitalized and costs can thereby
be reduced.
Thus, digitalization enables new communication possibilities that reduce both the
uncertainty and the equivocality of delivered messages. Technology enables new ways of
processing and presenting information in a manner suitable for all participants. It should
be noted, however, that the digital infrastructure has its limits and ultimately
organizations of all shapes and forms are processing information with limited capacity
(Daft & Lengel 1986). Therefore, it can be said that the right mixture of personal and
digital communication should be found in every business relationship. This ‘right
mixture’ naturally depends on the needs, activities, resources, context of business
relationship and goals of the parties.
Appendix 4 presents an illustration of the communication technologies and their most
common features. In a nutshell, Appendix 4 provides information of the digital and
traditional tools that offer new and alternative methods of effective and efficient ways to
communicate and complete transactions. Many of the traditional forms of business
communications described above can be adapted, enhanced and integrated with the help
of digital tools.
Moreover, most administrative activity is a form of information processing or control
that is necessary in order to facilitate coordination in a business relationship. Information
processing and exchange in business is both extensive and costly. The efficiency of
information processing is increased by establishing rules and administrative routines
(Håkansson & Snehota 1995). As Dertouzos (2001) explains, office work, roughly ten
trillion US dollars, comprises about 50 percent of all work activities that are impacted by
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information technology, and thus its efficiency and effectiveness within business
relationships is a pertinent aspect.
It is further emphasized here that it is hard to differentiate between social
communication and digital or technology-mediated communication, since technology can
be used to convey social messages. The differentiation is made only to illustrate the
differences between these modes and their impacts on business relationships.
Routinization is a processual element that might occur more easily in digitalized
business relationships (Mathews et al. 1977, Backhaus 1986) since the face-to-face
contingencies are not present and parties may engage more easily in click-stream
communication. Routinization increases as repetitive tasks are performed by interlinked
computers with connected software. For example, routine re-buy purchases can occur
relatively easily with the help of an online catalog. Of course, routinization in a
digitalized business relationship might not happen as easily as in a traditional
relationship, since the routines conducted are somewhat different and depend on the
activities of an individual. For example, it might be the case that a salesperson’s nonroutine activities increase as the salesperson is more involved in creating a new selling
situation than in handling routine invoicing and so on. As business relationships become
routine and expectations are continually fulfilled, relationships become institutionalized,
and almost every action is followed by a known counteraction by the other party, so there
are no surprises related to that relationship. These relationships, if profitable, can and
should be digitalized because all the friction i.e. costs in activities, are unnecessary. It can
roughly be summarized that in the initial stages of digitalization previous routines exist,
but digitalization might alter or demolish some of these routines and thus reduce
routinization. As the degree of digitalization increases (i.e. a higher degree of
digitalization) and the relationship evolve, new routines may be established. However, as
a business relationship matures, the degree of digitalization may increase, and those
routines become institutionalized. The opposite (i.e. decreasing routinization at some
point of the relationship) may also be true: when digitalization has progressed to a
considerable extent, routinization decreases because people are doing more face-to-face
communication while computers perform routine-like interaction.
Table 4 summarizes the discussion of the impacts of digitalization on the business
relationship structure and process and also shows the impacts in relation to the business
relationship stage of development.
Table 4. The impact of digitalization on different stages of business relationship
development.
Business
relationship
Structure
Continuity

The impact of digitalization on different stages of business relationship development
Initiation
Digitalization may impact
negatively on trust
formation.

Development
Digitalization might impact
positively as it enables new,
and enhances old
communication and
transaction possibilities. It can
also hinder relationship
development.

Stability
Digitalization influences
positively as it may help to
eliminate the slack from the
business relationship.
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Table 4. (Continued)
Business
relationship
Structure
Complexity

Symmetry

Informality

Digital
infrastructure
(DI)

Process
Adaptation

Cooperation
and conflict

The impact of digitalization on different stages of business relationship development
Initiation
Digitalization may increase
complexity as new tools are
developed, adopted, and
implemented.

Development
Digitalization may decrease
complexity as it enables more
structured and accurate digital
communications and
transactions.

Stability
Digitalization may decrease
complexity further as it
enables even more structured,
accurate, and simpler digital
communications and
transactions. Manual work is
eliminated and most of the
operations that can be
digitalized are digitalized.
Parties may be bound
together by successful
digitalization and willingness
to do business in the future.
Digitalization decreases
informality further as
formality of communications
and transactions increases.

Symmetry may suffer from
digitalization due to resource
and power shifts during the
digitalization process.
Digitalization increases
informality as plans of
digitalizing activities, actors
and products are mostly
communicated in informal
way.
Antecedents like trust and
possible mutual benefits play
a key role in the initiation
phase when creating digital
infrastructure.

Symmetry might be restored
as both parties have realized
the benefits available and
employed digital tools.
Digitalization decreases
informality as new modes of
communication and
completing transactions are
introduced.
Digital infrastructure and
bonds may be created as well
as some activities be
digitalized.

All feasible activities, actors
and products may be
digitalized. Usually some
portions of R&D and new
product development are still
based on social interaction or
other activities perceived to
be strategic and not suitable
for the digital environment.

Adaptations may have a key
role in the initiation phase.
Intensive adaptations from
both sides are needed to coform digitalized business
relationships.
Cooperation is important and
active in the initial stages of
digitalization. Parallel
conflict may arise as
interaction intensity is at
high levels.

Continuous adaptation
activities are needed to
maintain a digitalized/digital
business relationship.

After mission-critical
adaptations are performed the
number of adaptations related
to digitalization may
diminish.

The role of cooperation and
conflict decreases as digital
activities are created.

Cooperation and conflicts
have a reduced role in the
business relationship as
digitalization has created
routine activities.
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Table 4. (Continued)
Business
relationship
Structure
Social
interaction

Routinization

The impact of digitalization on different stages of business relationship development
Initiation
The amount of interaction
increases as cooperation and
adapt- ations are made in the
development and
deployment phases.
Has a minor role as
digitalization only alters
routine activities at first.

Digital
May have a minor role in
communication developing digital
infrastructure and activities.

Development
The amount of social
interaction diminishes as
digital interaction becomes a
dominant communication
form.
Digitalization creates new
routine activities inside and
between organizations.
Has a central role as the
amount of digital
communications and
transactions increase.

Stability
The role of social interaction
is emphasized in informationrich activities such as R&D,
new product development
and strategizing.
Routine activities may be
institutionalized and create
problems that inhibit
innovation and R&D.
Even more vital role as the
amount of digital
communication and transacting has increased due to
the uptake of novel digital
tools. However, it might be
that in the future, digital
communication fosters
information-rich
communication like R&D.

Table 4 illustrates how business relationship structure and process are impacted by
digitalization in different development phases. It can be seen that the impact is different
in each of the phases. Moreover, it is emphasized that stability denotes that business
relationships might appear stable, but it does not mean that they are static; i.e., changes
are expected and actions and re-actions are thus known, so the relationship is stable.

4.4 A preliminary framework of business relationships digitalization
This section draws together the constituent factors to be included in the preliminary
framework for depicting business relationship digitalization. First, a framework that
indicates the degree of business relationship digitalization is formed by employing two
specific characteristics of business relationships labeled “structure” and “process”. Then
business relationships are categorized into three broad classes according to their
characteristics. The subsequent section provides a description of the preliminary
framework that depicts the digitalization process and the factors influencing it and
attempts to shed some light on the first and second research question.
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4.4.1 Degree of business relationships digitalization
The earlier section highlighted the fact that digitalization impacts both the structure and
the processes of business relationships. It was argued that existing structural elements are
affected by digitalization, and a new structural element labeled digital infrastructure is
also created. Parallel to structure it was found and illustrated that the role of digital
communication as an additional processual element is vital to understanding business
relationship digitalization. This element was either previously missing from the
Håkansson and Snehota (1995) framework and the IMP related discussions or it was
unconsciously embedded in other communication activities. Figure 13 depicts the degree
of digitalization within business relationships. Figure 13 provides a conceptual tool which
helps us to understand the changing degree of business relationship digitalization.
Structural characteristics consist of the previously described continuity, complexity,
symmetry, informality, and digital infrastructure. The degree of digitalization within each
structural aspect gives rise to a certain digital or physical structure. Process
characteristics consist of the previously described adaptation, cooperation and conflict,
social interaction, digital communication, and routinization.

Digital
Structural
characteristics

-Continuity - Complexity
- Symmetry - Informality
- Digital infrastructure

Business
relationship

Digitalized
business
relationship

Digital
business
relationship
(DBR)

Physical

Digital

Physical
Process
characteristics
-Adaptation
-Social interaction
-Digital communication

Fig. 13. Degree of business relationship digitalization

- Cooperation and conflict
-Routinization
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It is emphasized that digitalization affects all structural and processual elements, but only
digital infrastructure and digital interaction can be digital. However, digital and physical
concepts are employed to differentiate, dimensionalize and pinpoint the changing nature
of business relationships. The degree of digitalization within each processual aspect
presented in Figure 13 gives rise to a certain digital or physical process. Therefore, a
combination of both these dimensions provides an approximation of the degree of
business relationship digitalization.
Figure 13 crystallizes business relationships into three relationship types by comparing
the degree of digitalization within structure and process elements. These types are the
traditional business relationship, the digitalized business relationship, and the digital
business relationship. The most distinguished difference between these business
relationships is that at first adaptations into digital technologies are made, and then in
each digitalization cycle that is initiated the amount of digital communication and
transactions increases if the previous transaction has been successful. Thus, what
differentiates each relationship type is the amount of adaptations made into digital
infrastructure and digital communications as well as transactions.
The first relationship type is the traditional business relationship in which face-to-face
communication is the normal way of doing business besides phones and faxes. The
Internet and other digital tools are not employed, and internal digital infrastructure is in
the development phases but is not connected to relationship parties.
The digitalized business relationship is the second relationship type, in which
digitalization is initiated and structure enables some of the traditional activities to be
carried out digitally. Usually digitalization starts with internal digitalization of structures
and activities. After that, digital initiatives are geared to increase the efficiency of existing
business relationships by digitalizing inter-organizational structures and activities. The
Alpha-Beta business relationship is seen this way in this dissertation.
The third relationship type is the digital business relationship (DBR) in which almost
all feasible activities are carried out over digital infrastructure. These include
communication and transactional activities in addition to traditional office and day-to-day
activities. However, most of the strategic-level operations that include important
negotiations are handled traditionally, as those are seen pertinent to maintaining trustful
relationships. The Alpha-Zeta business relationship is seen like this in this dissertation.
The differences between traditional, digitalized, and digital business relationships are
illustrated further in Appendix 5. It represents one step forward in conceptualizing these
ideal types of business relationships, ‘ideal’ referring to conditions favoring each
relationship type.
The degree of digitalization changes as business relationships adopt and implement
different digital tools to enhance and re-arrange activities. Progression from the bottom
left to the upper right quadrant describes this increase of digitalization. It is
acknowledged that it is problematic to differentiate in which phase a relationship is
“fully” digital as opposed to digitalized. This is partly because it is complicated to
differentiate between structural and processual elements of business relationships. Similar
continuum problems are also noted elsewhere; see e.g. Webster’s (1992) classification of
marketing exchanges. It is also acknowledged that empty spaces in the upper left hand
corner as well as the bottom right corner are problematic. The solution proposed here is
the following: in the upper left hand corner with digital structure, physical processes are
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not easily carried out and in the right below corner, the physical structure cannot easily
carry out digital processes. Thus, when there is a transitional imbalance situation, i.e. a
business relationship that falls into empty space, it might be identified as belonging to
these “outlier” groups, but after some adjustments are made to the business relationship it
proceeds to the direction of the diagonal. In accordance with this type of thinking, the
only conceivable way digitalization could progress within a business relationship is
through the three ideal types depicted. Progression from left to right in Figure 13 depicts
the development of business relationship in time.
It is noted here that Tuunainen (1999 p.30) has developed a framework for electronic
commerce integration where business processes are integrated from a low to high extent,
while the breadth of value chain integration changes from low to high. It has similarity
with the idea developed in Figure 13; however, Tuunainen (1999) focuses on both
business-to-business and business-to-consumer relationships and integration occurs at the
business process level, while Figure 13 illustrates the changing degree of digitalization in
business relationships with the help of structure and process aspects.
It is pinpointed that a business relationship may on some rare occasions be initiated in
some other form than the traditional business relationship type. Moreover, on some
occasions a traditional business relationship can be rapidly digitalized into a fully digital
business relationship, in which case it cannot be first conceptualized as digitalized.
Thereby, movement between these types is possible. These are identified as some
important exceptions to the conceptualization suggested above.

4.4.2 The digitalization process of business relationships
This section attempts to provide a preliminary framework of the business relationship
digitalization.
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Antecedents
- Common history i.e. close business relationship
- Willingness
- Benefit allocation both within and between companies
- Trust and commitment
- Technological infrastructure

- Power balance
- IT skills and resources

-Internal IT alignment with new system (prior investments)

Accelerants

Inhibitors

- Company and relationship-specific

- Unidentified and missing mutual

capabilities and needs

benefits

-Relationship-specific knowledge

- Lack of trust, commitment,

- Simple technology/solution

- Inadequate skills and resources

- Fit between technologies and corporate

-Poor management support

strategy
- Digitizable exchange process

Adoption Decision
- Combination of antecedents, accelerants and inhibitors
- Fueled by managerial insights and attitude toward new IT solutions
- Economic and behavioral insights
- Business network connections within and across industry

Business relationship digitalization
- First, both parties create their own digital infrastructure (DI) that may be integrated
- Second, digital bonds (DB) are formed
- Third, digital activities (DA) are created

The outcome of an event
- Economic
- Behavioral
- Virtuous or vicious cycle of digitalization is fostered

Degree of business relationship digitalization
- Digitalized business relationship
- Digital business relationship

Fig. 14. The preliminary framework of business relationship digitalization.

Based on the previous literature review and discussion on the effects of digitalization on
structure and process, Figure 14 was produced. Figure 14 shows how each of the factors
is interconnected. The identification of these factors and their characteristics was based
on a detailed literature analysis, discussed in previous sections, and empirical support
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provided by earlier findings. It is noted that the factors and their characteristics can be
categorized into two broad classes, i.e. endogenous to a business relationship or
exogenous to business relationship (see e.g. Roy et al. 2004), but this classification is not
directly employed here because those broad classes are complex and thereby not easy to
be identified exactly.
As business relationships are continuous and complex there are many turning points
where analysis can be initiated. Here, antecedents of business relationship digitalization
are considered as a natural starting point.
Antecedents for business relationships digitalization are multifaceted. Willingness to
make adaptations to the current way of doing business depends not only on companywide
decisions, but also on those who are associated with the internal strategies of business
units and departments and who can influence the adoption decision. Moreover, people
have their own preferred ways of doing things, e.g. communicating and transacting, and
changes to these routines are hard to implement. Interpersonal trust and organizationallevel commitment are needed to digitalize business relationships (Clemons et al. 1993).
Trust as it is discussed here can be based on competence and goodwill (see Roy et al.
2004). Another antecedent for successful digitalization is a close trusting business
relationship (Stern & Kaufmann 1985) where benefits are clearly observable to both
parties (Naudé et al. 2000, Vlosky et al. 2000). The power balance seems to help in the
early phases of digitalization and thereby business relationship perceptions may remain
positive when both parties are committing concurrently to the digitalization process. If
asymmetries exist the degree of conflict may increase and the perceived gap widen (Stern
& Kaufmann 1985, Vlosky et al. 1997), and vice versa: cases with symmetry and a small
gap may be more suitable for relationship development.
As has been suggested in the literature, business relationships are characterized by the
technology employed. The importance of linking technologies between business parties
cannot be overemphasized (Håkansson 1987, Håkansson & Snehota 1995). According to
Håkansson (1982), many of the adaptations made in the companies involved originate in
the technical dimensions of either products or processes. This is consistent with Glazier
(1991) and Ford et al. (2003), who identify two broad areas of technology: product and
process technologies. Product technologies are abilities that enable the design of the
offering that is exchanged, while process technologies are abilities that enable the
production and fulfillment of an offering, on time, in the right place, to the right
specification, and at the right price (Thomas & Ford 1995, Ford et al. 2003). Thus,
reduced technological distance (Han & Wilson 1989, Han 1997) may act as antecedent
for business relationship digitalization. A technology match between buyers and sellers
can be reached after intensive adaptations that are either reciprocal or unilateral (Hallén
et al. 1991), or a technological match may be exist beforehand as similar parties have
engaged in a business relationship. Additionally, disruptions caused by technological
differences may be smaller if both parties have had their say when planning the adoption
of new a technology. Thus, both parties in the relationship are perceived as fair and not
acting behind someone’s back. Thus, similar technological infrastructures of companies
and internal information technology alignment with partners’ systems may accelerate
digital tool adoption and thereby the digitalization process of a business relationship.
The technology skills, and more precisely, the general information technology skills of
both parties are important qualifications for successful adaptation (Müller et al. 2003,
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Ryssel et al. 2004). If both parties have the necessary IT skills and resources, adaptation
may be smoother than in a case where the other party lacks those resources. It has been
pinpointed in the literature that IT-skills are hard to imitate and can create competitive
advantage (Mata et al. 1995). Foreseeable benefits of the current digital tool adoption are
another factor characterizing antecedents. If both parties perceive that there is a
possibility to gain even more in the future with the help of the adaptation, the willingness
to adapt to the technology to change business relationships is greater than if there were no
foreseeable additional benefits.
Accelerants of adoption consist of five related characteristics that act as catalysts for
digitalization. First, company- and relationship-specific capabilities, i.e. technological
capabilities that are relevant know-how, know-what knowledge, and specific information
technology skills, may speed up the digitalization processes. Second, relationship-specific
knowledge may ease the process of digitalization: a business relationship may have
produced knowledge relating to technology adoption within business relationships and
thereby this type of knowledge is usable when digitalizing business relationships. Third,
if the adoption of a technology is easier within the user group they are more likely to
adopt the technology e.g. a new Windows operating system vs. Linux system digitalization is accelerated. It is obvious that if technology is easily adopted and used, it
accelerates digitalization. Fourth, if alignment between adoption, resources, and
processes with corporate strategies is good, digitalization may be facilitated by internal
administrative systems as well as corporate culture (Ryssel et al. 2004). The fifth
accelerant is the digitalizability of the exchange process. If the exchange process is highly
digitalizable it is more likely to receive a positive adoption decision than if the process is
less digitalizable. Additionally, it can be noted that digitalization is affected by parties’
perceptions of each other and the ideas on the general business logic held by the buyer
and seller party. Furthermore, if the perception gap is small it may lead to faster
digitalization. However, if parties’ perceptions are at opposing ends, digitalization is
inhibited (Vlosky et al. 1997). Moreover, one element impacting positively on
digitalization are company specific needs; if a company e.g. needs more information and
better coordination of activities as well as transaction assistance, digitalization might be
necessary as it helps with many activities. Thus digital tools may be adopted faster than
in a situation where there is no need for digitalization.
Inhibitors of the digitalization process are diverse. Lack of trust and commitment are
the most severe in addition to lack of resources, IT skills and managerial support.
Moreover, if the promised benefits have not materialized the perception gap widens and
the business relationship may erode. Conflicts and uncertainties about the continuance of
a business relationship also hinder digitalization. In addition, both parties are part of a
larger business network and/or strategic business net and this influences the decisions
made regarding digitalization. Of course this might be a positive thing if a business
network commits to the hardware, software, and integration solutions that were agreed
upon, resulting in a smoother digitalization process. This fact is related to the attempts to
create local and global standards like RosettaNet (Hannula & Vasama 2002).
The adoption decision is influenced by factors one to three described above. The
adoption decision is based on economic as well as behavioral elements. The decision is
usually made by executives together with information technology managers, and their
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information might be limited when concerning individual business relationships and their
needs.
The economic decision is based on current and future total benefits from the business
relationship, which can then be compared with the current and foreseeable costs of the
relationship. Accounting for total costs and benefits is of course somewhat difficult, as it
is tough even to estimate the total worth of a 35-year-old business relationship, for
example. Additionally, these benefits and costs are perceived differently depending on the
position of the viewer within the organization. Benefits from traditional or digitalized
business relationships must be compared to potential exchanges with existing alternatives
(for CALT see e.g. Anderson & Narus 1984) to assess the overall value of a business
relationship. Assessment of value in business relationships is a new area of research that
has recently gained attention (Anderson et al. 2006, Ulaga & Eggert 2006).
The behavioral factors affecting the adoption decision are related to the previously
described antecedents, accelerants and inhibitors. A positively perceived relationship with
benefits and technology match is likely to receive a positive decision, while a relationship
with a technology mismatch and high conflict rates is likely to receive a decision that
rejects the adoption decision.
Besides economic and behavioral features, also business network connections within
and across the industry may affect the adoption decision. Business network level aspects
may have a direct or indirect impact on the performance of a business relationship. For
example, a large business network level partner, A, may exercise power and exclude
exchanges with B, if B integrates tightly with supplier C that supplies to A’s competitor. It
is acknowledged here that the decision to adopt can be postponed, and in some rare cases
a company can undo information technology investments. This was done for example by
Alpha when they decided to move from electronic marketplace to Extranet exchanges
with their partners.
Business relationship digitalization (BRD) is the process in which the digital tool that
has been decided is adopted and used within a business relationship. It describes the
actual deployment of digital tools and solutions as well as its influence on the business
relationship. Depending on the adaptation, the business relationship structure or process
is altered within a relationship in order to increase performance. Usually changes are
required in both. Business relationship digitalization is a sequential process in which all
previously described phases from one to four have an impact on the process.
The nature of the technology implemented clearly has influence on the business
relationship digitalization process. Basically, in the previous sections digital
communication and transaction technologies were divided into two groups, i.e. one-way
or two-way technologies or asymmetric and symmetric (see e.g. Bensaou & Venkatraman
1996, Appendix 4). A passive web site is easy to implement and is a rather one-sided
activity that has only a minimal, if any, impact on the business relationship. However, as
we move from EDI to I-EDI, the Extranet, and ERP solutions the degree of integration
and mutual effort increases. To elaborate on this, the role that technology plays in each
relationship is different. The amount and quality of the information transmitted with each
digital tool varies. EDI can be employed within a business relationship to handle routine
orders and can be described as a one-way solution that is usually seller-initiated. It is
noted that EDI can be two-way in nature. Still, for example the Extranet is characterized
as a two-way solution since both parties can easily update and retrieve information from
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it in real time. Thus it can roughly be said that some technologies, such as the Extranet,
need more cooperative logic in adaptation, implementation, and usage while other
technologies, such as EDI, can be characterized as employing more coercive logic. In
those technologies benefits are clearer to the party who is using their power to force the
other party to employ new technology. Therefore, it is said that the nature of technology
is an important characteristic to be considered in the business relationship digitalization
process.
Another facet that needs to be pondered on is the phase or stage of business
relationship digitalization (see e.g. Table 4 p.101). If a business relationship is in the
initial stages, the accumulated learning and knowledge creation regarding digitalization
are of course limited, and that might hinder digitalization. Moreover, the nature of
digitalization is handled in a different way if the Internet, the Intranet, and the Extranet
are already adopted and wireless solutions are investigated as enablers of more effective
transactions and communications. Thereby the digitalization process differs and depends
on the stage of business relationship digitalization (digitalization history), which is of
course partly dependent on the stage of the business relationship (see e.g. Ford 1980).
The phases of digitalization identified here are roughly as follows: first, the digital
infrastructure (DI) is created in many digitalization cycles or phases that may have
allowed for some digital bonds (DB) to be created and digital activities (DA) to be carried
out over the infrastructure. As the digital infrastructure is used for the first time digital
bonds are created between people, and later trust and commitment sediments related to
digital activities emerge (MacDonald & Smith 2004). It is acknowledged that digital
infrastructure development and the following digital bond as well as digital activity
development is a cyclical process where some of the adopted digital tools are employed
to conduct digital activities. Thus, digital infrastructure is constantly being developed.
Digital bonds are seen here as a crucial aspect that solidifies a business relationship when
conducting digital activities. On the one hand, the digital bond may exist between people
communicating and transacting over the digital infrastructure as a particle of trust or on
the other hand, it may exist between companies communicating and transacting
automatically between computers or using similar technology over a digital infrastructure
as a form of commitment. Basically, it is argued here that there are two types of digital
bonds based on personal (human needed) communication and digital communication.
After the first digital activities are created, the business parties may increase the amount
of activities as the digital infrastructure can easily cope with increased traffic and
activities if the systems are scalable. This is partly because the cost of these activities is
minor compared to traditional physical activities.
Moreover, the outcome of a digitalization process is always an input for new
digitalization cycles, but also output of the previous digitalization cycle. As digitalization
cycles follow one another, the degree of digitalization increases and ultimately a
digitalized or even digital business relationship (DBR) might be created. This change in
the degree of digitalization can be illustrated with Figure 13. Thus, each digitalization
cycle has its own role in the digitalization process. Of course there might be interaction
phases between parties where digitalization does not play an active role, and
digitalization is in a passive phase due to the circumstances (see Wilson 1995). Figure 15
shows one conceivable digitalization path for a business relationship to follow in relation
to the technology employed.
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Fig. 15. One illustration of the path of changes in the degree of digitalization within business
relationships.

Figure 15 depicts how a business relationship is altered from time to to tnow as the digital
infrastructure is changed from a static to a more dynamic mobile compatible system.
Each of the technologies adopted (depicted by the arrow) has been influenced by factors
presented previously. As can be seen, changes in technologies bring about changes in
business relationship structures and processes and alter the degree of business
relationship digitalization. Figure 15 presents only one conceivable digitalization process.
It is acknowledged that learning and knowledge accumulated in previous interactions
enables better decision-making and action. Thereby, as the degree of digitalization
increases better decisions are more likely made regarding digitalization decisions.
Moreover, as business relationships are digitalized, it impacts on structure and process,
creating new imbalances in digitalization and producing the need for further
digitalization.
It was pinpointed in the beginning of this dissertation that fully digital business
relationships are a theoretical concept and that in reality, it is hard to come up with digital
business relationships since a relationship is almost always initiated and carried on by
social interaction. Additionally, negotiations and plans for future, i.e. strategizing, are
usually conducted in social interaction since an information-rich forum is needed.
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To summarize, the degree of digitalization is dependent on the amount and intensity of
digitalization cycles that have already been passed in each phase of the relationship. In
addition, it is noted that the creation of the digital infrastructure enables the creation of
the digital activities and bonds and not vice versa. Thus, proper infrastructure acts as
antecedent for further digitalization.
The outcome of an event consists of two related factors: economic, i.e. performance
outcomes, and behavioral, i.e. bond outcomes (Möller & Wilson 1995). The economic
outcome for upholding the business relationship, briefly dealt with above, can be a direct
decrease in the cost of coordination, communication, and transaction as a new digital
infrastructure and digital activities are created. Increased sales due to technology uptake
are perceived as a positive economic outcome. Moreover, automated digital activities
may allow more time for salespeople (Stern & Kaufmann 1985) to acquire new clients,
and thus the amount of sales may increase proportionally to the time spent. An overall
increase in performance is a positive outcome of a relationship, i.e. resources are used to
yield the best economic result. The downside of business relationship digitalization is that
it may hinder relationship-specific knowledge-sharing in cooperative R&D and new
product development projects, which need an information-rich medium. Digitalization
also increases dependence on existing relationships and information technology solutions,
but depending on the situation this can be either positive or negative. It is positive if this
increased dependence is sought by a smaller supplier to connect to a large company, or
may be perceived negatively by the larger company that needs its flexibility.
Behavioral outcomes or bonds created within a business relationship might be
perceived as conflict resolution capabilities due to the inter-organizational learning. Of
course increased trust, shared values, and norms are perceived as positive outcomes of a
singular event.
Ultimately changes and outcomes incorporated into the business relationship can be
visible or invisible. Visible changes are observable changes in actions or behaviors, and
invisible changes manifest themselves in thinking as meaning constructs change.
Thereby, it can be argued that as digitalization is initiated, one possible outcome is the
destruction of the previous meaning structure which leads to changing actual behavior,
i.e. digital activities, which in turn leads to new meaning constructs that are partially
influenced by digital communication. Thus, it may destroy old meaning structures and
activities but it also may create new ones.
To complicate things a bit, it must be acknowledged that perceptions of outcomes
change over time. What is valuable now may not be so in ten years’ time and vice versa.
The desired outcome of an event could be a digital or a more digitalized business
relationship, in which the degree of digitalization is higher than before. Of course digital
business relationships as such are not the aim, but what business can gain from using it,
i.e. if tacit knowledge transfer is needed a traditional business relationship is a more
sensible option, as tacit knowledge transfer is harder to accomplish in digitalized business
relationships due to their lack of channel capacity for information-rich activities.
To further this idea, it can be argued that business relationship digitalization cycles or
phases fall into two broad and opposing categories: the virtuous cycle and the vicious
cycle of digitalization. Based on the idea of system science (Forrester 1961, 1976, Senge
1990) it might be that as the antecedents, the accelerants, the inhibitors, and the adoption
decision are all very positive, e.g. benefits are visible. When the virtuous cycle of
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digitalization is initiated a positive cycle that feeds itself is created. Thus, digitalization
might occur relatively rapidly, and as the positive outcomes of each phase are
materialized they feed an even more positive perception of the adoption of digital tools.
This is the case depicted in Figure 15. The opposite might be also true when all goes
wrong, with antecedents looking more like inhibitors and the adoption decision being
more or less forced upon one party by the other. If digital tools are perceived and acted
upon negatively, a vicious cycle of digitalization is created. This cycle may ultimately
destroy a business relationship. It is noted that a decrease in digitalization is also an
outcome of a business relationship that also has reverse impacts on the degree of business
relationship digitalization.
The degree of business relationship digitalization depends on the phases described
above. All six factors impact on the degree of relationship digitalization. As more digital
infrastructure and tools are adopted and deployed, the structures and processes are
digitalized, and the degree of digitalization increases. At some point in time, a digital
business relationship might be formed between parties where physical interactions are
rare and almost all that can be digitalized is digital. It is noted that each outcome of the
business relationship digitalization cycle impacts on the degree of digitalization.
Consequently, this degree might decrease if a vicious cycle has gained momentum.
Moreover, it is pinpointed that the outcome of an event is closely related to the degree
of business relationship digitalization, and they might actually be the same concepts used
to describe digitalization in some phases of digitalization. In this dissertation those
concepts are used to differentiate between outcome of individual acts, episodes that
accumulate an event and between the degree of digitalization that shows the
sedimentation, i.e. the result of multiple smaller events. Furthermore, it is stressed that
each outcome as well as changing degree of digitalization has impact on the antecedents,
and from there they will have an impact on the digitalization process through a feedback
loop shown in Figure 14.
It is noted that the difference between a digitalized and a digital business relationship
is in the number and quality of digital tools employed, digital bonds created and digital
activities successfully carried out in the relationship.
To summarize this section, the preliminary framework depicted in Figure 14 describes
the process of how business relationships are digitalized by employing two specific
characteristics of business relationships, structure and process. Six factors of
digitalization are also employed as explanation mechanisms. These factors are built out of
several relevant characteristics.
The outcome of this analysis and synthesis is a preliminary model that not only
describes the impacts of digitalization on a business relationship through the concept of
“degree of digitalization”, but also highlights the pertinent factors influencing the
digitalization process. The progression from the antecedents to accelerants and from the
inhibitors to adoption decision followed by business relationship digitalization is depicted
in the preliminary framework Figure 14. It was also highlighted that there are many
overlapping digitalization cycles occurring, and two archetypes were identified: the
virtuous cycle and the vicious cycle. The former describes successful digitalization where
the degree of digitalization increases fairly rapidly, whilst the latter describes the opposite
scenario, in which unsuccessful digitalization leads to eroding goals, perceptions, and
ultimately to the termination of a relationship. It is suggested that a virtuous cycle may be
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more active in cooperative logic business relationships and digital tools (e.g. the
Extranet), while a vicious cycle may prevail in a coercive implementation of digital tools
(e.g. EDI).
Furthermore, it is noted here that description of processes such as digitalization is
complex and thus rarely studied in business relationships (Narayandas & Rangan 2004).
It is also acknowledged that the six factors of the preliminary framework have some
overlapping viewpoints, but those are seen as completing each other to provide a stronger
explanation and argument for the business relationship digitalization framework.
To sum up, this chapter highlighted the importance of the business relationship
digitalization process by discussing the impacts of digitalization on both the structure and
processes of business relationships. Additionally, the chapter presented new structural and
processual elements and integrated them into the existing discussion. This chapter also
drew together and strengthened existing conceptualizations of the information technology
impacts on business relationship and provided a framework to evaluate the degree of
business relationship digitalization. In addition, this chapter provided a preliminary
framework that illustrated aspects of the digitalization process of business relationships
With the help of Figure 13 and 14 this chapter shed some light on the first and second
research question given in Chapter 1. Figure 13 can be employed to classify how
digitalization has altered a business relationship. Figure 14 can be utilized to illustrate
how the degree of digitalization has developed within each case in relation to the
structure and process dimensions. Moreover, the upcoming cases can be compared and an
overall picture of the development of digitalization within the steel industry context in the
form of an empirically grounded framework can be synthesized accordingly.

Part II: Empirical research on business
relationship digitalization

5 Research design
In this chapter the central focus is on the empirical research design. The research design
is an explanation of the delivery of the empirical research. This is accomplished with the
help of the case study method (Yin 1989, Stake 1995). Discussion of the case study
design and arguments for multiple case studies are given. The subsequent section
concentrates on describing a case and case selection. This chapter concludes by providing
a description of the data collection, analysis, and assessment tools for evaluating the
study.

5.1 Case study design
Research design and strategy are guided by the basic purpose of improving the
understanding of business relationship digitalization. In order to investigate this, it is
important to be able to account for the historical context of long-term relationships
(Möller 1993). To achieve this, case study design and more precisely, longitudinal study
are necessary (see e.g. Halinen & Törnroos 1995, 1998). Only a few longitudinal
contextual studies have been conducted that describe the progression of business
relationships. Exceptions to this are Liljegren (1988), Lundgren (1991), Halinen (1994),
Alajoutsijärvi (1996), and Hertz (1998). The chosen approach covers the digitalization
process over a long period of time instead of a cross-sectional ‘snapshot’ analysis.
The case study is an empirical examination and an investigation into the contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context, where the boundaries between the phenomenon
and the context are blurred, and multiple sources of substantiation are needed (Pettigrew
1989, 1997, Yin 1994, Woodside & Wilson 2003). Since the main purpose of this
dissertation is to capture complex interdependencies by managing dense and multiple
sources of data, a case study is an appropriate method (Easton 1995a, 1995b, Stake 1995
p.39). There are many reasons for using the case study approach and these will be
elaborated on.
First, it is important to remember the metatheoretical assumptions of this dissertation;
“The reality external to individual cognition is made up of nothing more than names and
understanding can be acquired only from the stand point of individuals, inside people’s
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minds with their frame of reference” as they have lead the author to explore with
ideographic style.
Secondly, the temporal dimension of the study is complex. It is three-fold – the past,
present, and future of interaction is included in the case analysis since the cases are
constantly evolving. The time aspects of the research led to the decision that a historical
or longitudinal approach is the right method because temporal aspects and effects can be
studied with its help (Kvale 1996).
Thirdly, a focus on a dyadic relationship between two parties calls for the case study
approach in order to describe the interactions that occur between them. As pointed out
earlier, quantitative studies inhibit biases in perceptions of the business relationship and
therefore it is appropriate to study the phenomenon from the perspective of both parties
(John & Reve 1982).
Finally, the empirically grounded framework for describing the impacts of
digitalization and depicting the business relationship digitalization process is created.
Therefore, the case study approach is appropriate since the purpose is to get insights,
observe, and construct explanations for the phenomenon that occurs in the business field.
There is a plethora of case study designs available to a researcher (Cunningham 1997).
From these a comparative case study with the purpose of developing concepts based on
comparisons of cases has been chosen. To conclude, the case study provides a deeper
understanding and a solid contextual sense, and it can provoke theory building (Bonoma
1985, Eisenhardt 1989).

5.1.1 Definition of the case
It is important for a researcher to define a case since the term ‘case’ and ideas linked to
case analysis are not well defined (Ragin 1992 p.1). Therefore, in order to describe the
digitalization of business relationships and the impacts of digitalization on them it is
important to define the case, which is the empirical analysis unit. In this dissertation a
case is the business relationship between two companies who are interacting and reacting
with, and to, each other. This study focuses on two cases that illustrate pertinent aspects
of the business relationships digitalization over time in the same industrial context.
Thus, the business relationship is composed of two companies interacting. Investments
and adaptations made to the relationship, and the history of interactions plays a key role
within a business relationship. The case consists only of the two companies and their
relationship, while indirect or direct connections to third parties are not considered per se.

5.1.2 Multiple case design
According to Yin (1989 p.52), the methodological framework is the same in both single
and multiple case design. In this study multiple cases are employed to illustrate how
business relationships have been digitalized. Two cases illustrate the differences between
digitalization processes and digitalization impacts in different business relationships. In
this dissertation, two longitudinal cases studies were used, while a third one was not
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conducted as enough information was acquired about business relationship digitalization
in the steel processing industry context. Of course, a third case study could have provided
more information about the phenomenon and this is acknowledged as a limitation. In
addition, future quantitative studies will yield more generalizable results.
Moreover, multiple cases are selected due to the fact that because of the exploratory
nature of the study, the author does not have a well-formulated theory to be verified with
a single case (Yin 1989). Easton (1995b) has argued that by using multiple cases we lose
the depth of the study, but in this research this danger is avoided by rigorous data
collection at multiple organizational levels, analyzing across and within the cases, as well
as through detailed reporting.
Parallel to this, Yin (1989) warned about external conditions that may interfere with
replication and cross-analysis of the empirical material. However, in this study the aim is
not to replicate, but rather to show, with the help of multiple cases, how the business
relationships are changing within the steel processing industry and not across industries.
In addition, “The evidence from multiple cases is often considered more compelling”
(Yin 1989 p.52). It is more compelling since it provides the reader with strong evidence
that is contextually solid. Each of the cases has a special role in attempting to answer the
formulated research questions. The Alpha-Beta business relationship traces the
development of the relationship from the 1960s until today and shows how the adopted
digital tools have slowly facilitated digitalization and have altered the business
relationship studied. The second case between Alpha-Zeta shows how the adopted digital
tools have, in a relatively short time, facilitated and enabled new ways to complete
transactions and communicate between the parties. The outcome of a swift series of
digitalization cycles is a digital business relationship with some physical interorganizational activities.
Both cases have specific purposes while attempting to answer how business relationships
are digitalized (see e.g. Stake 1995 p.52-53). The first case illustrates slow adoption and a
relatively deliberate digitalization process, which have had minimal impacts on the
relationship, while the second case highlights a more in-depth adoption of digital tools
inside the participating organizations as well as within the business relationship studied.
Thus, two cases provide a rich and detailed description of two different digitalization
trajectories.

5.1.3 Case selection
Case selection is a crucial phase in case research. Therefore, literature is full of advice on
how to select cases (Eisenhardt 1989, Pettigrew 1989, Romano 1989, Stake 1995, Perry
1998). Eisenhardt (1989) points out that case(s) should be selected for theoretical reasons
until saturation is reached, while Pettigrew (1989) recommends choosing a case which
represents situations in which the object of interest is clearly observable. Similarly, Stake
(1995 p.4) highlights maximizing what we can learn, while Perry (1998) advises
researchers to select information-rich cases.
Common to all of these is a theoretically purposeful selection aimed to maximize the
amount that can be learned. In addition, a contribution to science should be possible, i.e.
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visible. These three methodological and theoretical criteria are evaluated based on the
purpose of the research (Stake 1995 p.4). As stated previously, Figures 13 and 14 have an
important role in pinpointing the special features required from purposeful cases.
Nevertheless, the decision as to how many and which cases are selected are left to the
researcher (Romano 1989 p.36).
The purpose of studying digitalization and information technology’s effects on
business relationships provides two important criteria: first, business relationships, not
networks, are selected; second, the relationship should be influenced by digitalization.
Three additional criteria are the following; entry for data collection should be possible
(Marshall & Rossman 1989 p.54); “the researcher can devise an appropriate role to
maintain continuity of presence for as long as necessary” (Marshall & Rossman 1989
p.54) and the fifth criterion is that one industry has been chosen to decrease the
complexity of dissertation. Additionally, the process of digitalization and progression of
business relationship should be observable.
The case selection was based on these five criteria. A lot of business relationships are
impacted by digitalization and information technology. Thus, selection could not be based
on identifying all the relevant cases, and therefore theoretically valid and accessible cases
were listed. Possible case access was based on the researcher’s own personal network as
well as the access possibilities of the closest research colleagues. Moreover, cases
employing multiple technologies within business relationships were given higher priority.
Many cases representing various industries and industrial sectors including oil,
electronics, pulp and paper, sawmill and steel were identified, from which the continuity
of seven cases, i.e. business relationships, was unclear. Those seven cases seemed to face
changes in ownership, internal structure, or customer base and were thus not selected.
The steel processing industry was selected as an industrial environment since access was
assured and there have been only a few studies conducted on the impacts of information
technology on the steel industry (see Fuller-Love & Cooper 1994, Chan & Swatman
2000, Pani & Agrahari 2004) or in the steel industry generally speaking (Johanson 1966,
Snehota 1982, Hämäläinen 2003).
After selecting the steel processing industry as the empirical context, four cases were
deemed appropriate. Subsequently, academic papers and managerially oriented texts and
books about the steel industry were collected. Then the author attempted to find cases that
had been studied previously within the steel processing industry, and by comparing those
with the list of possible cases the author ended up with two cases, the Alpha-Beta and the
Alpha-Zeta. The access to these cases also influenced the decision-making.
A great amount of company and business relationship-related material was collected and
reviewed in order to be able to better comprehend the chosen business relationships. It
was perceived that all identified companies are rather active in digitalization and have
various development projects in progress. After the interest in the case was sparked, first
contact was made with the help of a colleague. The author asked the colleague to find out
whether these companies would be willing to participate if the author were to contact
them personally afterwards. Having asked this, the colleague informed the author that
both companies had a positive attitude toward this project. Then, a letter was drafted (see
Appendix 6) presenting the research project and asking for their participation. This letter
was sent the next week. The names of the respondents and case companies are changed
for reasons of confidentiality.
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5.2 Data collection
One of the important issues in case study research is access to data. The researcher must
keep in mind the strengths and weaknesses of each data collection technique (Marshall &
Rossman 1989, Yin 1989). The data types that are identified and used in this study are
listed in Table 5.
Table 5. Information sources for the case studies.
Source

Case Alpha-Beta

Case Alpha-Zeta

Academic

Various

Various

literature
Industry and managerial Various (e.g. trade journals,

Various (e.g. trade journals, internal journals, a

literature

book of Alpha’s history)

internal journals, a book of
Alpha’s history)

Interviews

Alpha six

Alpha five

Beta four

Zeta four

Documentary and

Alpha, a little

Alpha, a little

archival data

Beta, plenty (e.g. combined

Zeta, some ( e.g. combined scrapbook of Beta

Direct observations

scrapbook of Beta and Zeta)

and Zeta)

Plant visits

Plant visits

Table 5 depicts, in brief, the data sources employed when selecting, studying and
analyzing cases. Information searches in both academic and managerially oriented
databases were conducted. Interviews were designed and evaluation of those was based
on the literature review. Documentary and archival data was requested from each of the
case companies. Next, an illustration of the interview design is provided.
The interviews were conducted with individuals involved in the selected business
relationships using a semi-structured interview method (Yin 1989, Arksey & Knight 1999
p.7). The term ‘semi-structured’ in this dissertation suggests that there are no preestablished questions or a limited set of response categories (see e.g. Fontana & Frey
1994, Arksey & Knight 1999). The analysis level is the business relationship, and
therefore employees from both companies of both business relationships were
interviewed.
After sending the inquiry letter, a confirmation letter, e-mail or telephone call, (form of
confirmation communication varied between cases) was received by the researcher. After
interviewing contact persons, the names of other relevant people to be interviewed within
the company were requested, based on the competencies and knowledge those persons
should possess (see e.g. Cusumano & Takeishi 1991), which were specified by the
researcher.
Based on this, the persons to be interviewed from the other side of the business
relationship were contacted. Then, the author checked the material that had already been
collected to ensure that the persons recommended were the most appropriate ones to be
interviewed. Of course, when insights of a particular type required from the informants
were not provided, other relevant people were interviewed. The overall key selection
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criteria of key informants were their possible participation in the identified business
relationship and their contribution to the occurring digitalization.
A total of 10 semi-structured interviews were completed with eleven interviewees,
with each interview lasting over one hour. Since many of the informants were involved in
both case Alpha-Beta and Alpha-Zeta simultaneously, the interviewer first asked about
the Alpha-Beta relationships and then moved on to the Alpha-Zeta case. Approximately
60-70 per cent of the interview time was used on Alpha-Beta cases while 30-40 per cent
was used on the Alpha-Zeta case. Two production employees, one from Beta and one
from Zeta, were only involved in one relationship. All in all, more interviews could have
been done, but information relevant for studying business relationship digitalization
seemed already to be available for the researcher, and thus further interviews were not
conducted.
Themes for the interviews were selected to reflect the range of important themes like
the nature of business relationship and digitalization aspects (Yin 1989 p.78). Before the
interview there were many decisions to be made (see e.g. Fontana & Frey 1994 p.367,
Arksey & Knight 1999 p.104). These included planning the location of the interview,
who goes to the interview, what to take with you, what to wear, i.e. how to present
yourself, reporting, and collecting relevant material at the location.
Interviews were done in multiple hierarchical levels inside the case organizations and
they were personal face-to-face interviews (see e.g. Fontana & Frey 1994). A short list of
relevant themes was provided by the author, but the respondents were asked to speak
freely. The list of themes was followed, but when the author felt that something was
missing or the interviewee was avoiding a question or subject the subject was gently
raised later on in the interview or sometimes immediately during the interview process.
Interview themes and important research themes are presented in Appendix 7.
All interviews were tape-recorded and permission was always asked from the
interviewee. In addition to this, during the interview the author made notes and those
were later typed onto a computer. After the interview, initial feelings concerning the
interview situation were expressed, i.e. feelings and atmosphere descriptions were spoken
onto tape. Later all of the interviews were transcribed and the handwritten notes and
spoken comments were typed to be filed. The procedure described above was undertaken
in all of the cases. Appendix 8 provides an example of a transcribed interview text.
Additionally, the author brought together material from various sources. This material
was used when choosing and deciding on the cases and the interviewees. The first distinct
phase was the collection of academic and managerial literature concerning the cases.
After that many books and articles concerning case studies and interviews were read.
Then, before going to the interviews, information from newspapers and other material
that described the case companies was collected to provide insights into the case
companies. This was used as background material for interviews and later at some points
when describing the cases. In addition, during the interviews and afterwards documents
and other archival data on each of the companies was requested from the companies and
the author continued with data collection. To illustrate how these secondary data were
used to evaluate the interviews; Beta has compiled a scrapbook of all relevant
publications regarding news reporting on Beta or Zeta. Among others, this book helped to
match time aspects as opposed to those reported by the persons interviewed. This
triangulation was employed a couple of times only. However, it points out the important
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role that supplementary data have in qualitative analysis and case stories. Especially, the
internal magazines of Alpha were used to highlight the opinions of Alpha’s high-ranking
managers, such as vice presidents, which the author was unable to interview.
To summarize, the selection of interviewees was based on the probable results that
were to be obtained from interviews with them. The data were collected from the case
with the help of semi-structured interviews from the relevant, i.e. knowledgeable,
employees on both sides. Other relevant information describing the case companies was
composed accordingly. The sections to come will present the methods of analysis, the
empirical material as well as the assessment of the empirical material.

5.3 Analysis of the collected empirical material
Analysis of case study material is an integral part of the entire research strategy.
According to Stake (1995), the main reason for the analysis phase is to give meaning to
the material collected. Nevertheless, it has been illustrated in various sources that analysis
of case study material has not been thoroughly elaborated on (Miles & Huberman 1984
p.16, Powney & Watts 1987 p.174). Regarding analysis, there are two general options to
choose from: either to rely on theoretical propositions derived from literature or to
develop a case description (Yin 1989 p.106-107). The third option is to rely
simultaneously on theoretical propositions and to evaluate and review them in accordance
with the case description. The third option is employed here, as the author has provided a
case description based on empirical and theoretical conceptualization. Therefore, the
author has attempted to generate propositions from each case study to be tested in future
studies.
Marshall and Rossman (1989 p.113) further illustrate this by stating, ”The researcher
is guided by initial concepts and guiding hypotheses, but shifts or discards them as the
data are collected and analyzed”. In this study, digitalization and information technology
are seen as important elements that affect business relationships, and they create changes
to business relationships that are managed accordingly. It is further emphasized that
multiple sources of empirical material were collected, as explained in the previous
section, in order to get as broad and thorough an understanding as possible from various
viewpoints.
Analyzing qualitative data is “…the process of bringing order, structure, and meaning
to the mass of collected data” (Marshall & Rossman 1989 p.112). Yin (1989) emphasizes
similar points. More precisely, analytic practices fall into five forms: organizing data,
generating categories, themes and patterns, testing the emergent hypotheses against the
data, searching for alternative explanations of the data and writing the report (Marshall &
Rossman 1989 p.114). A similar line of thought is taken by Yin (1989 p.105).
The researcher started analysis by familiarizing himself with the skills needed when
interviewing and analyzing data. After all interviews had been conducted, each of the
interviews was transcribed in its complete form (see Appendix 8 for an example).
According to Arksey and Knight (1999 p.141), transcribing plays a major part in the
organization and management of data. It was also pointed out that the transcript itself is
an interpretation of the real interview. At first interviews were transcribed in their
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entirety; however, after a while it was noticed that the purpose of this dissertation is not
to study utterances such as ‘hmm’, ‘njaa’, or naturally occurring breaks, and after a few
interview transcriptions non-meaningful words were therefore left out of the
transcriptions. However, the transcriptions were still conducted as planned and the author
did not attempt to condense the transcripts.
After that the actual data analysis was initiated by getting familiar with the collected
empirical material. The material including the newspaper articles collected and the
interviews were all read over and over again (see e.g. Miles & Huberman 1984, 1994) to
get familiar with the data. This initiated raw data processing, the purpose of which is to
enable retrieving of meaningful pieces of information (Miles & Huberman 1994 p.430).
Data reduction is the “Process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and
transforming the “raw” data is part of analysis” (Miles & Huberman 1984 p.21). This
type of classification development is seen as crucial in data analysis (Schatzman &
Strauss 1973, Marshall & Rossman 1989, Coffey & Atkinson 1996 p.45-46, Arksey &
Knight 1999 p.150-155). Schatzman and Strauss (1973) illustrate this point as follows
“Probably the most fundamental operation in the analysis of qualitative data is that of
discovering significant classes of things, persons and events and the properties which
characterize them”. The interview themes divided the empirical material into naturally
occurring classes that were used as basis for theme development (Appendix 7) and later
on for data analysis (see Appendix 8). Marshall and Rossman (1989) illustrated that
category generation involves noticing regularities in the case material; for example,
mutual goals and expectations acted as a theme that occurred in each case. Natural
classes or themes were: business relationship structure and process themes, business
relationship actors, activities, digital infrastructure development and digital interaction.
Similar classes are to be found in the Roberts interview text that is given as an example
(Appendix 8).
To explain further when the categories of meaning emerge, the researcher searches for
those that have internal convergence and external divergence (Guba 1978), in other
words, that are internally consistent while distinct from each other. Seidel and Kelley
(1995 p.52) illustrated that the coding of empirical material acts as a link connecting the
raw data, e.g. transcripts and the researcher’s theoretical concepts.
After finding meaningful themes like the history of companies, employees, business
relationships, the current state of relationships, the future of relationships or information
technology investments, attitude and digitalization possibilities, each category was
challenged and alternative explanations or negative instances were identified and
described in order to increase the credibility of the study (see e.g. Marshall & Rossman
1989 p.118, Arksey & Knight 1999 p.161).
The data analysis, i.e. reading, organizing, and creating themes was conducted (as
described above) in all cases. The process varied between the cases, but it can be said that
they were roughly similar. Some of the themes found at first were modified, but most of
them remained unchanged. Following data collection and reduction, chronologically
written case narratives acted as data display forms (Miles & Huberman 1984 p.21-22).
In addition, all interviews were in Finnish. They were carefully translated into English
first by the author and then by a research assistants from New Zealand in order to avoid
misinterpretations and mistakes. Still, some may say that the reliability and validity of
research may be compromised due to this procedure since the texts were not first
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translated by a Finnish language expert into English and then into Finnish by an English
language expert to identify the differences. This was not done due to scarce resources,
and possible problems due to this are acknowledged.
As discussed in Chapter 1 and 4, an analysis was then undertaken regarding the ways
in which each business relationship has been digitalized over time with regard to changes
in the structure and process of the business relationship. The analysis was completed
within and across cases. The linkages between interview data and previous research were
considered during the sorting and condensing of interviews as well as during the writing
of the different case study descriptions and digitalization processes.
The within case analysis considered what happens within each case, and how as well
as why things are proceeding as they are. Once these descriptions had been completed, a
more comprehensive cross-case evaluation was carried out by combining sections from
the descriptions in order to compare and contrast patterns and themes which appeared in
the cases. According to Miles and Huberman (1984 p.151) “…comparing sites or cases,
one can establish the range of generality of a finding or explanation, and, at the same
time, pin down the conditions under which that finding will occur”. Eisenhardt (1991
p.620) provides a similar estimation when she states that different cases “… often
emphasize complementary aspects of a phenomenon”. She also expresses (1989 p.540)
that one should look at the empirical material in many different ways: one way is “…to
select categories or dimensions, and then to look for within-group similarities coupled
with inter-group differences”. In the analysis phase, attention was given simultaneously
to different levels of analysis and their linkages. The individual, business relationship,
level was analyzed in each case, while an additional level is the cross-case, between
relationships, analysis. This is done in order to tease out the influence of context and
process on the different levels of analysis (Vaughan 1992). The collection of empirical
material from various sources described in the previous section as well as using many
carefully planned interviews with both sides of business relationships made this analysis
possible.
When the data have been collected, reduction has occurred, and data have been
displayed in narrative forms, it is time to draw final conclusions from the data displayed
and to verify them. Conclusions are part of analysis and occur before and after data
collection, but also during the phases described above (Miles & Huberman 1984 p.21-23,
Miles & Huberman 1994 p.428-429).
The analysis phase was concluded by writing the Alpha-Beta and the Alpha-Zeta, the
cases that are presented in Chapters 6 and 7. There are many ways to report a case
(Marshall & Rossman 1989 p.119) and this dissertation has attempted to relate theory and
practice by using many information sources and in-depth interview ‘stories’. The case
descriptions aim not only to describe history but also to illuminate current stages and
future aims of the companies. The author has also employed excerpts from the
transcribed interviews to elaborate on some pertinent aspects. The subsequent section
describes the process of assessing the empirical study.
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5.4 Reliability and validity of the research
The soundness of research work is measured in terms of validity and reliability (Kirk &
Miller 1986). Here, it is described how the validity and reliability of this research are
understood and consequently, how attempts are made to improve them.
The term validity or verification is discussed in the literature in many ways (see e.g.
Carmines & Zeller 1979, Cook & Campbell 1979, Kirk & Miller 1986 Yin 1989, Peshkin
1993, Creswell 1998). Construct validity means the correctness of the operational
measures for the concepts being studied, in other words, the methods that are employed
to study what the researcher had sought to study rather than something else (Peter 1981,
Yin 1989 p.40, Gummesson 2000). Besides construct validity, the quality of research
depends on internal validity (for explanatory or causal case studies only), external
validity, and reliability (Yin 1989 p.27). Internal validity is not crucial aspect for this
dissertation since it does not look for causal relationships using a single case study to test
hypotheses. However, external validity is very important due to the fact that it shows the
domain and making of generalizations from a study (Yin 1989 p.40, Miles & Huberman
1994). It is noted that “… case studies, like experiments, are generalized to theoretical
propositions and not to populations or universes” (Yin 1989 p.21).
Reliability is another measure of the soundness of research work (see e.g. Lincoln &
Guba 1985 p.316, Yin 1989 p.38, Sobo & de Munck 1998, Gummesson 2000 p.91).
Reliability often refers to research techniques. The accuracy, stability, and repeatability of
procedures are an essential part of reliability. According to Babbie (1998), study is
reliable if the research technique yields the same results when applied repeatedly to the
same object. Yin (1989 p.40) consolidates this statement by stating that when operational
procedures such as data collection can be repeated with the same results, the study is
reliable. This means that the researcher should establish a clear chain of evidence,
research report, use case study protocols, and a case database (Yin 1994). In other words,
if two or more research studies are undertaken on the same phenomenon, for similar
purposes, the results should be similar – that is when a study is considered to be reliable.
The use of systematic methods increases the probability that the study is valid (Sobo &
de Munck 1998).
In this dissertation construct validity has been maximized by carefully planning and
consistently presenting the metatheoretical orientation, research design, case selection
and case study strategy. Basically, this means that the focus of the study is carefully
planned and the concepts developed, like the preliminary framework, describes the
indented focus. The validity of case study is the fit between theory and reality
(Gummesson 2000) which is, in this study, assured by going back and forth from the
evolving model that is developed to the empirical phenomenon that is being studied. The
reality that Gummesson (2000) is referring to is ontology.
While forming the empirically grounded framework, the concepts which were
employed in the preliminary framework (Figure 14 p.107) and proceeding frameworks
were produced so that they were logically coherent, relevant, and testable (Brinberg &
McGrath 1985, Eisenhardt 1989 p.548). They also described the phenomenon in detail by
differentiating the factors and their characteristics (see e.g. Corbin & Strauss 1990). Thus,
the author avoided forming logically contradictory relations between concepts used in the
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empirically grounded framework presented in Figure 30 (p.214). Moreover, factors and
their characteristics were depicted in a diagram to clarify the author’s own thinking and
to improve the reader’s comprehension (Whetten 1989). Additionally, Appendix 8 was
composed to highlight data analysis procedures and theoretical reasoning.
Additionally, while conducting the case studies, many measures were taken to ensure
the correspondence validity of research (see e.g. Brinberg & McGrath 1985) as depicted
in Chapter 5 and in research strategy Figure 3 (p.29). Correspondence refers to the logic
of the entire research process and also includes the idea of construct validity (Halinen
1994 p.340). In short, this means that the data collected and the interpretations formed
reveal the essential nature of the phenomenon and the researcher’s procedures are not
biasing the results. These types of mistakes and misunderstandings are avoided with the
help of various measures that are employed to increase correspondence validity. These
measures are opened up for discussion below.
1. Planning of research strategy, research design, and case study strategy was carefully
conducted
2. Key informants selected from both sides of a buyer-seller relationship (John & Reve
1982, Bagozzi et al. 1991, Kumar et al. 1993) were interviewed
3. Systematic procedures were employed before and after the interviews (see Appendix
8 for data analysis example)
4. Data triangulation (Campbell 1956, Campbell & Fiske 1959, Patton, 1987) was used
5. In the data documentation process the interviews were transcribed and a case study
database was formed which included research notes and feedback from the
interviews. The empirical material collected formed another database for each case
Furthermore, the software tools which aid in the analysis of case material or interview
material were not employed in this study as they might harm the study’s validity (Seidel
1991, Coffey et al. 1996).
Multiple key informant interviews from both sides of the business relationships and
from various organizational levels were conducted. This was done because the
perceptions of relationship parties may vary across informants, and this means that they
perceive relationship differently (see e.g. John & Reve 1982). By using multiple
informants the author has increased both reliability and validity of the research (Bagozzi
et al. 1991, Kumar et al. 1993). Using key informants inside cases enhances the
understanding of the companies and the cases (Harrigan 1983). The author has carefully
selected the interviewees used and accurately reported the information given. Reliability
is thus increased. The advice of Tull and Richards (1980 p.144-147) was followed
through the whole interviewing process; for example, the bias that the interviewer brings
to the interviewing situation was decreased by training interviewing, formatting the
themes carefully, and by planning every step of the interview. However, this does not
mean that the interviews were fully structured. According to Chen and Smith (1988), all
these actions lead to a higher degree of generalizability.
In addition, empirical material from various sources was collected as described in an
earlier section. These have made it possible to triangulate, i.e. compare the transcribed
interviews with other empirical material. Many of the words and concepts used in social
sciences are ‘fuzzy’. This is also the case with triangulation (Campbell 1956, Campbell &
Fiske 1959). Patton (1987) presented four levels of triangulation; data triangulation was
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employed here. Data triangulation was used to find and analyze possible
misunderstandings between the interviewees and researcher in order to increase the
validity of the study further (Yin 1994). The data triangulation in this study involved the
use of many sources of data and these were collected, arranged, and analyzed from many
viewpoints. To give a concrete example, in one case where the informant provided
information about the year of an event it was compared to description of that event in a
scrapbook, and it was noted that the date was wrong. However, this is a rare occasion.
To emphasize, with the help of the data triangulation the validity and reliability of the
research is increased (Eisenhardt 1989). Triangulation is not employed in this dissertation
as methodological triangulation since there are many pitfalls and uncertainties relating to
it, as Massey (1999) points out. Using multiple sources of evidence can help a researcher
to overcome problems regarding construct validity and the reliability of the study.
Use of one researcher in all the interviews and putting clear, understandable questions
to people who can answer them reduces the inherent biases of interviewing and increases
the reliability of the study. The locations of all interviews were quiet and familiar to the
interviewees. After each interview the author checked the notes, ensuring that they were
complete, and understandable. Handwritten notes were typed onto computer files
immediately after each interview session. The interviewing situation was tape-recorded,
with the permission of the interviewee. Following the interview session, when the author
was off the case company’s premises the author briefly described the overall feelings of
the interview session on tape. Transcriptions took place immediately after the interview
session in order to keep the information fresh. Systematic errors were avoided by
transcribing the tapes alone. This increases reliability of the research because it reduces
the amount of random error.
The data collection and analysis methods in general were documented in much detail.
The transcriptions and case narratives were sent back to the interviewees who were asked
to propose any changes in case the interviewer had misinterpreted or misunderstood
something. The texts were revised as necessary. Minor revisions occurred, i.e. some
months were inserted incorrectly and a couple of names were incorrect. Appendix 8
provides an illustration of data analysis. Moreover, the interviews were done on multiple
hierarchical levels inside the case organizations to get valid and comparable descriptions
of the companies and the business relationships. This makes comparison of the statements
possible, and multiple sources of data were used in order to have multiple sources of
evidence and better validity (Yin 1994). It is acknowledged here that the validity of the
research could to some degree be hindered by translation of parts of the Finnish
interviews into English extracts. The sources of data are transcribed interviews, product
brochures, videos, trade magazines, industrial magazines, general magazines, industrial
analysis data, annual reports, correspondence, project plans, plant visits and books
concentrating on the history of the case companies. Other relevant information used to
triangulate the information, such as internal documents, newspaper documents collected
by the Beta from the 1970s until today, minutes of meetings, other newspapers, internal
as well as external corporate newspapers for clients, investors and employees made the
triangulation possible.
Gummesson (2000 p.88) has collected some of the criticism regarding the case
studies. These include the following: case studies lack statistical reliability and validity,
case studies can be used to generate hypotheses but not to test them, and generalizations
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cannot be made on the basis of case studies. As pointed out many times, the aim of this
study is to understand the impacts of digitalization on business relationships and to
discover what kind of a process business relationship digitalization is.
The results of this dissertation are proposed to be generalizable to the steel processing
industry or similar process industries, e.g. the wood industry. It may be that the developed
framework can be used to describe digitalization of business relationships in other
contexts; however, further studies are needed to be sure of this. To emphasize, it is
acknowledged that the decision whether these results can be generalized to and over
populations is left up to the reader (see e.g. Lincoln & Guba 1985 p. 316).
This section has pointed out that the assessment of the quality of this study is complex.
It presented validity and reliability as focal constructs to evaluate the quality of a study.
Various elements were identified that increased reliability and validity and those elements
were incorporated into the research design and strategy to further emphasize the quality
of the dissertation.
To summarize, multiple cases with historical focus were argued for, in order to capture
the business relationships’ digitalization process in its real-life context. The argument is
put forward that the case is a business relationship between two interacting companies.
Two cases were selected to maximize what can be learned. After two cases enough
information about the phenomenon was received and thereby a third case was not
necessary for this dissertation. Semi-structured interviews were used to collect data
concerning the cases. In addition, material from various sources was collected including
books and industry magazines. The material gathered was analyzed accordingly and
measures were taken to ensure validity and reliability of the study.

6 The digitalization of the Alpha-Beta business relationship
This chapter illustrates how digitalization has evolved within the Alpha-Beta business
relationship. First, background information of companies, their relationship context, and
the focal net is provided. Then, it is explained how digitalization has influenced the
structure of the business relationship. The subsequent section highlights the development
of the relationship, and special emphasis is given to the changes brought by digitalization.
Thirdly, the outcome and further digitalization ideas and the future of the business
relationship are discussed. The chapter concludes with a summary describing the
digitalization process of the Alpha-Beta business relationship.
For confidentiality reasons, the identity of the two companies and their key informants
cannot be revealed. Other companies closely related to the business relationship studied
are mentioned using codenames during the case analysis. Appendix 7 provides an
overview of interview details including contacts and duration. Table 6 depicts interviewee
codenames, the length of employment and the position held by each interviewee.
Table 6. Interviewees for the Alpha-Beta business relationship.
Interviewee

Company

codename

Years of employment

Position

in the company

Matt

Alpha (also informant in Zeta case)

30

Purchasing Manager

Lennart

Alpha (also informant in Zeta case)

15

Business IT Manager

Dennis

Alpha (also informant in Zeta case)

-

IT Manager

David

Alpha

30

Technology Advisor

Martin

Alpha (also informant in Zeta case)

35

Production Planner

Stephen

Alpha (also informant in Zeta case)

-

Product Manager

Robert

Beta (also informant in Zeta)

17

CEO

Luca

Beta (also informant in Zeta)

15

CIO

Diana

Beta (also informant in Zeta)

38

CFO

Philip

Beta

27

(Plate, welding, surface
finishing) Production
Manager
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Table 6 depicts interviews conducted regarding the Alpha-Beta business relationship. It is
observable that higher-ranking managers from Beta were interviewed compared to Alpha.
This does not reflect their importance to the relationship in question. The interviewee
selection was based on the knowledge obtainable, not the manager’s rank.

6.1 Context of the Alpha-Beta business relationship
This section starts by illuminating the background information of both companies and
then proceeds to summarize the organizational structure of each party as well as the
connected business network of the focal relationship.
The outer context of the Alpha-Beta business relationship is the steel industry. More
precisely, the context is further refinement of steel, labeled in this study as the steel
processing industry. The studied steel maker is hereafter referred to as Alpha. The other
case company, a custom metal engineering and total solutions workshop, is hereafter
referred to as Beta. Alpha and Beta form the focal business relationship that is studied in
this chapter.

6.1.1 Steel producer Alpha
Alpha is one of the biggest specialized steel manufacturing and processing companies in
Finland. Today, the net sales of Alpha have risen sharply to 3500 million euros. The
history of Alpha can be traced back to the 1950s before its actual establishment. Various
plans and ideas evolved after the war, and people were enthusiastic to create metal
producing mills and to increase export rates in order to create wealth for a relatively poor
nation. Especially the shipbuilding industry needed domestic steel plates to drive costs
down. Thus, the Finnish government and other stakeholders established Alpha in the
1960s. During the 1950s and at the beginning of 1960s many individuals and their
specialized skills made the establishment of Alpha and its commercial success possible.
The 1960s were an active period of building production facilities and investing in
R&D in Alpha. A steel works was built in Northern Finland and started production of raw
iron in 1964. Three years later the company started to produce steel, hot-rolled plates and
strips. Tube works and production of cold-rolled, galvanized, and thin sheet started later
in the 1970s. Alpha invested in a second blast furnace in order to increase the amount of
steel produced. At the end of the 1970s Alpha started to invest in the refining of steel by
buying several companies, and initiated measures to carry out their own refining
activities. In addition, Alpha was involved in producing long steel products after
acquiring specialized long steel workshops and wholesalers. In 2005, long steel
operations were sold to a separate company that is partially owned by Alpha.
From the 1960s to the 1980s Alpha acquired various mining operations. However, they
sold their mines at the end of the 1980s. Thereby, Alpha integrated backward in the value
chain, as well as acquired steel distributors and thus integrated forward in the chain.
Nowadays, Alpha has a heterogeneous set of “steel chains”.
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The period from the 1980s to the 1990s can be described as a period of structural
changes in Alpha. This was due to the fact that Alpha was heavily upgrading its
production facilities in various sectors in order to increase its steel production capacity.
These improvements and investments were geared toward increasing the automation of
the steel-making processes. The structural changes were further amplified by the
increased specialization of products and processes. Alpha introduced specialized goods
wagons and new long steel structures to their offerings. This was a clear statement that
Alpha would take care of the various needs of many different customers in the metal
industry. In addition, during that time 93 per cent of customers were very pleased with
the activities of Alpha in steel production and delivery.
Nevertheless, Alpha faced a short bust period at the end of the 1980s and the
beginning of the 1990s, as the steel consumption rates decreased in Finland and
elsewhere. The collapse of the Soviet Union also affected Alpha’s export rates heavily.
The bust period ended in the early to mid-1990s, and Alpha started to increase its
international operations. They established various overseas offices and subsidiaries in
Europe. The demand for steel structures and the innovativeness of Alpha guided the
company to add new steel structures to their offerings. Furthermore, they bought
companies and production facilities in the Nordic countries and Northern Europe from
Sweden to Germany. Due to this internationalization, the share of exports and
international clients started to increase. More than 70 per cent of the steel and refined
products were exported. In the middle of the 1990s Alpha invested in more effective
rolling technologies, planar steel production, as well as programs that were targeted at
increasing the productivity and efficiency of further processing.
The marketing channels of Alpha’s products were improved through the creation of a
new intermediary group labeled steel wholesalers who distributed the products of Alpha
(see Hämäläinen 2003). Parallel to this, they increased the amount of individual
improvement projects and targeted resources for these upgrades. This has notably boosted
productivity and efficiency.
At present, Alpha offers over 2,000 steel grades to its customers and has more than 14
sales offices around the world. Alpha’s product repertoire includes hot and cold rolled
coils, sheets, plates, pipes, tubes, other steel construction products and systems. More
than 60 per cent of the production is refined. Details about market shares, other corporate
features, or production methods of each product are not dealt with here, and only one way
of producing steel is introduced next since they do not have a clear influence on the
relationship studied. The main steps of the steel production process according to
Kaipainen (1994 p.25) are the following:
1. Production of pig iron: the dresser ore from mining is reduced in a blast furnace
together with coke and chalk to make pig iron.
2. Production of crude steel: pig iron is refined into crude steel in converters. Crude
steel is also made when steel scrap is melted in electrical furnaces.
3. Injection of crude steel: by injecting different alloying metals into smelted crude
steel, the properties of steel can be improved and different special steel grades can be
produced.
4. Casting: all Finnish steel is continuously casted. This method is more advantageous
than ingot casting regarding output, energy consumption, and the capital need.
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5. Rolling mill/Drawing mill: after casting, steel slabs are moved to the rolling mill
(sheets) or to the drawing mill (coils).
Depending on the degree of refinement the production process might be longer or shorter.
For example, coils can be made into different pipe qualities by a spiral-weld pipe
machine. Steel can also be cold formed into open profile steel that is further processed
into different end products. In the cold rolling the esthetic character of steel is the central
focus since the steel is used for different household appliances. These steel products are
usually plastic coated.
Of course, the steel industry, like the wood industry, is heavily dependent on actual
demand for industrial and customer products. As a result of this, Alpha has faced serious
bust periods as well as positively affecting boom periods. At the moment, because the
construction industry and other steel consuming industries (especially in China) are
demanding more steel Alpha is facing increasing demand and market growth. Another
reason, in addition to favorable market conditions, is that Alpha has clearly moved away
from selling mass-produced steel towards selling special and refined steel grades,
services, and solutions. Moreover, Alpha is focusing on profitable sales as opposed to its
previous focus on large volumes only.
Nonetheless, increased competition in the area of specialized steel has forced
companies including Alpha to rethink and develop their activities. Based on this, they are
introducing new tailored steel grades, reducing the costs of activities, e.g. logistics, and
focus more keenly on customized solutions. They have also recognized that the lack of
customer focus has been a weakness within the steel industry (see Sinha & Ghoshal
1999). Besides focusing on customers, Alpha has started to sell metallurgic know-how
and metal engineering competencies that they possess.
To summarize, in the early stages Alpha focused on getting production up and running
with good-quality steel. This required investments in production as well as R&D. Still, at
first, they were heavily dependent on the technological expertise and skills of individuals.
After enough capacity was acquired, internationalization was hastened. Later when mass
production was mastered the emphasis shifted from selling individual products to selling
customized solutions and providing marketing know-how. By moving away from mass
products to specialized products Alpha cleverly avoided some of the competition
occurring within the steel industry. However, they faced problems in managing
relationships with raw material providers, subcontractors, welding standard institutes,
customers, and end-customers.
Figure 16 depicts the organizational structure of Alpha and also presents the active
organizational parts in the focal business relationship, i.e. the Alpha-Beta business
relationship.
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Organization of Alpha
Construction

Mechanical
engineering

Metal
Fabrication

Metal
Products

Production
Passive units
Active units
Fig. 16. The organizational structure of the Alpha.

Figure 16 illustrates the organizational structure of Alpha in 2005. The organizational
structure of Alpha has changed many times during the past ten years, and the most recent
change, in 2003, clearly paved the way for radical changes. Today, Alpha is more
customer-oriented than before and each sub-unit has its own special focus area.
For the most part, this dissertation concentrates on steel products and production
divisions that are marked as active units in Figure 16 or groups within the Alpha
organization. Other organizational and strategic business units, departments, functions,
groups, teams are described if necessary.
To summarize, it can be stated that major turning points or key focus areas within
Alpha that were caused either by endogenous decisions or exogenous pressures are the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Production
Increasing number of products and expanded production
Focusing on business cycles
Internationalization
Productivity and efficiency
Specialization
Customer-oriented solutions

After mastering production, Alpha’s focus shifted away from basic activities to a
more integrated set of competencies and skills that are needed when managing
customer-oriented solutions. Alpha has acquired internal skills to manage both
their customer relationships and sub-contractor relationships while maintaining
their own core competence in the steel making and distribution. With this complex
set of competencies and skills Alpha is able to deliver customer-oriented solutions
to demanding customers.
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6.1.2 Steel subcontractor Beta
Beta is one of the biggest subcontractors of custom engineering and maintenance services
in Finland. Beta is a group of interrelated companies that are built around Beta
steelworks. Figure 17 depicts the organizational structure of Beta and also presents the
active organizational parts in the focal business relationship.
Organization of Beta
Beta Construction
Construction

Beta,
steel
workshop
Tube coating

Passive units

Zeta,
hardening
services

Active units
Fig. 17. The organizational structure of the Beta.

Figure 17 illustrates the organizational structure of Beta in 2005. The structure is divided
into active and passive units in the business relationships. Passive units in the studied
business relationships are Zeta and Beta construction. Zeta is described in more detail in
Chapter 7. Beta construction is composed of construction and tube coating companies.
Beta construction and Zeta share their administrative structure with Beta. Robert
describes the role of Beta construction in the following way: “Beta construction is also a
key supplier of construction services for Alpha”.
The active unit, studied hereafter, is the mother company Beta that was established in
the mid-1960s. The main business at that time was HPAC (heating, plumbing, and airconditioning). Diana, CFO of Beta, describes the early periods in the mid-1960s in the
following way: ”We did not have a workshop at that time, we started just John and I with
HPAC for customers and later for companies like Alpha. I was also working in another
job until 1970”. After the establishment of the company business was booming due to the
fact that local demand for HPAC products and services was increasing. Just before Beta
was established Alpha was set up in the same district of Northern Finland. Diana
continues, ”After we got deals with Alpha we started the construction business and later
steel constructions, a small workshop was invested in at beginning of the 1970s”.
Furthermore, Alpha’s production processes and technologies needed a local labor force
to operate the mill and this provided an extra boost for Beta while working on HPAC
business. ”Actually, establishment of Alpha enabled us to establish our company since we
saw that HPAC was growing” as Diana pointed out in her interview.
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Gradually, the little village and surrounding area grew from a population of a few
thousand to many thousands. Consequently, this meant that the HPAC business was
booming in the area surrounding Beta, and they experienced steady growth rates. Thus it
was decided that Beta should diversify by employing people to conduct assemblies for
Alpha, and later to make the steel constructions needed in the same place where Beta was
doing HPAC and assemblies for Alpha. However, it later became evident that due to the
company’s rapid growth the business could not be run from the owner’s house, but a
proper premise with social locations was needed. Beta invested in and constructed a large
(approximately 200 m2), workshop near the mill area.
At the same time a local construction company went bankrupt and Beta had claims in
the bankruptcy. Then the idea emerged that Beta needed a separate unit for the
construction business. The claim was settled and Beta continued business under the
business name Beta constructions. The parent company Beta was more focused on metal
engineering and metal construction since the owners noticed that the demand for balk
iron, bridge railing, and baluster railing was increasing. As the volume of business
increased, free space in the workshop and in the yard area was fully utilized.
In the late 1970s the workshops were expanded to more than ten times their original
size with large yard areas and cranes; big steel objects could be moved easily during
assembly and shipped to clients. Overall, this made doing business with heavy steel
objects easier. In the 1970s the home of the establishers was used as office. It was in the
late 1980s when the office building was constructed in the industrial estate described
earlier.
In the 1980s the HPAC business of the parent company was no longer the main
business focus as described by Diana “HPAC was totally dissolved in the mid-1980s”.
The main focus of the company shifted to steel engineering. At the same time Beta faced
legal changes and the ownership was partially transferred in equal parts to the owner’s
children. The annual revenue of Beta was at that time about two million euros.
In the late 1980s the owners of Beta saw a great opportunity as a unit of Epsilon,
operating in the same geographical area as Beta, was going to be sold. Epsilon had
decided that as part of a corporate strategy it was diversifying from specialized metal
engineering. Previously, Beta had acted as a subcontractor for Epsilon. Beta saw the
possibility to be a bigger actor in specialized steel engineering and started action to buy
the unit of Epsilon. The legal contracts and formalities took weeks, and in the late 1980s
ownership was transferred to Beta. They had invested in almost five hectares of land, and
on this land was the 10,000 m2 of industrial buildings bought from Epsilon. Beta also
acquired almost all of the machinery and equipment inside the industrial halls. Another
asset that was acquired indirectly and was seen as important was the skilful and
specialized labor force of Epsilon’s unit. For this reason, in Beta’s historical context this
event can be described in the eyes of the owners as the major transition from being a
locally oriented company to having a more international orientation. The number of
employees almost tripled, and the customers came from diverse industrial fields. The
acquisition of the unit of Epsilon clearly oriented the core business of Beta toward orderbased steel engineering. Beta had grown rapidly during the 1980s, and by the end of the
decade their revenue was more than ten million euros and the company employed more
than 150 people.
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Before the decade ended Beta acquired the workshop operations of a local company,
Zeus that focused on steel engineering and the assembly business and was therefore in
competition with Beta. The deal was that Zeus was left with their own and Beta’s
assembly business and Beta continued the steel engineering activities of Zeus. Thus both
companies focused on their own special competencies. Luca illustrates this as follows:
“Acquisition of Zeus can be seen as one key event in Beta’s history”. Embedded in this
deal was a co-operational element since, in addition to matching manufacturing
processes, Zeus’s administration was the subtenant of Beta on their premises.
At the beginning of the 1990s Beta started to export its products and their share of
export revenues started to grow steadily. The annual revenue of Beta grew from ten to
fifteen million Euros during the 1990s. In addition to this, in the mid-1990s, Beta and
Alpha joined forces and invested in a tube coating plant. Luca illuminates the acquisition
in the following way: “The formation of Zeta and the establishment of a pipe coating
factory with Alpha can be described as key events of the relationship“. At the end of the
1990s the construction and tube coating business were legally separated from Beta, and
Beta pipes was established in order to continue with the business. Beta has focused on
metal engineering through the acquisition of Epsilon, and therefore, as part of the
strategy, the construction business has suffered a bit.
While organizing its business, Beta acquired the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) certificates and other certificates provided by other standardization
institutions. As CEO of Beta, Robert relates that “We have organized our activities so that
we can make offshore solutions directly to end-customers. Due to this we have needed
quality systems and different certificates”. These certificates have partially enabled
business to be conducted with different business parties domestically and overseas.
Robert continues: “With the help of the certificates and standards we have built our
activities so that we can offer a competitive solution to the customer”. Later, at the end of
the 1990s the company Zeta was established to deliver hardened steel to Alpha, and this
was seen as another key event besides the common acquisition of a pipe coating
company.
To summarize, by focusing on core business, i.e. metal engineering, Beta has survived
and kept a steady growth rate. Beta workshop left the construction business and pipe
business to separate sub-units, and together with other arrangements it has increased its
revenue and the number of people employed from the 1990s to the 2000s. The parent
company Beta currently employs more than 200 people and its revenue is almost 20
million euros. The amount of revenue, workshop space available (20,000 m2) and
specialized machines and equipment make it one of the biggest custom engineering
companies in Finland. Beta’s key areas are mixed welding and metal engineering based
on customer orders: even separate components like off-shore elements and drawings are
provided. The company places special emphasis on heavy metal objects such as
components, machinery, and equipment for the steel, paper, and wood industries.
The general development path of Beta can be described as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

HPAC services development
Boom period for HPAC services
Construction and steel manufacturing business initiated
Mergers and acquisitions enabling further growth
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5. Internationalization
6. Specialized customer-focused steel engineering workshop
The first case of this dissertation focuses on the Alpha-Beta business relationship where a
Beta workshop is one of the active parties. For the most part, this first case concentrates
on steel products, steel mill services, and investment projects needed by Alpha that were
then subcontracted to Beta. Other organizational and strategic business units are
described if necessary. Each of the sub-units is composed of departments, functions,
groups, even teams, and these are discussed when necessary.

6.1.3 The focal net of the Alpha-Beta business relationship
The focal business net is defined as consisting of actors with whom the Alpha-Beta
parties have direct or indirect relationships (Aldrich & Whetten 1981, Anderson et al.
1994). The focal business relationship is formed between Alpha and Beta. The network
horizon identifies how wide an actor’s view of the network is (Alajoutsijärvi et al. 1999).
Figure 18 depicts the focal net of the Alpha-Beta relationship.
Network horizon

Alpha
Beta

Focal business relationship

Actors

Focal business net

Weak tie
Normal tie
Strong tie

Fig. 18. The focal net of the Alpha-Beta business relationship.

Figure 18 provides an illustration of some of the important actors that are connected with,
and have an impact on, the focal business relationship studied. The focal business
relationship impacts upon the focal net as well as the macro environment. It can be seen
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that some of the financial, technical, social, legal, administrative and knowledge-related
ties are stronger than others.
At first glance, Alpha has strong ties with existing raw material providers including
iron concentrate, coke and chalkstone producers, and coal providers in Russia, Poland,
and the US. The scrap metal collectors and electricity suppliers are also important
resource providers. These materials are used in different stages: in blast furnaces,
converters or in casting. Steel making is a continuous process, and thus it is important to
maintain close business relationships with these parties or guarantee access to these
resources. Alpha has strong ties with the most important key customers: the transport and
shipbuilding industry, traders, workshops, institutes of welding standards, and various
other players within the construction industry. These are all included in the focal net of
Alpha. Workshops provide various services including flame-cutting into shapes, beveling,
welding, mechanization, sheet components, planning, and quality assurance services to
Alpha.
The third strong tie depicted in Figure 18 exists between Alpha and its competitors.
There are many competitors in the steel plate area and fewer in the specialized steel
sector. It should also be noted that Alpha has specialized employees profiling both
competitors and customers
A fourth strong tie, in addition to the focal business relationship, exists between Alpha
and R&D institutions, including universities and other research laboratories. These
provide metallurgic know-how and resources for R&D and business development
projects.
A fifth tie, the focal business relationship, depicts all the continuous subcontracting
projects that Alpha currently has with Beta. Altogether, the five strong ties depicted in
Figure 18 provide the basis to understanding the focal net of Alpha. To summarize, strong
ties are formed with customers, R&D resources, competitors, raw material producers and
important subcontractors.
Wholesalers, retailers, and other distributors are excluded from Figure 18 since Alpha
distributes a large amount of steel independently; however, this is not of focal importance
to this dissertation. This is the business logic in the steel industry (see e.g. Hämäläinen
2003). The distribution channels for the steel are illustrated in Appendix 1. These
channels as part of a focal net could be labeled weak or normal ties that exist between
Alpha and spot contracting parties, banks and other financial institutions, insurance
companies, and investors. Moreover, Alpha has a keen focus on the development of steel
substitute, i.e. wood and plastic material usage.
Beta has strong ties with smaller workshops that provide extra processing capacity, as
well as with important customers in the shipbuilding, pulp and paper, and forest industry.
Moreover, Beta has strong ties, i.e. lots of communication and adaptations, with the main
MRO (maintenance, repair, and operations) suppliers. Normal or weak ties exist between
local schools that provide educated employees as well as electricity providers, banks,
other financial institutions, insurance companies, and governmental agencies that provide
R&D funding. Of course, Beta has strong ties with raw material suppliers and the
customer Alpha. Robert describes this tie as follows: ”Almost 50 per cent of steel is
bought directly from Alpha” There are at least two other sources of steel, so Beta is not
solely dependent on steel provided by Alpha. The network horizon depicts actors that
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have an indirect, unknown impact on the business net. These include small Finnish
workshops and foreign competitors.
Nonetheless, the focal business net has an impact on the focal relationship in many
ways and the relationship has an impact on the whole network. For example, if Alpha has
a business relationship with subcontractor Bemax and a technology is developed in that
relationship that helps to produce steel elements faster than before and reduce
administrative costs, this knowledge is passed on to other subcontractors since it is in
Alpha’s interest to have a competitive steel network around it. Moreover, if in its
relationship with Beta, something innovative like a new way of organizing information is
developed, that change is transmitted to other important, strong-tie actors. In a sense
those actors in a network are connected and changes are transmitted, but the amount of
change transmitted varies case by case.
To summarize, both companies in the relationship have other parties that are closely or
weakly tied to the focal parties. The changes are on some occasions transmitted, or not
(see e.g. Halinen et al. 1999). When steel or refined steel is sold to customers the
activities undertaken by the parties of the net are different in each offering. However,
steel processing and the steps required to make the steel are still the same. After the steel
is produced, various parties or only Alpha are needed to refine the steel to get the shape
and the functions needed to create a competitive offering. Therefore, there are many
actors and activity groups within the net of Alpha that are motivated and activated when
different offerings are sold or developed. Now that descriptions of both parties’ business
relationships and focal nets have been discussed, the author moves on to the description
and analysis of the Alpha-Beta business relationship.

6.2 The impact of digitalization on the structure of the Alpha-Beta
business relationship
This section describes the structure of the Alpha-Beta business relationship and it also
illustrates how its structure has been impacted by digitalization. The change of structure
from the 1960s to 2000s is described with special emphasis on the digitalization
development within the business relationship. The changes of structure have been divided
into three distinct periods, 1960-1980s, 1990s-2000, and present and future period.
During these time intervals the changes brought on by digitalization are described.

6.2.1 The change of structure from 1960s to 1980s
The characteristics of business relationship structure employed here are: continuity,
complexity, symmetry, informality, and digital infrastructure. The business relationship to
be studied has lasted over 30 years.
At first the key contact persons of the relationship were Beta’s co-owners John and
Diana, who together handled all business activities in relation to Alpha. Diana describes it
as follows: “Relationship was initiated in 1970 by the first HPAC deliveries, and later on
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by constructions”. During the first decade or so there were several repeat purchases of
HPAC installations which were followed by machine assembly services and steel
structures, but continuity was constantly being questioned by both parties.
Communication and exchange patterns were rather simple and the relationship was
asymmetric, since Alpha was in a commanding position due to its role as a large buyer of
subcontracting services. Machine assembly services were, at that time, a large part of
Beta’s business and according to Matt, ”Clearly, Alpha had to alter its procurement style
when Beta divested from the assembly business”. In addition, in the early days Alpha had
larger financial, knowledge, and other resources and thus the relationship can be
considered asymmetric. This means that Alpha controlled and commanded the
relationship. Communication and the way of doing business can be described as being
very informal. Luca describes this aspect in his interview in the following way:
”The main guidelines are in contracts but there are still many personal contracts
without a written contract, for example sometimes an order arrives later than or at
the same time when the products should be ready so many times your work is based
on personal contracts… it is based on trust”.
As the number of activities increased, Beta moved away from HPAC to steel
constructions and the number of people employed that were involved within the
relationship was amplified. Diana illuminates: ”Years went by when we had only one
offer accountant who was in contracts but later another one was hired; work supervisors
are now in contact with Alpha offer accountants and with sales”, and she continues: “The
same people have been interacting for a relatively long time”. Moreover, Alpha had more
people working on managing the procurement of steel constructs as well as other subassemblies. Thereby, the complexity increased in parallel to continuity during this period.
At that time Beta acquired a reputation that can be described as honest and hardworking. David describes activities with Beta in the following way: “The starting point
for activities with Beta has been that one can trust their word”. He continues in the
following section: “Another stepping stone besides trust has been professional and skilful
people in both the workshop as well as on the technical side”. Diana also pinpointed the
same aspects in her interview: ”I think Beta is considered to be a reliable, hard-working
and honest company whose activities you can trust in every way”- and she continues:
”Personal trust in every business relationship is very important”. David has been the key
person in the subcontracting and welding area for decades. He has daily contact with the
offer accountant of Beta, workshop managers, and Beta’s welding engineer. According to
David:
“You have to have key contact persons for each activity and you will have to select
people that can do the job. This goes both ways. You have to have trust for that
person. If this does not work we have to switch persons”.
As the number of activities grew so did the symmetry within the business relationship.
Beta acquired more customers and after that interdependence decreased compared to the
early days. There were several win-win episodes within the business relationship during
the time window described. Therefore, the relationship grew and satisfaction,
commitment, and trust were created. The relationship continued to be informal and within
the relationship, their word was their bond, so if something was promised, it was as good
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as a written contract. The social aspects were furthered by Robert who states that “Every
Christmas either we or Alpha treats everyone to dinner”. Thus, the relationship continued
to grow.
In the period from the 1960s to the 1980s Diana organized administrative routines, i.e.
billing, making offers, bookkeeping, and salaries, with some help from her assistants.
John was more active in the “real” work of making and doing things for the customer. He
could be described as a handyman, with multiple skills from welding to industrial
engineering capabilities. John was in frequent personal contact with many operative-level
colleagues on Alpha’s side, including David and some purchasing managers. Diana
described John’s activities as follows: ”John was at Alpha’s facilities all the time and he
was in contact with work supervisors, buyers and sellers who are constantly negotiating”.
Diana’s communications were mainly completed using mail, phone, and fax traffic,
but also some plant visits were included. These early years built up the trust and social
contacts between the parties. As Diana indicated, ”It is nice to know with whom you are
doing business with”. It could be said later on that it was at that time that the
accumulation of common understanding and bonds were initiated.
According to Chuck, a retiree from Alpha, in March 1966 Alpha’s central office
acquired an IBM 360 series computer which at that time had a huge 64,000 bytes of
central memory. They rented machine time and made the first bookkeeping programs
within the same month. At the same time, real-time operation control systems were not
seen as feasible solutions and Alpha focused on internal administrative systems in the
area of information technology development. In the 1960s Alpha used a punch card
system and employees traveled from the plant to Helsinki by railway to punch the cards
needed by the computer. Later, Alpha acquired its own key puncher, and in 1968 they
acquired the first computer for the mill area. Chuck’s discussion is adapted from an
internal magazine and his name has been changed.
The period from the 1960s to the 1980s can be described from the digital
infrastructure perspective as a time of learning about information technology and also a
time when the internal information technology department was established. Alpha
focused on the internal digital infrastructure, and only a few inter-organizational
information systems were at the planning stage. Dennis illustrates this period in the
following way: “In the 1980s Alpha steel mill was at the forefront of IT development
especially in the production area and later in system integration”. Lennart discusses this
in a similar vein: “In the 1980s the steel mill started to use IBM mainframe systems
whose main goal was to reduce lead-times and increase delivery reliability”. But, “When
we in Alpha have different systems it increases the need for integration and
maintenance”, highlights Lennart.
In addition, there have been some problems as suggested in the interview with David:
“If our information systems in individual mills and between mills are not working
properly, how could they be working with our suppliers?” Another important
development in the digital infrastructure was e-mail, which was introduced at Alpha in
1988. At first it seemed, and later the fact emerged, that the electronic message system
partly replaced internal mail and telephone usage.
With fewer resources, Beta has invested some resources to build up the digital
infrastructure, but it was still interested in increasing and maintaining current business
with Alpha through other means of business. Diana describes Beta’s attitude toward new
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technology as follows: “We are not abruptly jumping into new systems. We think very
carefully about whether it is suitable and whether there will be benefits”. Still, Luca states
that Beta was, at that time, described as being at the forefront of information technology
adoption in workshop activities. He said, “The old system was Unix-based and dated to
1980, and in practice you can receive a lot of load situation information and work orders
from that system which you then manually transfer into other systems to get a more
accurate picture”, and he continues that “For offer accountants we built some assisting
software based on Access, but still all we have today is scattered pieces”. All in all, the
development of relationship-specific digital infrastructure was at a minimum level, but
some of the internal digital infrastructure developed by Alpha could have been used to
align business relationship processes. However, EDI and other similar connections are
rather expensive, and in order to be profitable they require a high volume of exchange
and this was not the case in the Alpha-Beta business relationship. The elements in Figure
19 represent the structural elements in the early structure of the Alpha-Beta business
relationship.
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Beta
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John

Frequent communication

Diana

Non-routine

Balance of
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Fig. 19. Early structure of the Alpha-Beta business relationship.

Figure 19 illustrates and summarizes the emergence of structural elements within AlphaBeta business relationships. It can be seen that the digital infrastructure has not yet
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developed and that the business relationship is asymmetric in nature, as Alpha’s
purchases are important and create a dependence relationship between Alpha and Beta.

6.2.2 The change of structure from 1990s to 2000
When the amount and quality of activities, i.e. orders, bills, and core offerings exchanged
increased, more people were involved in the daily activities and management of the
Alpha-Beta relationship, and the complexity of the relationship increased.
From the 1990s to 2000 there were about ten people involved in the relationship
compared to six in the earlier period. As Matt indicates, ”Today there are over ten people,
at many organizational levels and backgrounds, involved in the business relationship with
Alpha”. Robert makes an even bigger claim by stating that ”All in all 20 people are
interacting almost every day or at least once per week”. Robert points out an interesting
structural aspect of the business relationship as follows:
”I have divided Alpha into sections; the first one is investments into machines and
equipment employed by Alpha, we are involved in those. The second is machine
and equipment maintenance services and we have even hired a clerical employee
for this job; the third that may be the most important section are the steel
refinement activities”.
This means that there are three strategic interaction levels within the business
relationship. However, the people who are involved are almost same. During that time,
business activities shifted partly from subcontracting toward maintenance and offshore
projects.
It became clear during the period studied that Alpha and Beta would be doing business
together in the near future, but the issue of volume was unclear. Orders to Beta and the
amount of maintenance or investment projects were directly dependent on price
fluctuations as well as indirectly influenced by local workshop order books. As Luca
indicates:
“Price changes are based on market situations; if there is free capacity in the market
then prices are adjusted in price negotiations. But also the other way around: if
Alpha has a product that is further processed in our facilities and it is difficult to
sell then we negotiate prices again”.
Continuity was guaranteed by the first formal long-term contracts with some of the
maintenance operations. Luca continues: “In recent years we have made long-term
contracts and we have started to get a little bit familiar”. In addition, Beta was considered
as the first option in many investment and subcontracting projects. This was partly
because Beta has intensively kept on making activities even smoother, as Matt, specifies:
”It can be seen that Beta has extensively developed internal activities and thus it is also
competitive in the area of simple steel constructs in addition to larger ones”. According to
Matt, Beta also has many other qualities that prove that Beta is a competitive workshop,
as he states: “Beta has better capacity, flexible machinery, and good welding capabilities
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that differentiate it from other workshops”. Thus, it can be said that Beta has constantly
upgraded skills and capabilities in the area of welding and engineering.
Luckily, David has transferred important knowledge of welding documentation from
Alpha to Beta and thus facilitated positive development of Beta’s capabilities. Stephen
illustrates the importance of adequate welding specifications by stating, ”We can say that
offshore pipes without welding documentation are only worth a couple of Euros if
documentation is not handled well”. David’s role and tasks are illustrated in more detail
in next section.
Symmetry reached its peak during this period since both parties had equal resources
and moreover, the parties were not so heavily dependent on each other. According to
David, “Trust and skillful employees are the key in this business”, and in addition, “Lots
of things have been agreed on at a personal level and trust plays a key role”. Thus, one
cannot underestimate the role of trust and personal relationships when trying to grasp the
digitalization of business relationships. It was indicated in the interviews that as contracts
became formalized communication increased. Matt described it as follows: ”All contracts
are written but there might be rather informal contracts in some areas, and if there is no
contract but a verbal agreement, the contract is composed later”.
From the 1990s to 2000 both companies invested heavily in information technology
and many activities were digitalized and partially handled by computers. In the beginning
of the 1990s Alpha invested in direct connections with real-time access to key suppliers.
With the help of this system, Alpha could make order entries for resources directly in the
order systems, and selected customers could also check the delivery situation from the
direct link. Still, connections were not made with Beta since rich information not
structured information that is easily sent via direct digital links described earlier needed
to be transferred between Alpha and Beta. In Alpha, digital linking was first piloted with
Finnish partners and introduced a year later to key overseas actors through an IBM
network with the help of a 3rd party assisting in direct connections. Order and delivery
terms were provided digitally, which reduced the costs of interacting. Dennis describes
the order processing and order systems as follows:
“There are many ways sales offices process orders; some use fax and phone to send
orders to our sales people who process orders, while others make orders directly to
our order processing systems. We have six different order handling systems, and in
the future we should radically decrease the number of these systems”.
In the middle of the 1990s Alpha executed a large information technology update
throughout the group. Lennart illuminates EDI development as follows: “We have had
EDI connections with large volume customers for more than ten years now”, and
according to Dennis, “We have two types of EDI partners, direct connections and
Alilinker (pseudonym) based connections. The Alilinker is a company providing
intermediary services for different actors, e.g. small workshops or customers can use the
Alilinker interface to make orders”. Thus, Alpha saves time, reduces costs, and errors
since sales people are available for new sales as orders placed are handled automatically
by the system.
In addition, in the 1990s Alpha began to use EDI to complete customs clearance. The
antecedent for this was that Alpha acquired an EDI customer permit from Finnish
customs for which they had to illustrate that they had the information technology
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capabilities needed for custom message transmission and clearance decision printing.
These capabilities included a wide PC computer pool and feasible existing software: they
required that the backbone structure of the communication platform had already been
integrated. Moreover, disconnected local area networks (LAN) that integrate separate
personal computers together within subsidiary or strategic business unit (SBU) were
connected into one network. Thus, updates to the system and to individual machines are
easier and cheaper.
The Internet traffic and packages are carried over different communication networks
that converge over Alpha’s backbone and are then directed to subsidiaries and strategic
business units and areas. Digital communication within Alpha included e-mail, calendar,
bulletin board, discussion forums, and a document database for storage and retrieval of
shared documents. Furthermore, Alpha acquired its fourth videoconferencing space.
Many internal projects need both internal and external videoconferencing communication
capabilities to enhance information and knowledge streams and to point out changes in
plans even faster. Alpha saves time per employee, and travel costs including travel
benefits are decreased with the help of this form of communication. According to Dennis
and Lennart, the Internet was and is used to take orders, deliver customer order
documentation, track orders, communicate with third parties in the form of web sites, email, and of course, net meetings that are seen as a supplementary communication
channel.
Alpha’s corporate web page was developed and could be viewed by the public from
1995 onwards. At first, information was given about previous year’s figures, products,
news, unit brochures were presented and feedback forms were provided; however, the
entire Alpha group was responsible for the content while units were responsible for their
own areas. This created some problems at first. Nevertheless, internal research a year
later showed that neither web pages nor the Internet was utilized to its full potential.
Due to the fact that the information system structure was old, and thereby web pages
were rarely updated, managers decided to update and change the old information system
in a way that enabled easier update and management of web pages. After changing to
different system architecture the web pages were updated regularly and the information
given both in the Intranet Steel and Internet homepages was up-to-date and relevant.
At the end of the 1990s Alpha’s subsidiary invested in an ERP system and in other
organizational areas in knowledge management and business intelligence projects that
were initiated. These all contributed to positively perceived digitalization impacts. Thus it
can be said that Alpha acquired important capabilities for the approaching digital business
age. As the Internet and the Intranet benefits were realized Alpha invested in a more
secure and scalable communication infrastructure and connected various machines
through firewalls into their steel backbones. The Steel Intranet was perceived as a good
channel of information and communication and thus, it also precipitated the creation of a
common culture within Alpha.
In addition, the Intranet provides a variety of digitalized material for employees
including a telephone book, presentation material related to Alpha, reference lists,
material orders, an R&D collaboration environment, a flea market, links, search
possibilities, and internal news e.g. job offers. The Alpha’s Intranet helps to conduct
routine work faster and more easily, saving time that can be used for intensified sales and
marketing activities.
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The new digital backbone provides secure, executable and remote access possibilities.
For example, Alpha has invested heavily in telecommunication networks in order to
secure mill area information transmissions between R&D, production, sales,
administrative, and other units. The investment provides one way in and out of the mill
network, and speed and security are thereby guaranteed. This means that printers can be
shared within the units and Alpha reduces the costs of acquiring new printers. At first
glance the impact of the new economic gestalt can be seen in texts of internal corporate
magazines; at that time, they are quoted as follows:
“Transactions over the Internet are only the first phase of electronic commerce”
Alpha, E-business Manager.
“One obvious consequence is that customers and producers are moving closer to
each other and the distribution chain is renovated. It is also likely that middle layers
are going to disappear but when this will happen is hard to estimate at this point of
time” Alpha, Business Development Manager.
“The new technology will also provide better opportunities for customer service
and relationships. Thus, it strengthens the producer and customer value chain”
Alpha, Business Development Manager.
Clearly, the view was taken that existing relationships with value chain partners were
going to be kept traditional, although a small portion of relationships were reconsidered
as to whether they should be digitalized. As Alpha moved to the new millennium it
updated all its major systems and increased security by adding authorization procedures
and developing stronger encryptions. Alpha also advocated lighter versions of EDI
connections over the Internet, but those plans did not reach fruition.
Nevertheless, the amount of Internet-based communication increased during the
period from the end of the 1990s to beginning of 2000. The Internet, the Intranet, and the
Extranet were seen as important digital tools for business. Altogether, the idea was to
develop material purchasing, production, transportation, marketing, and sales as a single
front to communicate with existing and future customers and partners. The following
quote describes the period: “The role of information technology in all production process
stages has increased and will keep on increasing” (Alpha, corporate newsletter). Alpha
has also been continually updating its customer and supply chain management systems as
well as its business intelligence database where steel knowledge is collected.
Beta invested in hardware by adopting several new computers. Moreover, Beta
invested in CAD software which assisted in the drawing and planning of steel objects.
Software assisting in administrative routines, e.g. project management and work planning
software was also acquired according to Philip. The Internet connections were employed
and web pages were created. The use of other digital tools, however, was limited. Robert
stated the following: “…but with Alpha there was no point in doing that before we have
longer contracts, and Alpha has committed to the relationship”. Nonetheless, as Philip
indicates, ”We have made quite a thorough pre-examination about ERP investment; if we
had a new system we could have direct connections to the network and have our software
updated from there to our production machines”.
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In a nutshell, the preliminary digital infrastructure, i.e. computers, general software,
Internet connections and software packages, enabled faster and new activities, and the
management of those activities was adopted during this period. Formality of
communication increased due to the administrative systems and information technology
investments employed. Nonetheless, the external digital infrastructure within business
relationships was meagerly developed and adopted during the period. E-mail was used as
a form of communication between parties to submit texts and some images. In addition,
welding and burnout software was transferred between the parties over the Internet.
Dennis sees that ERP adoption and EDI connections can be seen as important
watersheds of this era. There were some problems in that period as Stephen illuminates:
”When the digital infrastructure was built, e.g. the production control system, we did not
take into account that subcontractors and customers have their own systems”. These
problems were taken care of as suggested by Lennart: “We are building additional layers
to integrate systems”.
All in all, the coordination and development of the relationship-specific infrastructure
was in its initial stages, and relationship-specific digital infrastructure was not actively
developed or adopted. There might be many reasons for this, such as perceived
asymmetry, lack of clear economical outcomes, personal problems, complexity of
implementation, and digital infrastructure incompatibilities in both software and
hardware. Figure 20 highlights the changes that have occurred from the 1980s in the
structure of the Alpha-Beta business relationship. Figure 20 presents the structural
elements of the mature business relationship between Alpha and Beta. The main idea of
Figure 20 is to illustrate the increase in the complexity and symmetry of the business
relationship.
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Fig. 20. Matured structure of the Alpha-Beta business relationship.

6.2.3 The present structure of the Alpha-Beta business relationship
The studied business relationship has matured during the period and the volume of
exchange has decreased slightly. Matt describes changes in volume in the following way:
”Currently Alpha acquires 10 to 15 per cent of all engineered works from Beta”. Still,
both Alpha and Beta perceive the future positively, as Matt continues: ”Beta could be
described as one of the major workshops providing engineering services for Alpha”.
Moreover, new long-term contracts were developed and actors were part of the
development project aiming at better management of information with the help of
intelligent agents. Matt discusses this as follows: “Today the relationship with Beta is
somewhat different since we have composed long-term service contracts in specific
areas” and Luca continues in a similar tone: “I strongly believe that we will have more
long-term contracts in the near future”
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The complexity of the relationship has increased due to the fact that there were personnel
and organizational changes in Alpha. Lennart describes a situation which impacted
heavily on the whole business relationship: ”Alpha is going through the biggest change in
its history”, the business model and organizational structure are both changing partly due
to digitalization of the business environment. Based on this new vision, i.e. guidelines,
”We have started to build a united Alpha” Lennart states. David sees changes in a
different way: “Organizational changes have brought some difficulties into this work”. In
addition, he comments briefly: “If workshops changed their organizational structure in
the same way as we have done, this work would be impossible to carry on”. This
indicates that some changes might have been too quick. Matt describes the changes in the
following way: ”There are relatively strong bonds between our people and the people
from Beta, but there has been some sort of re-allocation of people”. Later he comments
that “Overall, Alpha’s organizational structure has changed heavily and thus strong bonds
are rare”. David has a similar view, that there are both strong and weak bonds: “The
business relationship is characterized by hard work and relationships are maintained on
various levels as we maintain the relationship in our free time too. Sometimes we dine
together and have sauna”. Thereby, social bonds must be re-created, and on some
occasions the old way of doing business could not remain as it was. New people followed
fresh rules and thus conflicts arose and were later solved. However, Matt points out that
“I have not seen any real conflicts within the Alpha-Beta business relationship”. David
makes an even stronger statement:
“When there are problems we do it together and ponder how to go about it, and we
don’t ask how much it costs but how to move forward. We both trust each other
and, if needed, we will share the costs”.
The globalization of business and the fact that large companies are moving their
subcontracts to countries with cheaper labor and unbalanced symmetry caused a slight
fear in Beta. However, as Beta acquired new customers the dependency on Alpha has
decreased slightly. Robert has noticed this and he states, ”Alpha’s contracting style has
changed, this has something to do with outsourcing strategies”. Nevertheless, the focus is
on the future and the strengthening of the relationship with Alpha. Robert highlights: “I
personally think that we are going to make Alpha even more important to us”.
Informality of business relationship remained the same as new actors were introduced
to the relationship, which increased informality, but this was balanced by digitalization of
information and business. It can be seen that the number of electronic business and
commerce-related articles published in Alpha’s internal magazines has increased from
2000 onwards. Officially, electronic business was started within the whole of Alpha in the
year 2000. Here are a few citations illustrating this point:
“The challenge for the new millennium is the arrival of electronic commerce in the
steel business” Alpha, corporate magazine.
“Still, someone has to handle and deliver steel products to customers regardless of
the technology by which the deal was closed” Alpha, E-business Manager and
Business Development Manager.
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”When an order arrives in electronic format, it can be automatically added to the
production and stock systems, and the order starts to be processed immediately”
Alpha, senior vice president.
“Producers will benefit from trading exchanges by being able to continuously
monitor demand more closely and then estimate how they can respond. Business
operations will certainly be working at a faster pace as supply chains shorten”
Alpha, senior vice president.
”…e-business is something separate but an integral part of Alpha’s business
strategy” Alpha, vice president of E-Business.
“IT covers the whole enterprise from buy side to sell side” Lennart.
It is pertinent that while technology is presented as the savior of all business, Alpha sees
that it is not only technology, but common sense that will help to conduct customerfocused, profitable business. Dennis pinpoints this during the interview by stating that
“We employ technological solutions that are feasible to our customers and partners”.
Similarly, Lennart illustrates the same aspect: “We have a wide selection of technologies
to be employed and it all depends on the customers or partners”. Thus, technology
enhances existing activities and makes the development of new offerings and activities
faster and cheaper. It could be summarized that information technology is like a fire; it is
a good servant but a poor master. The following quotation acknowledges the importance
of the topic of digitalized business relationships in the Alpha corporation:
“Alpha actively develops electronic trade focusing on bilateral trade where
applications are Extranet style, and lean on modern technology are employed”
Alpha, senior executive vice president.
In this context bilateral trade refers to closed trade between two companies within a
limited customer group. The activities provided include different value added services,
tailor-made solutions, and information system integration between parties. Some of
Alpha’s subsidiaries have developed market-context-sensitive electronic commerce
systems that are feasible for business-to-consumer electronic commerce, while other
subsidiaries and the parent company have co-operatively developed business-to-business
electronic marketplace systems. The idea of that one pilot was to integrate the demand
and supply of the construction industry. However, as Lennart illuminates: “Emarketplaces have not blown markets”. This means that electronic marketplaces have not
changed the main way the steel business is currently being operated.
A recent situation is described by Dennis as follows: “We have three different
electronic marketplaces or communities for wholesale and other business areas”. EAlpha, the most important one of them, is a result of heavy system integration; as Dennis
describes, “Altogether 20 systems including customer relationship management, order
processing, delivery, and many other systems are integrated to provide the information
needed by our clients in our electronic marketplace”. For example, order tracking is
possible, e.g. to see whether an order is in production, shipping, or fully delivered.
Customers can use their own order codes to track orders, and documents of orders are
also available in digital form. The marketplace has taken this a step further since, as
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Dennis illustrates, “We are currently developing our system so that we can integrate
offer-making into our electronic marketplace”. E-Alpha has a public section providing
company- and offering-related information “…that has over 3,000 visitors per month”
and a closed section “…that has over 140 customer companies and over 700 people are
using it”, according to Dennis. In addition to the large volume of users, E-Alpha handles
over 1,500 customer connections per month, providing valuable help for sales people and
customers.
However, some of the electronic marketplaces were later abandoned and Alpha moved
to the Extranet solutions and E-Alpha with key partners. Besides the Extranet, Alpha has
increasingly shifted towards the Internet-based EDI, which is cheaper and more flexible
than traditional EDI. Dennis describes external connections as follows: “Our procedure
with external connections, including customers, is simple, it must be simple, automatic
and systematic like EDI and we must get rid of all manual handling of information“.
Thus, Alpha can reach more customers and suppliers since connections are cheaper and
other contact costs are reduced, which of course increases productivity and efficiency.
Within these new systems, i.e. the Extranet, customers can input and follow up order
information, send messages, see information about previously ordered products and their
current status, check the amount of products in departure stock, and see the estimated
departure dates. The person who handles the sales order receives complete information on
her display and only checks the time and price of offerings sold. In domestic markets,
over 50 per cent of time is saved since entries are digital. There are no mistakes caused
by bad fax quality or other noise factors. The sales person can send a tentative order
confirmation to a customer’s printer. Customer service is thus faster and an immediate
response with order time and prices is possible. Moreover, in the same Extranet
environment Alpha and other parties can exchange other delivery-related facts such as
certificates, education material, and planning instructions as they are more easily and
quickly processed than they would be in a physical environment.
Alpha has realized that the benefits from digital business come partly from selling and
buying digitally, but also from making internal activities smoother and more productive.
Internal digitalization within an organization offers huge potential as has been pointed out
by Dertouzos (see e.g. Dertouzos 1997, 2001). The following quotation from an interview
with Dennis illustrates this: “We are at a critical point since we cannot handle business on
paper anymore, so we need to think which solution is light enough and easiest for Beta
and us”. In addition, “If it is manual, our sales force uses expensive time for checking
arriving orders, but when it is automatic it is hassle-free”. Dennis goes a step further and
states that “I see great potential for eliminating all internal order-bill processing since we
are all one company”. This means that all order-bill processing must be digital, not only
with external parties but also with subsidiaries. Currently, “About 20 per cent of orders
are digital, included are internal orders from sales offices”, according to Dennis.
Nonetheless, there have been opposing views on the intensity and depth of digital tool
adoption as Matt illustrates: ”Actually we have adopted e-business slower than it was
expected a couple of years ago, not all our partners are capable of using it and that was
the opposite of what we expected”.
Almost all the people interviewed pointed out that in the future, a common
infrastructure for digital tools will be needed before systems can be made more
compatible. This is illuminated by David: “If it was only like an electric socket we could
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plug in one workshop and exchange information, and plug in another and exchange
information, but then there would have to be standardized sockets”. This would also be
useful for drawing activities; Matt commented that ”Today our customers and their
customers have all different systems and drawings and so do we and Beta, thus it is hard
to handle various drawing, as well as other systems and file formats”. Suggestions for
improvement were given by many informants; here is a list of Matt’s ideas:
”At the moment drawings could be transmitted digitally and we could save postal
and other costs”.
”In the near future it must be made simpler. The production tracking, development
of load situation, work in progress conditions, and if possible we should be able to
have connections to key partners to see their past and current activities”.
”In a couple of years certain key workshops should have the ability to manipulate
and retrieve information effectively; also, our drawings should be in CAD format”.
Additionally, intelligent agents are pinpointed as solutions to information management
problems within a dispersed business network. In that system every company has their
own user agent, e.g. Agent Alpha that has a connection with Alpha’s internal system and
the whole agent-network database. The agent can retrieve and display routine data
quickly and without errors. Capacity management and other customer relevant
information can be easily retrieved and displayed. Of course, only information agreed
upon is shown, while some areas might be restricted and access limited. For example,
competitors could not see each other’s capacity information. Luca has another area in
mind in which intelligent agents can be employed; he illustrates that “Alpha is only one
party in which agents can be used. Our own subcontracting network could also be
managed with the help of agents”. However, Luca points out that the “Intelligent agent
project has been a little disappointing”, so there are improvements to be made in this
area.
Alpha is also planning to adopt Radio Frequency Identification (RFID or e-tagging) in
order to dynamically manage raw material, semi-finished and finished product
inventories and information in real time. Nonetheless, there exist some problems with
RFID since some e-tags cannot always be read by a scanner, which causes more
problems, but in a few years error rates will decrease as the technology matures. The
information on tags can be changed dynamically and the movement of inventory can be
checked in real time; the history of product movements is also available. The basic idea is
to know what is in the inventory, reduce floor space, and altogether improve material
flow and tracking.
In a nutshell, during the studied period Alpha has intensively adopted digital
infrastructures throughout the organization and integrated several systems systematically
to make them compatible and scalable. However, Beta has neither acquired nor adopted
ERP, the Intranet or the Extranet systems to manage its resources more effectively. Philip
identifies the issues that need to be tackled before implementing ERP system as follows:
”ERP investment is a necessity if we are developing our activities; however, the width
and depth of adoption can be discussed, as can whether we take all pieces including
finance and other administration or just production management”. It seems that adoption
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of the Intranet is being considered to some extent: “The Intranet could be a very effective
information delivery channel”, as Robert illustrates.
Nevertheless, relationship-specific digital infrastructure investments are not currently
being made in the relationship with Alpha. One reason for this according Robert is that
“We should make a tighter relationship so that we can make bigger decisions”. This
means more long-term contracts for longer periods.
Beta is planning to acquire a corporate-wide ERP software system that may help in the
production and management of its resources. Beta has done intensive background work
regarding an ERP system, e.g. the proper employees are being sought and calls for system
bids are placed, but the project has been on hold for some time. Philip elaborates on ERP
issues as follows: ”The ERP system could provide a window for customers to see in
which phase the order is, we could preset landmarks and notify which landmark is passed
by e-mail; or course there is certain limit to what information is given and what is not”.
Moreover, in collaboration with Alpha, Beta is planning to use intelligent agents to
manage production information in order to produce better forecasts for Alpha and their
customers.
Robert describes what could be improved by ERP as follows: “We could also build a
system like the Zeta system with which Alpha could type in orders directly to our system
and then at some point it comes out of the system as a bill”. “Luca’s ideas run parallel to
Robert’s: “If you think of communication, what we should digitalize more are shared
connections, and of course we should sit down and think about how we are developing
our common activities”. Luca also looks into the procurement side to increase
productivity: “We could have the capability to follow in Alpha’s system which phase our
steel plate is in at the moment”. Robert continues with internal improvements on building
digital infrastructure as follows: “It would also be nice to transfer all drawings digitally if
Alpha had a database for drawings”. Furthermore, Philip has been involved in ERP
planning and illuminates this as follows:
“Information would be received quickly and would be transparent to everybody. We
would have information about the current status of projects and other work, realtime information. There are jobs that take half a day and others that take half a year,
and management of those would be a lot easier. If an inquiry comes from Alpha
about a project which requires burnout, edging and welding we could check if we
have those available and say that you will have it by Tuesday. A real-time solution
would improve decision-making because we have information in our heads and it
takes time to find that information by phone or by asking, but checking from the
computer will help, which would result in faster delivery times and cycles”.
According to Philip, this is because ”From the computer I can see weekly information, at
least if it is delivered to the customer, but daily information is absent”. He continues,
”Basically, if we want to know what is the burnout load situation at end of the week I
must go to the work supervisor and ask if there is free capacity or not”.
To summarize this section, Alpha’s digital infrastructure provides quick, accurate,
executable information to sales, quality assurance, R&D, production, after sales service,
and marketing. This information can range from steel business news to steel standards
and product information. The period from 2000 onwards strengthened the position of
digital infrastructure and thereby decreased the complexity existing within the business
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relationship, which in turn increased the formality of activities. In short, Alpha has
developed a wide knowledge base of different digital commerce systems and can be
regarded as a more resourceful actor in the business relationship between Alpha and Beta.
Beta acquired additional skills in the area of digital tools; however, large-scale adoption
is dependent on timing resources. Alpha is an earlier adopter of digital tools while Beta,
partly due to its size and resources, is a laggard. Considering Beta’s resources, this is the
right decision. Figure 21 draws together the current structure of the Alpha-Beta business
relationship.
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Alpha employees

Diana

Frequent communication

Philip

Non-routine communication
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Digital infrastructure i.e. use of

Robert

E-mail and the Internet to conduct
business activities
Balance of symmetry

Fig. 21. Current structure of the Alpha-Beta focal business relationship.

Figure 21 shows the ten people actively involved in the business relationship. John has
stepped aside, but Diana is still involved in administrative issues. As time passes, her
daughter will step into her shoes and continue the family business. The triangles in Figure
21 are almost even, i.e. symmetry is almost reached. Robert is taking care of John’s tasks
while Luca is actively involved in the creation and maintenance of the digital
infrastructure. Diana describes this very nicely: ”Robert has gained a similar level of trust
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as John had previously”. It seems that the share of the digital infrastructure and digital
communications will be increased as the right solutions for ERP and external connections
are found. Robert elaborates on this topic as follows: “We are trying to get the systems to
mingle”. Table 7 draws together the structural changes that have occurred during the
Alpha-Beta business relationship, and provides a summary of this section.
Table 7. Key changes in the structure of the Alpha-Beta business relationship from the
1960s until today.
Time

Characteristics of

Alpha-Beta business relationship structure

structure
1960-

Continuity

At first there was high uncertainty about continuity. After getting familiar

Complexity

Communication and exchange was rather simple at first. Only John and

with each other it was viewed more positively.
Diana were actively involved in the relationship from Beta’s side.
Symmetry

The relationship was rather asymmetric in the early stages.

Informality

Relationship was very concrete and visible to all parties.

Digital infrastructure

First steps in the development of the internal digital infrastructure were

Continuity

Growth and continuity was reached through successful acts and events that

taken by Alpha when they acquired the first mainframe computers.
1970-

created the first sediments of positive mutual history.
Complexity

As the relationship matured the complexity increased somewhat, since
more activities were handled and the amount of people involved from
Alpha’s side increased.

Symmetry

Increased as both Beta and Alpha acquired customers and new business
areas were focused on. Beta was more independent than before.

Informality

The relationship can be described as being more formal than in the

Digital infrastructure

Internal digital infrastructure was further developed in both companies and

Continuity

Trust and social bonds were amplified and the relationship reached

previous era, but written contracts were uncommon.
new computers and software were acquired.
1980-

maturity stage.
Complexity

Decreased as the people involved grew closer and administrative activities
became routine and expectations were met.

Symmetry

Beta became more resourceful after they acquired Epsilon.

Informality

Formality increased as the digital infrastructure was developed further.

Digital infrastructure

Alpha started to use e-mail for internal communication. Automation and
process control, i.e. measures, quality and time management was a central
focus. The internal digital infrastructure of Alpha was partly integrated.
Beta took its first steps in investing in computers and proper software.
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Table 7. (Continued)
Time

Characteristics of

Alpha-Beta business relationship structure

structure
1990-

Continuity

First long-term contracts were created and some parts of business
relationship exchange were secured for some time. The future was
perceived as very bright by both parties and the pipe-coating factory was
acquired together.

Complexity

Decreased even further as personal relations matured, routines emerged,
and combinations of acts were familiar.

Symmetry

Increased even further as Beta acquired new customers, new activities, and
gained a stronger financial position.

Informality

Suffered as written contracts were introduced; however, strong personal
bonds nurtured the relationship.

Digital infrastructure

As Alpha acquired digitalization skills and resources with various
experiments, Beta remained more “passive” towards digital tools. Beta
acquired work planning software, CAD programs, and project management
software. Alpha opened its Internet pages and developed the Intranet.
MRP/ERP systems managing material, inventories and logistics were
introduced. CRM systems helped to improve customer service at Alpha.
Electronic marketplaces were introduced as an exchange mechanism, but
Alpha moved to bilateral Extranet- and EDI-based trade. Beta acquired
more computers and software.

2000–

Continuity

Reached its peak as the relationship had continued for over 35 years. More
formal written contracts were drafted on maintenance services and a
contract was drafted on steel hardening, i.e. Zeta was established.

Complexity

Increased as new people and new tasks were introduced to relationships.

Symmetry

The relationship is more symmetric than ever before. Both parties have

Expectations weakened and some conflicts arose.
equal resources and both parties are willingly dependent on each other.
Informality

Decreased as the digital infrastructure developed and formal contracts were
gaining popularity.

Digital infrastructure

Beta acquired digital tools including the Internet and web pages that can be
described as more informational than transactional. The future of new
structural element seems to be perceived positively and future plans exist
to develop it even further. These include ERP adoption by Beta and
development of intelligent agent systems together with Alpha.

Table 7 illustrates and summarizes how the structure of the business relationship has
evolved from the 1960s until today and how the digital infrastructure started to emerge
from the 1990s. The future will show how intensively this platform is adopted for
commerce, communication, research and development as well as other collaborative
activities. Table 8 focuses more closely on the development of the digital infrastructure
within the Alpha-Beta business relationship.
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Table 8. Digital infrastructure development within the Alpha-Beta business relationship
Time

1965–
1970

1971–
1980

1981–
1985

Alpha

Internal

External with other
parties

IBM 360
(E.g. for
bookkeeping).
Punch card
system. First
mill computer
acquired.
Internal IT
department
project initiated
and established.
IBM
Mainframes.

-

-

-

-

-

Direct connections with
real-time connections to
key suppliers planned.
Direct connections with
real time connections to
key suppliers established.

-

-

-

Unix based
system
developed.
New computers
acquired. CAD
software
acquired.
Internet
connections
established.

E-mail used for
communication.
The Internet is
employed for
welding and
burnout software
transmission.

Web sites
were created.
E-mail used
for the first
time for
communicatio
n.

1986–
1990

E-mail.

1991–
1995

Internet
connections
established.

1996–
2000

ERP system
investments
planned and
later adopted.
Intranet
activities were
planned and
later adopted.
RFID and
intelligent
agents are in
planning phase.

2001–
2004

Beta

Alpha-Beta
business
relationship
External with
relationship
partner
-

IBM network employed
for overseas connections
and EDI for custom
clearance. Direct
connections with EDI and
some Alilinker-based
mediated connections.
Videoconferencing. Web
sites developed and
opened for the public.
The Extranet planned and
adopted. Electronic
marketplaces planned and
adopted with key actors to
mediate transactions.
New videoconferencing
rooms established.

External with
other parties

Internal

-

-

-

Other digital
bonds are in
planning phase,
including possible
ERP/Extranet
connections.
Intelligent agent
project is initiated.

The Intranet
and ERP
adoption is in
planning phase.
Implementation phase is
waiting.
Updates to
computers and
software are in
planning phase.

Table 8 depicts the emergence of the digital infrastructure. The italics in Table 8 show
projects that are in the planning phase but have not yet matured. It illuminates that the
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common digital infrastructure is in the initial stages, but projects in the planning phase
show that digitalization might be furthered in the relationship.
To summarize the section, at first only HPAC services were offered by Beta, but they
quickly moved into workshop services and only a few people were involved. Then
maintenance services as well as investment projects involving an increased number of
people amplified the complexity of the relationship. Still, as compared to other
international business relationships, the relationship is rather simple. The informality of
the business relationship reached its highest peak, but it can be seen as turning into a
more formal one. Alpha first acquired internal digital infrastructure elements and later
integrated these into an e-mail capable system. Then they introduced various process
automation software as well as ERP, CRM, and SCM systems. Alpha learned a lot partly
due to its internal information technology unit. Beta took a more passive stance and only
invested in vital digital tools. At the moment there is no system integration between the
parties, but digitalization will be initiated with internal digital platform development.
This section introduced the structure of the Alpha-Beta business relationship and
elaborated on how digitalization impacted on this. It can be seen that overall the effects of
digitalization were relatively minor, but more importantly, the antecedents for
digitalization were clearly present. Personal trust, organizational commitment, and
healthy social interaction provided a solid ground for business relationship digitalization.
Moreover, the exchange of steel solutions was information-rich and thus the digital
infrastructure is needed, but it had not yet fully materialized in the relationship studied
due to the complex nature of steel subcontracting.

6.3 The impact of digitalization on the processes within the AlphaBeta business relationship
This section illuminates the impact of digitalization on the processes within the AlphaBeta business relationship. The business relationship’s processual characteristics
described here are: adaptation, cooperation and conflict, social interaction, routinization,
and a highlighted additional feature identified from the literature, digital communication.
The changes in processes have been divided into three distinct periods: 1960s to the
1980s, the 1990s to the 2000, and current and future periods. A similar division of time
was employed when pinpointing the structural changes. The changes brought about by
digitalization during those time intervals are elaborated on.

6.3.1 The change of processes from 1960s to 1980s
In the beginning of the business relationship adaptations were unilateral based on
changes in Beta. At first Alpha procured HPAC services from them. Then Beta realized
that in addition to HPAC they could also sell assembly services and steel structures to
Alpha. Business grew in proportion to these new activities and adaptations were based on
Beta’s capabilities and adaptability. However, in the 1980s, as Beta divested from the
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assembly business, Alpha adopted new ways to acquire assembly services. Of course,
there have been informal adaptations between people working for Beta and Alpha. Active
persons within the relationship have conducted business in a certain way and changed
their behavior in order to decrease friction between them.
David describes these adaptations as follows: “Plenty of things have been agreed on a
personal level and trust plays a key role”. This means that without formal contracts,
parties can make agreements and later, when it is possible, contracts can be drafted. This
requires trust in and commitment to the existing relationship. Nonetheless, as Diana
illustrates: “Not everything can be put on paper, but if a contract is made then it should
follow all the rules and regulations”. In addition, almost every week David takes the time
to visit a Beta workshop to see its current load situation and to maintain the relationship.
These are reciprocal adaptations that have occurred over time to ensure that the
relationship is well managed.
In the beginning cooperation and conflict had a minor role, since Beta was a small
player with little to give to Alpha. Nonetheless, as Beta acquired new activities and
capabilities it was seen as a more attractive partner. At first, there was limited cooperation
during operational projects and there were no conflicts, or they were so insignificant that
the interviewees did not recall them.
Routinization did not occur to a great extent but there were routine-like activities
which formed in HPAC installations and in some assemblies that were repeatedly
conducted. Also, a number of routine-like conducts emerged in the communications
between the offer accountant and Diana who said, “If I see a call for bids or order I will
check to see if the order is based on offers or if it has been are done without an offer and
to whom it belongs to, production or project, that kind of stuff”. Still, the role of
routinization and institutionalization was relatively small during the period studied.
Social interaction between John and representatives of Alpha increased steadily, but
due to changes in focus, from HPAC to assemblies and steel structures, social interaction
was limited and routine conducts did not appear within the Alpha-Beta business
relationship.
Digital communication did not play a great role in the communication between John
and Alpha’s representatives. This is due to the fact that John was actively involved in
projects in Alpha’s mill and thus the proper form of communication was personal
communication. Diana was more in a situation where impersonal, technology-mediated
communication was considered to be an appropriate way of communicating. At the
beginning, phone, fax, and mail were used as means to communicate with Alpha’s
procurement and production people.

6.3.2 The change of processes from the 1990s to the year 2000
Intensive adaptations were carried out during this period as Beta acquired welding skills
and, with the help of David, welding documentation skills were substantially increased.
As Robert describes: “Alpha’s employee tried to persuade us for many years and
eventually convinced us that we should acquire a submerged arc welding tower and he
personally guaranteed that they would buy capacity if the machine was acquired. We did
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not draft contracts on this and not on any other investments between us excluding Zeta”
and in addition “The submerged arc welding tower is clearly a relationship-specific
investment”. Diana points out that “In general, I can say that we do not acquire machines
that are only used in a relationship with Alpha”.
During the study period a new subsidiary of Beta was established that provided steel
hardening for Alpha. This relationship is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
Beta has been involved in the training of skillful welding engineers and other welding
employees with Alpha’s help. Philip describes this as follows: “We can employ Alpha’s
research center’s knowledge of steel material and welding issues”. Welding, and the
establishment of a new subsidiary, forced Beta to change their activities and a new style
of operating was adopted. The skills and knowledge of Beta’s employees was needed as
Alpha was investing in new blast furnaces and repairing old ones. Philip describes these
changes due to learning: “When we are discussing together what type of welding bevel
we want and how to do it then both sides are learning from that”. Moreover, Alpha
changed the way they procured and thus the assortment bought from Beta widened. Still,
the adaptations can be described as unilateral rather than reciprocal, with hardening being
the exception.
There are a few adaptation episodes that Diana remembers where Alpha was the
organization that altered activities. Diana describes those as follows:
”At first Alpha required us to give financial assurance that we could take care of
production if they gave us the material, but today assurances are not needed in
anything else but in the Beta construction area…”.
”A couple of years ago we received permission to buy steel plates directly from the
mill. Before that the steel was distributed to the wholesaler in Central Finland and
from there it was transported back to our facilities. We had to pay annual financial
assurances when we bought directly, and after a couple of years Alpha notified us
that assurances were not needed since they owed more than we did, most of the
time”.
The adaptations within business relationships have been rather unilateral, as Robert
describes: “We have also had the opportunity to raise prices, but we have not followed
that line since our corporate culture is not like that… it has also been a weakness since in
boom periods, when we do not raise prices high enough and a bust comes we cannot
lower our prices enough since they are already lower than those of our competitors”.
Moreover, he continues with a rather positive outcome of the relationship as follows: ”We
have learned to do even more complicated and harder work with Alpha” and ”We have
used the skills and knowledge that we have learned with Alpha in many other
relationships. After doing business with Alpha we can conduct business anywhere in the
world”.
Beta needed to cooperate with Alpha in various intensive projects like welding and
hardening operations. However, support was more temporary and thus it cannot be
described as a major adaptation, but it is still an important feature of the studied
relationship. Furthermore, during the period studied, Beta received a call for bids to
conduct offshore solutions in Norway and they had to decide whether to do it themselves
or take on Alpha as a partner in the project. As Robert elaborates, ”We decided that we
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are more competitive with Alpha”. This type of cooperation ultimately guaranteed larger
production volumes within the business relationship and increased overall security for
both parties. In addition, in cooperation with Beta, David has been heavily involved in
welding classification institutions inspections and many times, often successfully,
examined and handed over oil rigs and other large steel constructions to new owners.
Conflicts were absent from the relationship although there were some arguments when
initiating welding activities and documentation. Robert highlights one source of conflict:
“We can have small conflicts when counting the extra work done when we present an
extra work bill but that is not a big issue, and when John was CEO we did too few extra
work bills. We have been a little sloppy in that area”.
Social interaction, i.e. creation of bonds, always plays a pertinent role within
successful business relationships. There are many people involved who interact with each
other. This interaction provides the basis for the relationship.
Matt describes the relationship as follows: ”The relationship is made so that you can
trust it”, and in addition, David said that “They will not hit me and I will not hit them”
when describing the special nature of the relationship. This refers to the fact that you can
trust each other’s word and behavior. Diana describes this trust in the following way: ”We
have not tried to fool them and they have not fooled us”.
Nevertheless, Robert indicates there are some downsides to close social interaction:
“Since we are so close with Alpha we handle many issues face to face, e.g. reclamations
and contract negotiations, which should be conducted on paper”. During this period the
role David played within the business relationship and inside Alpha grew. There are other
important key persons within the relationship, but the activities performed by David
which he specified during the interview are described. These tasks and David’s role are
depicted in Figure 22.
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Fig. 22. Description of David’s role and tasks within the Alpha-Beta business relationship.

Figure 22 illuminates the central role that David played within the business relationship.
In Figure 22 there are six large boxes; three of them - the box labeled David, sales, and
preprocessing - are internal operations of Alpha. Today, logistics providers are also
internal, but here they are described as being external to Alpha. The other three boxes,
subcontractors, logistics providers, harbor activities, and welding institutions form an
external group, i.e. relational activities. David performs the seven activities that are
numbered almost daily.
The first activity cycle is described next. When Alpha’s sales people are offering steel
solutions that need subcontracted work, David is usually the internal contact person who
assists sales by providing price and estimated delivery time to be included in Alpha’s
offer. Price is based on material costs, in-house work costs, and the cost of subcontracted
work. Within a day or two, with the help of his sub-contracting network, David places a
call for bids and checks the capacity of companies that he knows can complete the tasks
needed, e.g. welding, bending, edging, burnout, and other resources including large
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cranes. Before that David needs to know what types of activities are needed; this is based
on his personal skills. David describes this as follows: “You need to know and be able to
say, for example, in customer negotiation how the cases that are located under a
submarine are made”. This means that employees have to have a wide body of skills
related to customer preferences and they also need to know the resources of each
workshop. On a more concrete level, usually after selecting the right workshop to deliver
the solution needed, David draws a picture, since shapes and forms are easier and faster
to depict in a drawing, and then faxes the drawing to the offer accountant. He then phones
the offer accountant and after that he gets the price and estimated production time
included in the same fax he sent. David adds a couple of weeks to the estimated
production time of the workshop to get the estimated delivery time for the end-customer.
He does this because Alpha has to have some time to deliver the steel needed by the
workshop. The offer is then ready to be sent to the sales people.
At the same time, in activity number two, David manages steel from preprocessing to
various subcontractors in order to guarantee a steady flow of production. Philip provides
help with this activity. This is due to the fact that the subcontracted work is often late
because Alpha fails to provide the material needed in time and thus David is always
checking on preprocessing whether the material is in production or ready to be delivered.
The third activity is the management of production in multiple subcontracting
locations. David organizes this by phone, fax, and plant visits, which are usually
combined so that during plant visits David can ask their offer accountant for new offers.
The fourth activity is the transfer of steel from preprocessing to subcontractors (semifinished solutions) and to harbor (finished solutions). These services are usually provided
by local logistics providers.
The fifth activity includes different tasks conducted in the harbor area. These are, for
example, departure papers and other customer documents, which are typed into the right
information systems. In addition, reception inspections for customers are done with Beta
and an appropriate certification institute, e.g. welding institute, chosen by Alpha’s
customer provides the certificates needed. For example, a customer like the marine
industry has certain classification institutes that ensure that welding and other technical
issues are in order in the steel solution provided by Alpha and its sub-contractors. The
institute checks all welding areas and joints. David was heavily involved in inspection
work with institutes and at some point in time trust was established so in some cases
David conducted inspections by himself and an employee from the institute accepted his
judgment. As he describes: “The work and documents are always same, i.e. there is only
one way to do it and that is the right way”. It did not matter whether David did it alone or
with an institute inspector, he always did it correctly.
Reporting is the sixth activity conducted by David. He reports into different
information systems relevant to each activity described. Finished goods, departure
papers, welding documents, orders, bills, logistics documents, and other documents for
customers are loaded into different internal systems, e.g. sales offer system, CRM system,
custom system, accounting systems and other administrative systems.
The seventh phase is bill checking. The subcontractor bill is compared to the order and
the work done, extra work is accounted for, bills are approved, and they are then
circulated to the right people within Alpha.
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David plays a central role to do with relations with the subcontractors. Lennart
describes David’s role in his interview in the following way: “David has been our
information source repeatedly as he managed subcontracted work for a long time and he
knows how that side works, we have often asked him where our stuff is or when it will be
here”.
David communicates intensively both personally and with the help of digital tools.
Organizational and occupational heaviness certainly exists as he communicates with offer
accountants, workshop manager, and customer contact persons. Sometimes the workshop
manager and customer contact persons are same person.
Activity one is related to an accountant. Activities two to four are related to both
workshop and customer contacts. The customer contact person is responsible for activity
five together with David. Activity seven is related to an accountant and six is an internal
activity. A lot of time and communication with an accountant is digital, and only when
David visits the plant does the communication become personal. However, social
communication often occurs with workshop and customer contacts. At first, David
conducted business with John and then with Philip, but before him there were other
contacts.
When there are large projects like construction of oil rigs and other offshore structures
David has long and complex negotiations with customers and their institutes of
classification. During negotiations technical specifications, demands, and problems are
set out and plant areas of Alpha and Beta are introduced to the customers. Company tours
and meetings are not unusual and occur several times a month as projects are initiated or
as participants of an ongoing project come to see which phase they are in. Customer
contact persons or workshop managers are responsible for these activities together with
David.
During the studied period David had the idea to organize a subcontracting seminar. He
contacted the key subcontractors of Alpha and asked them to participate in the first
seminar organized. These seminars became very important in creating a cooperative
atmosphere and drawing common guidelines for all parties.
“Trust and commitment were essential elements of those subcontracting days,
common goals were anchored and guidelines for the future were set out at those
annual meetings” David.
Alpha and their subcontractors presented their current ideas and strategies for their new
business projects and ventures. During this one-day seminar local competitors sat down
and talked about the future and on which areas they would concentrate. This seemed to be
good for the morale as well as for business, since some of the overlap was avoided. David
describes it as follows: “It was very important for all”, and clearly the spirit was that
“Neither one takes advantage of the endangered one”. This worked for quite some time
and many lunches and seminars were held, but as the organizational form changed “New
management said that we do not need these activities”. Those days are over, and it can be
noted that the positive atmosphere created by these meetings has suffered.
Within the Alpha-Beta relationship offers, inspections and other activities described in
Figure 22 are routine and even institutionalized. However, most of the activities remained
non-routine as steel solutions are always different and Beta often provides unique steel
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solutions since they do not have their own product. As David pinpoints: “Beta’s product
is specialized subcontracting services”, which is different each time delivered.
Digital communication in the form of phone, fax, post, and later on by e-mail is
common. However, as Matt illustrates, ”Video or teleconferencing systems are not used
since the production service buyer and I can take a car and drive to a workshop and
negotiate, so we do not need these systems”. He continues to illustrate the importance of
e-mail by stating that ”We have taken little steps in electronic business, but the Internet
has enabled e-mail, which has helped a lot” and ”Actually only e-mail is extensively used
between Alpha and Beta as a communication form besides face-to-face meetings, phone
and fax”. Some of the documentation can be sent over e-mail or as an attachment of an
ERP system-generated message, but the communication form depends on Beta, as Matt
highlights: ”We must deliver by post or digitally, depending on the workshop”.
To summarize, there were several episodes in which both sides made adaptations to
make interaction smoother, and moreover, the number of exchanges increased. Welding
and hardening operations increased cooperation but also caused small conflicts. The
amount of social interaction within relationship increased as the complexity of the
relationship increased. In addition, digital interactions were initiated in many activities
including welding software transmissions and e-mail visit notification. Still, the amount
of activities impacted or changed by digitalization was rather minimal, but initial ideas
about how to digitalize were developed.

6.3.3 Current processes of the Alpha-Beta business relationship
There have been some adaptations during the transformation of the organizational
structure of Alpha. Nevertheless, it seems that in the near future, as Beta will acquire new
digital business skills in the form of an ERP system and other relationship-oriented
systems, some adaptations will inevitably occur, either reciprocally or at least unilaterally.
Moreover, as new investments projects are going to be initiated and new steel solutions
are needed, there will be more adaptations. Matt describes the current situation: ”At the
moment we are moving away from mass production towards being a solutions provider
where the service element is increased“, and this raises pressure for sub-contractors to
provide adequate solutions for Alpha. Philip has an idea for improving activities: ”In a
way, if we made some investments we could serve Alpha better, e.g. we could have
invested in thick metal bending machines so that Alpha would not have to widen its
procurement network”, and he continues with the same topic: ”Investments in finishing
treatments are critical as Alpha’s future strategies include an increase in further processed
material”.
Beta’s adaptations and investments have gained recognition in Alpha’s camp as
illustrated by Matt: ”Alpha has to acquire the right products from the right workshops in
order to minimize its own costs and deliver superior value to customers”.
In a nutshell, we can say that the relationship has reached the mature stage where
adaptation acts and events are rather passive in nature (see e.g. Wilson 1995). Still, Alpha
has taken a rather active role in some of the business relationships, as illustrated by
Lennart: “On some occasions we have our own employee on the customer premises
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taking care of warehousing and delivery and so forth, and thus it is very active
integration”. This is in relationships where information technology integration is not a
feasible solution and the customer is large enough; however, with subcontractors this is
rare. Nonetheless, if large adaptations are made within a business relationship or in Beta,
John’s role remains strong as illustrated by Diana: ”John does not get involved in
production, but if new machines or equipments are invested in or enlargements are
planned John is involved and can say what is needed and how it should be done”.
Similar to adaptation, cooperation and conflict are not common in the business
relationship, although cooperation occurs every now and then in the area of subcontracted
maintenance services. Whenever a problem arises both parties are active in solving it. As
Beta is only a subcontracting company neither R&D nor product development projects
are initiated together with them except in hardening activities.
Social interaction continues to play a key role and shows no sign of ending, as Matt
explains: ”Buyers have contacts every day, but for the people involved the frequency is
lower”. In addition to this, more formal and operational negotiations are conducted twice
a year, as Matt continues: ”Alpha manages the relationship with Beta by contracts, two
annual negotiations, informal meetings, and development meetings”. The topics include
volume, price, and of course the future. The discussions on future are seen as pertinent as
Alpha has changed its organizational structure many times recently and people are
confused as to who to contact and who makes the decisions. Still, ”Face to face meetings
are important when we are discussing contract negotiations and important matters, but
little issues are handled over the phone or by e-mail, and fax is employed if we are
negotiating offers”; as Matt illustrates: “Not all issues are handled over e-mail and at the
moment, once a month I call all workshops and ask for current load situations and put
them on the table”. Thus, Matt gets an overall picture of the current situation which he
can then communicate to other buyers and contact persons.
The amount of routine activities decreased when David was transferred to the role of
Technology Advisor and Martin continued with David’s work. In addition, Stephen
became Product Manager, and after that he shifted some responsibility to Martin. Thus,
new people with new roles are learning with whom to have contacts, their personality,
communication styles, and of course they are trying to learn how their behavior has
altered the relationship.
The internal digital infrastructure of both parties enables digital interaction. Thus, the
internal digital infrastructure related to Alpha is covered next in more detail. Alpha has
various internal systems including ERP, CRM and the sales planning and forecasting
system j2. Dennis describes, with pride in his voice: “In practice we have tied sales,
forecasting, sales planning, and order systems so that the order is easier to handle”.
Furthermore, Alpha has many order handling systems and the timing of those into
operative level systems is handled by the j2 factory planner. ”We have over 700 IT
systems”, Dennis describes in his interview. The pre-processing ERP system has an
important role as it is a production control system that processes production work that is
planned by the work planner. The role of this was also pinpointed while illustrating
activities performed by David. The system allocates time and plans routes for steel
processing. Moreover, combinations into mother plate, piece geometry information,
drawings, and burnouts are planned and managed by this system. This internal system
provides specifications for production in the form of material plans. With that system
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Martin can order steel plates, make specifications and adjust quality dimensions. All in
all, production planning systems are needed to manage production.
The business logic is brought into these systems by a separate digital layer. Lennart
describes it as follows: “We are building additional layers on an old IT infrastructure to
integrate information content and manage it so that it provides frames of conduct for
lower-level systems”. However, as he points out, ”At first, IT solutions were mill-based,
but today IT solutions cover the whole supply chain”. But this means that ”You have to
have your internal processes functional before you can go and integrate with subcontractors and other business parties”. This raises many problems, since “In practice we
have mill-based IT solutions; only finance and ERP, CRM, and forecasting and planning
cross mill borders”. Still, Alpha is the forerunner in the use of digital tools as subcontractors have little experience with them and their core competencies are in the steel
processing. Lennart highlights this aspect by stating: ”Before integration we need to have
the capability to transfer planning and other information on both sides”. Alpha has good
digital communication and transacting capabilities in respect to customers, but with
subcontractors and partners “We have started through individual cases to integrate with
subcontractors, it is a very new phenomenon”. Moreover, Lennart insightfully points out
that “Integration requires a trustworthy relationship and that is where we need to be”.
System integration inside Alpha seems to be the hot topic, and the idea is that manual
work decreases, as Stephen illustrates: ”If the systems are integrated we could avoid
double manual work since we want to increase automation and by that we can decrease
hassle and errors in our processes”. Matt describes integration by referring to solid
ground in the following way: ”Of course new technologies enable more effective daily
routines, but solid ground must be established between customers, workshops, and
salespeople before using them”. Thus as Alpha has adopted various systems it has also
made digitalization more difficult in the sense that there are many systems, but as Lennart
illustrates, “EAI helps us to integrate information, but in any case information is regarded
as more important than the software employed”. With the help of these internal digital
infrastructures digital communication from Alpha’s side has been enabled.
After describing the internal digital communication systems and activities of Alpha we
can state that Beta, with fewer activities, needs only a few systems such as accounting,
basic MRP system, office tools, and e-mail. Lennart describes this situation by stating
that “IT-related skills or resources are not transferred in the relationship”. This suggests
that the information technology skills of parties are not comparable, and this is true since
Beta has only one person working in the information technology area.
When focusing more on external systems and those employed in a relationship we can
say that e-mail, basic phone, fax, snail mail, and some welding software transmissions are
employed. In a sense, each communication medium has its role as Philip indicates: ”The
first contact is generally made via the phone or e-mail, which may then lead to face-toface negotiations, but usually the fastest way is to phone or e-mail”. However, “E-mail is
widely adopted as a communication form” according to Luca. And when there are many
issues to be taken care of, Philip suggests that ”Communication is more condensed”.
According to Diana, ”Sometimes burnout and welding programs are sent though the
Internet and many times our people do this too”.
It can be seen that the role of digital tools and the degree of digitalization is relatively
small and thus the relationship is discussed as initiated digitalization: this means that
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antecedents for digitalization exist, e.g. trust, good social interaction, and a positively
perceived mutual future. Moreover, Dennis illustrates that “Alilinker is very compact and
light and thus suitable for smaller partners“. It seems that Alilinker could be the missing
link and provide possibilities to increase the degree of business relationship digitalization.
Alilinker is a company that provides light integration solutions for businesses.
However, in order to succeed Beta must invest more in the digital infrastructure to
integrate its current systems with Alpha more coherently. This would enable Alilinker to
provide more help than merely the functional adoption. This system could simplify the
processing of orders and bills between the two parties.
The future of digital communication looks bright, as David illustrated in his interview:
“This spring the first product with fully digitalized documentation was sold to a
customer”. Moreover, Alpha has rethought their information technology role in strategy
and it is noted that it is a subset of their business strategy and not something separate
from it. In addition, decision-making was dispersed, but now it is centralized and
currently almost all information technology decisions are handled by the information
technology board of managers, which is closely monitored by high-ranking managers of
Alpha. In his review Lennart spoke as follows: ”Highest officers from the CEO down
want to know what we are doing in the IT sector”. Similarly, Beta has focused on internal
systems and the integration of these systems. They also have plans to acquire ERP, the
Intranet as well as intelligent agents to manage sub-contracted work.
To summarize, in their interview Lennart and Dennis described how information
technology has developed in Alpha. In the 1980s Alpha’s steel mill production area was
at the forefront of information technology development. Later, Alpha has focused on
system integration. In the 1990s ERP adoptions and EDI connections were seen as
important watersheds by the interviewees. The current focus is on electronic business,
order tracking and in the near future, as Dennis believes in “Increased automation and
integration of both internal as well as external systems, e.g. with the help of intelligent
software agents or other lighter systems like Alilinker”. Lennart predicts a similar shift
but more holistically, as he points out that business network management will be the key
focus area. On similar lines, Beta has been keen to develop relationship-specific digital
infrastructure, but due to short written contracts with Alpha on orders only internal
developments toward mutual digital infrastructure have been carried out. Table 9
illustrates and draws together the changes in processes of the Alpha-Beta business
relationship.
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Table 9. Key changes in processes of the Alpha-Beta business relationship from the 1960s
until today.
Time
1960-

1970-

1980-

1990-

2000-

Characteristics of
process
Adaptation
Cooperation and
conflict
Social interaction
Routinization

Alpha-Beta business relationship processes
Unilateral adaptations from Beta’s side, e.g. new services for Alpha.
Limited amount of cooperation and conflicts.

John had many contacts, thereby commitment and trust started to emerge.
Activities within the mill are becoming routine, although new activities
were introduced.
Digital communication Diana communicated almost always impersonally, via phone, fax, and mail
since she was busy at the office.
Adaptation
Unilateral adaptations from Beta’s side, e.g. assembly services for Alpha.
Cooperation and
Limited amount of cooperation and conflict.
conflict
Social interaction
John continued to have contacts with the same people but in addition, new
people were introduced to the relationship and thus the amount of social
interaction increased.
Routinization
Activities between Beta and the administration of Alpha became more
routine, although new activities were introduced.
Digital communication Diana continued to communicate impersonally, although some of the
administrative staff visited Beta’s office.
Adaptation
Unilateral adaptations from Beta’s side, e.g. steel constructs for Alpha.
Cooperation and
Limited amount of cooperation and conflicts.
conflict
Social interaction
John maintained the contacts with the same people but in addition, new
people were introduced to the relationship and thus the amount of social
interaction increased.
Routinization
Both administrative activities performed by Diana and workshop activities
become more routine as business activities remained unchanged.
Digital communication Diana continued to communicate impersonally, new tools were absent,
although some of the administrative staff and end-customers visited Beta’s
office.
Adaptation
Beta acquired welding and welding documentation skills. Beta established
a new subsidiary to serve the needs of Alpha in the hardening area. Alpha
widened the assortment acquired from Beta, steel can be bought directly
and Beta has better payment terms than others.
Cooperation and
Welding and hardening projects increased the degree of cooperation from
conflict
low to medium, but also conflict rates increased as the division of benefits
was problematic.
Social interaction
Social interaction amplified as the number of people and amount of acts
and events increased within the relationship. Trust was further cemented.
Routinization
Routine activities emerged, e.g. David and his daily routines but
Alpha’sorganizational changed disrupted some activities.
Digital communication E-mail, together with Internet data transfers were employed in addition to
previously mentioned impersonal communication forms.
Adaptation
Alpha drafted long-term contracts in the services area with Beta.
Cooperation and
Especially the hardening project increased cooperation, and small conflicts
conflict
emerged.
Social interaction
Social interaction amplified as the number of people and the amount of acts
and events increased within the relationship.
Routinization
Routine activities were disrupted as Alpha’s organizational form changed
many times.
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Table 9. (Continued)
Time
2000-

Characteristics of
Alpha-Beta business relationship processes
process
Digital communication E-mail and Internet data transfers were employed besides digital
communication forms. Plans for other forms, e.g. intelligent agents and
computer-to-computer automated dialogue are considered.

Table 9 summarizes the impact of digitalization on the processual elements. It can be seen
that digitalization has especially affected adaptations, cooperation and digital
communication. It is noteworthy that without managerial decisions to make adaptations
and to cooperate in digitalization the adoption and usage of digital tools cannot progress
in a business relationship.
Social interaction in the Alpha-Beta business relationship has not suffered due to
digitalization. One reason for the relatively stable social interaction may be the fact that
physical distance between the parties is small and the benefits of using digital
communication for information-rich activities are rather minor. Moreover, the core
exchange element, namely steel, cannot be digitalized, and only administrative activities,
some service elements, and routine informational activities can be digitalized.
Still, it is noted that not all of the information elements are digital at the moment,
which suggests that there are either not enough potential benefits, or digitalization is not
yet positively perceived by the management. These decisions - whether to conduct
adaptations or not - are also related to the continuance of the relationship as well as to
external factors such as competitive pressure and demand conditions. Moreover, it is
increasingly common to organize some of the activities that include a large manual labor
component in countries with cheap labor like China.
The future, however, seems to be bright as Beta is planning to acquire an ERP system
and is involved in the intelligent agent project. Furthermore, Alpha seems to be pushing
Beta to establish Alilinker connections or integrating ERP systems over the Internet,
which is speeding up the company’s adoption of new digital tools, although, as Lennart
indicated, Alpha is not demanding any digital tools from their subcontractors or pushing
any on them at the moment.

6.4 Description of the business relationship digitalization process
between Alpha-Beta
This section provides a description and attempts to provide an explanation of the business
relationship digitalization process of the Alpha-Beta relationship. The digitalization
process described in Chapter 4 consisted of six factors that were closely related to each
other. These were built out of various characteristics which were identified from the
literature reviews along with the digitalization process model. The digitalization process
description begins with a short summary on the development of the Alpha-Beta business
relationship illustrated in Table 10. The summary is based on previous sections which
described the structural and processual changes.
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Table 10. Development of the Alpha-Beta business relationship
Time

Development of Alpha-Beta business relationship

Development of the
Beta

focal net of Alpha-Beta

Alpha

Relationship

Establishment and

Initiated, first successful Establishment and

Focal net emerges as

relationship initiation.

interactions with HPAC

relationship

subcontractors and other

Investments in

services.

initiation.

members of the net

IT investments and

Matures as trust is

New business areas

Number of sub-

internationalization of

cemented in social

in assemblies.

contractors increases

activities.

communications

steadily. Alpha acquires

between David and John

mines and other raw

as well as other

material sources.

business relationship
1960-

production and R&D.
1970-

initiate activities.

individuals. Local
HPAC boom increased
demand for Beta’s
services.
1980-

1990-

Customization of steel

Volume of business

New business areas

Part of the net is

solutions.

rises and maturity is

developed including

insourced by Beta as

reached. Steel constructs steel constructions

they acquire Epsilon.

as well as maintenance

and acquisition of

Alpha acquires many

services are exchanged.

Epsilon.

players of the focal net.

Integration of IT

Performance outcomes

Re-arrangement of

Alpha increases the

infrastructure and

are sought as companies internal activities to

number of parties of the

investments in EDI

start to streamline

respond better to

focal net by outsourcing

connections and the first activities and integrate

market and relation-

IT and other activities.

ERP systems.

ship changes.

IT systems.

Investments in IT
systems and e-mail,
corporate web pages
adopted. Welding
skills are increased
and ISO certificates
are earned.
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Table 10. (Continued)
Time

Development of Alpha-Beta

Development of the

business relationship
2000-

focal net of Alpha-Beta

Alpha

Relationship

Beta

business relationship

Further integration and

First formal long-term

Further IT

Alpha acquires many

new digital tools for

contracts are drafted. E-

developments and

players of the focal net

customer interfacing

mail is used for digital

welding

including logistics

activities like order

communication.

documentation.

companies and steel

tracking and other

Welding software

Preparation for

distributors.

digital services.

transmitted over the

increasing demand of

Internet.

offshore service. At
planning stage
concerning new
digital tools.

2003-

Alpha hopes for and

Volume of the

Planning of

guides actions to form

relationship has

investments into ERP large amount of

digital connections with

decreased and parties

system and external

activities handled by

all important

are not sure what will

connections with the

other players and it

subcontractors and

happen next. This is

help of Alilinker,

seems that the focal net

customers in the near

because Alpha’s

intelligent agents or

has been shrinking.

future. Digital

organizational structure

other similar

interactions could be

has been altered. Digital technology.

either EDI-based or

bonds are being planned

Alilinker-based

and Alilinker and ERP

solutions.

connections will be

Alpha has taken on a

integrated in the future.

Table 10 outlines the development of the studied relationship and also pinpoints critical
changes in the focal net. Additionally, the important influences of digitalization on the
business relationship were discussed. The digitalization process is closely linked to the
overall development of the Alpha-Beta business relationship. Figure 23 shows the factors
and their characteristics that have affected the digitalization process of the Alpha-Beta
business relationship. These characteristics of the factors describing the digitalization
process are derived from the case material as well as from interviews with the informants.
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Antecedents
- Common history i.e. close business relationship
- Trust and commitment
- Technological infrastructure

- Power balance
- IT-skills and resources (Alpha)

-Internal IT alignment with new system (Alpha)
(- Willingness
-Benefit allocation
- Poor management support)

Accelerants

Inhibitors

- There were no identifiable accelerants

- Inadequate skills and resources
- Unidentified and missing mutual benefits
- Reluctance for changes
-Organizational changes in Alpha

Adoption Decision
- Adaptation decision was not identifiable

Business relationship digitalization
- Relatively limited digital infrastructure (DI) is formed
-Currently integration is incomplete, costs outweigh benefits

The outcome of an event
- Social interaction, trust and commitment are the real outcomes
- Some digital interactions but mostly those are in the planning stage
-Decreased cost of communicating

Degree of business relationship digitalization
- Digitalized business relationship

Fig. 23. The digitalization process of the Alpha-Beta business relationship.

Depicted in Figure 23 are the factors and the characteristics that have impacted on the
business relationship digitalization process in the Alpha-Beta relationship.
Missing from the characteristics are those that had no role in describing the
digitalization process of the Alpha-Beta business relationship as compared to factor
characteristics theoretically hypothesized in Figure 14 and Chapter 4. Antecedents,
willingness, benefit allocation and poor management support characteristics are absent
because they were not observed in the studied relationship. These are marked with grey in
the framework. The other characteristics remained the same, and two new inhibiting
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characteristics, namely reluctance for change and organizational changes in Alpha, were
added to the framework in red. Next, the digitalization process of the Alpha-Beta
business relationship is briefly depicted.
Antecedents for the digitalization of the Alpha-Beta business relationships are rather
relationship-specific due to the long history of the parties that are interacting. Indeed, the
relationship between the parties is close and many social events were organized around
the relationship, and a high volume of business-related exchange also depicts the
importance. It can be seen that this closeness acts as an antecedent that accelerates
adoption decisions and thereby speeds up digitalization.
It became clear for the parties in the business relationship that intensive internal
adaptations were needed to form a basis for the digital infrastructure that enables digital
interaction between these companies. This digital activity includes both digital
communications (e.g. e-mail, software updates over the Internet) as well as digital
transactions. However, the role of digital transactions in the studied relationship was
limited due to the nature of the product exchanged.
Interpersonal trust and organizational commitment to each other is manifested both in
mental constructs and in actions. This can be seen to act as an antecedent that accelerates
adoption decisions and thereby speeds up digitalization.
Moreover, power is quite balanced in the relationship, and this is obvious from the
interviews. In short, while Alpha is larger than Beta, balance still exists as Alpha has not
used its power to crush Beta’s opinions and actions. The power balance is seen to act as a
neutral antecedent, which may be either an accelerant or an inhibitor.
To illustrate the information technology aspect of the relationship, it can be stated that
from Alpha’s side the technology structure and internal information technology can be
connected to almost any system, and thus alignment with any new digital tool to be
adopted is relatively easy. Alignment with new technologies is assisted by a long tradition
surrounding information technology adoption within Alpha. This has created specific
skills that can be labeled IT-related skills and capabilities. It can be stated that Alpha’s
technological infrastructure can be perceived as accelerating digitalization, while Beta’s
technological infrastructure can be seen to hinder the digitalization process.
There were no identifiable accelerants in the relationship, although having a long-term
and healthy business relationship could have been placed as an accelerant. However, it
seems that longevity and health has not helped digitalization in this case, and thus it was
not placed as accelerant. This is partly due to the fact that mutual goals are currently
absent or they might be ambiguous because of the organizational changes in Alpha.
Inhibitors for the digital tool adoption and digitalization in this relationship are the
lack of IT-skills, unidentified and missing mutual benefits, and lack of willingness to
adopt digital tools. Beta has not yet updated its internal information technology and thus
relationship-oriented digital tool development and adoption lags behind the current level.
The downside of the relationship development is also a lack of common will and unclear
benefit allocation; this is partly due to organizational changes in Alpha that have
impacted negatively on the business relationship atmosphere and hindered the
digitalization process. Beta’s willingness to adopt digital tools is partly caused by Alpha’s
changing way of business practices, which are caused by organizational changes. These
mental perceptions of digital tools and digitalization need to be altered since there are
many information transmissions that are still completed physically which could have
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been digitalized. Moreover, the non-digitizable and information-rich exchange process
might also hinder digitalization. It can be seen in the Alpha-Beta case that there are more
inhibitors than accelerants for digitalization.
Nevertheless, it seems that many of the steps that need to be made toward
digitalization are in the planning phase and not many of them have matured. In the
business relationship, adoption decisions are made both in Alpha’s and Beta’s sub-units
as well as at relationship level. For example, software updates over the Internet were
adopted this way. A corporate-wide decision regarding digitalization decisions was not
identified from the business relationship, mainly because the impacts of the digital
transmission employed are relatively small when comparing to the whole corporation
level. If one starts to discuss ERP integration or sharing projects, adoption decision is
more crucial. Still, e-mail usage in day-to-day activities can be regarded as a good step
towards further digitalization of relationship activities.
The business relationship is digitalized to a small extent, but the internal digital
infrastructure of Alpha is ready to form digital bonds and activities. However, the
relationship’s digitalization depends on Beta’s reaching maturity as well as corporatewide decisions from Alpha. As the business relationship is unstable, it is not in Beta’s
interests to invest in digital infrastructure which might not be employed at all if Alpha
changes its behavior towards Beta. This partly explains why ERP adoption from Beta’s
side has been so slow although ERP is used in other relationships, too.
The outcome of the individual events between Alpha and Beta are mostly derived from
social interactions and not yet through the digital activities between the companies,
although they have successfully decreased the costs of interacting (e-mail and software
updates). In the future, mental changes are required from both parties to adopt the new
style of digital communication. Neither the virtuous nor vicious cycle of digitalization
was observable within the studied relationship. The outcome of events can be described
according to Möller and Wilson (1995 p.32) as “Results produced by dyadic interaction
process”. Results can be divided into performance, bonds and psycho-social outcomes.
The most important factor when looking at the outcome of an event from a management
perspective is the performance outcome - how much effectiveness and efficiency has
increased or improved when compared with other partners.
Thus, in the following section the outcomes are roughly divided into digitalizationspecific outcomes and general outcomes. First, outcomes that are most probably caused
by digitalization are discussed, followed by some events that are caused by non-specified
factors.
Digitalization-specific outcomes of the Alpha-Beta business relationship are the
decreased cost of communicating and the simplification of communication patterns due
to the employment of Internet software updates and e-mail based communication.
Furthermore, projects evolving around information technology will provide more visible
benefits. General outcomes of the Alpha-Beta business relationship can be described
more richly.
It can be seen that within the studied relationship, both parties have gained visible
financial and invisible benefits. Beta has widened its offerings to Alpha, and Alpha has
benefited since Beta has made extensive adaptations to serve Alpha. In addition, Alpha
benefited from operational-level changes conducted by the Beta, e.g. they acquired
welding skills and a hardening plant.
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Philip describes these outcomes as follows: ”I see Alpha as a very important door to
new markets”, and Luca continues: “Alpha has provided help and training in the area of
welding, security training, and with information about environment certifications”, all
areas in which Beta has important certificates. Parallel to these comments Diana
illuminates, ”Of course from a big company you receive information that you cannot
receive from anywhere else”, and in addition, “We have very good payment terms as
compared to others”. Besides, the above mentioned Beta also had the possibility to buy
steel plates directly from the mill without extra financial assurances.
Moreover, as people became more familiar with each other psycho-social outcomes
increased and as a result, the speed of activities increased as mutual commitment and
trust formed and clear expectations of each other’s roles were structured. In addition to
this, various bonds accumulated as interaction intensified in the relationship between
Alpha-Beta. Economic importance increased, and ultimately long-term contracts were
drafted early in 2000. The exchange of technical information and other knowledge was
intense in the welding sector, and during subcontracting seminars knowledge transfer and
social interaction was conducted. This created more width and depth in the psycho-social
aspects, since shared values and norms were created besides common expectations and
attitudes.
To sum up, the interaction between these companies has provided both Alpha and Beta
with the tangible and intangible benefits described above. However, it would be difficult
for Alpha or Beta to compare their current relationship with the best alternative
relationship since they would have to estimate the value of 35 years of common history
and how that has decreased friction and conflicts in current acts and episodes.
Furthermore, it seems that the Alpha-Beta business relationship can be regarded as a
digitalized business relationship due to advances made both internally and between
partners; however, future adoptions of digital tools and the digitalization of the
relationship seems to be a more interesting area to study.
When comparing these consolidated empirical findings with Figure 13 (p.104), the
changing degree of digitalization in the Alpha-Beta business relationship can be
illustrated with an arrow line starting from the bottom end of “the business relationships”
and ending just in the beginning of the oval representing “the digitalized business
relationships”. In short, over 35 years the business relationship has initiated digitalization
projects and some of them have matured, but the degree of digitalization inside Beta and
within the studied relationship remains relatively low.
In the near future, ideally, the Alpha-Beta relationship would mature with respect to
digital tools and their adoption. This could include the possibility of having a “digital
window”, through specified software, to have a detailed look at how production is
handled inside the workshop and mill. This would be possible if the employee were to
input his production output for the day or half-day into information systems. This output
could then be visible to everybody through shared systems such as the intelligent agents
system. Moreover, it could be seen in the load situation schedule to help with allocation
of loads and selling even more steel solutions to end customers. In addition, the offer-bill
process could be made fully digital and all documentation could be presented in a
digitalized format.
However, as David pointed out during his interview, “We need to have a clear goal and
trust, and then managers can make truly integrated information systems”. Matt continues
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by stating some doubts about the continuity of the business relationship: ”There are three
future scenarios for the Beta relationship after the emergence of a new organizational
form and strategy: the volume will grow rapidly, stay the same, or decrease”. As the
organizational form of Alpha has changed, not even the purchasing manager is sure were
he is going to procure his solutions in the near future.
All in all, further digitalization and automation would boost performance
enhancements as “Information systems could free up time as an expert into more salesfocused work”, David comments. Nevertheless, this type of future scenario would be
possible if Beta acquired an ERP system or a similar system that enables internal digital
documentation throughout the workshop. Besides ERP, the relationship parties need to
integrate systems over the Internet after ERP adoption and even use intelligent agents to
coordinate their interlinked tasks. This is one of the possible digital technology
development scenarios. Next, some propositions based on preliminary theoretical
understanding and case descriptions are presented for future theory development.
P1: Established trust and commitment between members of the relationship acts as
antecedent for business relationship digitalization and will have accelerating
influence on the digitalization
P2: Existing complex (a lot of R&D, new buy situations) interaction patterns
between members of the relationship puts a damper on business relationship
digitalization
Based on the previous theoretical conceptualization and empirical findings from the
Alpha-Beta case, two propositions were formulated for future testing. In short, in
proposition one, established trust and commitment is seen to impact positively on the
digitalization efforts conducted within a business relationship. A lack of trust and
commitment can be seen to influence digitalization negatively; however, the proposed
direction of the impact is suggested by the work of Clemons et al. (1993). Proposition
two suggests that complex business relationships are more difficult to digitalize than
those that are simple and routine. Here, complexity refers to unpredictable
communication patterns between the relationship members that are present in R&D and
new buy situations in business relationships. New buy refers to a situation in which a new
product, service or solution to a problem needs to be acquired, as opposed to re-buy in
which decisions are made more easily. The simplicity of an interaction patterns can be
seen to influence digitalization positively; however, the proposed direction of the impact
is suggested by the work of Kumar and Dissel (1996).

7 The digitalization of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship
This chapter highlights how digitalization has been initiated and how it has evolved
within the Alpha-Zeta business relationship. First, the context of the relationship and
background of the case companies is illustrated. Then the focal net of the business
relationship is described. After that, it is highlighted how digitalization has affected the
structure of the business relationship. The subsequent section sheds light on the
processual changes that have occurred within the business relationship during
digitalization. The chapter is closed with a summary describing the business relationship
digitalization process between Alpha and Zeta.
For reasons of confidentiality the identity of the two companies and their key informants
cannot be revealed. Other companies closely related to the business relationship studied
are mentioned using only codenames during the case analysis. Appendix 7 provides an
overview of the interview contact and its duration. Table 11 depicts interviewee code
names, length of employment, and the position held by each interviewee. It is observable
that higher-ranking managers from Zeta were interviewed than from Alpha; this does not
reflect their importance to the relationship in question. The interviewee selection was
based on knowledge obtainable, not the manager’s rank.
Table 11. Interviewees for the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.
Interviewee

Company

codename

Years of employment in

Position

the company

Matt

Alpha (also informant in Beta case) 30

Purchasing Manager

Lennart

Alpha (also informant in Beta case) 15

Business IT Manager

Dennis

Alpha (also informant in Beta case) -

IT Manager

Martin

Alpha (also informant in Beta case) 35

Production Planner

Stephen

Alpha (also informant in Beta case) -

Product Manager

Robert

Zeta (also informant in Beta)

17

CEO of Beta

Luca

Zeta (also informant in Beta)

15

CIO of Beta

Diana

Zeta (also informant in Beta)

38

CFO of Beta

James

Zeta

5

Production Employee of Zeta
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7.1 Context of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship
The outer context of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship is the steel industry; more
precisely, the context is refinement and especially hardening activities. These activities
are described as belonging to the steel processing industry. The studied steel maker is
hereafter referred to as Alpha. The other case company that provides the mini-mill for
hardening services is hereafter referred to as Zeta. Alpha and Zeta form the focal business
relationship that is studied in this chapter.

7.1.1 Steel producer Alpha
The history and organizational structure of Alpha was presented in the previous Chapter 6
from page 125 onwards and is thus not illustrated in this chapter. It should be pointed out
that almost identical organizational units and sub-units are active on Alpha’s side as in the
previously described Alpha-Beta case.

7.1.2 Steel subcontractor Zeta
In this chapter special attention is paid to Zeta and its business relationship with Alpha.
Zeta is a subsidiary of Beta, established in the year 2000. Today after a large investment
in production Zeta employs almost 25 people in production and marketing. Some of them
work from time to time for the parent organization, Beta. Matt described Zeta as follows:
”Alpha has a long-term contract with Zeta for hardening steel plates and other products,
although Alpha has played a major role in developing hardening activities and selling
those hardened products”.
Zeta’s biggest client is Alpha, to which most of the hardened steel plates are sold.
Robert stated in his interview that ”Zeta sells almost 95-97 per cent of its production to
Alpha”. In 2006 this changed as Zeta invested in production enlargement, and currently
about 40 percent of production is sold to Alpha.
Diana, Luca, and Robert all discussed the reasons for Zeta’s establishment and they all
pointed out that Zeta was established because Alpha needed hardening capacity. Robert
explained this as follows: “Zeta was established for Alpha’s needs”, and he continues:
”Alpha did not want to invest in a hardening mill so we took charge and invested”.
Zeta has many end-user customers who need hardened components and solutions in
their steel solutions. Robert continues: ”At the beginning of 2003 we received permission
to sell hardened solutions to companies other than Alpha”. Before that this was expressly
forbidden in contracts. James elaborated on this issue in his interview: ”We cannot sell
steel plates to other customers but we can sell components like lip plates”. These
components include, for example, the previously mentioned lip plates and dipper
bottoms.
Furthermore, Zeta has acquired many certificates based on international standards in
quality, security and environmental protection to become a more attractive partner for
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increasingly demanding customers. Figure 24 below shows the organizational
embeddedness of Zeta.
Organization of Beta
Beta Construction
Construction

Beta, steel
workshop
Tube coating

Passive units

Zeta,
hardening
services

Active units
Fig. 24. The organizational embeddedness of the Zeta.

It can be seen from Figure 24 that Zeta is part of the Beta parent company. In the 1990s,
Beta conducted some hardening activities of their own as described by Diana: ”We have
undertaken hardening activities before Zeta on a smaller scale”. At some point in the
middle of 1990 the first discussions for establishing a pilot hardening mill in cooperation
with Alpha were initiated, as illustrated by Robert: “The first negotiations were at the
beginning of the 1990s”. As time passed and as Matt points out, “As hardened products
gained market share in our product areas we wanted to start hardening operations
quickly”. The 1999 negotiations were fierce and it was as a result of those negotiations
that Zeta was established by Beta as a separate subsidiary. Robert described this in his
interview: ”In 1999 we drafted a contract for Zeta, it can be seen as a key event in the
relationship with Alpha”. He continues: “I was involved in the contracts, John in machine
and equipment activities”. Matt highlights the establishment as follows: “Zeta invested in
machines and equipment and together with the knowledge from Alpha a hardening mill
was developed”. Robert describes the involvement of Alpha in the following way: “Joe
and Jones were involved on Alpha’s side, Joe as the metallurgic advisor and Jones as
product manger. Joe drafted the contract, and operational issues were left for the
subcontracting staff of Alpha”. Production was run up to full speed in plates and
components in less than three months. John’s role in the establishment of Zeta has been
emphasized in all interviews as follows:
“Without John there would not be any hardening activities, John has various skills
and ultimately John and a couple of guys from Alpha planned it and made it”
Diana.
“John has created Zeta” Luca.
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” Without John that mill would not operate as well; it is a work of art. Many
individuals have seen our mill and have said that we should put another zero at the
end of the value of the mill” Robert.
Still, there have been problems in the run up, as described by James:
”At first we had some problems with production since the machines were new and
there were many renovation days in a month; but now the machines work and the
order chain is performing well and there are no extra breaks in the production”.
Nevertheless, as Matt proudly describes, “Development of Zeta has been more than
positive and all goals have been achieved”, and he continues, “In the first year we
reached target volume and in the second year we doubled it”. The idea was that the first
year would produce 2,000 tons of hardened steel, the next year 4,000 tons and ultimately
production levels would reach close to 10,000 tons, and then steel could be hardened in
two or three shifts. Matt illustrates the success of current operations by stating that
“Today we are in a situation where Zeta runs at maximum capacity. The future will show
how it develops”. In 2006 Zeta invested in additional capacity and the current capacity
enables production of up to 34,000 tons.
Zeta is built around a hardening furnace, press, and quenching basin. All work related
to machine and equipment planning as well as manufacturing is Zeta’s own work. Robert
highlights this as follows: “John built it very effectively and efficiently and the younger
generation has minimized the need for workforce with the help of a highly developed
operating system. The men have high annual turnovers per employee”.
At the end of the hardening process the steel is four-fold harder and stronger than
traditional steel. Thus, hardened steel can be used in extreme conditions, such as to make
blades to mould and direct hard objects like rocks, and for various military purposes as
well.
Zeta can harden steel that is five to 60 mm thick, but even steel 100 mm thick can be
warmed to the hardening temperature of 960 degrees Celsius. The smallest objects that
can be hardened are the size of a matchbox, and the largest are plates measuring two and
half meters by six meters. Later, as the business relationship developed the hardening mill
acquired a leveler to level curled plates up to 12 mm thick. After that the plate is
protected against corrosion. Over half of the hardened steel is specially branded steel and
almost half of the production goes to wholesalers of Alpha, while the rest goes through
Alpha’s sales to end customers as part of various steel solutions.

7.1.3 The focal net of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship
The focal business net is defined as consisting of the actors that the Alpha-Zeta parties
have direct or indirect relationships with (Aldrich & Whetten 1981, Anderson et al.
1994). The focal business relationship is formed between Alpha and Zeta. The network
horizon identifies how extended an actor’s view of the network is (Alajoutsijärvi et al.
1999). The focal net illuminates some of the important actors that are connected with and
have influenced the focal business relationship studied. The focal business relationship
impacts the focal net as well as the macro environment. It can be seen that some of the
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financial, technical, social, legal, administrative and knowledge-related ties are stronger
than others. Figure 25 depicts the focal net of the Alpha-Zeta relationship.
Network horizon

Alpha
Zeta

Focal business relationship

Actors

Focal business net

Weak tie
Normal tie
Strong tie

Fig. 25. The focal net of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.

Alpha’s previously discussed focal net partners presented in Chapter 6 are included in
Figure 25, but Alpha and Zeta are brought into focus.
Zeta provides hardened steel plates for Alpha and other hardened steel components for
various steel industry players. About 60 per cent of production is sold to others than
Alpha. Basically, the hardened plates sold to Alpha are resold directly to Alpha’s
wholesalers or as part of their steel solution to an end customer. Steel hardened by Zeta
might be further processed in Beta’s facilities, after which Beta delivers more tailored and
value-added solutions to Alpha and other customers. As Beta, Zeta and Beta construction
company all sell products and services to Alpha it is obvious that the Beta group is
dependent on Alpha’s demand, although Beta would exist without Alpha.
Moreover, Alpha has another hardening partner in Sweden that hardens thin plates
from one mm to four mm, and Zeta hardens those from five mm to 60 mm. Steel plates
that are hardened are usually provided and owned by Alpha. There are several direct
competitors with Zeta in Europe, e.g. in Sweden, Poland, and Germany, and around the
world, but at the moment Zeta holds the monopoly for this specific type of hardening in
Finland. Thus, Zeta’s connections with competitors are normal or weak, while
connections with Beta and Alpha are strong. Robert describes this in the following
manner: ”It is our common goal to ensure that Zeta performs well”. Today, Zeta has
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established and is seeking ways to make its relationships with existing component and
hardened steel solutions customers even stronger.
To summarize, both companies in the Alpha-Zeta business relationship have other
parties that are closely or weakly tied to them, and the changes occurring on network
level are occasionally transmitted, or not transmitted to the focal relationship (see e.g.
Halinen et al. 1999). After the steel is produced, various parties including Zeta or only
Alpha are needed to refine the steel in order to get the shape and the functions needed for
the competitive offering. When refined steel is sold to customers the activities undertaken
by the parties of the net are rather similar in each offering. The first section of the chapter
illustrated the background of both parties and provided some information about the
context of the business relationship as well as described the focal net. The focus hereafter
is on the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.

7.2 The impact of digitalization on the structure of the Alpha-Zeta
business relationship
This section describes the structure of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship and highlights
how digitalization has affected the structure.
The Alpha-Zeta business relationship is rather young; however, due to its special
nature, it is influenced by the trust and commitment built over 35 years in the Alpha-Beta
relationship. The mutual planning of Zeta’s establishment, its large volume, as well as the
high relationship-specific financial exchange and investments means that the relationship
is classified as a business relationship rather than repeated transactions with non-familiar
parties. As Matt describes, “The Alpha-Zeta business relationship is quite young, just
over four years old”. Still, plans for the relationship and steel plate hardening activities
were initiated in the 1990s. Thus, there is a certain amount of inherent continuity
embedded in the relationship.
A large proportion of the steel plate hardening is conducted for Alpha, after which
Alpha sells these hardened solutions to its end customers or delivers hardened steel plates
to its wholesalers. Despite this mutual success, the future of the relationship is
ambiguous. Matt states, “Our production division will decide if we have enough volume
to feed enlargement of Zeta” and he further explains that “Value of this relationship is
highly dependent on corporate strategies and if the corporate strategy gives weight to
special solutions”, the relationship might be continued. Nonetheless, there seems to be a
positive future ahead as Matt described later in his interview: “At least a couple of
months ago Zeta was a very important partner in our visions”. The enlargement of Zeta’s
facilities at the beginning of 2006 indicates that a positive and mutual future lies ahead.
Additionally, it seems that digitalization and adoption of digital tools may have partly
enabled the continuity of the studied business relationship. This is because the creation of
a common digital infrastructure, bonds, and digital activities has provided the Alpha-Zeta
products with a competitive advantage over other hardened steel solutions. This is partly
because Zeta’s capacity was employed to the maximum, which has driven down costs and
prices. Thereby, continuity may be increased as compared to if Alpha and Zeta had not
taken up digital tools, in which case productivity would not have increased.
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To continue with complexity, it can be stated that in the beginning when Zeta’s production
was at a run-up phase there were a lot of people from both Alpha and Beta involved in the
planning and making machines and equipment for Zeta. Matt recalls its establishment and
also describes the current situation as follows:
“From Alpha’s side there were about five people who were actively in contact when
Zeta was established, helping to get the production started. We had two senior
researchers who were energetically involved in the ramp-up stage. There was this
researcher connection, and then there was this technical customer service
connection where two people from Alpha’s side were involved in relations with
Zeta. And of course there were a couple of guys from sales in direct contact. From
the beginning the procurement department has been in frequent contact with Zeta.
All that has been bought from Zeta is based on our yearly contracts that are
checked and re-negotiated”.
Before the 2006 enlargement, there were approximately five to ten people involved in the
relationship, and both John and Robert have stepped aside to allow new people to handle
activities. Zeta’s internal complexity has decreased because it buys services like leveling
of over 16 mm thick plates, finance and administration activities and centrifugal blasting
services for hardened steel plates from Beta. This leads to a reduction in internal
complexity.
The adoption of digital tools also substantially decreased the complexity of the
relationship. Internal activities of both Alpha and Zeta were reevaluated and information
systems were introduced to tackle internal problems. In addition, as digital bonds and
activities were created, more routine-like digital activities emerged and complexity
decreased as a result of this. Still, as Matt describes, complexity is at rather a moderate
level:
“There are a lot of events in the relationship with Zeta since there is a high volume
from hundreds of customer orders and lots of bills to be approved and so there is
potential to increase automation considerably, if we could find technology which
integrates systems and takes care of security issues”.
Only the future will show if the rest of the complexity related to the business relationship
can be stabilized or eliminated. The Alpha-Zeta business relationship has been rather
symmetric from the start. Nevertheless, there are power issues that are present, as
described first by Luca and then by operative-level employee James: “In respect to Zeta
we have more power to say how a product is made and how it should be sold”, and James
continues, “Alpha uses its power; for example, they may command that this plate and that
plate are not yet hardened but these plates need to be hardened now and this causes extra
harm. This occurs once or twice a month”.
Still, the symmetry of the relationship is described in Robert’s interview as follows:
“We agreed with the high authorities of Alpha that Zeta’s first mill is a pilot mill, and we
are going to learn how to do it and then the next one is the real deal”. After the
enlargement in 2006 the business relationship is more symmetric than before as Zeta is
not so heavily dependent on Alpha’s orders. Digitalization has not had a positive or
negative impact on symmetry.
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Overall, the current relationship can be described as rather formal. When plans were
first made in the 1990s, and until the 2000s, the business relationship was rather informal,
but after that the formality of the business relationship has risen partly due to the digital
tools that were adopted to conduct internal and connecting activities.
As Robert stresses, “We have contracts in the background, but when needed we are
flexible and so is Alpha. One time I went to tell the boys at Zeta that if needed we could
both take a little loss when a deal needs to be made with Alpha” and he continues “... not
everything can be written down in a contract. For example, it was agreed that Alpha gets
the five largest customers of hardened components and the rest were for Zeta, but it was
not written down in a contract”. It seems that there is a formal side to the business
relationship, but if informality is perceived as necessary it can be increased in
coincidental acts and events. Starting from 2002 the formality of the business relationship
has increased heavily due to the digitalization of activities. Luca pinpoints this as follows:
“In Zeta we are trying to get rid of paperwork, so you will not have to do delivery notes
and others manually but those would come directly out of the systems”.
The digital infrastructure development within the business relationship is described
next. First it is noted that the digital infrastructure development inside Alpha has been
precisely described in the previous chapter and therefore only a few relationship-specific
illustrations are highlighted. Alpha has many systems, most of them internal, that
facilitate internal operations such as manufacturing, accounting, and finance. However,
the ERP system and order processing systems are actively used by Alpha when
interacting with Zeta. Activities such as capacity check are conducted over the Internet in
digital infrastructure.
As depicted previously, there are some problems with Alpha’s systems when
considering full integration with Zeta. These are described by Stephen: ”When the
information infrastructure was built, e.g. the production control system, we did not take
into account that subcontractors and customers have their own systems”. Nonetheless,
Alpha is more resourceful in information technology and this is due to their long history
of information technology development. Dennis illustrated this viewpoint further in his
interview: “Beta and Zeta have both focused on their core competencies but their
information technology skills are a little bit thin”. Moreover, as seen from a corporatewide information technology strategy viewpoint Lennart states that “Alpha is developing
an integrated infrastructure for the whole corporation and not just developing ‘some
system’ for Zeta”. It should be acknowledged here that Zeta has weaker knowledge on
information technology and it buys a lot of services and solutions related to IT from
experts of that field, as was the case with mobile systems.
The digital infrastructure of Zeta was described frequently in interviews, partly due to
its successful adoption, usage, and usefulness. Digital infrastructure development began
with internal system development and after that, common procedures to connect systems
were considered. The Zeta system was acquired by Zeta to facilitate inter-organizational
processes. James describes the system as follows: “The order-delivery process is fully
digitalized. The order arrives digitally in our system. Originally it was a fax and then an
e-mail attachment, now it is inserted into our system and notification is sent through email”. Besides the Zeta system, e-mail, and office systems are incorporated into the
Zeta’s current digital infrastructure. Everything else related to administration is bought in
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the form of services from the Beta parent company; these comprise financial and other
administrative systems.
Luca further illustrates the core digital element of Alpha-Zeta business relationship as
follows: “We are flexible and we approached Zeta and proposed that we could have this
type of automatic order system”. James uses the Zeta system daily and describes its
possibilities as follows: ”Through the Zeta system we get order processing, hardness
certificates, statistics, and of course billing goes though this system although the actual
bill is currently sent in paper format”. In addition, “Digital camera pictures are used in
reclamations and also new products can be easily documented”. Thus, it can be said that
digital tools are used intensively. In his interview Robert highlights the functionality of
the Zeta system as follows:
“Only one man (computer) has the IP-number that our system recognizes and he
can type it in order to enter our Zeta system. At first the idea was that orders would
be automatically transferred from their system to our system, but the ERP provider
of Alpha did not like the idea. So it went that Alpha started to take numbers from
their ERP systems and inserted them into Word and Excel files which they sent to
us as e-mail attachments. But today Alpha inserts information directly into our
system and is responsible for errors. We save time and Alpha does not, which was
the idea in first place”.
From Robert’s excerpt we can see that Alpha’s ERP system and the Zeta system were not
directly compatible, which caused difficulties initially. However, those problems were
overcome using a manual procedure. There are various ideas and plans about how to
further digitalization and automation within companies and the business relationship.
Stephen illustrates one idea to improve business relationship activities as follows:
”One step in this bill paying process is that the Zeta system could be certified so
that it could calculate the right price. I discussed this with the CEO of the Zeta and
he seemed to be thinking along the same lines as me”.
Another step would be the integration of Alpha and Zeta’s internal activities so that
information was available across departmental and organizational boundaries to parties
that need that information daily. It can be seen that the adoption of digital tools and the
digitalization of information and activities has created a digital infrastructure that has in
turn created digital bonds. This has led to fully digitalized activities, and it can be
suggested that a digital business relationship has formed. Figure 26 depicts the structure
of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.
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Fig. 26. The structure of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.

Figure 26 sheds some light on the current structure of the studied relationship and
pinpoints the alignment of traditional and digital infrastructure elements. It can be seen
that most of the interactions are digital within the digital infrastructure. Two people are
active in day-to-day operations and social interaction occurs every now and then. At the
moment, based on interviews, about 80-90 per cent of interaction in the Alpha-Zeta
business relationship is digital, while only 20 to 10 per cent is social. This personal
interaction includes negotiations and meetings in which activities and ideas are
developed. It also includes the annual price negotiations. The amount of digital
interaction was previously 70 to 80 per cent, but in the middle of 2004 a novel WLAN
system with PDAs was adopted to control old digital activities even better and to create
new ones.
To summarize, the impacts of digitalization on the Alpha-Zeta business relationship
structure have decreased the complexity of the relationship and increased formality.
Neither continuity nor symmetry was significantly affected by digitalization. However, it
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is acknowledged that digitalization has improved the efficiency and effectiveness of
activities and therefore it is suggested that the continuity of the business relationship has
increased. Additionally, digitalization enabled the adoption and creation of digital
infrastructure. At first internal digital infrastructure was created in both companies and
after that a common connecting procedure was established in order to create and integrate
the digital activities of both companies through the digital infrastructure adopted. Thus it
seems that digitalization has had a positive impact. Moreover, from the case description a
virtuous cycle of digitalization can be identified. At first e-mail was adopted and used
successfully. Then the ERP of Alpha was partly integrated with the help of the manual
procedure to Zeta system over the Internet. As this was found to be a very effective way
to handle activities, WLAN architecture was developed for wireless data transfers and
communication. The digital infrastructure of the Alpha-Beta relationship is digitalized to
the fullest extent, whereas other structural characteristics are not digitalized but are
impacted by digitalization.

7.3 The impact of digitalization on the processes within the AlphaZeta business relationship
Adaptations are a crucial element in successful business relationships. The first reciprocal
adaptation occurred in the Alpha-Zeta business relationship before the establishment of
Zeta as Alpha’s research center provided metallurgic know-how and sales and production
help to define hardening solutions. Luca highlights a similar aspect in his interview:
“Alpha has helped us with investments and told us what we need and should do in each
situation”. After the run-up stage adaptations, another reciprocal adaptation was
organized when the contract for partnership was written. Robert describes the partnership
contract, i.e. an important adaptation, in the following way: “In the establishment of Zeta,
Alpha committed to pay money if certain tonnage levels were not sold, but that paragraph
was later removed from the contract”, He continues to illustrate the importance of the
contract: “Today these kinds of contracts are not drafted”. This is because some of the
planned partnerships did not materialize. Nevertheless, this was not perceived to be a
problem in the Alpha-Zeta case as Robert illustrates: “Double volume was reached from
the start and Alpha did not have to pay that penalty sum”.
James describes in two excerpts how Alpha has made adaptations and helps Zeta in
daily issues and more R&D-type activities as follows: ”Alpha offers its help and expertise
if we face mechanical breakdowns” and ”You can easily get expert advice from Alpha”.
Besides the original volume contract clause, another major adaptation made by Alpha
was the permission for Zeta to sell hardened components directly. Matt illuminates this
aspect in his interview as follows:
“A remarkable change in the relationship was when Alpha decided that their sales
force would not sell hardened components and solutions to small customers and
Zeta received permission to sell hardened components and solutions to small
companies even though we owned the developed product originally”.
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Alpha gave permission to sell hardened components directly to end customers. Still, a
contract was made so that Alpha took the five best customers, i.e. high in volume and
profitability, and continued to serve them. Another reason for Alpha giving opportunities
to Zeta to sell hardened solutions might be that if Zeta utilizes this possibility effectively,
the hardening of steel plates will be less costly as the volume of Zeta grows and costs per
production lot go down.
Matt describes personnel-level adaptations as follows: “The buyer personnel have
adopted a new mode of behavior as they work with the Zeta system, since they have a
basic knowledge of how the system works and we have adapted to this new Zeta system,
but we have seen it as beneficial for relationship”.
Another adaptation made by Alpha that was later eliminated was special warehousing
activities especially for Zeta. Stephen illustrated this by stating that “We have had about
150 tons of plates stored for Zeta, for sudden component needs and for other direct sales;
and gradually this slot has been shifted to benefit Zeta’s activities only and thus we have
decided to eliminate it. It is normal procedure”. Furthermore, Robert describes that
“Based on Alpha’s request, we examined the possibility of enlarging Zeta’s activities and
it is possible, that we will expand even though Alpha is not committing to it in any way”.
This enlargement was made in 2006.
Future adaptations might include strengthening of digital bonds and activities. This
suggestion for further strengthening of digital bonds within the business relationship
occurred when WLAN was acquired for further digital communications. WLAN and
PDAs are used to streamline communications, more precisely, to speed up inventory
control, test report transmissions, and concurrent communication. Altogether,
digitalization has forced both parties to align their digital infrastructures, as described
earlier, but other adaptations have been rather limited.
Cooperation and conflict rates have decreased somewhat during digitalization since
activities are smoother and social interaction has diminished. Matt describes the
relationship as follows: “The relationship with Zeta can be described as ‘doing
together’”. In addition, he continues, “Due to this relationship we have saved our
investment in production services since Zeta has invested on our behalf”. According to
Luca, Alpha has provided assistance for Zeta and he describes it as follows: “Without
Alpha and its research center with its metallurgic know-how and cooperation, we could
have not made Zeta, but of course we have an important role in it, too”. Thus,
cooperation is very serious within this relationship as Matt points out: “It is balanced
cooperation with Zeta and the aim is to make a more than average income with it and so
far the relationship has performed well”, and expectations have risen constantly. The
cooperative attitude that materialized into behavior is further illustrated by Matt as
follows:
“There might be a situation in which an increase of volume requires improvements
in our selling prices and that cannot happen until Zeta lowers its prices, and we
went through an almost 20 per cent reduction because of our cooperation. Of
course, volume was increased substantially and certainly we both benefited from
it”.
Robert described the same event as follows: “Price negotiation was needed as Alpha’s
competitors started to harden their products and competed directly with Alpha so they
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were forced to cut prices, but they tried to force us to agree to prices which were not in
the spirit of the contract”. There were some disagreements but those were quickly
resolved. Cooperation is important in many areas of the relationship, as Matt describes:
“In most active periods we have daily contact concerning these cooperative R&D
projects”. One cooperative project ended up being the opposite of what was planned as
Matt shows in his interview excerpt:
“The corporate-wide decision was that we were going to prime paint our hardened
steel plates and as part of that we asked Zeta to offer this service. We then noticed,
however, that it would be more effective for us to do it internally, even tough it is
more complicated than if we were to send it to Zeta for hardening and for it to then
come back for prime painting”.
This result was clearly visible to parties as Alpha has extra capacity in its preprocessing
unit and thus it is cheaper to do it internally, but in general this describes the fact that
Alpha is willing to cooperate and its attitude toward adaptations is positive. Regarding
conflicts, Martin and James have not seen any conflicts within the relationship and
Martin highlights this by stating that “Actually, the boys have been very flexible”.
However, Robert, from an executive level, views the first price negotiation as follows:
“The first conflict arose when Alpha’s employees changed for the first time and we
were discussing ‘the spirit of the contract’ and I showed that I have documents from
the 1990s when we first discussed hardening activities and there it was ‘the spirit of
the contract’. Nonetheless we started price negotiations and this conflict occurred
only because people changed and they did not know what the spirit was”.
It seems that sometimes organizational changes within Alpha have harmed both the
business itself and the existing business relationships.
Luca describes in his interview social interaction and its importance as follows: “The
whole organization of Zeta interacts with Alpha”. This is because Zeta was developed for
Alpha. James, from Zeta’s production, describes interaction as follows: ”Face-to-face
communication weekly, phone daily, and e-mail and fax are in use”. Luca continues to
describe social interaction as follows: “Face to face at least two to three times per week
on both sides”. Matt remembers that, in the beginning, interaction was more intense:
“Interaction was more intensive when we were in the process of getting the production
started”. If something out of ordinary occurs in the relationship, social communication is
amplified, as Matt illustrates: “Communication increases if some improvements are
needed or other R&D is needed”. According to James and Matt, social interaction is
frequent between the production engineer of Alpha and the buyer.
Besides daily or weekly social interaction there are very important meetings with
senior-level personnel from both companies. Robert describes price negotiations as
follows: “Zeta has a skeleton contract and once a year we negotiate prices. Alpha has
suggested that we negotiate prices quarterly and thus we can adjust prices more quickly
to compensate for boom and bust periods. However, at the moment those are negotiated
annually”. Besides the price negotiations there are development meetings; as Matt
describes: “Once a year we have tried to sit down with Zeta and think about the current
situation and the future and negotiate production improvements and we have always
found common solutions”. Moreover, “Twice a year we have improvement meetings in
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which we have looked into daily operations like delivery reliability, quality, and customer
feedback”. Furthermore, internal communication within companies and sub-units is
important, as Robert illustrates in the following statement: ”We need to know the end
customer and target so that we make the right quality products, not too good or bad”.
All in all, there was a lot of social communication in the development phase but
currently the amount social interaction on an operational level is limited. Senior-level
social interaction is also limited. Social interaction between parties can be described as
very healthy since Zeta’s current marketing manager has been forced to retire from Alpha
and has become a manager for Zeta, i.e. the side changing effect of business relationships
occurs where business parties perceive each other to be equal.
To summarize, during the first stages of initiation, social interaction was active. Later,
as the digital infrastructure and activities were developed, the amount of social
interactions declined. It is noted here that the establishment of Zeta and the studied
relationships are built on healthy social interaction. Besides this, a close and working
business relationship between Alpha and Beta has also helped to create the successful
Alpha-Zeta business relationship. Moreover, the three companies have a common social
event every Christmas, which strengthens relationships further.
Routinization has increased constantly within the relationship as activities are made
more digital and effective. According to Matt, logistics and bill processing work is all
routine. Martin has been conducting business with Zeta for a couple of months now, and
he described it as monkey’s work. This means that lot of routines have emerged. These
include typing orders into Zeta’s system from Alpha’s side, and of course Zeta is
monitoring hardness and quality of plates in a routine manner. In addition, orders and test
reports are handled in a very routine way by James. Future improvements might increase
the amount of routine work as James describes those improvements as follows: ”We
could improve our plate movements inside our facilities since there are not many lifts
needed, thus unnecessary movements and loading and unloading activities could be
eliminated. If Alpha typed in the bill freight information into the Zeta system we would
not have to enter this information into the system and we would be able to know which
plates are arriving”.
To conclude, activities that are geared toward Alpha are rather routine, while orders
from other end customers bring the needed variety into activities. Digitalization has
amplified the routinization of the relationship by eliminating the possibility of having a
meaningless discussion, which helps with thinking and also improves the relationship
atmosphere.
Digital communication was limited at beginning of 2000, but it has been constantly
increasing. Matt highlights this aspect in his interview as follows: “We are constantly emailing Zeta, we do not need a fax anymore and phone contacts are only needed if we
have a difference of opinion”. James illustrates his daily routines and digital
communication as follows:
”As Stephen types in the order, it comes directly to the Zeta system. I print it, then
the material from Alpha arrives and the bill of freight. I input the information into
the system manually. From then on I use a mouse only. Hardness information needs
to be typed in and changed but that is a small job. Then the test report and hardness
certificate of the end product is signed and faxed to the material certification office
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of Alpha and the original with signature is put in an envelope and sent by post to
the archives. The order is then printed, signed and sent to Alpha by post weekly and
our own copy is filed”.
At the time of the interview, it was Stephen who was interacting with James, but today
the contact person is Martin. Computer-to-computer communication is employed to
transfer orders between Zeta’s and Alpha’s systems. Order alert, i.e. notification, comes
via e-mail according to James; however, there are manual processes left as James
describes. James said in the interview that Zeta has had this system for two years now,
and like other systems it was gradually adopted. James continues as follows: ”Order and
test reports were Excel-based at first and orders arrived through e-mail”. Currently these
are all included in Zeta’s system. James describes what he does after processing the plates
as follows:
”Then when the test report and order are ready, I will send an e-mail to Stephen
who then calls carriage and faxes the bill of freight to us. After that the test report is
filed, if it is not yet priced it is priced, and then it is billed by administration and all
this occurs through the Zeta system”.
For Alpha, the Zeta system provides new ways to manage sales, as Matt describes in two
connected excerpts:
“The load situation is monitored through a digital communication channel since our
buyer has an online connection to the Zeta system at his desk where he can see the
current load situation. This means that the buyer has to understand something about
the user interface”.
“Since we have this connection it has decreased the hassle in those activities
because you can easily check the load situation. It has also improved delivery
reliability and sales possibilities because you can see real production gaps more
easily. In addition, you receive information on orders placed and the urgency of
plates, which enables rearrangement of production at short notice. Thus, you can
make more deals and it brings extra value to the relationship. Rearrangement is
done because customers will not buy if they do not receive it on a certain day and
you can make those deals too”.
Thus, it can be seen that the new digital channel has enabled Alpha to manage its
resources better as well as yield more revenue. Currently, the Zeta system, i.e. digital
infrastructure combined with digital activities, functions rather well, but there are some
problems. Martin types the same information into various systems including Zeta’s
system. Moreover, the same information is handled over and over again by the order
handler, work planner, and Martin. In addition, the load situation is reported incoherently
in minutes and kilos; hopefully, in the near future, as interviewees have pointed out, the
load situation will be visible in the standard plate format. Furthermore, information about
orders, load situation, and material stream is not available, or is not available at the right
time, to all participants needing information, e.g. order handler, work planner, sales
people, and Zeta’s employees including James. It can be seen that the mobile system has
provided some assistance in relation to previous problems.
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A future improvement suggested by Matt is the following: “In the future, the billing
process should use the Zeta system more widely and we should not re-type information”.
From Alpha’s side it would be better if forecasts of e.g. the arrival of material to be
hardened by Zeta were more accurate, in which case Zeta could make more accurate
forecasts of its capacity and production. James puts a similar thought into different
words: “I do not know about Alpha’s systems, but it would be beneficial if we could time
orders more accurately (plan production), and if orders arrived in a planned way there
would not be so many peak periods in production. We need more stability if enlargements
are to be made”. Martin and Stephen provide even more integrating ideas for the future:
”The idea was developed together with our ERP provider, that our ERP system
could be extended so that we can make subcontracting orders without extra hassle”
Martin.
“ERP could send attachments to the persons responsible via e-mail if needed”
Stephen.
The ultimate goal is described by Stephen in the following way: ”If systems are
integrated we could avoid doing double manual work”.
In a nutshell, digitalization has enabled and increased digital communication. Due to
this the amount of social interaction has decreased. However, there have been good
benefits from increasing digital communication. For example, administrative costs have
been reduced, the volume sold and produced has been increasing and communication is
faster and cheaper than before. Of course the volume changes can be caused by external
influence rather than digitalization. Figure 27 combines the impacts of digitalization on
process aspects of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.
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Fig. 27. The processes of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.

Figure 27 depicts how digitalization has impacted the processes in the Alpha-Zeta
business relationship. It can be seen that digital communication through digital
infrastructure has gained momentum, so that about 80 to 90 per cent of communication is
conducted through this medium. Martin, and previously Stephen, can see the current load
and make purchase orders with the help of Zeta’s system. In addition, the system provides
e-mail notification for James. The test report of hardness of steel and bill are created by
the system; however, these are sent via post to Alpha once or twice a week. In late 2004
this was changed as WLAN and PDAs were acquired to speed up inventory control and
test report transmissions, which are now delivered digitally over the mobile network to
Alpha. Prices, conflicts, and development projects are negotiated in the physical
(traditional) environment. It is acknowledged that internal communication patterns have
remained similar to the previous illustration in Figure 26.
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To summarize, it can be said that digitalization has increased the need to adapt to each
other both traditionally, but also on issues regarding digital infrastructure. At first,
cooperation and conflict rates rose somewhat, but later on the relationship stabilized. The
amount of social interaction was intense at first, but it has subsequently been fading away
as a transacting and communicating medium. Routinization has increased steadily since
digitalization, and the amount of digital communication is at a higher level than before as
new digital infrastructure has been adopted. Digital communication has increased in a
step-wise manner in width and depth. All in all, the impacts can be described as positive.

7.4 Description of the business relationship digitalization process
between Alpha-Zeta
This section provides a description and attempts to provide a partial explanation of the
digitalization process in the Alpha-Zeta business relationships. The digitalization process
is explained in Chapter 4 and it consisted of six closely related factors. These factors
were built out of various characteristics that were identified from the literature review.
The digitalization process description begins with a short summary of the development of
the Alpha-Zeta business relationship, depicted in Table 12. It provides a summary, based
on previous sections, describing the progress of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.
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Table 12. Development of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.
Time

1995-

2000-

2002-

Development of the Alpha-Zeta
business relationship
Alpha
Relationship
Discussion of
possibilities to establish
hardening processes in
cooperation with Beta.
At this time corporate
strategies in Alpha
changed and hardened
solutions were not seen
as important. Before the
new Millennium arrived
hardening was again
identified as important
since competitors were
offering new solutions.
Relationship initiation,
cooperation in start-up
by providing assurance
for selling the hardened
steel produced, R&D,
and metallurgic knowhow.

Zeta

Pre-relationships stage. Discussion of
Plans and discussions to possibilities to establish
start hardening activities hardening processes in
cooperation with Alpha.
Plans were put aside for
some time and those
were restarted in 1999.

Initiated, first successful
events during run-up of
production and
relationship initiation.
Trust, common goals,
and commitment
sedimentation was
initiated in first social
interactions. From a
communicational
perspective the
relationship started with
e-mail orders and
limited digital
infrastructure, which
was later expanded.
Hardened products sold As the relationship
matured performance
and volume bought
outcomes were sought
increased due to price
in price reductions and
and successful
improvement
negotiations.
negotiations. WLANand PDA-based system
was integrated into the
digital infrastructure to
increase timeliness and
accuracy of inventory
control and test reports.
Cooperation contracts
for lifting and
equipment
manufacturing.

Development of the
focal net of AlphaZeta business
relationship
Only a few hardening
mills existed and the
focal net was partly
emerging, but the
Alpha-Beta focal net
had already
established its role
and position.

Relationship initiation,
establishment, and
investments in machines
and equipment with the
help of John and Robert.
Plans to improve the
digital infrastructure in
the form of the Zeta
system. Additionally,
ideas to digitalize more
activities were put
forward.

The focal net emerges
as competitors,
subcontractors, and
other members of the
net, e.g. Beta,
initiated or continued
their activities. The
focal net of Zeta is
rather limited since
Zeta is dependent on
Alpha and thus on
Alpha’s focal net.

Invested in new
technologies that
enabled the creation of a
more integrated digital
infrastructure. Zeta
system was created and
adopted. WLAN and
PDA system for more
effective digital
communication was
planned and acquired in
the middle of 2004. In
2006 enlargement of
production to 34 tons,
and the number of
employees are about 25.

New competitors
have emerged and
forced Zeta to reduce
prices. Zeta obtained
permission to sell
hardened products to
other customers,
which increased the
amount of parties in
the focal net. Alpha’s
organizational
structure changed and
many parties of the
focal net were
insourced and the
hierarchy type of
governance increased.
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Table 12 depicts the development of the studied relationship and also highlights critical
changes in the focal net. Moreover, Table 12 shows some of the key aspects in the
digitalization of activities. Closely linked to the overall development of the Alpha-Zeta
business relationship is the digitalization process. Figure 28 demonstrates the factors and
their characteristics that affected the digitalization process of the Alpha-Zeta business
relationship.
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Antecedents
- Common history i.e. close business relationship
- Clear benefit allocation between companies
- Trust and commitment

- Technological infrastructure

- IT-skills and resources
(- Willingness

-Internal IT alignment with new system

- Poor management support - Power balance)

Accelerants

Inhibitors

- Company and relationship specific needs

-

- Simple adopted technology /solution

Organizational changes in Alpha
- Unidentified and missing mutual

- Fit between processes, technologies
and corporate strategy

benefits
- Lack of trust, commitment,

- Relationship-specific knowledge

- Inadequate skills and resources
-Poor management support

- Digitizable exchange process
-Adaptation willingness

Adoption Decision
- Fueled by managerial insights and attitude toward new IT solutions
- Economic and behavioral insights
- Internet-based communication, Zeta system, and WLAN- and PDA-based systems
were adopted

Business relationship digitalization
- First, both parties created their digital infrastructure (DI), which was then integrated
- Second, the digital bonds (DB) were formed
- Third, the digital activities (DA) were created

The outcome of an event
- Cost reduction in communication and manufacturing
- Feeling of mutual success
- Virtuous cycle of digitalization is clearly fostered

Degree of business relationship digitalization
- Digital business relationship

Fig. 28. The digitalization process of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship.

Illustrated in Figure 28 are the factors and the characteristics that have impacted on the
digitalization process of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship. The characteristics of each
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factor that had an insignificant role in the digitalization process of the business
relationship were omitted, as compared to factor characteristics theoretically
hypothesized in Figure 14 and Chapter 4.
Willingness, poor management and power balance are removed from anteceding
characteristics. Willingness is removed due to the fact that it is perceived in this case as
an accelerant, and adaptation willingness was added to accelerating characteristics. Poor
management did not have influence on the digitalization of Alpha-Zeta and power
imbalance existed. These are marked in grey in the framework. Additionally, relationshipspecific knowledge and digitizable exchange process are absent from accelerating
characteristics. This is not because they are not important, but because they influence
different stages in digitalization or different types of business relationships. However, it is
noted that relationship-specific knowledge creation has a pertinent role in the
digitalization process, as will be discussed later on. The last identified characteristic
absent from the previous framework is business network level impact of adoption
decision. This is because it had no influence on digitalization in the case studied.
A new characteristic, adaptation willingness, was added to accelerating characteristics
due to the empirical findings. It was removed from antecedents. Organizational changes
in Alpha were again pinpointed as an inhibiting characteristic for further digitalization.
These new characteristics are marked in red in the framework. All in all, factors and
characteristics of the factors describing the digitalization process are derived from the
case material as well as from the interviews with the informants. Next, the digitalization
process of the Alpha-Zeta business relationship is closely described.
Antecedents for successful relationship digitalization were Alpha’s previous close
relationship with Beta, from which the Alpha-Zeta relationship was initiated. The close
previous relationship and several negotiations to start hardening activities, before the
actual establishment, created a close trustful environment. Thus, a fertile ground for
relationship was established. Moreover, as described earlier, Zeta was established as a
joint effort between Alpha and Beta. This common and close history with established
trust and commitment acted as an accelerating antecedent for the adoption decision as
well as overall digitalization.
Besides common history and trust, clear benefit allocation has speeded up
digitalization within the business relationship. In addition, the technology infrastructure
development on both sides of the relationship has enabled faster and more efficient
digitalization.
All in all, Zeta’s IT-skills and resources increased the success of digitalization, and as
stated before, Alpha already has a high level of specific information technology
knowledge. Furthermore, technology alignment between the parties was relatively easy,
i.e. systems were developed cooperatively so that they where easy to integrate. Thus, it
seems that almost all antecedents for business relationship digitalization mentioned in
Figure 14 (p.107) are present in the Alpha-Zeta business relationship. Nevertheless,
besides willingness discussed above, one antecedent characteristic that is absent is power
balance, due to the fact that Alpha is in a more powerful role and from time to time
commands Zeta to conduct some activities or reduce prices.
Accelerants for relationship digitalization process are basically the fit between
processes as well as the technology adopted and used, arising from the fact that both
parties were actively involved in the planning as well as integration of the systems.
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Additionally, if technology adopted within the relationship is rather simple it reduces the
time needed for adoption and digitalization. This was the case at the start, but as
digitalization progressed, more complex systems were adopted. In detail, both Alpha’s
systems and the Zeta system have to be created and be fully operating before planning the
integration of these systems. The system integration is handled via specific Internet-based
technologies such as firewalls that take security issues into account in the integration
process.
Furthermore, willingness to make adaptations and adopt new digital tools is perceived
to speed up digitalization if there is a technology friendly atmosphere in the relationship.
The parties find it important to reduce costs and labor related to the administrative
activities of both parties. Moreover, both parties were eagerly developing new technology
solutions to conduct business as described earlier. Thus, there were needs to invest in
digital tools in the relationship.
Inhibitors for the digitalization process were rather clearly visible in the interviews
with informants. The most obvious one was the organizational changes within the Alpha
group that created uncertainty related to the future of the relationship and directly
influenced Zeta’s willingness to develop the relationship further. It seems that these
problems were solved, since digitalization was furthered with WLAN- and PDA-based
mobile communication system. Traditional inhibitors like lack of trust, commitment, poor
managerial support, and inadequate skills and resources were not seen to inhibit the
digitalization of the relationship. These are marked in grey.
Adoption decisions were made in many overlapping digitalization cycles within the
studied relationship. At first, only traditional communication means were employed.
After their initiation, the Internet and e-mail were adopted and used to conduct business.
Shortly, after this, changes in activities and Zeta’s structure led to investment in the Zeta
system. This system is used in a relational manner over the Internet to ease both parties’
administrative routines like ordering, checking the load situation, and making e-mail
notifications. The latest development, with the aid of the new mobile system adopted that
includes WLAN and PDA, enables steel hardness test reports, orders, and notifications to
be sent via the network. Today, only bills are sent via snail mail twice to three times a
month. It might also be the case that Beta is testing and developing information
technology skills in the Alpha-Zeta business relationship to be later employed in the
Alpha-Beta and other relationships, as the risks and uncertainties are smaller in the
Alpha-Zeta context.
Besides factors one to three, all decisions to adopt different technologies to help with
administration and digitalization of activities were evaluated in terms of costs and
benefits to form a sharper picture of the decision and its context. At this point, it seems
that managers from both sides have perceived digitalization decisions positively and they
all believe that what helps with cost reduction is meaningful and is the right decision to
take. Furthermore, learning and the development of digitalization skills may boost the
digitalization in the near future as more relationship-specific knowledge is created in each
digitalization event.
Business relationship digitalization within the Alpha-Zeta relationship can be
described with the help of the concept of virtuous cycle illustrated in Chapter 4. Since
Alpha had a digital infrastructure from the start and Zeta acquired compatible solutions, it
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seems that all previous antecedents and accelerants have fueled the virtuous cycle of
digitalization within the relationship.
The current digital infrastructure, bonds, and activities were created over three
successful digitalization cycles. From the simple Internet-based system the parties have
moved on to a more secure and reliable integrated system, and today these systems are
strengthened with mobile solutions that ease material and information flow between the
parties. Additionally, the load situation can be made more visible to Alpha, so that
production and sales employees can coordinate new sales as well as their position in the
production of Zeta.
Outcomes of events in this particular business relationship are multifaceted. Due to the
special nature of the relationship studied it can be concluded that both parties have both
directly or indirectly invested in the relationship and also received benefits from it. It is
also clear that in the future even more benefits are sought from this relationship.
Cooperation has improved the performance of both companies by increasing
effectiveness and efficiency. Alpha can sell more hardened solutions as well as more
traditional steel since it can offer demanding customers both hardened and traditional
steel products.
Additionally, Zeta has benefited as they can now sell hardened components to other
customers and thus their expanded capacity is utilized. Parallel to this, Alpha may be able
to negotiate slightly lower prices for hardened steel plates.
Performance outcomes also improved as the digital infrastructure, bonds, and
activities were created between parties; the infrastructure speeded up and changed
existing and new activities between parties. Bonds were created in other areas, as
technical information from Alpha was frequently transferred to Zeta, and as Zeta
provided the load situation to Alpha, sales could operate more effectively. Common
procedures for ordering, notification, test reporting, and billing were found and a great
deal of routine work was eliminated.
On the psycho-social side, trust was created between James and Martin while working
on an operational level and the previously established trust between Robert and Matt
strengthened. It is clearly visible that common norms and values were created in the
relationship and that the success of Alpha can be seen as the success of Zeta due to the
demand derived. Altogether, the outcomes are very positive and it seems that other
partners or parties could not have provided these benefits as rapidly as this relationship
has. It is true, however, that Zeta has not sold hardened steel plates to other customers,
which has been a wise decision when taking into account Beta’s concern connections to
Alpha.
The degree of digitalization has constantly increased during the four years covered by
the interviews. When comparing these consolidated empirical findings with Figure 13
(p.104), the changing degree of digitalization in the Alpha-Zeta business relationship can
be illustrated with a line starting from the bottom end of “the business relationships” and
ending in the middle of the oval representing “the digital business relationships”. In short,
the business relationship started with a relatively low degree of digitalization in 2000, but
the Internet and e-mail were rapidly adopted to conduct business. After a while the
integration of Alpha’s systems within the Zeta system was conducted, which changed the
relationship into a digitalized relationship where 70-80 per cent of activities that can be
digital were digitalized. The movement towards a fully digital relationship where 80-90
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per cent of activities are conducted digitally was made recently, in 2004. Thus, the
business relationship is described here as being a digital as opposed to digitalized
business relationship.
The future of the business relationship is very dependent on the corporate-wide
decisions made by Alpha. Zeta is eager to continue the relationship and so is the people
involved on Alpha’s side, but if the corporate strategy changes and they perceive
hardened solutions to be less important, the relationship is going to be altered or
dissolved. If the relationship continues and new contracts are written, further digital
infrastructure integration and addition of new digital activities is inevitable.
Martin describes these future possibilities as follows: ”In our ERP system, Zeta could
be added as a work point and then we could use time calculation and load management to
estimate our share of the load and capacity. This saves time since you could know the
load situation when you are handling orders”. This could be beneficial to Alpha as a
whole, since many people from different organizational levels that need to see the load
situation will be able to do so.
This could increase the transparency of the relationship. Currently, only one person
from Alpha has the window to this knowledge, and this knowledge is passed on to other
individuals in paper format inside Alpha. The intelligent agent project could facilitate this
change, which would hopefully create operationalizable results for managers.
Ultimately, as Martin continues, ”The idea is that all work phases, production
reporting and production related activities will be available on one web site”. Along a
similar line to Martin, Dennis points out that “Information technology investments and
adoptions are clearly in the transformation stage and we should really think about what is
not too expensive and complex a solution to use by our partners, i.e. systems must be
light for our partners”. These issues were in some sense dealt with in the mobile system
adoption described earlier. All in all, forecasting and information visibility, in addition to
automation and digitalization, are areas to focus upon in the future. New ways of
conducting business have emerged due to digitalization and old ways of doing business
have changed, been facilitated or eliminated. Thus, the Alpha-Zeta relationship has
improved its position as a value-adding partner to its customers by cutting costs and
improving communication within the relationship.
The previous Chapter 6 presented two propositions. In proposition one, trust and
commitment were proposed as influencing digitalization positively, and they should be
regarded as antecedents for digitalization. In proposition two, complex interaction
patterns were seen to influence digitalization negatively, and they should be regarded as
inhibiting business relationship digitalization. Four additional propositions have been
formulated. The propositions from three to seven are as follows:
P3: Information technology skills between and within the members of the
relationship act as an accelerant for business relationship digitalization
P4: Compatibility of business processes between members of the relationship is an
antecedent for business relationship digitalization
P5: Mutually perceived future between members of the relationship act as an
accelerant for business relationship digitalization
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P6: Adaptability of the members of the relationship acts as an accelerant for
business relationship digitalization
P7: An extensive amount of routine digitalizable activities between members of the
relationship acts as an accelerant for business relationship digitalization
It is suggested that IT skills act as accelerant for business relationship digitalization and
have a positive influence on the digitalization. This observation was based on Ryssel et
al. (2004) as well as on the findings of the Alpha-Zeta case. Additionally, in proposition
four it is suggested that compatibility or fit of business processes, i.e. similarity of
activities and relationship-specific knowledge, have a positive influence on digitalization.
Moreover, in proposition five it is suggested that a mutually perceived future, i.e.
common future, has a positive influence on digitalization. Adaptability, i.e. willingness
and skills needed to conduct adaptations, also has a positive influence on the
digitalization, since adaptations are needed to digitalize a business relationship.
Furthermore, an extensive amount of routine, digitalizable activities, e.g. phone calls,
faxes and different types of control activities have a positive influence on digitalization.
To summarize, information technology skills (P3), compatibility of business processes
(P4), mutually perceived future (P5), adaptability (P6), and digitalizable routines (P7) all
have a positive influence on a business relationship, but they influence the relationship in
different ways. Propositions three, five, six, and seven seem to be speeding up ongoing or
planned digitalization, while proposition number four is seen to be a vital anteceding
condition.
Nonetheless, the empirical validation for propositions one to seven, and all proceeding
propositions, has to be tested in similar and different contexts in order to provide general
conceptualization of the business relationship digitalization process. This kind of research
could provide insights into how digitalization impacts individual relationships and
whether the process is similar or different in the steel industry and another industry.
This issue is analyzed in more detail in Chapter 9 when evaluating the results of this
dissertation. Now, the results from the Alpha-Beta and Alpha-Zeta relationships are
compared to each other and to the preliminary framework in order to form the empirically
grounded framework of business relationship digitalization.

Part III Conclusions

8 The empirically grounded framework of business
relationship digitalization
The purpose of this dissertation is to provide insights into the digitalization of business
relationships. The specific aim of this dissertation is to understand, explain, and describe
the influences of digitalization on business relationships. This process is aided by an
empirically grounded model, which also details the digitalization process of the business
relationship. This is accomplished by first conceptualizing how business relationships are
affected by digitalization and then by empirically demonstrating the process of
digitalizing business relationships within the context of the steel industry. This
dissertation seeks to contribute to the business relationship discussions of the IMP that
lacks thorough understanding of the impacts brought on by digitalization into the
business relationships by providing novel and helpful concepts as well as a guiding
framework.

8.1 The formation process of the empirically grounded framework
Part one of the dissertation drew an outline for this research by depicting some central
theories to tackle relational exchange and presented the scientific orientation employed.
Part one concluded with a synthesis of the analytical review of literature which was
crystallized into a preliminary framework that can be used to describe the business
relationship digitalization process. This was presented in Figure 14.
The second part of the dissertation used the concepts developed in part one and two to
analyze cases that showed how structural as well as processual elements have been
affected by digitalization during the periods studied. Moreover, the digitalization process
of these business relationships was closely illustrated.
This part of the dissertation draws together the preliminary framework and empirical
findings from the cases to form a coherent empirically grounded framework that depicts
the digitalization process, its factors and characteristics as well as provides an
explanation of the different outcomes of the digitalization cycles that may occur in the
business relationship. The outcome is a changing degree of digitalization that has both
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economic and behavioral impacts on companies and business relationships as whole. The
basic ideas describing the development and formation of the empirically grounded
framework are depicted in Figure 29.
Part I

Part II

Part III

Chapter 4: Preliminary framework
(Figures 13 and 14)
Chapter 6: The Alpha-Beta case and
its digitalization process described with
the help of the preliminary framework
(Figure 23)
Chapter 7: The Alpha-Zeta case and its
digitalization process described with
the help of the preliminary framework
(Figure 28)

Chapter 8: The empirically grounded
framework
of
business
relationship
digitalization is formed and the preliminary
framework is adjusted to be coherent with the
case findings

Fig. 29. Formation process of the empirically grounded framework.

Figure 29 shows the structure of the dissertation and points out how the empirically
grounded framework depicted in Figure 30 synthesizes the preliminary framework and
case material. In Figure 29, the circle in part one depicts the preliminary framework and
the ovals in part two depict the cases Alpha-Beta and Alpha-Zeta. In part three, the
diagram presents the formation of the empirically grounded framework as an interaction
between previously presented elements.

8.2 The framework of the business relationship digitalization process
This section presents the empirically grounded framework and discusses how it was
formed from the interplay between the preliminary framework and case studies. When
comparing the empirically grounded framework with the preliminary frameworks it can
be seen that the single feedback loop depicted previously is replaced in Figure 30 by two
reinforcing and two balancing feedback loops. The influence is from the outcome of an
event on the antecedents and from the outcome of an event on the degree of business
relationships digitalization. For example, if the outcome of an event is the successful
adoption of an Extranet it will have a reinforcing influence on the antecedents, e.g.
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technology skills and benefit allocation, as the Extranet partners are perceived more
positively. In addition, it also has reinforcing influence on the degree of business
relationship which gradually after multiple successful digitalization events causes the
relationship to move from e.g. traditional to a more digitalized business relationship.
Besides, reinforcing the outcome of an event might also have a balancing influence on
either the antecedents or the degree of business relationship digitalization. This influence
either normalizes digitalization or hampers it, and thereby balances ongoing
digitalization.
As compared to Figures 23 and 28 that depict the digitalization processes of the
Alpha-Beta and the Alpha-Zeta business relationships, it can be seen that in the AlphaBeta business relationship (Figure 23) inhibitors are more prominent than accelerants
while in the Alpha-Zeta business relationship (Figure 28) accelerants are more present
than inhibitors. Both accelerants and inhibitors were considered while compiling Figure
30.
It was shown previously that the overall layout of Figure 30 has been modified and
specific changes indicated by the case study material and theoretical findings are
incorporated into the characteristics of each factor. These alterations are next discussed
briefly.
The antecedent characteristics dealing with information technology skills,
infrastructure, and information technology alignment were grouped into the label
‘technology skills’, which includes information technology and other technologies as
well as their compatibility with current and future technology structure and skills. This
change seemed to be appropriate because both cases pinpointed the fact that technology
skills and their development influence the speed and depth of digitalization. Close
business relationship, trust and commitment, benefit allocation and power balance are
depicted in Figure 30 as antecedent characteristics. All of the characteristics mentioned
seemed to play an important role in influencing the digitalization process. It is noted that
digitalization efforts can be inhibited by lack of trust and technology skills, power
imbalance, distant relationship and ambiguous benefit allocation.
The accelerating characteristics described in the preliminary framework were similar
to those exhibited in the case data. All characteristics except the digitalizable exchange
process were discussed in both or one of the cases as a relevant characteristic to be
considered while conceptualizing the effect of digitalization and the business relationship
digitalization process. The digitalizable exchange process has already been shown to be
an insignificant digitalization characteristic in this study, but it is included as a pertinent
characteristic because it is needed in order to understand, explain, and describe
digitalization in other contexts (see e.g. Choi et al. 1997). In short, if the exchange
process can be digitalized it may accelerate digitalization whereas if it is more non-digital
in nature it may act as an inhibitor. Another accelerating characteristic identified from the
Alpha-Zeta case is adaptation willingness. If both parties besides willingness have skills
and knowledge adaptations may occur. It is noted that reluctance to change may inhibit
digitalization. Compatibility of business processes, technologies and corporate strategy is
seen to accelerate business relationship digitalization, as was the case in the Alpha-Zeta
relationship. In addition, simple adopted technology is also seen to hasten digitalization
as implementation times are shorter and likely usage is also easier and employees are
more likely to adopt the new solution.
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A new inhibitor characteristic that has been added is organizational change. Changes
in Alpha’s organizational structure hindered digitalization efforts made in the business
relationship as nobody knew what would happen in the future or who would be
responsible for each decision and activity in the future. Additionally, lack of trust,
commitment and benefits, inadequate skills and resources, poor management support and
mismatch between processes, technologies, and strategy have been added according to
earlier results as characteristics that inhibit digitalization efforts.
The adoption decision factor was changed to decision, which was then sub-divided
into adoption, postponed adoption and the rare option of reduced digitalization or ending
the relationship. The framework now includes the possibility of engaging in a vicious
cycle, not only a virtuous one. This means that all decision classes from conduct
adoption, reduced digitalization and exiting the relationship are seen as options for
decision-makers. With the help of this change in the model, it now reflects more clearly
the reality faced by decision-makers.
From the case material all relevant characteristics describing the adoption decision
were identified, with the exception of the role of the business network. It seems that in
the relationships studied the digital infrastructures employed by the business network did
not have an impact on the decisions made regarding digitalization within the business
relationship. As such this is interesting, but it may be that this connectivity with the
network should be considered, as many subcontractors currently have different systems
that are not compatible with each other or with Alpha. Therefore, Alpha has to have
multiple systems to handle different documents arriving from different suppliers or the
other way around.
Characteristics describing the business relationship digitalization were the same as
identified in the previous model. In short, a common digital infrastructure is first created
over several interactions, e.g. an Extranet; it is thus also built on bonds between the
parties. After that, digital activities are feasible. Similarly, the outcome of event
characteristics remained unchanged; however, it was highlighted that the outcome of an
event may have a direct reinforcing or balancing influence on the antecedents of
digitalization or the degree of business relationship digitalization. For example, this
means that when power balance changes into imbalance it may influence future
digitalization efforts negatively.
It is acknowledged here that there is a possibility of confusing virtuous and vicious
cycles with reinforcing and balancing cycles. Virtuous and vicious cycles attempt to
highlight short-term changes at the level of one to two successful outcomes of events in
the business relationship, while balancing and reinforcing attempts to describe changes in
the longer term at the level of multiple successful outcomes of events and digitalization
cycles. These changes to the preliminary framework were done to modify the framework
in accordance with the results found in the empirical material. The author has tried to
incorporate more dynamism into the framework as most of the factors and their
characteristics are closely related to each other. Each factor is a combination of previous
factor outcomes, but also affects other factors independently. The effect of each factor is
dependent on the nature of characteristics that form each factor. Depending on the
characteristics the overall impact on the digitalization process can be constructive or
harmful. Identifying this impact is complex, but attempts to recognize and depict this
have been made in form of short-term and long-term cycles of digitalization. The
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empirically grounded framework illustrating the digitalization process of business
relationships within the steel processing industry context is depicted in Figure 30.
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Antecedents
- Power balance
- Technology skills (IT and others)

- Common history, i.e. close business relationship
- Trust and commitment
- Benefit allocation both inside and between
companies

Inhibitors
- Lack of trust, commitment and benefits
-Organizational change
- Inadequate skills and resources
- Poor management support
- Mismatch between processes,
technologies, and strategy

Accelerants
- Adaptation willingness
- Compatibility of business processes,
technologies and corporate strategy
- Simple adopted technology/solution
- Digitizable exchange process

Decision

- Combination of antecedents, accelerants and inhibitors
- Fueled by managerial insights and attitude toward new IT solutions
- Economic and behavioral insights
- Business network connections within and across industry

Digitalization

- First, parties create their digital infrastructure (DI) that may be integrated
- Second, the digital bonds (DB) are formed
- Third, the digital activities (DA) are created

The outcome of an event

- Economic
- Behavioral
- Virtuous cycle or vicious cycle of digitalization is fostered

Degree of business relationship digitalization
(See Figure 13)
Reinforcing

Balancing

Fig. 30. Empirically grounded framework of business relationship digitalization in the steel
processing industry context (see also Salo 2005).
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Figure 30 illustrates the structure of the empirically grounded framework of business
relationship digitalization. Figure 30 incorporates the same factors that were used in the
previous preliminary framework (Figure 14 p.107) to explain the digitalization process.
Until now the author has described the changes and reasons for changes made into
Figure 30 in detail and omitted discussion about business relationship digitalization. Next
the author illustrates how digitalization may proceed within a business relationship
according to the developed framework. Illustration is divided into self-reinforcing rapid
digitalization in a long-term business relationship and harmful, slow digitalization in a
new business relationship.
In a long-term business relationship common history, trust, and commitment may act
as antecedents that can be considered to accelerate (accelerating antecedent) business
relationship digitalization. These relationship-specific accelerants influence business
relationship digitalization adoption and the willingness to make adaptations. They ease
the changes made to e.g. digital infrastructures and activities. Moreover, if the
compatibility between processes, technologies, and corporate strategy between the firms
is good, digitalization is fostered. Besides compatibility, simple adopted technology
accelerates digitalization as run-up times are counted in months rather than years, as in
the case of ERP systems.
Antecedents, accelerating antecedents, and accelerants put pressure on the adoption
decision. Besides these, economic and behavioral insights concerning the relationship
may alter adoption decisions. Investments in digital tools are often irreversible, and it is
usually difficult after adoption decisions to move back to the time without digital tools.
Thus companies have to stick with some systems for a long time. On some occasions
companies can or they have to post-pone implementations. The decision not to adopt a
system may not possible. If relationship parties decide, for example, to adopt an Extranet
system it will have a direct influence on antecedents and outcome, and from there it will
affect further digitalization cycles. It also has direct influence in the long term on the
degree of business relationship digitalization. In a shorter term, it alters the relationship in
which business parties proceed to form digital infrastructure, digital bonds, and digital
activities related to the Extranet. Digital infrastructure as it is related to other digital
activities may be partly in place, but some adjustments and investments may be needed to
form the Extranet connection. After that, it also has to be used to form a digital bond and
digital activities. This type of digitalization increases the dependence of the parties, but it
also brings efficiency gains. The outcome of an event is described as more of a short-term
gain or loss achieved, while the degree of business relationship digitalization describes a
more long-term development of the relationship. After the successful implementation and
usage of the Extranet parties quickly notice other areas of improvement where manual
operations can be digitalized. In this way, previous success or failure has bearing on
future digitalization efforts, so a vicious or virtuous cycle is created.
In a young business relationship parties may not properly understand each other’s
needs and activities. Benefit allocation may also be unclear, which can act as an
antecedent that inhibits (inhibiting antecedent) digitalization efforts. Besides having an
inhibiting antecedent a new relationship may have issues with power imbalance that
could hinder digitalization. There may also be clear obstacles or inhibitors, such as
frequent organizational changes on either side of a relationship. Moreover, mismatch
between business processes and corporate culture may cause adaptation reluctance that
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has a clear impact on the adoption decision. In addition, a non-digitalizable exchange
process may stop most of the digitalization efforts. Therefore, it seems that companies are
not for intensive digitalization if the basic idea of collaboration behind a relational
exchange type is blurred. As such, the digital infrastructure creation might be limited if
changes do not occur and a clearer vision of the relationship is created. Of course there
might be young relationships where digitalization proceeds effortlessly, as described
above in the case of a long-term business relationship. Because the digital infrastructure
does not exist or is only partially implemented the formation of digital bonds and digital
activities is also limited. All in all, the outcome of digitalization event may, in the short
term, be meaningless or hamper future digitalization efforts in the form of a vicious
cycle. This is especially true if more than one effort to digitalize is unsuccessful.
Moreover, because of this the degree of digitalization remains unchanged or it may
decrease if the relationship has progressed previously. In the worst case, due to the
missing goals and relationship vision, exit may be the only viable solution for the
relationship parties.
Above the author describes two simplified, basic development paths concerning
digitalization. In both examples digitalization continues to have either a reinforcing or a
balancing influence, but actually both types of development paths can occur
simultaneously in a business relationship. This means that the relationship may have
multiple contact points in which different types of digitalization cycles are in place. This
is due to the fact that the relationship is complex in nature, with many actors involved in
the relationship that can conduct several related or non-related activities. In some cases,
depending on the status and power of the people related to the reinforcing and balancing
digitalization cycles, either one can gain popularity within the organizations involved in
the relationship. Thus, more studies are needed to focus on the digitalization involving
the dual development paths presented here.
To elaborate further on Figure 30, it is visible that the changing degree of
digitalization due to the outcomes of each digitalization cycle is integrated into the
antecedents with the feedback loop. Digitalization cycles can be depicted as in Figure 15
(p.112) or in other similar ways. As digitalization increases within the business
relationship it also fosters learning inside organizations and within the relationship. The
relationship-specific digitalization knowledge may be stored inside organization by
individual employees, and this knowledge fosters the creation of the digitalization
capability, which can be deployed in the future, endeavors concerning all the business
relationships that a company possesses. It is assumed that knowledge sharing is possible
inside an organization and between them. As such, when new digitalization cycles are
initiated and the same people are involved the previously developed knowledge is used in
the digitalization cycles, which acts as an accelerant for digitalization. Of course it also
affects the antecedents as technology skills have improved. Thereby, it is suggested that
the digitalization process is influenced by previous digitalization cycles and what an
organization (composed of people) and relationship has learned from those.
Moreover, it seems that the stage or phase of a business relationship (see e.g. Ford
1980, Wilson & Mummalaneni 1986, Dwyer et al. 1987) has an impact on the
digitalization process. The stage of a business relationship can be regarded as an
antecedent condition for the digitalization, but as such it has a profound impact on the
results of digitalization (see e.g. Table 4 p.101). It could be, as the Alpha-Zeta case
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suggests, that young relationships are rapidly digitalized while older relationships like the
Alpha-Beta take more time. This could be partly explained by the social heaviness of
business relationships (see e.g. Håkansson & Snehota 1998). Further investigation of this
topic is needed, and thus the phase of a business relationship is not yet acknowledged as
an influencing antecedent for the success of digitalization, but it clearly has an important
role in it.
To compare the developed model with previous ideas on business relationship
digitalization, or more closely with information technology impacts, it can be said that
there is no model similar to the developed empirically grounded framework depicted in
Figure 30. There are various studies that show how business relationships are affected by
the Internet (Boyd & Spekman 2004, Rao et al. 2003), the Extranet (Vlosky et al. 2000),
EDI (Stern & Kaufmann 1985, Hausman & Stock 2003) or multiple technologies (Leek
et al. 2003, Ryssel et al. 2004), but in general it is acknowledged that studies look at one
technology employed within a business relationship or only focus on one side of the
buyer-seller relationship.
Thus, the contribution of this study is both theoretically and managerially relevant for
marketing academy. The strength of this study, unlike previous studies, is that it takes a
long-term view of digitalization, and multiple technologies are under investigation since
the amount of employed technology within business relationship has increased (Reid &
Plank 2000). In addition, both sides of the buyer-seller relationship are studied and
analyzed in order to form a symmetric and equal view of the relationship. This has
enabled the depiction of the process of digitalization as well as description of the isolated
effects.

8.3 Summary of the developed tentative propositions
This section presents a summary of the tentative propositions presented previously and
developed in this study. The author has attempted to form testable propositions related to
business relationship digitalization. These are suggested to be used and tested in future
studies relating to this phenomenon. In addition to the propositions (one-seven), four new
propositions related to business relationship digitalization are outlined next.
P8: Lack of resources related to digitalization acts as inhibitor for the formation of
digitalized business relationships and dampers existing digital business
relationships
Proposition eight purports that lack of resources hinders digitalization efforts as
companies do not have means to digitalize business relationships. Moreover, existing
digitalized business relationships are harder to maintain digitalized due to the scarce
resources.
P9: Slack resources related to digitalization act as accelerant for the formation of
digitalized business relationships and speed up existing digital business
relationships
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Proposition nine suggests that when there are a lot of resources they are associated
with higher investments in digital tools, which also accelerates business relationship
digitalization efforts.
Propositions one to nine have dealt with the initiation of business relationship
digitalization or ongoing digitalization efforts. Next, the author identifies two important
relationship-specific consequences of digitalization besides traditional visible economic
gains.
P10: Conducting digitalization of activities repeatedly between members of the
relationship increases the knowledge of digitalization and thus increases actionable
knowledge about digitalization
P11: Conducting activities digitally between members of the relationship increases
routinization and formality and decreases complexity within business relationships
In proposition 10 it is suggested that planning and conducting digitalization efforts
repeatedly in a relationship will lead to increased knowledge about digitalization, i.e. the
amount of digitalization knowledge and capabilities increases. This means that in future,
digitalization may be easier and less costly due to prior investments in digitalization. In
short, it is suggested in proposition 11 that when members of a relationship continue to
conduct activities digitally it will have a profound impact on the relationship in the form
of increased routinization, formality, and decreased complexity. Formality increases as
almost of all of the communications and transactions are digital, which ensures smooth
interlinked activities. Complexity is also lower than before since fewer people and
communication flows are needed to conduct or resolve activities. Figure 31 is drawn to
summarize the proposition presented as the study has progressed.
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Accelerating factors
P1
Hindering factors
P3
P4
P5

P2
Business
Relationship
Digitalization
(BRD)
P8

P6
P7
P9
P10

P11

Consequences of
digitalization
Fig. 31. Summary of the presented propositions.

Figure 31 summarizes the presented propositions from one to eleven. It shows that
established trust and commitment between members of the relationship (P1), information
technology skills (P3), compatibility of business processes (P4), mutually perceived
future (P5) adaptability (P6), routine digitalizable activities (P7), and slack of resources
(P9) which may act as accelerants for business relationship digitalization and partially
explain willingness and readiness to digitalize a business relationship.
Existing complex interaction patterns (P2) and lack of resources (P8) will hinder
business relationship digitalization and can partially explain gradual or even slow
digitalization.
Accelerating propositions can be considered to provide constructive effects on
business relationship digitalization, while the absence of these, frequent conflicts, few
adaptations, and hindering propositions can be considered as providing harmful effects on
business relationship digitalization.
The consequences of digitalization on the business relationship are two-fold.
Conducting digitalization of activities, i.e. digitalizing repeatedly (P10), may influence
knowledge and capability development related to digitalization. This may be one
consequence of digitalizing activities. Conducting activities digitally (P11) may increase
routinization and formality and decrease the complexity of the relationship. This is a
result of conducting activities digitally. All in all, it is suggested that propositions one to
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eleven, collectively, may explain some aspects related to the business relationship
digitalization. However, in order to be sure, further studies are needed to test these
propositions.
The following chapter concludes this dissertation by evaluating and describing the
theoretical as well as the managerial contributions and connects these contributions to a
broader frame of reference and business relationship literature. In addition, limitations
and future research issues are discussed.

9 Discussion and implications
This research was undertaken to understand, explain, and describe the process of business
relationship digitalization. The purpose of the research was divided into three distinct
research questions, which are the following:
1. What kind of process is business relationship digitalization?
2. Which factors influence the process?
3. How does the underlying business relationship evolve during the digitalization
process?
This chapter draws together the proposed answers to these research questions, discusses
the limitations of the study, and depicts future research areas. The structure of this chapter
is the following: first, the theoretical and then the managerial contributions of this study
are discussed and the main results are evaluated. After that the limitations of the
dissertation and avenues for further research are presented.

9.1 Theoretical contributions of the study
The intention of this study has in essence been theory development. The author has aimed
to elucidate business relationship theories further, especially in relation to the IMP so that
the digital nature of conducting business within relationships is noted.
In order to state the theoretical contribution or value added to current theories one
must define theory in some way. According to Ghauri and Gronhaug (2002), theory is: “A
set of interrelated concepts, definitions, and propositions that present a systematic view of
specifying relations among variables with the purpose of explaining and predicting
phenomena”. The author has provided multiple concepts, defined them, made clear their
relationships to each other, and formed testable propositions for future studies. As
described in Chapters 6 and 7, the preliminary framework can be used to understand and
describe a phenomenon, and in some elementary sense it can be employed to explain
development, like in the case of mobile system development discussed in Chapter 7.
Besides knowing what theory is, one must realize what constitutes a theoretical
contribution (Whetten 1989) or value added to existing theory (Halinen 1994). A
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theoretical contribution is made if the concepts provided and their relations offer
comprehensive factors and a parsimonious explanation of the phenomenon. Sometimes
factors and their characteristics can be easily deleted or grouped into other factors that
can result in a more coherent explanation of the phenomenon in question. Thus, if there
are too many and unnecessary factors and characteristics in the framework those are
evaluated, deleted or grouped into one. After discussing the elements of theory and
theoretical contribution we can move forward to state the contributions of this study.
The main theoretical contribution can be divided into two parts. The synthesis of the
preliminary framework (Figure 14 p.107) depicting business relationship digitalization
provides the first contribution, while the second part is the development of an empirically
grounded framework (Figure 30 p.214), which is based both on the preliminary
framework and the steel processing industry observations that together constitute the
empirically grounded framework. Additionally, the preliminary framework is based on an
extensive literature review about the impacts of digitalization on business relationships.
That also shows that the framework is aimed to be holistic and not industry-specific.
Without a doubt these frameworks are the most important theoretical contribution since
they can be used to describe the business relationship digitalization process. It can be
stated that the preliminary and the empirically grounded frameworks provide answers to
the first and second research questions, as they describe and explain how business
relationships are digitalized and also describe the factors that influence the digitalization.
In short, antecedents, accelerants and inhibitors influence the decision to adopt a system,
while all these factors influence the digitalization of a business relationship. This is the
stage where the adopted system is first used to conduct digital activities. The outcome of
a digitalization event (successful/unsuccessful adoption and usage) has bearing on the
degree of business relationships digitalization. With the help of these concepts business
relationship digitalization process can be conceptualized and managed.
In relation to research question three, it can be acknowledged that decisions regarding
business relationship digitalization have a bearing on the relationship, and activities
within the relationship have an influence on the relationship. The structure and process
elements are influenced by digitalization decisions, and the digitalization decision is
influenced by structure and process elements. The interplay between them is a complex
phenomenon. Based on the empirical findings it can be suggested that in the Alpha-Beta
business relationship the relationship drives digitalization, while in the Alpha-Zeta it was
the other way around. Either way, digitalization will have influence on the research and
practice.
Additionally, as the number of people involved in routine activities decreases after
digitalization, the complexity of the business relationship decreases. It is acknowledged
that intensive social interaction is needed when business relationship parties are acquiring
new digital tools that should be implemented in the relationship. Moreover, social
interaction may be needed when something out of the ordinary occurs. Besides the
digitalization decision and situations out of the ordinary, all events that are arranged for
strategizing may also be more effective in personal communication in order to revitalize
the business relationship. Thus, it seems that the right mixture of both technologically and
socially based interactions may be needed to uphold a vital and competitive relationship.
Furthermore, relationship development and digitalization development are intertwined
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with each other. It can be seen that relationship development is a higher-level process,
while digitalization is one process causing relationship development.
This main theoretical contribution, i.e. the empirically grounded framework of
business relationship digitalization, is delivered via several contributions, which are
presented next.
The first contribution is providing the basis to discuss digitalization. The concepts of
digitalization, digital infrastructure and digital communication were developed to provide
tools to describe business relationship digitalization. These concepts were introduced and
integrated into business relationship discussion in a logical way. This was done by first
introducing the concept of digitalization and its influences on business relationships by
conceptualizing and reviewing relevant literature. This presentation was then related to
the business relationships discussion, and the author suggested some ways in which
relationships might be changed and influenced by digitalization. Håkansson’s and
Snehota’s (1995) structure and process description was completed by adding the missing
structure, i.e. the digital infrastructure element, and process, i.e. the digital
communication element. This enlightenment, to add two new elements that in an
elementary sense describe business relationship digitalization, provided the means to start
discussing the phenomenon (see e.g. Salo 2006b, 2006c).
Based on the first contribution, the second contribution was conceptualized. That is
the concepts of digitalized business relationships and digital business relationships. These
concepts had to be developed as the nature of business relationships has changed
considerably because companies are always seeking efficiency gains. In a digitalized
business relationship, one or few activities are conducted digitally, while a digital
business relationship was defined as one where almost all activities possible are put
together in digital form (see e.g. Appendix 5, Figure 13). These concepts describe the
degree of digitalization and provide one way to conceptualize the extent of digitalization
that has occurred in the business relationships. It also enables comparison between
different business relationships and provides a means of evaluating further digitalization
efforts.
The third contribution is the concept of a digital bond. The focus on bonds was
initiated in social sciences in the 20th century (Small 1915). Based on an extensive
literature review and empirical research, Wendelin (2004) identifies 11 bonds that are
pertinent in industrial business relationships. For the purpose of this study the closest
bond that can be considered as relating to the concept of digital bonds established in this
study is technical bonds. However, as opposed to digital bonds, technical bonds are often
likened to bonding related to technical products and processes according to counterpart’s
specifications (Easton 1989, 1992). More specifically, they are usually likened to
manufacturing technologies and their characteristics. For example, the supplier may
produce products that are specified to a single customer and may thus bind it, and the
technical solution or idea may be difficult to change within a short time span
(Hammarkvist et al. 1982, Johanson & Mattsson 1987). Another example usually given
in literature concerning technical bonds are different types of standards.
Therefore, the following can be concluded: in order for a digital bond to be formed
between business parties a prerequisite is investment and adaptation made to form a
digital infrastructure (e.g. Extranet). After the digital infrastructure in its current form is
in place digital communication (automatic or enabled by human intervention) is possible.
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This communication or transaction through the digital infrastructure constitutes a digital
bond that is strengthened or weakened over repeated interactions. Thereby, it is this
digital bond (repeated, routine, cost-effective interactions), not the digital infrastructure
per se that acts as exit barrier. As companies develop and procure new digital tools the
digital infrastructure widens to cover even more activities, and thus the degree of
digitalization increases and a reinforcing cycle is fueled. The 12th bond labeled digital
bond is seen to have a crucial role in business relationships of the future as the digital
logic of conducting business is more prevalent than previously. Digital bonding between
business parties presents an opportunity to reap the benefits of digitalization, but undoing
digital bonds is harder due to the irreversible nature of information technology
investments. On the whole, digital bonds and bonding merits future research.
The fourth contribution is the description of how each stage of a business relationship
is influenced by digitalization (Table 4 p.101). It is noticed that a contribution to the link
between the phase of the business relationship and digitalization process was
underdeveloped, but was recognized as an area for further investigation. Nevertheless,
this study showed that the phase of a business relationship may have an influence on the
digitalization process of the business relationship. All in all, these stage models have been
discussed previously but without reference to information digitalization impacts or
processes (Ford 1980, Wilson & Mummalaneni 1986, Dwyer et al. 1987). These
theoretical contributions form the basis to discuss the business relationship digitalization
process.
The fifth contribution argues that this research indicates the importance to study the
digitalization spillovers to the business network level. Digitalization efforts in one
relationship change and impact on other directly or indirectly connected business
relationships (Salo et al. 2003b). For example, if a specific documentation style, e.g.
RosettaNet, is employed in one relationship it is likely that other members of a specific
network are at some point in time compelled to use the same system.
In terms of knowledge and new insights, it can be summarized that the dissertation
provides many new concepts, illustrates their relations, attempts to provide understanding, describe, and explain a phenomenon currently occurring in the business field. In
addition, this study has generated a number of testable propositions. All in all it might be
stated that the study has altered earlier knowledge structures and raised interesting new
questions.

9.2 Managerial implications of the study
Business research, in essence, is engaged in investigations that aim to make sense of the
complex business environment. This process attempts to provide tools such as two-bytwo tables or acronyms such as PLC (product life cycle) that accurately describe a
phenomenon but depict it in a simplified way. Besides theoretical contributions to the
current business relationship discussion, this dissertation has tried to provide meaningful
tools for managers involved in the steel business and other business areas tackling digital
technology uptake within business relationships.
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Business relationships have been described as resources and tools to achieve
innovation, and efficiency, and to influence the decisions of another party. Here the
author discusses in detail how selected business relationships should be digitalized. For
many organizations it is relatively easy to identify the right business relationships to
digitalize, but how to digitalize is a more complex issue. The main managerial
contributions of this dissertation are the ideas presented to help managers digitalize
business relationships.
Managers at any organizational or departmental level face a world that is guided by
long-term strategic goals and tasks. At the same time they manage tasks and allocate
resources to these tasks on a daily basis with the attainment of these long-term goals in
mind. Based on this it is essential to select the right relationships that are deepened with
proper digital tools.
To first ponder on what business relationships should be digitalized, it must be kept in
mind that the relationship can be used for many activities. In its current form managers
and the companies that they represent are engaged in many business relationships. Some
of those are relationships that can and should be partly or wholly digitalized. In short, the
relationships that are suitable for digitalization should be digitalized. Suitability depends
on the purpose of the relationship. Basically, the functions of relationships can be divided
into three distinct groups: buying, selling, and innovation.
When a business relationship is used to procure, the decision regarding digitalization
decisions can be based on e.g. the number of frameworks (Kraljic 1983, Robinson et al.
1967, Olsen & Ellram 1997, Bensaou 1999, Skjott-Larsen et al. 2003). The company and
managers deploy a chosen framework and choose the relationships for digitalization.
When a business relationship is used to sell something the decision regarding
digitalization decisions can be based on e.g. the number of frameworks (Fiocca 1982,
Campbell & Cunningham 1983, Shapiro et al. 1987, Olsen & Ellram 1997, Johnson &
Selnes 2004). In similar lines to procurement, in a selling situation the company and the
managers involved choose to deploy an applicable framework. Besides buying and
selling business relationships can be used for other activities.
However, here the focus is not on selecting business relationships but rather on
digitalizing selected business relationships. Based on the developed frameworks, the
author has identified two influential themes that are discussed throughout the dissertation.
These are the complexity of an exchange and the digitalization possibilities within the
business relationship. These are depicted in Figure 32.
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Fig. 32. Identifying business relationships to be digitalized.

Figure 32 provides a managerial tool that can be used to tackle different types of business
relationships in order to identify the ones with the highest potential for digitalization. The
framework illustrated in Figure 32 can be deployed to identify and evaluate the
digitalization potential of relationships with different functions including buying, selling,
and innovation-based relationships. With the help of Figure 32 managers can harness
their resources successfully and digitalize relationships that have suitable characteristics
as well as real digitalization potential. Figure 32 aims to guide managerial action toward
cost reduction and building competitive business relationships. Of course the framework
is simple, while the reality faced by managers is much more complex; therefore, it should
be used in conjunction with other models such as Olsen and Ellram’s (1997) framework.
To unravel Figure 32, in the X-axis the complexity of the exchange is depicted; this is a
composition of various elements that characterize exchange. These are volume, costs, the
value of exchange, the need of new information and the nature exchange process. For
example, if volume is high and costs as well as the need for information are high, the
complexity is also high, whereas if a product or service is exchanged and the information
needed is medium, the complexity is average.
Besides the complexity of exchange, the X-axis, digitalization possibilities within
business relationship, i.e. the Y-axis is needed to characterize business relationships with
the highest digitalization potential. The Y-axis is a composition of the nature of business
relationship actors and activities that are identified. Moreover, the novelty of buying,
selling, and innovation situation can be used as an indicator of digitalization potential.
The author has attempted to fill in business relationships that match characteristics
based on the X- and Y-axis. Managers with a portfolio view on business relationship
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should not find it difficult to identify and evaluate business relationships with the highest
potential to be digitalized with the help of the developed managerial apparatus.
Altogether nine cells differentiate business relationship digitalization potential. Cells 5
and 7 clearly depict the situation at present in each of the cases studied. The author has
also identified other business relationships that are based on the exchange of raw
material, business services, and R&D as well as consulting that could represent Alpha’s
relationships. This is done for illustrative purposes only and the classification may vary
between companies.
It is acknowledged that not all business relationships fall neatly into the categories
presented above; it is rather a complex process to form the axis, as well as difficult to
differentiate between medium and low and medium and high classes in relation to the
axis. Still, this tool has been developed to help in the process of identifying business
relationships that should be digitalized as well as to guide the first steps of the
digitalization process.
Furthermore, a business relationship may be used for innovation, i.e. R&D and
transferring knowledge. In that case, the digital infrastructure should be developed in a
way that fosters innovation and does not hinder it. The digital tools should be easy to use
and enable information-rich knowledge exchange. Moreover, if R&D activities are
critical to a company or a strategic alliance, social interaction might be the only way to
gain results. This is because digital tools have their limitations, and those are most visible
when information-rich activities are handled.
To elaborate on how selected relationships should be digitalized, it seems that it is
important to map the activities, exchange process and information flows that are related
to the particular exchange in the buyer-seller relationship. After that it is usually visible
which parts of the business relationship, e.g. which processes, services, products, and
even actors can be digitalized with the help of the digital infrastructures, consequent
digital bonds and digital activities including digital communication. The identified
business relationships should be digitalized as soon as the mapping of flows, product and
service combination, and activities is completed, as efficiency gains are yielded only if
activities are done automatically, dynamically, and ultimately digitally in the relationships
that are identified as having the most digitalization potential. Examples of activities and
flows that can be digitalized are orders, order confirmations, inventory information, and
billing. A practical example of this is Dell Computer, which among others provides
inventory information over the Internet to its suppliers in a similar way as the Alpha-Zeta
business relationship described earlier.
Information technology skills and managerial activities have an important role when
digitalizing business relationships. Still, the amount of information technology skills
(Barney 1994) or digitalization skills needed varies case by case, but as the amount of
experienced digitalization cycles increases so do the skills related to digitalization, as
depicted in Figure 30 (p.214). Moreover, information technology related projects and
digital tools can today be acquired relatively easily from the market. Porter and Millar
(1985) also pointed out that managers must be directly involved in the management of
new technology. This stream of thought is supported by Mata et al. (1995), who identified
managerial information technology skills as the only sustainable competitive weapon in
complex and turbulent markets. This implies that the way managers use and manage
information technology is more important and harder to imitate than for example
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Fig. 33. Layered structure of business relationship digitalization.
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technical information technology skills, which do not provide a sustainable competitive
advantage. Technical information technology skills can only provide a temporary
competitive advantage (Barney 1994). This leads to the conclusion that it does not matter
how much a company has invested in information technology or digital tools; it is the
way managers and employees use the information technology or digital tools that counts.
Of course it is assumed that a sufficient amount of information technology is taken up.
Based on the above discussion, Figure 33 was composed to depict the phases of actions to
be taken in relation to different types of digital tools while digitalizing a business
relationship. It is noticed here that usually previous layers depicted in Figure 33 must be
in place before proceeding to the next level. However, there are task-specific cases, in
which only some of the layers are selected. Of course, the benefits and costs of each
digital tool must be assessed and this influences the adoption decision. Figure 33 can
guide managers in the digitalization process by pinpointing the suggested sequence of
adopting digital tools within business relationships. These digital tools provide the way to
build up more intensive and digital infrastructure between companies in order to conduct
digital communication. Digitalization of activities is of course guided by the possible
value derived from the digitalization as compared to not digitalizing that activity.

Digital
business
relationship
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Figure 33 attempts to illustrate the sequence of actions needed to digitalize business
relationships. It can be seen that as the degree of business relationship digitalization
increases after the uptake of digital tools, e.g. MRP, ERP and mobile solutions, the
resources and skills needed for digitalization are increasingly complex. Thus, it is
important to locate the physical gaps in production, buying, and selling that should be
digitalized with the help of the digital tools presented in Figure 33.
It is acknowledged that not all business relationships can be digitalized. Only a small
amount of business relationships can be digitalized, and an even smaller portion can be
conducted in a totally digital form. All in all, digitalization decisions are dependent on the
cost-benefit ratio provided by the digitalization of a relationship (Salo 2006b, 2006c).
These costs are relatively easy to account for, but the benefits are harder to visualize.
Moreover, learning and using technologies go hand in hand and learning processes
related to new technologies are usually time-consuming, but also rewarding (Atkesson &
Keboe 2000). Rewards might come in the form of relationship-specific knowledge
creation (Alajoutsijärvi & Tikkanen 2000). It is noted that the digitalization capabilities
may be developed over time, which is a valuable asset while driving costs down and
delivering value to suppliers, customers and shareholders.
The following list presents the logical steps to be followed when digitalizing business
relationships.
1. Identification of business relationships to be digitalized
2. Discovering the activities, product/service combinations and flows within business
relationship that should be digitalized
3. Arranging the employed structure and solutions for digitalizing the business
relationship (see Chapters 2 and 3, Figure 33)
4. Digitalize (see Chapters 2, 3, 6, 7 and Figure 33)
5. Follow up and evaluate
The five-stage IDADF model and its sub-frameworks of digitalizing business
relationships will without a doubt give detailed insights for managers who are digitalizing
business relationships (see also Salo 2006b, 2006c).
To further discuss specifics of the steel business in detail, it is argued in many steel
business related magazines and popular books that in the future, steel-based industries
will move toward value-creating networks as the logic of business and value creation.
This networked nature of business is highlighted in the intelligent agent project which all
of the case companies were involved in. Business networks are seen as competing against
other networks, and thereby network management can be seen to provide a competitive
advantage in the future. This competitive advantage can be furthered with the help of the
digital tools depicted in the theoretical conclusions. The central players in the industry
will act as creators and managers of these hybrid networks. Core competencies and value
creation are focused on from customer viewpoint. Digital tools with appropriate digital
infrastructures are further converging and the integration of digital structures as well as
processes between actors in value creating networks is easier than ever before. As one
central actor of the business network digitalizes activities it creates spillover effects, like
Nokia with RosettaNet or Wal-Mart with the RFID boom. Digital data management and
transmissions are vital for the future as is the mobility of various solutions (m-CRM, mERP) that are valuable additions to the current systems (Aungst & Wilson 2005). Digital
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integration includes three subsets: digital infrastructure integration, activity system
integration and, ultimately, value creation integration. As the structure and activities are
integrated, novel value combinations between network members can be created by
sharing resources and tasks between the members of the value network. Based on this, the
companies in the steel industry can pursue novel solutions, efficiency, and effectiveness
in an intensified global playground.
To summarize, it is evident that this dissertation provides managerially relevant new
concepts that can be employed together with the others (e.g. Robinson et al. 1967, Fiocca
1982, Kraljic 1983) to manage business relationships more effectively. This is the case
especially in the steel industry. Most importantly, the author has highlighted the means to
evaluate the importance of digitalizing business relationships and has also illustrated how
it is possible to digitalize business relationships in practice. The five stages of the IDADF
model and its modifications (Salo 2006b, 2006c) will act as a practical guide for
managers when initiating and developing digitalization efforts.

9.3 Limitations and avenues for future endeavors
All scientific research has limitations that can be pointed out, criticized, and brought forth
for discussion. The author has attempted to cope with the limitations of this study.
However, there are some inherent limitations that need to be further explained.
As the aim of the research was to understand, explain and describe business
relationships digitalization in one specific context, namely the steel processing industry,
statistical generalizations are sought.
The statistical generalizability of the study, i.e. the transferability of results, is dealt
with next. It is the author who is responsible for creating results that can be generalized
while it is the reader’s task to find a context into which these results are transferable. As
Lindblom (2003 p.237) states, there are always problems when discussing the
generalizability of results. The basic idea behind this statement is that single cases of a
phenomenon cannot provide information that can be generalized to a certain population.
This problem relates to case studies in particular. All in all, to discuss generalizability, the
present research attempts to provide a local explanation of the phenomenon being
studied, but it is acknowledged that it lacks statistical generalizability. This dissertation
acknowledges the problems related to the generalizability of qualitative studies. However,
it is noted that as such case studies can provide theoretical generalizations (Lukka &
Kasanen 1995 p.78). Basically, these may be regarded as moderatum generalizations
(Payne & Williams 2005) that should be tested by quantitative research to be considered
mathematically valid. Additionally, the decision as to whether results can be generalized
to other populations is left up to the reader (see e.g. Lincoln & Guba 1985 p.316).
It is also highly likely that these results could be generalizable to the steel industry
context. To some extent and with caution these results may be generalizable to similar
processing industry cases (e.g. wood, paper, chemical industries) where a smaller
company acts as subcontractor to a bigger company in a long-term business relationship.
The industry that is suggested to have a similar logic to the steel industry is the paper and
sawn goods industry (see e.g. Hämäläinen 2003 p.139-). To illustrate further, it may be
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that findings from the Alpha-Beta case are more valid and reliable in the case of longterm business relationships that are relatively complex to digitalize, while findings from
the Alpha-Zeta case are more valid and reliable in the case of relationships in the
developing phase.
The author has chosen to study one industry and the digitalization of business
relationships in that industry. The logic of digitalization might be different in other
industries, especially those that are not traditional process industries. In short, the steel
processing industry was chosen as the empirical context as it has a long tradition of
computerization and was predicted to adopt electronic commerce quickly, which is why it
seemed to be a fruitful area to study.
The reader may ask why the chosen informants were selected. The first contact person
was the CEO of Beta and Zeta, and then the CEO suggested a person to be contacted
from Alpha. After some evaluation of the suitability of this person he was contacted.
After that, the interviewer discussed with the CEO of Beta and Zeta and the contact
person from Alpha to form a unified view of other informants to be interviewed. In short,
informants that seemed to have the most knowledge on the phenomenon studied were
chosen. Key informants outside the case were not interviewed, but other industry-related
material was used to compare and evaluate the similarities and interesting exceptions to
the digitalization process and its impacts.
The reader may also ask why two longitudinal cases from the steel industry were
selected instead of one, three or more. Two cases were selected because it seemed that
one case could be argued to be unique within an industry and thus two cases were chosen,
as it seemed that enough information was gained on business relationship digitalization.
Moreover, the author wanted to find two cases that were in different phases of
digitalization to capture a digitalization process which was relatively fresh and which the
informants could easily remember. Therefore, two cases with heterogonous digitalization
histories were selected. Two cases provided enough material to form a rich case
description and an empirically grounded framework. Thus, in the author’s opinion, a third
case was not needed. However, it is fully acknowledged that a third case could have
enriched the empirical and theoretical findings.
Additionally, the current study focuses on relationships and neglects business
networks as an important research area. This research has focused only on business
relationships and their digitalization, as it is known that business relationships and their
digitalization must first be understood before one can proceed to understand and describe
business network level digitalization mechanisms.
The reader may also want to know how the data were analyzed. Appendix 8 provides
an illustration of this. More importantly, the reader might want to know why the Finnish
interviews were translated into English by the author instead of professionals. The
interviews were not translated by an expert mainly due to resource constraints and
because the author has some experience in writing and reading English. However, it
might be that the author has without his knowledge misinterpreted some comments, but
this possibility is acknowledged in the analysis and synthesis of the case material.
Furthermore, the excerpts were translated by the author, but were also checked by a
research assistant from New Zealand.
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It is also acknowledged that the dissertation employs multiple theories and concepts
from a variety of theoretical approaches, and this could limit the study results. However,
the author has carefully selected the chosen approach and its constituent elements.
The dissertation has attempted to open up a new avenue of research regarding the
impacts of digitalization on business relationships and business networks. The
empirically grounded process model illustrated how business relationships are digitalized
in the steel processing industry context. More accurately, this dissertation has provided
the empirically grounded framework depicting the business relationships digitalization
process. There are many ways in which academics and managers can further our
understanding and coping mechanisms related to digitalized logic of business and
business relationship digitalization. Next, future research endeavors based on this
research are introduced.
Future studies could be conducted to test the framework in other industries as well as
across industries. Testing can be done using either quantitative or qualitative studies.
Qualitative case studies could be arranged in different industries to find similarities and
new factors as well as the characteristics which impact upon the digitalization process
presented in Figure 30 (p.214): this would increase the reliability of the framework.
Furthermore, future research should also try to examine and evaluate the mutually
exclusive characteristic, and also whether there are collectively exhaustive characteristics
within the empirically grounded framework developed.
Additionally, quantitative studies could test the propositions summarized in Figure 31
(p.219). First a quantitative pilot study could be organized, including 10-20 business
relationships with varying contexts. Then, a full-scale quantitative study targeting over
300 valid responses from both sides of a business relationship could be performed. This
would make statistical generalizations possible. Quantitative theory development and
testing could also include previously stated propositions that could be corrected, and new
ones could be evaluated.
Moreover, studies could be carried out with the aim of attempting to broaden the
explanation to the business network level. This would require some modifications of the
framework. This is because the description of the digitalization process would be
different as more business parties are incorporated. The most important and valuable
offshoot of this study would be to identify how changes related to digitalization within a
dyad or triad are transmitted to business network level. This could be done with the help
of Ritter’s (2000) framework, for example. A quantitative model could be outlined after a
pilot qualitative study that empirically validates the process in relation to digitalization
spillovers to the business network level.
Furthermore, it can be highlighted that all theoretical contributions presented earlier
endow further studies in their own right. An additional, future research theme would also
be how digitalization hinders knowledge sharing, i.e. R&D-type activities within business
relationships. The impacts of digitalization on different types and phases of business
relationships could also be studied (e.g. Table 4 p.101, Ford 1980, Ford & Rosson 1982,
Wilson & Mummalaneni 1986, Dwyer et al. 1987, Webster 1992).
It is also obvious that digitalization processes are different. That is why studying why
some business relationships, like the Alpha-Zeta, are rapidly digitalized while others, like
the Alpha-Beta, are relatively smoothly digitalized, would considerably increase our
understanding of the business relationship digitalization process. One could also study
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how information quality changes after a business relationship is digitalized. Paralleling
this, how digitalization influences on social interaction is an excellent area of further
study.
Additionally, one related research stream could focus on digital and digitalized
business relationships as a new form of mixed-mode governance between market and
hierarchy form. Specific emphasis could be placed on different digital tools and how they
influence different costs and hybrid governance structure. Along with this line, future
studies could focus on the role of digital bond as an absorptive and transmitting unit that
causes business relationships and ultimately business networks to change.
In addition, security issues in business relationship digitalization merit further
research. More precisely, how information in business relationship is stored and
processed between parties is an area that needs research. Besides security issues,
successful implementation of systems in business relationships is an underresearched
area. It is also noted that when business relationships are digitalized many companies are
forced to sequential adoption of digital tools due to the irreversible nature of information
technology investments. This area needs further understanding.
Lastly, in the future research could focus on identifying the differences in the degree
of digitalization, i.e. how traditional, digitalized, and fully digital business relationships
are similar or dissimilar, because such studies would provide novel and operationalizable
insights for both managers and academics (see Appendix 5). Within this domain, also the
type of digitalization cycle, i.e. virtuous or vicious, as well as the reinforcing and
balancing impacts could be more closely researched, especially if both cycles, virtuous
and vicious, or balancing and reinforcing depending on the time aspect interested, are
present in the cases studied.
To conclude, the dissertation has extended our knowledge of buyer-seller relationships
and brought digitalization into the central focus of those relationships as the enabler of
lighter coordination structures for organizing economic activity. Future studies will
hopefully incorporate some of the ideas presented in this dissertation. The research
revolving around this emerging and enigmatic phenomenon will continue, in one form or
another, and with a bit of luck it will engender interesting academic and managerial
discussion in the future.
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Appendices

Appendix 1 Distribution channels of the steel solutions
End-users: In Finland, pulp and paper industry, metal and machinery industry and construction
sector. Governments, cities, oil-, shipping-, automotive and transport companies.
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Appendix 2 Electronic commerce compared to electronic
business
Electronic commerce can be described as:
“ Sharing of business information, maintaining business relationships, and
conducting business transactions by means of telecommunication networks”
(Zwass 1996).
“The enablement of a business vision supported by advanced IT to increase the
effectiveness of the business relationships between trading partners.” (Hollensen
2001 p.333).
“...technology-mediated exchanges between parties (individuals, organizations, or
both) as well as the electronically based intra- or inter-organizational activities that
facilitate such exchanges” (Rayport & Jaworski 2001 p.3).
“The process of buying and selling or exchanging of products, services and
information via computer networks including the Internet” (Turban et al. 2002 p.4).
“The use of the Internet and the Web to transact business. More formally, digitally
enabled commercial transactions between and among organizations and
individuals” (Laudon & Traver 2002 p.6).
“All electronically mediated information exchanges between organization and its
external stakeholders” (Chaffey 2004 p.7).
Electronic business can be defined as follows:
“Refers to a broader definition of EC, not just buying and selling of goods, and
services but also servicing customers, collaborating with business partners, and
conducting electronic transactions within an organization” (Turban et al. 2002 p.5).
“The digital enablement of transactions and processes within a firm, involving
information systems under the control of the firm” (Laudon & Traver 2002 p.7).
“All electronically mediated information exchanges, both within an organization
and with external stakeholders supporting the range of business processes”
(Chaffey 2004 p.10).
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Appendix 4 Communication technologies
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Appendix 5 Characteristics of three ideal type of business
relationships
Characteristics
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Appendix 6 Letters to the case companies
COVER LETTER

27.10.2003

Alpha
Adam Smith (codename)
PARTICIPATION IN A RESEARCH PROJECT
A research project is under progress at the Department of Economics and Business
Administration of the University of Oulu on digitalization of business relationships and
the project researcher is a aiming at doctoral degree. The researcher is Finnish Graduate
School of Marketing (FINNMARK) Researcher, M.Sc. Jari Salo.
We kindly ask you and your firm to participate in this research. By participating you
agree to let the researcher to interview employees who have been involved in a chosen
business relationship that has been altered by using new information technology,
including Internet, e-mail, etc.
We hope that you will participate this research project, which is further described in the
enclosed letter. The key element in this project is co-operation of the participating
companies. If you have any questions involving the research, I will be more than happy
to give you further information. The researcher, Jari Salo, will soon contact you by
phone.
Yours truly,
Kimmo Alajoutsijärvi
Professor
University of Oulu

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
RELATIONSHIPS

ON

THE

Alpha
Adam Smith (codename)

DIGITALIZATION

OF

BUSINESS

27.10.2003

The research project theme and task
There is little research-based on information of long-term business
relationship digitalization. At the University of Oulu there is a research
project under progress that aims to model the digitalization of business
relationships. The Finnish Graduate School of Marketing (FINNMARK)
Researcher, M.Sc. Jari Salo is the researcher and Kimmo Alajoutsijärvi
Professor of the University of Oulu and Timo Koivumäki Professor of
the University of Oulu supervise the doctoral dissertation project.
The significance and application of the results
The insights and knowledge acquired from the research project can be
used in both Alpha and Beta. Modelling the digitalization of business
relationship will result in a frame of reference for making the existing
and emerging business relationships digital. The digitalization of
business relationships partly will make the individual interactions
between business parties more effective and efficient.
In return for their time spent, the firms participating in the research will
get the change to see their digital interactions and digital business
relationships and processes from the viewpoint of an outside researcher
and to take advantage of the researcher’s experience in developing
companies and their learning processes. The companies will also be
involved in developing scientific research that aims to take concrete
business needs more into consideration. Furthermore, they will be the
first who get to apply the research results.
The research method
Case study research will be used as research method. The researcher will
study the relationship that is formed between Alpha and Beta. This is
because the relationships has faced and is facing digitalization. The
researcher will try to model the relationship development and the impact
of IT and digitalization on the business relationship structure and
processes with help of the interviews with the people involved in the
relationship as well as with archive material. The digitalization process
will be modelled and the different structures underlying the relationship
will be identified. The data collection is envisioned to start in the end of
2003 or at the beginning of the year 2004.

Why is this business relationship studied? In the relationship business
parties have increased the uptake of IT and therefore it makes an ideal
candidate to study the impacts.
Personnel from both Alpha and Beta who were and are involved in the IT
uptake and in business relationship will be interviewed. The participation
of your firm is crucial so that the empirical material will cover both
viewpoints.
Confidentiality of the research
All the data gathered in the research is strictly confidential; thus only
anonymised results will be published. Names of the firm or personnel or
any details recognisable from the project will not be published unless
otherwise agreed.

Your permission concerning the research
To guarantee your permission, Researcher Jari Salo would be more than
happy to come to tell you more about the research and the collection of
data. He will be contacting you shortly to make an appointment.
Yours truly,
Professor Kimmo Alajoutsijärvi
University of Oulu
Phone: (08) 553 2929
kimmo.alajoutsijarvi@oulu.fi

M.S.c. Jari Salo
University of Oulu
Phone: (08) 553 2957
jari.salo@oulu.fi

COVER LETTER

27.10.2003

Beta
Joseph Stiglizt (codename)
PARTICIPATION IN A RESEARCH PROJECT
A research project is under progress at the Department of Economics and Business
Administration of the University of Oulu on digitalization of business relationships and
the project researcher is a aiming at doctoral degree. The researcher is Finnish Graduate
School of Marketing (FINNMARK) Researcher, M.Sc. Jari Salo.
We kindly ask you and your firm to participate in this research. By participating you
agree to let the researcher to interview employees who have been involved in a chosen
business relationship that has been altered by using new information technology,
including Internet, e-mail, etc.
We hope that you will participate this research project, which is further described in the
enclosed letter. The key element in this project is co-operation of the participating
companies. If you have any questions involving the research, I will be more than happy
to give you further information. The researcher, Jari Salo, will soon contact you by
phone.
Yours truly,

Kimmo Alajoutsijärvi
Professor
University of Oulu

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
RELATIONSHIPS

ON

THE

Beta
Joseph Stiglizt (codename)

DIGITALIZATION

OF

BUSINESS

27.10.2003

The research project theme and task
There is little research-based on information of long-term business
relationship digitalization. At the University of Oulu there is a research
project under progress that aims to model the digitalization of business
relationships. The Finnish Graduate School of Marketing (FINNMARK)
Researcher, M.Sc. Jari Salo is the researcher and Kimmo Alajoutsijärvi
Professor of the University of Oulu and Timo Koivumäki Professor of
the University of Oulu supervise the doctoral dissertation project.
The significance and application of the results
The insights and knowledge acquired from the research project can be
used in both Beta and Alpha. Modelling the digitalization of business
relationship will result in a frame of reference for making the existing
and emerging business relationships digital. The digitalization of
business relationships partly will make the individual interactions
between business parties more effective and efficient.
In return for their time spent, the firms participating in the research will
get the change to see their digital interactions and digital business
relationships and processes from the viewpoint of an outside researcher
and to take advantage of the researcher’s experience in developing
companies and their learning processes. The companies will also be
involved in developing scientific research that aims to take concrete
business needs more into consideration. Furthermore, they will be the
first who get to apply the research results.
The research method
Case study research will be used as research method. The researcher will
study the relationship that is formed between Beta and Alpha. This is
because the relationships has faced and is facing digitalization. The
researcher will try to model the relationship development and the impact
of IT and digitalization on the business relationship structure and
processes with help of the interviews with the people involved in the
relationship as well as with archive material. The digitalization process
will be modelled and the different structures underlying the relationship
will be identified. The data collection is envisioned to start in the end of
2003 or at the beginning of the year 2004.

Why is this business relationship studied? In the relationship business
parties have increased the uptake of IT and therefore it makes an ideal
candidate to study the impacts.
Personnel from both Beta and Alpha who were and are involved in the IT
uptake and in business relationship will be interviewed. The participation
of your firm is crucial so that the empirical material will cover both
viewpoints.
Confidentiality of the research
All the data gathered in the research is strictly confidential; thus only
anonymised results will be published. Names of the firm or personnel or
any details recognisable from the project will not be published unless
otherwise agreed.
Your permission concerning the research
To guarantee your permission, Researcher Jari Salo would be more than
happy to come to tell you more about the research and the collection of
data. He will be contacting you shortly to make an appointment.
Yours truly,
Professor Kimmo Alajoutsijärvi
University of Oulu
Phone: (08) 553 2929
kimmo.alajoutsijarvi@oulu.fi

M.S.c. Jari Salo
University of Oulu
Phone: (08) 553 2957
jari.salo@oulu.fi

Appendix 7 Interviews and discussions themes
The Alpha-Beta business relationship interviews
Alpha
The interviews in the focal relationship

Type of contact

Date, Duration of interview and
transcribed pages

Matt, Purchasing Manager (also informant in Telephone
Zeta case)

calls,

E-mail 24.11.2003, 1h 40min,17 pages

correspondence,

and

interview
Lennart, Business IT Manager (also

Telephone

informant in Zeta case)

Interview

calls

Dennis, IT Manager (also informant in Zeta

Telephone

case)

correspondence,

calls,

and 15.3.2004, 1h 30 min, 25 pages
E-mail 24.3.2004, 1h 45 min, 18 pages
and

interview
David, Technology Advisor (also informant Telephone
in Zeta case)

calls,

correspondence,

E-mail 17. 3.2004, 1h, 45 min, 21 pages

interview,

and plant tour
Martin, Production Planner (also informant

Telephone

in Zeta case)

Interview

and 17.3.2004, 1h 59 min, together

calls

and 17.3.2004, 1h 59 min, together

with Stephen 30 pages

Stephen, Product Manager (also informant in Telephone
Zeta case)

calls

Interview

with Martin 30 pages
Altogether 111 pages

Beta
The interviews in the focal relationship

Type of contact

Robert, CEO (also informant in Zeta)

Telephone

Date, Duration of interview and
transcribed pages

calls,

E-mail 17.11.2003, 2h 10min, 37 pages

correspondence, plant visit,
and interview
Luca, CIO (also informant in Zeta)

Telephone

calls

and 18.11.2003, 1h 45min, 23 pages

call

and 18.11.2003, 1h 55min , 20 pages

interview
Diana, CFO (also informant in Zeta)

Telephone
Interview

Philip, (Plate, welding, surface finishing)

Interview and plant tour

17.11.2003, 1h 30 min, 13 pages

Production Manager
Altogether 93 pages

The Alpha-Zeta business relationship interviews
The Alpha interviews include all previously mentioned interviews omitting David. The
Zeta interviews include all previously mentioned Beta interviews omitting Philip and
adding James.

Zeta
The interviews in the focal relationship

Type of contact

James, Production Employee

Interview and plant tour

Date, Duration of interview and
transcribed pages
17.11.2003, 1h 10 min, 13 pages
Altogether 93 pages

Discussion themes
During the interview the interviewer had the list of discussion themes as well as a more
detailed back up list of questions relating to each theme. Same list was used for all
interviews. The interview started with questions that concerned the interviewee, after
which he/she was asked to tell a “story” about what has happened in the business
relationship. After the story the interviewer asked additional questions from the theme list
or back up list to cover all relevant aspects that were not covered during the storytelling.
Interviewee information; Occupation description and history
General company and sub-unit related information
Focal business relationship parties
Business relationship, history, current stage and future
Information technology, electronic business, electronic commerce and digitalization
history, development, current stage and future
Emerging issues and future of the business

Appendix 8 An illustration of the qualitative data analysis
The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate the analysis of interview material. It shows
how the author has employed the interview material in building the case studies and in
developing the presented framework. The interview text was chosen to represent all
interview texts and their analyses as it is one of the richest descriptions of both cases and
many of the facts presented in it are used in the case study descriptions. All interviews
were conducted in Finnish and those were translated carefully into English first by the
author and then those were checked by New Zealandese research assistants in order to
avoid mistakes. The author then accepted changes made by native speaker. Still, some
may say that reliability and validity of research maybe compromised due to this
procedure since texts were not first translated by Finnish language expert to English and
then by English language expert to Finnish to identify the differences. This may
especially influence on the validity of the results due to misinterpretations. However,
suggested translation was not conducted because of scarce resources.
Some parts of the original text are not presented here due to confidentiality reasons,
however * indicates the theme of the discussion that was removed from the full text. All
the names of the companies and people mentioned in the original text are changed for
confidentiality reasons. Further on, letter H indicates the interviewer and letter P indicates
the interviewee.
H:Ammatillinen koulutus?
P:Se on tiivistä hommaa se ammattioppilaitos homma, äsken tuli kaksi viiden viikon jaksolle mulla on
assistentti tuolla seinän takan se ottaa opiskelijat vastaan ja se on semmoinen savotta se kun meillä on
tavoitteena että työssä oppijoita on ympäri lukukauden on aina eri osastolla ja tavoite että joka osastolla
ois ainakin yksi sitä on kokoajan, ite oon neuvottelukunnissa siellä ammattikouluissa
metallineuvottelukunnassa voi viedä viestiä ja sitten oon monessa muussa hommassa.

*Discussion of external connections to other companies and organizations.
P:Suomen yrittäjissä ollaan jäsenenä ja kauppakamarissa ollaan mutta se ei niin aktiivista hommaa oo.
Kyllä listaa ja ne on tosi tärkeitä osassa koko ajan osassa projekti hommaa.
H:Koulutustausta ja kauanko oot ollut?
P:Voisin tulostaa. Tili ensimmäinen 1975, mutta opiskelun jälkeen 1987 päätoimisena vasta. Insinööri,
Oulun teknillinen oppilaitos, jota ei oo enää olemassa kun se on ammattikorkea nykyään Monenlaista
hommaa tehnyt kaikkea varastomiehestä ylöspäin.
H:Toimitusjohtajaksi 1987?
P:Ei vaan tulin ensin rakennuspäälliköksi Construction Betalle sitten näitä yhtiöitettiin sitä myöten
toimitusjohtajana ja kaksi vuotta kun John jäi eläkkeelle.
H:Miten sää kuvailisit tätä Betan tunnettuvuutta rauta-alalla?
P:Joo, hyvä juttu, me päivitettiin juuri markkinointisuunnitelma ja me lähetään oikein markkinoimaan
ensimmäisen kerran ensi vuoden alussa meidän historiassa kun ei oo ennen markkinoitu se on vaikea
sanoa se selviää sitten ku me kuljetaan siellä. Tietääkö ne meidät mutta sen vähän mitä me ku Zetallahan
meillä on markkinointipäällikkö sen vähän mitä on ehtinyt kiertää niin Betan nimellä aukeaa moni ovi.
Siksi se esitteessä vielä oli ei oo ehitty laittaa siihen Zetaa. Tuota niin kyllä mä uskon että meidät
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tunnetaan Suomessa nuissa isoissa teollisuusyrityksissä hyvin. Metalli, puu paperi ja metsä sekä
prosessiteollisuudesssa mutta on siellä sitten, semmoisia aloja joissa ei tunneta. Tärkeimmissä tunnetaan.
H:Mitä Beta tekee ketä on asiakkaat ja toimittajat?
P:Asiakkaat se on meidän sana se on suomalainen suurteollisuus koska se voi olla toisena päivänä voi
olla metalliteollisuus lama ja sieltä ei saa paljon ja sitten tehdään paperikoneita ja sitte voi olla
paperikoneissa hiljaista ja sitten tehdään nosto ja siirtokalustoteollisuutta ja siellä voi olla hiljaista ja
sitten mennään muualla. Mutta käytännössä se on suurteollisuus ja onhan siellä nuo mitä esitteetkin
sanoo elikkä metalliteollisuus on ykkönen ja sitten on tullut se offshore elikkä ne imuankkurit. Tämä
offshore tarkoittaa tämmöistä öljynporauslauttoja teollisuutta merelle se on kasvavaa alaa se on lähinnä
kun me ollaan laadittu toimintajärjestelmä semmoseksi että me pystytään tekemään suoraan ei me 10
vuotta sitten voitu tehä suoraan jouduttu tekkeen välilliseksi nyt voi tehdä suoraan kun on
laatujärjestelmät ja sertifioinnit kunnossa. Sitten X on ollut meidän pääasiakas 87sta Alpha ohella
paperikonneet ja viimevuonna jopa suurempana on ollut tuulimyllyt tuulimyllyvaihteistojen osat,
kotelot, elikkä X, Alpha, Z sieltä nostokalustoteollisuudesta nostureita mutta ne on projektitoimituksia.
Esimerkki jopa P:lle sairaalateollisuuteen terveydenhuotolaitteita. Energia on käymätön asia vielä
venttiilinpesiä nehän meni X:lle koska se on iso yhtiö kun sillä on vaikka mitä se silloin yhdistyi I
kanssa yhdistyi tuo A ja tuli X se vaan lisäs sitä meidän X-pinta-alaa sitten siinä ne on ne alat.
H:Terästavara ostetaan?
P:Joo tänä päivänä ollaan saatu sopimus Alphan kanssa me ollaan oltu vaikuttava vaikka onnettoman
pieni ollaan Alpha:n silmissä mutta me ollaan pyritään ottamaan kaikki suoraan Alphan tehtaalta eikä
tarvi kierrättää tukkurinkautta niin ku pienempien tarvii.

*Discussion of the distances.
P:Yleensä terästukkurit sitten G joka on Alpha ja sehän vielä ku kun Alpha teki tämän muutoksen niin
eiköhän se kohta että G jää tuotemerkiksi sehän Alpha mutta onhan siellä muita K siinä ne on suurimmat
Suomessa.
H:Jos ajatellaan osuuksia Alphalta ostettu ja muualta ostettu määrältään?
P:Jos ajatellaan että G on Alpha niin reilusti noin puolet mutta nyt kun kierrettiin tuolla niin siellä ei
ollut muuta kuin terästä mutta jos meillä on joku kokoonpantava tuote niin kuin esitteissä näkyy siihen
tulee komponenttia ja muuta ja sitten niin sittehän se voi olla ostokanavia on viisi mutta nyt siellä ei
ollut semmoista tarkoitan hydrauliikkaa, pneumatiikkaa sähköistystä ja laakerointia ja muita
hilavitkuttimia mutta sitten siinä voi olla muutakin kuin terästä paljon. Mutta ei oo ollut pitkän aikaa
H:Kenelle se menee, T?
P:Ei siinä imuankkurissa ne menee Alpha kautta Norjaan mutta edellinen toimitus tehtiin suoraan
norjalaiselle ja nyt kun tuli tarjouspyyntö meille me jouduttiin miettiin että tehdäänkö me Alphan kanssa
kimpassa vai tehdäänkö me suoraan norjalaisille me jouduttiin tekkeen siinä valinta ja me pistettettiin se
norjalainen tarjouspyyntö sivvuun ja me lähettiin siitä että me ollaan kilpailukykyisempiä Alphan kanssa
ja niin siinä kävi. Ja me jouduttiin tekeen valintoja.

*Discussion of the annual turnover and how it is divided between clients.
H:Vaihtuiko siellä ostopäällikkö?
P:Se on kun se teollisuus suhdanteet mutta nyt on huomattu se X:ssä mikä on meille ongelma että siellä
on vaihtunut niin paljon ihmisiä se on yllättävän iso ongelma. Jos me ollaan virheitä tässä firmassa tehty
niin se on yksi että me ei olla oltu terävämpänä kun X on muuttanut organisaatiota. Nyt on Alphalla
organisaatio muuttumassa ja me osataan olla viisaampia. Ettei siihen samaan lankaan osataan
valmistautua. Mutta onpa semmoinen esimerkki tuossa aikoinaan kun oli semmoinen U jonka X sai I:n
mukana nykyinen UI kaukolämpö venttiilit oli se niin se näytti siltä se savotta. Se oli erikoinen tapaus se
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ostaja oli hyvä ostaja mutta erittäin tiukkaa kauppaa kun koko ajan väännettiin alaspäin ja alaspäin
meillä loppu konsitit ei saada tekemälläkään halvempaa ja sitten se näytti että se lopuu se kaupankäynti
me ajateltiin että ku me harvon tehdään ku me ajateltiin että se ei oo ollut hääviä se kaupankäynti niin
unohdetaan se koko homma mutta ei me asiakkaalle kerrottu se vaan hiipu se hiipu vuoden kaksi yhtäkki
tänä kevään sieltä alkaa tuleen tillauksia siis ilman etukäteisilmoituksia alkaavat meiltä tillaamaan tulee
sähköpostissa tilauksia eikä oo sähköpostissa hintoja avoimet hinnat alettiin selvittään niin siellä oli
vaihtunut ostopäällikkö ja kaikista huvittavin että uusi ostopäällikkö ei ollut millään tavalla meidän tuttu
vaan ei mittään suhteita se oli vaan tutkinut vanhoja papereita ja todennut että niin se oli ollut erimieltä
kuin se aikaisempi. Se aikaisempi oli palastellut ja teettänyt jotakin tuolla ja jotakin täällä ja ajattanut
rahtia niin tämä oli ajatellut että alkaa ostaan kokonaisuuksia ja tutkinut papereita ja löytänyt meidän
nimen että mitä me tehdään ja siten ottiyhteyttä ja sanotaan että me ollaan aivan tupella niitten kanssa.
Eli ei oo aina kiinni että tunteeko ihmisen mutta kyllä me X:ssä huomattiin että niin kun paperikone
puolella me ollaan menetetty markkinaosuutta hirveästi. Yksi syy on että me ollaan niin kaukana ettei
me joudeta siellä kahvilla käymään. Ei oo ikkään käyty ja siksi me nyt markkinointisuunnitelma
tehtiinkin. Ens talvena me ollaan jaettu sillain niin kun meillä on markkinointi ihmisiä niin me ollaan
tehty valtava lista firmoista ja puolenkymmentä ihmistä talosta korvamerkitään firmat ja tietyn ajan
kuluessa se käy tekeen tietyn kyselyn. Elikkä tää on vaan esimerkki. X paperikone puolen mies kävi
täällä kesän lopulla kun me vihon viimein ne tilattiin kertomaan tulukaa kertoon ku kauppa hiimuuu.
Semmonen vanhempi kaveri joka on ollut meidän kanssa tekemisissä 87 asti ku kaikki on vaihtunut. Se
sano että vanhemmalle miehelle ku hän niin hän ei voi hyväksyä ja usko tähän uuteen kaupankäyntiin
että kaikki hoidetaan sähköisesti että ilman ihmisiä että hänen mielestään kuuluu kontaktit niin ei voi
mennä siihen ja hän neuvo että ottakaa selville se heidän oma organisaatio että silloin ku te aloititte
tekkeen heillä oli neljä viisi 150 ihmistä listoilla näkkee tietokoneilta jotka saa ostaa meiltä ulkoa elikkä
se on hajautettu se osto ennen me saatiin seurustella muutamien kanssa nyt siellä on valtava kirjo
ihmisiä. Että tämmönen siellä on hänen mielestä ongelmana. Se on heidän talon tapa. Kun taas meidän
pikkufirmalla oli hajautettu ja me keskitettiin yhdessä. Se pyssyy hanskassa. Semmonen.

*Discussion of the specifics of annual turnover by company.
H:Teräksen lisäksi energia vissiin suuri kuluerä?
P:On just kuulit elikkä me ollaan tekemässä tai me ollaan tehty sopimus 2005 vuoden loppuun ku me
ollaan siinä poolissa tiiätkö nää sitä sähkö poolia. Suomalaisen energian hinta perustuu Norjan ja
Ruotsin vesi varantoon vaikka meillä ei oo vesivoimaa kuin 20% mentiin pöhlöt semmoseen mukaan
minun mielestä pöhlöt elikkä nyt se on pörssissä me muutama viikko sitten iskettiin kiinni että nyt se on
tuossa tehtiin nopeasti tilaus ja sieltä tuli kaveri se on nyt kiinni 2005 vuoden loppuun ja nyt se soitti ja
nyt se vaan tekee sen paperin kirjalliseen ja mää käyn huomenna allekirjoittaan semmoisen sopimuksen
eli meillä on niin ku silloin kun se energian hinta/sähkön jakelu taikka tää kilpailu vapautu niin se meni
näin [alamäkeä, sitten ylös hinta] ja nyt en tiiä nyt ollaan samassa kun lähtiessä me saatiin pikkusen
alaspäin ku se sattu olleen alhaalla se käyrä niin me otettiin siitä kiinni. Eli tämä meni vähän pöljäksi
hommaksi ku pittää toissijainen asia kun sähkö tai puhelimet nää liittymät niin mikä yks vakuutukset
niin mää tykkään että ne vois olla monopolissa suomessa niin ei tarvis huolehtia kun meidän perusbisnes
on muuta nyt me joudutaan keskittymään semmoiseen mista saadaan energia halvalla mistä vakuutukset
ja tämmöset asiat. Me ollaan iso sähkönkuluttaja

*Discussion of local energy supplier.
H:Jos ajatellaan kuluista niin miten energian ja teräksen sekä työn palkat prosentteja osuus jakautuu?
P:En ossaa suoraa sanoa tilinpäätöksestä mutta jos materiaalia ossuus ostot on yhteensä 30-40 prosenttia
ja palkat saman verran eli meillä on hirviän työvoimavaltainen emmä pysty sannoo miten se materiaali
jakaantuu pitäis ottaa tilinpäätöskirjat essiin tuolta.

*Discussion of profitability.
H:S kautta SN rooli?
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P:Joo jos nyt ajattelee ensin tuota SN:ää niin mehän lähettiin rakentaan tuota SN tänne löytyy
nettisivuilta sää teidätkin me käytiin tutustumassa paljon muualla missä on teknologia keskuksia ja
tämmösia niin muutama viikko sitten kävin Kokkolassa ja Kokkolassa on keski-pohjanmaan
teknologiakeskuksessa 40 ihmistä töissä jotka palavelee yrityksiä elikkä ne on hanke rahoituksella töissä
eli käytännössä Te-keskuksen ja Tekesin rahoilla 1987 perustettu me ollaan tänä vuonna perustettu
teknologiakeskus jonka yhtenä on kärkihankkeena on SN ja SN:han koko tämän alue keskus ohjelman
kärkihanke tämä SN on toisella puolella kolmion käressä ja toisella puolella on softa. Että kyllähän se oli
viimeinen vaihe saaha tänne semmonen yksikkö joka niinkö teknologia yksikkö joka alkaa miettimään
että miten niitä nykyisiä yrityksiä kehitetään. ja miten saadaan uusia yrityksiä. Meillä ei oo ollut
semmoista. Ja me ollaan osallistuttu aktiivisesti siihen ja S on sitten yksi hanke
sisällä ja SN on täynnä hankkeita ja kaikista parhaiten mehän lähettiin siitä koulutuspuolelta ja ne on
hirveen hyvin mennyt ja sitten siellä on niitä kehittämishankkeita niin ku tää S on. Tosiaan meillä on
softakin ja lähettiin hakemaan sopivaa liiketoimintamallia mutta onhan se siellä alkutekijöissä.
H:Betan ja konepajatoiminnasta voisitko kertoa tärkeitä tapahtumia mitkä liittyy toimintaan?
P:Epsilon tilojen hankinnan kautta yhden yön aikana firma tuplaantu. Sehän on yksi asia 87 sitten
varmaasti pitää miettiä tietenkin heti välittömästi yhteistyö sen X kanssa silloisen I kanssa se on
opettanut hirveästi mä en edes tiedä miten me ollaan päästy 87 tekemäään niitä paperikoneen osia. Mutta
ilman I ja X me ei oltas tässä ku tosiaan semmoisia liikevaihto lukuja tehtiin vuositasolla. Mutta mitä
siellä on merkittävää niin ykshän on ollut tämän alettiiin rakentaan laatujärjestelmää ja monien mutkien
kautta saatiin se sertifioitua 90-luvun lopulla ja mikä oli ISO-90001 tärkeämpi oli tämä hitsaus
sertifikaattii EN 729 eli mehän oltiin pilottiyrityksenä Suomessa muutaman muun yrityksen kanssa
ensimmäisten joukossa Suomessa mehän yhdessä sertivioitiin ja sehän aukisi ovet tähän offshore
teollisuuteen elikkä se hitauksen kehittäminen ostettiin ne ensimmäiset jauhekaaritornit ja lähettiin
opetteleen sitä hitsausta niin me saatiin hitsaussertiviointi ja sehän on yksi asia ja nyt sitten tietenkin kun
saatiin tämä yhdistetty sertifiointi jossa on hitsaus ja laatu turvallisuus ja ympäristö niin se viimeistään
aukaisi kaikki portit että tänä päivän meillä ei oo sellaista tilannetta että me ei saatais tarjouspyyntöjä.
Meillä on yhdistetty toimintajärjestelmä sertifiointi vuoden alusta. Kyllä se siellä netissä lukkee jollakin
lailla mutta ne on vaan kehitystä I:n kanssa X kanssa opeteltu tosiaan saatu toimintajärjestelmä kuntoon
ja saatu ensimmäiset offshore kaupat sitten saatiin ensimmäinen nosturikauppa vientiin joskus 90 luvun
puolivälissä kun hommattiin se saksalainen standardi ja sertifiointi siellä netissä lukkee sitten on ostettu
koneita ja laitteita pikku hiljaa se on vaan kehittynyt se on jännä homma. Asteittain. Otettu riskejäkin
välillä. Rakennettu tiloja välillä. Nyt on semmoinen vaihe vuoden puolitoista että pittää miettiä mitä iso
tekkee. Pittää seurata markkinoita kun on Suomessa jonkinlainen ulosliputusmenossa.
H:Niin.
P:Joo.
H:Beta ja Alpha suhde milloin se on alkanut mitä tärkeitä tapahtumia ja kehitystä?
P: Sehän on semmonen mitä hän mää osaisin sanoa kun se on 67 firma perustettu joskus 70-luvulla on
tehty niitä lv alan töitä ja teollisuus putkituksia ja sitten kun rakennetttin ensimmäinen konepaja niin
sitten alettiin tekkeen enemän niitä alihankita töitä Alphalle ei siellä kään oo semmosta sitä tehtiin jo
ennen 87 töitä ja tultiin tänne ja jatkettiin että niin nyt ollaan päästy semmoiseen tilanteeseen että ollaan
tehty viis sopimusta pitempiaikaista sopimusta Alphan kanssa esim se oli että saahaan tehdä vuoteen
2005 asti tiietään että saadaan tehdä niitä hommia mitä näytin siinä [ Robert näytti koneiden ja laitteiden
huolto hommia, puretaan atomeiksi, lisätään laakereita] se on jännä me ollaan ollu alihankita suhteesssa
30 vuotta eikä meillä oo ollut pitempiaikaisia sopimuksia vaikka joku vois luulla se on aina ollut case
case case nyt on ensimmäiset kaksivuotiset sopimukset että mistä se johtuu ei se varmaan meistä johu
vaan Alphasta niillä on muuttunut malli että liittyskö se jollakin tavalla ulkoistamiseen mutta se on sillä
tavalla mä oon jakanut sen Alpha sillä tavalla että se on investoi tarvii teräksestä tehtyjä koneita ja
laitteita rakenteita ja nehän on yksittäisiä toimituksia se pyytää tarjouksen ja me tehdään se ja sitä on tai
ei toinen on siten tämä Alphan kunnossapito eli vaikka ei investoi niin kunnossapitoon töitä on ja niin
kun näit niin nurkan niin se on sitä urakkaa. Me ollaan satsattu siihen ja palkattu henkilöitä siihen ja jopa
toimihenkilö ollaan palkattu ja kolmas on tämä ehkä tärkeä Alphan tuotteiden jatkojalostus elikkä just se
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mitä tässä S:ssä tutkitaan ja tässä toisessa hankeessa on tutkittu tämähän on justiinsa tämä imuankkuri
sitä eli Alpha on lähtenyt joskus 90 luvulla siihen että se myy tuotteen pitemmälle ku vaan pelkästään
levynä ja siinä vaiheessa me on tultu Alphan kumppaniksi ja me ollaan ensimmäinen kumppani
hitsattujen jatkeiden jatkojalostamisessa ja siinä on varmasti yksi semmonen ilman Alphaa me ei oltas
sitä EN 729 sertifiointi ku Alpha pyysi meidät siihen projektiin Alpha ilmoittautu siihen kun Tekes tai
joku veti sitä ja eihän Alpha osaa hitsata ja se pyysi meitä hitsaavana partnerina mukaan ja me päästiin
silla tavalla mukaan ja se pitää muistaa Alphan mies istu täällä ja pidettiin palaveria ja jauhettiin sitä
hommaa että ehkä se on suurin kun Alpha kanssa on tehty ja se on näistä suurin ja päästiin Alphan
jatkojalostus kumppaniksi. Ehkä se on yksi mutta kun kadun kulkija ei ymmärrä että Alpha Alpha mutta
siinä on kolme eri asiaa.
H:Alphan sisällä on eri yksiköitä?

*Dicussion of how annual turnover is divided into sections
H:Se jakaantuu.

*Further discussion of annual turnover.
P:Mä oon sanonut aina että jos Alpha tarvii palveluja niin tottakai me tässä vieressä niitä tarjota. Me
ollaan lähetty siihen että me ollaan Alphan partneri tässä kunnossapidossa. Se on se tulevaisuus. Vaikka
Alpha investointi vähenisi niin kunnossapito lisääntyy. Meillä on tämä yksi yhtiö jota ei käsitellä tämä
Beta Constructions jota ei käsitellä sen strategiassa on että se on Alphan ykkös toimittaja.
Rakennustoimissa. Meillä on ainoana Alphan kanssa rakennushommissa tällainen pitkäaikainen
sopimus. Me eletään sen mukaan. Se firma voi ajatella että jos Alpha ei tilaa niin ok meitä ei oo.
Konepaja ajattelee että kyllä meidän kannattaa tehdä sitte.
H:Hyvä laatusta tavaraa?
P:Niin nimenomaan joo Zeta tietenkin pitää muistaa vaikka Zeta on erikseeen niin sehän on ollut iso
juttu kun 99 tehtiin se sopimus niin se sopimus tehtiin kanssa ja sen jälkeen mietittiin että se pitää tehdä
eri yhtiön kanssa kun se on erilaista toimintaa ja kyllähän se on se yksi selkeä kulminaatio piste meidän
Alpha suhteessa.
H:Zeta 90/100 Alphalle?
P:Taitaa olla 95 97 siinä kieppeillä. Loppu on muuta. Helmikuussa (2003) saatiin sopimus että saadaan
myydä suoraan ite komponenttia että se alkaa muuttumaan se jakauma. Mutta kun se on Alphan
jatkojalostus kumppani niin Alpha ei voi myydä sitä terästä ilman että se käy meidän uunin läpi niin se
hän on ilman muuta molempien yhteinen tavoite että se homma hoituu. Elikkä Alpha ei halunnut
investoida siihen itse ja otti meidät kumppaniksi siihen eihän se nyt sen kummempi oo.
H:Ymmärsinkö oiken John oli ajamassa?
P:Ilman Johnia tuo laitos ei toimisi noin hyvin että se on taidonnäyte siinä savotassa. Joku sano kun kävi
kattomassa että pitäis laittaa yksi nolla lissää perrään kun tuon investoinnin arvo ku millä me se tehtiin
onhan se John ammattitaidon näyte olihan siinä kymmenkunta suunnittelijaa sillä yhteistyö kumppanina
mutta sillä oli jonkunlainen kyky se hoitaa se homma.
H:Sai vision?
P:Niin näin se menee. Ja siksi se on kannattava se yritys kun se on pienellä investoinneilla saadu
tuommosen liikevaihdon aikaan ja.
H:Ei kannata enempää investoida kun tehokkuus ja laatu on sama.
P:Ei joo.
H:Jos ajatellaan Betaa ja Alphaa niin tuota kuinka selkeä on tuotteen jatkokäyttö kun te myytte tuotteen
Alphalle mihin ne menee esim offshore?
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P:Offshorehan on helppoa ne on niin isoja ja kun me tehdään offshore me satetaan niin tuolla lattialla
saattaa olla sama asiakas niin osa menee Alphan ostamana sinne ja osa menee suoraan vientiin. Kyllä me
offshore tunnetaan ja paperikoneet me voidaan tuntea mutta kyllä siellä on hirveästi mitä me ei tiedetä
yksi on tämä P just että sinne lähetään 2 viikon päästä ja sinne otetaan 4 ammatti miestä koneistaja
lähtee mukaan ja se on nyt nähty aina kun meillä lähtee porukka kahtoon niin se lopuutuotteen laatu
paranee kun ne tietää mihin se laitetaan. Mutta kyllä siellä on paljon että me ei yhtään tiedetä mihin se
menee. Meidän pitäisi tietää. Varsinkin Zetana meidän pitää tietää mihin se lopputuote menee että me
osataan se ei liian hyvää ei liian huonoa.
H:Sopivaa.
P:P:lle mennään neuvotteleen että tehdäänkö me ylilaatua se on yksi tärkeä meillä neuvottelu kun hinta
menee koko ajan alapäin ja me ollaan mietitty että mistä sitä saa ja me ollaan yksi jippo huomattu että
me tehdään yli laatua.
H:Niin jos se menee se tuote piiloon niin eihän siinä tarvi olla pintakäsittelyä.
P:Nimenomaan jos asiakas on samaa mieltä ku me niin me voidaan sitte uskallettaan sanoa mutta me ei
nyt uskalleta sanoa työntekijälle että sä teet liian hyvää ennen kuin se on ihan varma asia. Mutta se on
tärkiä tänä päivänä siinä meidän uudessa markkinointi suunnitelmassa tulee olemaankin siinä onkin yksi
lause että loppukäyttäjä tuntemus.
H:Joo.
P:Niin mutta se kuvaa sen mitä metalli alalla on tapahtunut konapaja alalla että se kuvaa että Beta tekee
markkinointisuunnitelmia. Elikkä täällä on rakennemuutos menossa. Että kun kahdot mitä selän takana
lukee [uutisia outsourcingista ulkomaille] telakka tehdas menee Kiinaan ja X ottaa rajusti lisä tehoa
prosessista. X teesit on keskellä neliössä niin siellä lukke jollakin tavalla sillain että meidän pitäis alkaa
halpamaita käyttään kumppaneina ja tämmöstä. Kävitkö kuuleen ylipistolla viime viikolla kun X kävi
pitään luennon?
H:En.
P:Se oli ollut positiivinen luento Alphan mies soitti mulle että se oli kumminkin ollut jonkun tason
ostopäällikkö joka oli sanonut että ei X tuu viemään Kiinaan kuin korkeintaan 10 prosenttia kyllä X:lla
on selvää mutta tuo julkisuus on ollut vähän väärää.
H:Joku saanut väärää infoa?
P:Se oli kuvannut tällain että tässä on maa Kiina kun tekee tänne paperikoneen niin seuraava tulee tänne
niin heillä ei oo mittään järkiä perustaa tänne tai tuonne konepajaa seuraava tullee tänne ja se etäisyys on
aivan järkyttävää. Ei pysty olleen semmosta konepajaa joka hallitsis Kiinaa. Se oli aika hyvä esimerkki.
Ne tekkee Suomessa täällä korkeintaa he voi ottaaa hitsarin Kiinasta ja palakata sen asentamaan he voi
jotakin komponentteja helppoja ottaa.
H:Sieltä Suomesta tulee osat ja ne kootaan?
P:Kyllä niin. Erittäin hyvä uutinen ensimmäinen vuoteen. Tähän mennessä on puhuttu että viedään ulos.
Sen takia kun on puhuttu niin mekin on lähetty markkinointisuunnitelmaa tekeen ja huolestuttu kun
asiakkaat on niin organisaatiot sekaisin että kukaan ei tiedä mikä yrityksen nimi on sekin on yksi niinkö
K, X, mitä Alpha on kohta ei oo divisioonia niin pittää olla terävänä.
H:Beta /Alpha käsittelee tuotteita niin vaihtaako tuote omistajaa onko ne niinku teidän omaisuutta?
P:Joo kun Beta käsittelee tuotteita niin se on aina meidän omistama mutta tietenkin jos Alpha toimittaa
raaka-aineen niin se raaka-aine on Alphan mutta se omistajuus on meidän. Mutta kun Zeta käsittelee
tuon Alphan levyn niin käytännössä me ollaa Alphan prosessipiste. Eli se vaan käy mutkan meillä kyllä
se omistajuus on Alphalla me vaan tuotetaan se lisäarvo karkaisu tehdään siitä kovaa. Ei siinä tulee siinä
tapauksessa ongelma nuo vakuutukset mää soitin niistä juuri Alphan ostopäällikölle siitä että miten
kesken eräisten tuotteiden vakuuttaminen sepä oli semmoinen asia että sen piti Alphan lakimiehelle
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soittaa se ei ollut ottanut huomioon näitä pitkäaikaisissa sopimuksissa ollenkaan ja kyllä se oli että
meidän ei tarvi vakkuuttaa eikä Alpha taas vakuuta niitä koska Alphalla on korkea omavastuu. Mutta se
todettiin siinä Alphan tehtaalle myös saman asian kun Beta jatkojalostaa niiden putkia soitin saman
asian niin siellä sano kaksi päällikköä että höpö etsinä mitään vakuuta hän soittaa lakimiehelle. Ja me
oltiin aikaisemmin vakuutettu ne Alphan tehtaan tuotteetki. Konepajan tuotteita ei oo eli se Zetalla käy
vaan semmosen käsittelyn mutta kun konepajalla se imuankkuri on vähän eri asia se on meidän tuote
siihen tulee muutakin.
H:Onko Alpha jos ajatellaan Beta/Zetaa merkittävä referenssi asiakas?
P:On sillä aukeaa ovet Alphalla eihän sitä tarvi mennä jos nyt ajatellaan että lähetään ulkomaille niin
sanotaan että Alphalle tehdään töitä niin kyllä se auttaa.

*Discussion of future strategies related to Zeta.
P:Alphan ja X:n avulla saa asiakkaita uusiakin.
H:Voiko Alphan ja Betan liikesuhteesta tunnistaa vaiheita liikesuhteesta?
P:Sanotaan nyt että kyllä se on tämä 90-luvun lopun vaihe kun on alettu tekkeen pitkäaikaisia
sopimuksia että siihen asti ollaan oltu vaan alihankkija niin kyllä se on raadollista se alihakkijan homma
mutta ollaanhan me vieläkin mutta niin nyt vois jo puhua partneruudesta nyt kun saatiin tämä
karkaisulaitos ollaan enemmän riippuvaisia toinen toisistaan ja sitten meillähän tämä Beta Constructions
putkitehdas partneruus ollut 90-luvulta asti. Ei siellä varmasti oo suuria tapahtunut pittää ottaa huomioon
että Alpha on perustettu 60-luvulla jos ajattelee tätä kaupunkia ja yleensäkin Suomeen jos ajattelee niitä
ihmisiä ne ihmiset on ollut samoja tähän päivään asti kun John jäi eläkkeelle ja Alphalta jää eläkkeelle.
Ne samat ihmiset on hommaa hoitaneet. Niin sillä lailla että viime vuosina mekin ollaan ahdistettu
Alphaa että pitäis tehdä erilaisia sopimuksia mutta eihän me voida vaikuttaa kun se Alpha on sen oman
päätöksen tehnyt niin se pyrkii pitempiaikaisiin mutta en mää siellä muita vaiheita mä nää semmoisia
vaiheita että ollaan vaan opittu tekeen aina vaan vaativampaa ja vaativampaa työtä ja viimeksi jo
masuunin peruskorjaukset niin oltiin ykköstoimittajia siellä tehtiin se maailman ennätys masuunin
korjauksessa. Että eihän me 20 vuotta sitten osattu masuunia peruskorjata.
H:Teille on kehittynyt jonkunlaisia kyvykkyyksiä?
P:Ammattitaitoa vaativampiin töihin.
H:Sitä mukaan kun Alpha on pyytänyt vaativampaa niin te ootta kehittänyt?
P:Kyllä, niin joo kyllä me käytetään häikäilemättä sitä konstia että me ollaan opeteltu Alphan kanssa
tekemään vaativia töitä niin kyllä me sen jälkeen voidaan tehdä mihin päin maailmaa tahansa. Elikkä
siitä on hyvä kertoa jos ollaan oltu Alphan masuuneja korjaamassa niin sehän on selvää että me
pystytään olleen missä vaan.
H:Kuinka paljon ihmisiä on yhteyksissä Alphaan päin täältä konepajan puolelta?
P:Kappale määräisesti jos sanotaan näin että väittäisin että noin kymmenkunta toimihenkilöä on
asiakassuhteessa ja sitten on kun päästiin tähän kunnossapito partneruuteen niin myös ne asentajat eli
sieltä ei välttämättä ookkaan se siinä se konepajan työpajan johtaja välissä vaan asiakas menee suoraan
asentamoon ja neuvottelee juttuja eli sieltä tulee se toinen kymmenen lisää eli 20 miestä on päivittäin jos
ei viikottain yhteyksissä.
H:Toimihenkilöitä voit tunnistaa.
P:Niminä?
H:Ihan organisaatio tasoittain.
P:Jos ajatellaan miten organisaatio minun alta menee niin mun alla koneistamon osastopäällikkö Smith
ja sitten on levyosastonpäällikkö Singer nehän on päivittäin Smith on senkin takia että tekee kauppaa.
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Sillä on laajempi reviiri. Singer tekee tuotantoa. Kaupantekijat on erikseen niitä on kaksi näkkyy
organisaatio kaaviosta ne tekee tarjouksia ja sitten kun ne menee kaupaksi niin ne menee päällikköjen
ohi niin siellä on työnsuunnittelija Mike joka on jokapäivä yhteyksissä kun piirustukset tulee niin se
joutuu olleen koko ajan ja se saa suoria ja sitten Daniel asennuspäälikkö tekkee suoraa kauppaa
kunnossapito toiminnasta ja meillä on monilla semmonen se tekee tarjouksen kaupan ja työsuunnittelee
ja teetttää tuotannossa kaiken ite. Sitä tuotannon kaikki työnjohtajat joka ikinen on yhteydesssä. Sitten
tietenkin toimistolla Diana kun kaikki tilaukset tulee taloon Dianan kautta ja kaikki tarjoukset lähtee
talosta Dianan kautta. Ja sitten kaikki muutkin täällä kaikki keskukset ja muut jotka joutuu puhelimeen
vastaan. Kyllä se on laaja nimenomaan Alpha on helppo kun tuo päätehdas tämä alue on tuossa
lähempänä. Joo sitten jos taas mietitään X niin X ei oo niin moni yhteydessä mutta on kuitenkin. Se on
ennemmin puhelinyhteyttä että Alpha kanssa voidaan kulkia.
H:Henkilökohtaisia kontakteja kuinka monta kertaa päivässä?
P:Joka päivä hirveän moni ihiminen on Alphan kanssa kasvotusten mullakin on tuo ovi aina auki niin
joka päivä tuonne menee Alphan miehiä ja joka päivä tästä menee meidän miehiä tuosta Alphan miesten
kanssa. Se on jatkuva laukka. Ja sitten on muutamilla Alphalaisilla oikeus ajaa suoraan tuonne verstas
alueelle ja mennä suoraan sisään esimerkiksi Zetalle vaikka siihen mennään erikseen Zetalla on
semmonen kuvio siellä on pari ihmistä Alphalla ei tarvi ilmoittaa ja jotka menee suoraan sisään ovesta ja
muut tulee sillain että tulee sähköpostilla voiko tulla ja laitan että tervetuloa menkää suoraan Zetan
ovesta. Sitten ilmoitetaan tuotantoon että on tulossa vieraita. Se on hyvä että se pelaa ja toivotaan että
pelaa kun ihmiset vaihtuu.
H:X:n puolelle ei oo?
P:X on niin kaukana että sitä pitää sopia ne palaverit ei sieltä tulla eikä mennä sillä tavalla sanotaan että
vuositasolla muutaman kerran kontaktissa muutama meidän ihminen aivan liian vähän joo.
H:Silloin henkilökohtaisesti?
P:Joo kyllä hän faksit ja sähköpostit kulkee varsinkin tämän Smithin osalta. Kun tämä koneistamo puoli
on yksittäisiä kappaleita. Niin se koko ajan laulaa mutta kyllä ne naamatusten liian vähäisiä mää oon
sanonut puolitosissaan että meillä pitäis olla Jyväskylässä toimisto ja on etittty ihmistä.
H:Se edellyttää että ei tilaukset laske siihe nollaan?
P:Nimenomaan. Joo. Olla semmonen ihminen joka kulkis siellä ja raatais niiden kanssa.
H:Jos puhutaan Betan ja Alphan ihmisten välisistä kemioista niin onko ne kauanko ne on ollut
yhteyksissä jopa 30 vuotta
P:Joo mitä minäkin oon silloin täyspäiväisesti 87 niin on kymmeniä ihmisiä jotka on ollut mun kanssa
siitä asti ja ne täällä ne konkarit jotka on saattanut olla edellisissä tiloissa niin ne on saattanut olla 80luvun alusta tiettyjen kanssa mutta sitten kun tultiin tänne 87 niin osa näistä toimihenkilöistä jäi
Epsilonilta tänne meille. Sitten se alkoi se Alphan kanssa se yhteistyö niin kyllä se vaihtuvuus on ollut
hirveän vähäistä. Alphan osto organisaatio on suurin piirtein sama ja niitten ikä rakenne on semmonen
että noin 50 55 ikäisiä kavereita nyt niillä tässä viimeisessä eläköitymis järjestelyssä jäi yksi mies ennen
aikaisessa kaikki muut jäi sinne ne on ollut siellä aina.
H:Ajetaanko sinne uusia miehiä sissään?
P:No ne on ajamassa sillain että nyt on tosiaan tämän edellisen organisaatio uudistuksen mukaan tuli
joitakin ja nyt kun tämä uus tulee. Niin tämä pakka menee kokonaan uusiksi että on siellä jonkun verran
nuoria mutta ne on yllättävän hyvin sitten meidän kanssa se on tietenkin sillain kun me ei enää olla
mikään marginaali tappaus me ollaan niin isotoimija ja tuohon kunnossapittoon miksi ne meiltä ostaa
niin ne ostaa siksi meiltä että ne saa yhdestä talosta kaiken. Ehkä sinne on helpompi sillain että ei se
haittaa kun sinne tulee nuori insinööri niin se oppii aika nopeasti että sen kannattaakin tehdä meidän
kanssa kauppaa.
H:Eli sää puhuit vuosisopimuksista?
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P:Joo pari vuotta sitten tuli ensimmäiset oikeita vuosisopimukset eli sanotaan että puolen kymmentä
vuotta sitten on voinut tulla semmoisia puitesopimuksia. Nyt aivan semmoisia siellä vaihtu henkilöt niin
siellä tuli uuskaveri vetämään niin se alkoi tehdä tämmöisiä palvelu sopimuksia ne on vuoden kahden
sissään tehty.
H:Sitä ennen oli projekteja?
P:Joo projekti kauppaa ja sitten semmoista että on ollut puitesopimus jostakin kiire hommista
tuntihintasopimus mutta se on ollut projekti kauppaa ne on nyt pyrkinyt saamaan Alpha sellaiset
vakiotuotteet että siinä ois jonkunlainen pitempiaikainen sopimus.
H:Standardoinut omia tuotteita?
P:Kyllä niin joo. Tietenkin kun nyt puhutaan niistä sopimuksista niin ne liittyy kaikki tähän Alphan
kunnossapitoon ja sitten kun mennään tähän jatkojalostuksen niin siellä on muutamia vakiotuotteita ja
niistä on sopimukset mutta sitten on projektituotteita aika moni imuankkureita ja niistä ei voi olla
sopimuksia ne pitää erikseen. Niistä on herrasmies sopimus ja semmonen jonkunlaine meidän kanssa
tehdään. Ja sitte on se kolmas katekoria Alphan investoinnit ommaan tehtaaseen ja niistä ei ikkään tehdä
mittään eikä tuu olleen. En mää jos mää oisin Alpha niin emmää vois tehdä ikkään tehäkkään. Ens
vuonna tehdään askelpalkki uuni sitten 2-3 vuotta ett ei tehdä mittään ei niistä voi tehdä pitempiaikaista
sopimusta.
H:Mitkä nää tuotteet on mistä on vuosisopimukset?

*Discussion of individual products, sales strategies and contracts.
H:Kuka aloitti suhteen?
P:John ja Diana aloitti tämän putkitöillä ne ensimmäiset urakat on ollut Alphalle heti alku aikoina kun
sinne on rakennettu niitä rakennuksia niin John on tehnyt niitä putkitöitä. Tämmöstä rakennus putkityötä
viemäri vesijohto hommista se on alkanut.
H:Sopimuksilla on tärkeä rooli mutta ne ei oo kaikki kaikessa jos ajatellaan niitä investointeja ja muita
juttuja niin kaikki toiminta ei perustu sopimuksiin?
P:Mun historian aikana mää tiiän yhden ainoan investoinnin taikka joka on lähellä sitä että Alpha on
luvannut unohdetaan Zeta nyt puhutaan Betasta viimeine säiliö jauhekaari torni hitsataan kahdella päällä
tandem hitsausta niin se oli semmoinen että se pysty se Alpha mies niin vakuuttavasti sanomaan että se
on vieläkin mukana että jää nyt pois se monta vuotta puhu siitä laittakaa semmonen että on kysyntää ja
me laitettiin se niinkö henkilökohtaisesti sitoutu että hän pyrkii kaikin tavoin siihen että he työllistää sen
koneen. Siitä ei oo tehty sopimusta eikä yhdestäkään investoinnista ei oo tehty sopimusta pois lukien
Zeta joka on eri asia kun se on heidän prosessi piste. Alihankinnasta siis kautta työstö konneista niin
kaikki mitä pitää ostaa niin meidän pitää vainuta ja vaistota ja kuunnella heitä ja se jauhekaaritorni oli
viisas investointi jälkeenpäin ajatellen ois voinut tehdä aiemmin mutta mää tiiän että sekin Alpha mies
kun sillä on esimiehet vaihtunut niin se on monneen kertaan joutunut siellä sanomaan että kun esimiehet
on sanonut että pitäis kilpailutta verisesti niin monneen kertaan joutunut sanomaan että kun me
pyydettiin Alphalta tämä kone investointoimaan ei me voida vettää niitä pois mutta siinä vaiheessa kun
hän jää pois siitä tehtävästä nyt niin vuoden vaiheesta niin sen jälkeen se on selvää nyt meidän vaan
pitää painottaa että me on niin pitkään tehty että me osataan tehdä sillä ammattitaidolla.
H:Seuraajan tulee tietää.
P:Mää tiedän että siellä on moraali on siellä mutta mää tiedän että on tehty isoja investointeja kun joku
Alphalainen on sanonut jollekin yrittäjälle että osta ja yrittäjä on ostanut ja on ollut puolivuotta sille töitä
ja sitten on loppunut.
H:Se on huono homma.
P:Ei tehdä sitä Zeta se sitoutu mutta nyt sitte kun Zeta rupeaa laajentamaan se Alpha ilmoitti että
laajennukseen se ei sitoudu millään lailla. Alphan pyynnöstä me tutkitaan se laajennus ja Alphan
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pyynnöstä se mahdollisesti tehdään vaikka Alpha ei siihen sitoudu millään tavalla. Eli se on Alpha
ottanut opiksi kun täällä sattu tämä keikaus tuulimyllyissä että heillä on mennyt niin varovaiseksi nämä
johtajat että ne ei sitoudu mihinkään. Joka on aika uskomatonta kun on miljardi firma jos haluaa jonkun
niin alihankijan investoida niin pitäisi sitä jotenkin sitoutua Zetassahan se sitoutu sillä lailla se hän on
poistetttu sopimuksessta kun on päivitetty että se sitoutu maksamaan puhdasta rahaa jos materiaalia ei
kulje niin paljon.
H:Sitä on kulki.
P:Sitä kulki heti ei oo tarvinnut mittään maksaa sitä kulki tupla määrä lähti heti menemään. Se on
raadollinen maailma ja semmonenhan meillä on tässä Alpha:n kanssa ongelma kun Alpha puhu vuosia
sitten että teidän pitäisi tehdä tätä ja tätä. Mehän päästiin niin pitkälle meillä oli täällä konepajapäällikkö
silloin niin se teki laskelmat että investoidaan soluun se oli muistaakseni aarnoporaaja ja karusellisorvi
ja kaikki sanottiin me tehtiin laskelmat että kun te tillaatta touta tuotetta näin paljon niin meidän hinta on
tuo kun teidän määrät kasvaa niin meidän hinta halpuu ja me annettiin paperilla ne oli siihen asti monta
vuotta puhunut että teidän pitäis. Niin ei ne sano että eihän hän voi oikein sitoutua. Teidän kanssa kun
on monta alihakkijaa että heidän pitää jakaa. Eli puhuttiin ja puhuttiin me vihon viimein saatiin
laskelmat ja puhuttiin tosi isosta invesstoinnista ja tosi fiksu alenevilla hinnoilla ei ku heillä on
sitoumuksia ja ne pitää jakaa näin. Eli isot toimijat eivät uskalla ainakaan tässä meidän alalla niin uskalla
sitoutua liiaksi alihankkijoihin eli ne haluaa aina pitää sen varan että pystyy ottamaan toiselta vielä
halvemmalla mutta on siinä toinenkin että ne on oppinut tämän alan kun se menee näin [näyttää ylös alas
suhdannetta] että ne meidänkin puolesta pelkää. Että siinä on semmosta moraalia olemassa että ne on
ihmisiä nekin siellä asiakkaatkin. Että ne ei oikein uskalla että mitä jos tämä loppuu niin niille käy
huonosti. Sitä on kahdenlaista. Tämä P tämä joka katottiin niin se on aivan omituinen sillä on yksi
toimittaja sitten se oikeastaan meidän kilpailija neuvo meille kun ne ei voineet niitä palveluja
tarjoammaan ja me aletttiin hoitaan se hirveän hyvin niin se yksi päivä ilmoitti että ne alkaa tekkeen
meillä kaiki. Ei kysynyt mitenkään että miten me varmistetaan jos koneet hajoaa tai tällaista he sano että
he tilaa teiltä kaikki. Meillä tuli niin sanotusti jos reilusti puhutaan niin hätä käteen niin mitä sitten kun
on yks poraaja ja yksi karuselli jonka varassa ja joka viikko lähti tuotteita niin me ostettin toinen
arrnoporaaja ja karuselli siis ei me ees kysytty asiakkaalta mutta ku he niin ku sano että ne on
riippuvaisia tai että ne haluaa ostaa meiltä totta kai niillä ennusteet oli nyt siellä jauhaa kaksi karusellia
ja kaksi poraajaa ja tekkeehän ne muillekin. Ja ne tekkee kahta vuoroa ja osa kolmea jos siellä joku
hajoaa niin voidaan järjestellä huolehtia tämä. Ihmeellinen asiakas nyt tosiaan mennään sinne
asiakkaalle parin viikon päästä ja otetaan ammattimiehet mukaan ja neuvotellaan ens vuoden hinnat
koko ajan aleneva hinta.
P:Sehän on niin iso asiakas että monia juttuja että teidän tuote on tärkeä mutta pieni.
H:V on aivan ihme firma että vaikka ois kuinka tiukkaa vastapaino mistä puhuin että se on ajanut sen
hinnan niin alas että se on aivan sama vaikka me ei sitä tehtäis mutta me on ajateltu että tehdään nyt
paremman puutteessa se on semmonen että se ei niin ku ne konneet jotka sitä työtä tekkee niin ku ne
hajoaa niin ei oo yhtään jäänyt jemmaan että vois investoida uutta konetta. Saatika että se tuotteen hinta
pystyis maksamaan sitä uutta investointia. Elikkä se tarkoittaa että se on semmonen loppuun palanut
tuote. Että sitte kun koneet loppuu niin tuote loppuu mutta se V on niin ketku että se vielä kilpailuttaa
sen ja hakee joka vuosi halvempaa vaikka me tiedetään että tuota halvemmalla ei voi tehdä mutta aina
löytyy joku joka voi kokeilla.
H:Joku voi kokeilla ja mennä konkurssiin?
P:Niin siellä on monenlaisia toimijoita.
H:Puhutaan Alphasta ja Betasta niin sä näät että siellä on yhteinen tahtotila?
P:Joo on ja ei sanotaan näin että me on yritetty tällä omalla ammattitaidolla vakuuttaa vuodesta toiseen
että meidän kanssa kannattaa tehdä töitä ja ne on kumminkin meidän asiakkaita ostajia ja niillä on aina
se hinta siellä takataskussa niin kyllähän se niilläkin pakkaa välliin kun on huono aika ja paineita tulee
johdosta hintaa alemmas aina löytyy halvempi tekijä sinäkin saat aina kun meet ostamaan niin jonkun
tuotteen maitopurkista en tiedä mutta muun tuotteen niin saat sen halvemmalla se on loputon tie se että
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meidän pitää aina yrittää vakuuttaa heitä että ei meillä oo hinnat markkinoiden halvimmat mutta ei ne oo
kalleimmatkaan ja toimitusvarmuus on hyvä ja laatu on hyvä ja sitten tänä päivänä kun puhutaan
ympäristöstä ja turvallisuudesta niin ne alkaa olla arvoja siellä niin me vaan ollaan ajettu siihen putkeen
ollaan satsattu toimihenkilöihin ja koulutettu ihmisiä ja sitä että palvellaan palvelua palvelua niin se
niinkö on pikkuhiljaa se on mennyt siihen me ollaan nähty sopimusneuvotteluissa että aivan tosia asia
nyt kun neuvoteltiin tästä sopimuksista esimerkiksi tästä korjaamon sopimuksesta niin nehän kävi kolme
asiakasta alihankkijaa läpi ja niillä oli oikein taulukko tehty mihin ne pisteytti ja hinta oli vaan yksi ja
toimitusvarmuus, laatu ja joustavuus muut ja me saatiin parhaat pisteen mutta ne oli toisen kanssa
tekemässä sopimusta kun niillä oli vanhat sitteet olemassa ja ne teki jo mutta siinä kävi miten kävi ja ne
otti meihin uudelleen yhteyttä ja sitte lähdettiin uudelleen neuvottelemaan elikkä se pisteytys oli juuri
niitä asioita mitä me ollaan jauhettu ja jossakin vaiheessa sielläkin tulee järki käteen ja se muukin kuin
se hinta.
H:Muuhun kuin hintaankin tulee kiinnittää?
P:Niin niin muutama vuosi sitten mulla kin oli ajatuksissa etttä onko se tuo Alpha tärkiä että vois mennä
vähän muuallle mutta nyt mää on vähän oikassut sitä omaa ajatusta että todennut että niillä on
teollisuudessa selkeästi ulkoistaminen menossa. Niin kaun kuin tehas pyörii ja ne on Suomessa niin ne
tarvii entistä enemmän alihankkijoita ja siinä meidän kannattaa kun se on meidän vanhin asiakas niin se
huolehtia.
H:Se on niitä kannattavia asiakassuhteita?
P:Kyllä kyllä. Se näin pitää olla. Ja sittenkin siellä on se että jos tehdään tiukkahintasia sopimuksia niin
siellä on mahdollisuus saada hyvä hintasia töitä niissä projekti toimituksissa. Niin siellä voidaan sitten
hinnalla pelata erilailla.
H:Ne varmaan tietää sen?
P:Kyllä niin joo näistähän on näistä pitempiaikaisista töistä apua senhän kaikki tietää. Mutta ne antaa
turvan.
H:Jos ajatellan hyötyä, haittaa mikä arvo liikesuhteessa on?

*Discussion of sales and value of relationships.
P:Mää näkisin niin sillain että kun me nyt Alphalta jalostetaan tätä yhteistyötä pitemmälle niin mää
lähden markkinoimaan [tauko]. Se on antanut meille mahdollisuuden opetella muutakin sitten opeltu ne
työt niin osataan tehdä muillekin niin nyt sitten taas on semmonen fiilis että me aletaan tekeen siitä
tärkeämpi meille. Että niin kun kattoo tuonne maailmalle että mitä sillä tapahtuu niin kummenkin
tämmönen teollisuuslaitos mikä Suomessa on niin niissä kannattaa olla kiinni joku tuote jos jollakin on
niin kuin X:llä onneksi se oli positiivinen uutinen niin X:ltakin oli se mikä tahansa suomalainen tuote
niin se tuote on helpompi viedä ulos kone tai laite tai osa siitä mutta on teollisuuslaitos Suomessa niin se
laitos tarvitsee palveluja niin palveluja on paljon vaikeampi ostaa muualta ja se se siinä on kyllä se
kannattaa pitää.
H:Se referenssi ja oppimisen kannalta koko liikesuhde?
P:Oppimisen kannalta.
H:Mutta myös taloudellisesti?
P:Taloudellisesti joo sitten siinä on turvallinen tehdä eli kun Alphan kanssa tekee kauppoja vaikka
välillisiä kauppoja niin kuin se imuankkuri niin se valinta silloin tehdäänkö suoraan norjalaisille
edellinen kauppahan tehtiin jos vaikka vähän vähemmän saadaan rahassa niin jos se tulee se reklamaatio
niin meillä on se Alpha puskurina neuvottelemassa asiakkaan kanssa ja siellä on voimaa neuvotella niin
siinä on myös se turvallisuus että jos se reklamaatio tullee niin se on todennäköistä että se Alpha
suodattaa sitä niin paljon että se ei iske meihin niin isosti.
H:Yksittäin kantamine on vaikeaa.
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P:Sitten mennään jos toimitusajat pettää niin meillä on tutut ihimiset siellä Alphalla joiden kanssa
jutellaan kaikki tämmönen niin se on turvallisempi tehä töitä.
H:Sitten jos ajatellaan konepajaa ja Alphaa niin kuinka paljon on suhde spesifejä investointeja sää
puhuit koneista ja laitteista joita käytetään Alphan tuotteisiin niin mitä muita?
P:Niin. Joo. Jauhekaaritorni oli hyvä esimerkki kun se Alpha pyysi sitä pitkän ajan kun se näytti että se
todella lähtee ei siellä semmoisia koneita ja laitteit taia olla jotka ois täysin riippuvaisia Alphan töistä jos
jotain yksittäisiä työkaluja ja semmosia pienempiä puhutaan vanhoissa markoissa kymmen tuhanne
kymmenien tuhansien investoinneista niin semmosia me voidaan tehdä että me ees sanotaan Alphalle
että me on tehty se sen takia että me heille tehdään niitä töitä. Vaan se kuuluu siihen normaaliin
liiketoimintaan että kun me kö kun meillä on joku tuote jota me halutaan tehdä tehokkaasti niin me
ostetaan joku 50 tuhanne laite.
H:Eli kun metsuri ostaa moottorisahan niin se kuuluu toimintaan?
P: Niin niin me ostetaan vähän isompi ja se kynnys että jos Alpha vaihtaa yhtäkkiä toimittaja niin siinä
tuotteessa niin ei meille käy kuinkaan että semmosia siellä varmaan on paljon työkalu muuta hommaa.
H:Se Zetahan on perustettu kokonaan sille idealle?
P: Joo se on kokonaan ja siitä on tehty niin hyvä sopimus että uskallettiin lähteä se oli jotenkin semmone
systeemi että Alpha sitoutu tiettyyn tonnimääriin ja mikäli ne tonnimäärät ei täyttynyt niin sitoutuko se
jopa mk määräiseen liikevaihtoon ei toteutunut niin tietyllä laskukaavalla laskettiin että se ois joutunut
maksamaan puhdasta rahaa meille koska sillä rahalle me sitä investointia ois maksettu koska tuotetta ei
ois ollut. Eli se Alpha sitoutu tämmöseen johon se ei enää tänä päivänä suostu ne on nyrjähtänyt siinä
meidän kanssa se ei oo nyrjähtänyt mutta jonkun toisen kanssa. Elikkä se oli semmonen kun lähetään
jatkojalostaan Alphan tuotetta ja tiidetään jos se ei ses Alpha saa markkinoita niin laitteet on niin ku
meillä käytössä. Se on niinku jos ostat sorvin ja jos sulla loppuu akseli tuolta niin sillä on sorvilla on
muuta käyttöä mutta jos sää teet karkaisulaitoksen niin ja jos sitä karkaisua ei oo niin ei sitä saa mistään
muualtakaan siinä on sillä tavalla erilainen siinä on isot riskit. Mutta siitä tehtiin hyvä sopimus ja kun ne
määrät ylitty heti. Sekin oli tyypilllenen ruutupaperille tehty laskenta ja siihen aikaan tehtiin se on niin
se on uus asia eihän se laskenta oo toteutunut yhtään niin kuin piti. Mutta kun joku asia arvioidaan
yläkanttiin ja toinen asia alakanttiin niin lopputulos on se että se kannattavampi yritys kun ajateltiin.
H:Mutta eihän se haittaa?
P:Ei ei se mittään John teki koneet ja laitteet helkkarin hyvin ja edullisesti ja mitä sitten taasnuoremman
polven osaaminen on se että me me ollaan minimoitu se työntekijä määrä siellä ja me ollaan palkattu
sinne oikeat ihmiset tekkeen ja sitten on rakennettu se tietojärjestelmä niin että meillä ei oo paperia siellä
me ollaan tehty semmonen homma kun John teki sen että koneet ja laitteet toimii eli me ollaan
rakennettu siihen semmonen toimintajärjestelmä että mää oon sanonut joskus että jos ois aikaa niin
lähtis hakeen siihen Suomen laatupalkintoa kilpailuun mutta siihen tarvittas vielä kahden vuoden satsaus
siihen se on niin hyvä yritys että sitä ei voi uskoa ajattele että kun on 30 vuoden kokemus
yritystoiminnasta ja sitten kun aloitetaan uus yritys ja milloin tahansa aloitetaan seuraava yritys niin
mehän tiietään mitä pitää tehdä palkata juuri oikeat ihmiset ja tehdä siitä tiimi ja mitä tietojärjestelmät
voidaan käyttää tänä päivänä hyväksi ja kaikki tämmönen niin se niinkö natsas kaikki. Niin ja sen takia
se on ollut kannattavampi kuin mitä ajateltiin.
H:Kaikki oli kohdillaan.
P:Niin. Kyllä.
H:Sitten jos ajatellaan Beta-Alphaa niin kuinka paljon tätä kommunikaatiota on jos ajatellaan
kasvotusten puhelin faksi email mail tai käytetäänkö tietoliikennesiirtoja?
P: Jos ajatellaan Betaa ja Alphaa niin meidän välillä ei oo mittään verkko välissä Zeta käydään erikseen
se on paljon hienompi systeemi tuota tillaukset tullee kaikki faksilla ja postilla tai jopa sähköpostissa
mikä minun mielestä ei oo hyvä juttu siinä on aika paljon riskejä niin kuin tiedät. Tuota niin me ollaan
liiankin lähellä tämän kanssa sillä lailla että meillä hoidetaan puhelimella asioita jotka pitäs hoitaa
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paperilla elikkä se perinteinen sopimuskatselmus joka Alphalla ja meillä on laatujärjestelmään kirjattu
niin ISO 90001 vaatii niin se tehdää hyvin harvoin reklamaatioita ei tuu kirjallisena vaikka ne pitäis
tulla.
H:Kuinka paljon reklamaatioita?
P: No tuota enemmän niitä pitäis tulla kun ne menee tuolla suullisesti niin sitä ei jää mittään jälkiä kyllä
mää tiedän että niitä tulee enempi kuin niitä jälkiä mutta meillä on ohje että jos Alpha ei saa millään
kirjallisena tehtyä niin meidän pitäis se tehdä kirjoittaa omaan järjestelmään sitten kun mennään
isompiin asioihin niin sitten se pitäis kutsua koolle ja määkin meen sinne mukkaan aina kun puhutaan
sopimusneuvotteluista tai isommista ongelmista elikkä mää en tiedä mää voin sanoa että silloin kun
puhutaan suurista ongelmista tai silloin kun menee hyvin mää en tiedä mittään siitä välilltä elikkä ne
menee mutta sen mää tiiän että ne tekkee tosi paljon töitä puhelimella. En minä tiiä onko se huono mää
sannoin tuossa viime viikolla että nää tietokoneet vois heittää romukoppaan että ei näistä oo ku nyt kun
ajattelee [tauko] niin me puhuttiin siitä että mitä ne juttelee tällain kuinka paljon kulkee sähköisesti se on
sillain että tarjoukset ja tilaukset pitäis vähintään olla kirjallisesti. Ja Alphan kanssa ei aina oo että se voi
ollla että ruutupaperile suurin piirtein tehdään paljon on reklamaatiot tehdään kirjallisesti mutta paljon
on en mää sitten tiiä loppujen lopuksi siihen mää olin menossa että vaikka mä oon nuori niin oon mää
nähnyt monen laista että nyt alkaa tuntuun siltä että nyt pitäis ihmisten enemmän raatata ja olla yhdesssä
ja touhuta. Ja ne on tietyt asiat niin kuin hitsaus puolella tämmöset että mitkä pitää dokumentoida ja siitä
et pääse mihinkään ja meillä hitsauspuolen miehet kertoo sulla on niitä haastateltavia siellä niin
viimeisen päälle pelaa se dokumentointi Alphaan nähe. Alpha pystyy meidän dokumenteillla tuonne
ulos. Että me vaikka Alphan kanssa on turvalline tehdä niin mää sanon että Alphan on kans meidän kans
turvallinen tehdä kun meiltä saa viimeisen päälle dokumentin jos Alpha mokaa sä oot varmasti nähnyt
niitä tutkimuksia mitä S:n aikana on tehty kuka se rouva oli.
H:Ashley?
P:Niin siellä näkee että sen että voi Alphan mokata että me paikataan sitten että se on Alphalle
turvallinen että se voi luottaa Betaan.
H:Se on turvalline molemmille?
P:Niin niin kyllä se on semmoista että pitäis päästä muiden kin kanssa samanlaiseen kommunikaation
tasoon Alphan kanssa X:n kanssa on enemmän tämmöstä virallista että se voi olla kuitekin isoa
toimintaa.
H:Ei se virallisuus oo haitaksi?
P:Ei se oo haitta.
H:Jos ajatellaan semmosia perus markkinointi elementtejä tuotetta. Hintaa, toimitusehtoja ja sillain niin
ruklataaanko ne erilaisiksi Beta-Alpha suhteessa kuin muissa?
P:Joo me ollaan oltu sitkeitä ja päästy Alphan kanssa päästy siihen maksuehtoon että meillä on suopeat
maksuehdot verrattuna monella muulla Alphan kanssa me ollaan vaan vänkätty ja vänkätty meillä on 14
päivää ja 21 päivää ku Alphalla ei virallisesti sais olla kuin 30 päivää.
H:Joo.
P:Eli semmosia on siinä ja vaikka on sopimuksia taustalla jokku yleiset sopimus ehdot niin kyllä
konepajapuolella pystyy joustamaan siinä me joustetaan että Alpha joustaa etttä on siellä sitä
inhimillisyyttäkin kumminkin on oon mää aina sanonut nyt kun kävin Zetallakin kävin niin sanoin
pojille että nyt pitää kirjoittaa ylös että nahkapäätös että molemmat ottaa takkiin jostakin asiasta ja
semmosia tehdään useinkin Alphan kanssa. Että kyllä ne poikkeaa meidän ja Alphan välillä ja jonkun
muun että kyllä siellä on poikkeuksia. Hinnasta että hinta on pyhä asia sen pitää olla edullinen. Ei
lottovoittoja ei saa 90-luvulla vielä konepajatoiminnassa niin sai lottovoittoja yks tai semmosia
projekteja että niistä sai tosi hyvän katteen mutta ei oo enää ollut muutamaan vuoteen ainoa konsti jos
meidän yritys meinaa tulosta tehä niin on määrällä. Ja tuolla on 20 miestä liian vähän konepajalla 20
miestä tuotannossa lissää sama organisaatio voi pyörittää ja määrällä vaan.
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H:Sanotaan että Incap tekee Ikealle niitä pöytälevyjä ja kun niitä menee miljoonia niin se tulee määrästä
se liikevaihto ja voitto.
P:Joo se on se ajatus.
H:Mitä tulevaisuudessa voisi Alphan ja Betan välillä tehdä sillain että muutoksia että se suhde toimis
paremmin?
P:Ensinnäkin tuota niin ensinnäkin ne sopimukset jotka on tehty vuodesta 2003 vuoteen 2005 niin ne
pitäis jatkossa olla viisivuotisia ja kun ne ois viisivuotisia niin me investoitas aivan eri tavalla niihin
koneisiin laitteisiin, ihmisiin, tuotantotiloihin ja todennäköisesti me saadas sitä hintaa alemmas ja kun
viiden vuoden päästä keskusteltas hinnoista uudelleen niin se ois vielä aleneva hinta nyt se on
kumminkin siinä rajamailla kaksvuotinen sopimus niin ei oikein uskalla tehä kovin paljon kun sen
haluaa sen kahden vuoden ajan saada katetta. Jos ois viisi vuotta niin vois tehdä vaikka kaksi vuotta
miinuksella kun ois vähän investois vähän se on yksi asia mitä ajetaan mutta kun Alphalla vaihtuu niin
organisaatio ja ajatus kumminkin että ajattelutapa vaikka siellä suurin piirtein samat ihmiset pyörii koko
ajan vaikka siellä vaihtuu semmonen organisaatio malli me ei uskalleta tehdä se on semmonen yks
oleellinen homma tähän kunnossapito hommaan Alphan investoinnit ei muutu miksikään aina edelleen
on samoilla viivoilla mutta sitten tämä jatkojalostus niin siellähän tämä sama asia yhteistyössä Alphan
kanssa markkinoimaan että nyt hän se voi onnistua kun Alpha divisioonan teki siellähän nyt tämä
konepajatuote ja konepajatuotteiden divisioona joka hankkii semmoisia uusia tuotteita joissa on
jatkojalostusta niin sieltä voi avautua tämmönen jos Alpha ymmärtää ottaa meidät mukaan. Toinen päivä
12 tulee keskusteleen kun päällikötkään ei oo enää täällä vaan ne on etelässä. Se muutt tällain.
H:Divisioonan päälliköt?
P:Niin ne on siellä ne hankkii näitä ratkaisuja kun joka yhtiössä on nämä ratkaisut.
H:Joo.
P:Niin Alphallakin on ratkaisuja.
H:Joo se voi johtua siitä kun konsultti firmat painottaa asiakkaan ongelmia ja myyjän ratkaisuja
P:Joo niin. Elikkä emmää usko että siellä muuta on tämä pitää vaan saada tiiviimmäksi tämä homma.
Tiiviimmäksi että uskalletaan tehdä isompia ratkaisuja.
H:Näetkö että tässä liikesuhteessa Alphan ja Betan välillä käytettäs valtaa?
P:Joo me ei oo ainakaan sanotaan että meillä ois mahdollisuuksia tehdä sillain mutta mää lainaan yhtä
Alphan ostajan lausetta yksi kesä kun se sanoi että on mahtava tilata Betalta töitä että vaikka heillä on
kesä remontti ja heillä on se ahdinko päällä että on pakko saada se tuote niin Betalta saa sen tuotteen
samaan hintaan.
H:Aivan.
P:Eli vaikka ne tilaaa viikonloppua vasten niin totta kai ne maksaa ne viikonloppu lisät mutta me ei
pistetä siihen kerrointa. Sitten se sano se Alphan myyntimies kerran että on kaksi yritystä asiakkaan tai
alihankkija joilta hän pystyy tilaan niin että hinnan kohdalla on viiva eli me lisätään se hinta sitte kun
ollaan tehty ja hällä on vain kaksi yritystä jonka kanssa voi tehdä näin. Eli se on luottamus ja sitten
tietenkin niin määkin jos ajattelee Alpha ja kun siellä on ostajia niin paljon niin siellä osa on ostajia
jotka tilaa ilman hintaa tai saako ne kalliimmalla tilata niin saatta ne tehä että ne ei kilpailuta sitä ymm
niin sitten siellä on tyypillisiä kun ostajat on oma sukukuntansa niin siellä on kyllä ne päättä
urakkaneuvotteluista vaikka me ollaan tehty 30 vuotta töitä niin kyllä ne vääntää ja saattaa valehdella
että kun teillä ei oo halvinta vaikka se onkin että on se siellä aivan samalaista että voi olla vähän
katteuttakin niin kun paikalline saa.
H:Ja onnistuu.
P:Niin mutta pääsääntöisesti se on niin positiivine se asia ja me ollaan ajateltu se asia niin että kun
tarpeeksi kauan sää hyvin teet ja hoidat hyvin ne asiat niin kyl mää sanon että rehellisyys kun se on yks
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meidän arvo niin se tuntuu aina välillä tuntuu kun teollisuudessa tehdään vähän vilppiä tehdään vähän
voitelua niin ja on monenlaista voitelua niin kyllä se pitkässä juoksussa se rehellisyys voittaa.
H:Perussuomalaine asenne.
P:Niin hän se pitää. Mutta kyllä täältä päästä ois ollut mahdollisuus paljonkin rokottaa mutta ei me oo
lähdetty siihen sitten me ollaan yritetty viiä ainakin Diana ja John ja nuoremmat viiä sitä että kyllä
meidän pitää tehdä samalla sapluunalla se on jo meillä on ollut heikkouskin kun hyvänä aikana me ei
nosteta tarpeeksi hintoja ja sitten heikkona aikana me ei voia laskea joo siinä vaiheessa huonossa.
-End of the tape side A

H:Hinnat koko ajan samat niin niitä ei voi muokata.
P:Joo niin on.

*Discussion of pricing strategies in the sawmill industry
P:Meillä on Zetalla sillain että on se raami sopimus ja sitten me neuvotellaa vuosittain se hinta ja Alpha
ehotti että jos neuvoteltas neljännes vuosittain ja minä sanoin että kyllä minulle soppii oikein hyvin ja
silloin me voidaan se hyvänä aikana ajaa ahtaalle kun me tiedetään että parin kuukauden päästä voidaan
tarkistaa jos määrät ei oo kohonneet sitten me joudutaan ottaa riskiä vuodeksi etteenpäin.
H:Konflikteja?
P:Joo mitä tuohon sanos ei oo oikein että jos asikas sanos että hä ei rupia jonkun henkilön kanssa
tekemään töitä niin ei oo ja meidän näkövinkkelistä siellä on semmosia henkilöitä jonka kanssa me ei
tehtäis mitään töitä. Mutta pakko tehdä. Me ollaan opetettu tuota nöyrää asennetta että asiakkaan kanssa
pittää pärjätä. Siellä on todella typeriäkin päätöksiä tekee meidän mielestä että mutta nehän ei ku me
ollaan pieni toimia niin ei me voida mennä neuvoon ku. Ei semmosta konfliktia oo tullut että jossakin
lisätyö hommissa se voi tulla kun esitetään lisätyö lasku niin siinä se yleensä tulee se riita mutta ei niissä
oo tullut mittään mutta me ollaan esitetty liian vähän lisätyö laskuja se oli ainakin Johnin aikaan niin
aivan liian vähän että me on yritetty oikasta me meidän pitää saada korvaus saaha töistä kun se meille
kuuluu että siinä ollaan oltu vähän liiankin lepsuja.
H:Se on mukautumista?
P:Ei siellä oo semmosia en minä muista semmosia konflikteja.
H:Miten liikesuhdetta ajatellaan 70 luvulle ja miten sittä on yritetty parantaa ja miten sitten
tulevaisuudessa päästäis siihen viisivuotis sopimuksiin tai vastaaviin niin miten niihin on kehitytty?
P:Tänä päivänä se on että me rakennetaan tämä tuotanto ja toimintajärjestelmä niin hyväksi että tällain
sertifikaattien ja standardien ja organisaation ammattitaidon avull me ollaan rakennettu niin hyväksi että
asiakkaalle jo niin hyvä vaihtoehto että se on ykkösvaihtoehto Suomessa ja varmaankin se ennen
vanhaan ollut se työ joka puhuu että Beta on kuuluisa että siellä on aina oltu painettu töitä hullunlailla ja
tällä tavalla eihän silloin aina paperia asitat olluut viimeisen päälle mutta ei silloin tarvittukkaan. Että
tänän päivänä ei auta vaikka hullun laila painaa töitä jos sulla ei oo tietyt systeemit ja standardit
hoidossa. Että tänä päivänä se on ehkä siinä että me pyritään olemaan niin kö Zetassa se on hyvä
esimerkki kun saa alussa liikkeelle niin me on haluttu olla koko ajan vahvempia elikkä me ollaan haluttu
olla vahvempi kuin Alpha me tehty on tehty vähemmän virheirä kuin ne ja me on voitu reklamoida niitä
enemmän kuin meitä meillä on ollut toimitusvarmuus lähelle sataa eli me on lähetty siitä että sitten me
rakennetttiin sertivioitu laatujärjestelmä enne kuin ne ehti silmää räpäyttää. Sitten ei oo Suomessa
montaa firmaa missä ois muutama mies töissä ja on sertifioitu laatujärjestelmä. Eli me pyritään sillä
tavalla olemaan vahvempi että kyllä se varmasti Betan alku aikoina on ollut vaan että me ollaan
runttaamalla pystytty tekemään töitä nopealla toimitusajalla tehtaalle ja kun ne on vielä asennettu ennen
ite niin kyllä siinä varmasti on ollut se Johinin työmiehen ote millä sitä on saatu aikoinaan. Pystytty
luottamaan.
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H:Entä sitten jos ajatellaan tätä uusia teknologioita sähköistä kaupankäynti sähköistämistä niin
automatisaatiota niin mitä konepajalla on ohjelmistoja ja tämmösiä. Mitä on sähköistetty ja mitä ei? Mitä
vois tehdä?
P:Mitä on ja vois tehdä niin tuota meillähän ainahan vois olla kokonainen tuotannon tai oikeastaan
toiminnanohjausjärjestelmä niinkö sähköisesti meillähän sitä ei oo meillä vain paljon palasia. Meillä ei
oo tämmöstä yhteyttä mikä menis koko talon läpi. Mehän ollaan semmonen projekti käynnnistetty mutta
monesta syystä on lyöty jarrut päälle eli sitä me kaivattas mutta ei meillä oo asiakkaaseen päin A:llahan
eli X:llahan on eri yhteyksiä meillä ei oo niitä yhteyksiä ja sitten siellä on vielä se laskutus ongelma että
onko siellä saako niitä sähköisiä laskuja lähettää että käykö se nimi kirjoitus siellä alla että saako sitä
laskuja lähettää asiakkaalle että viimeistään se siinä vaiheessa tökkää kun lasku pitää pistää paperille.
Mitä ne vois tähän Alphan kanssa olla niin senhän vois tehä samalla tavalla kuin Zetan kanssa että ne
pystys että meillä pitäis olla täällä semmonen järjestelmä että ne pystys syöttämään tilauksen suoraan
meidän järjestelmään ja täällä homma pelaa ja sitten se putkahtaa jossakin vaiheessa laskuna ulos että
sehän me voitais tehdä mutta siinä vaikka näin pitkällä ollaan Alphan kanssa niin siinä ei vielään oo
Alphan kanssa mitään järkeä on ennen kuin on pitempiaikaiset sopimukset varmasti sitoutunut Alphan
siihen jatkuvuuteen.
H:Joo.
P:Jatkuvuuteen sitten jos mennään aivan tuohon tuotantoon niin no onhan se yksi esimerkki se kun
meillä on ne CNC polttokoneet jotka oli siellä [Robert näytti ne esittelykierroksella] niin meillä oli se
yksi insinööri tuolla joka tekkee ohjelmat niin Alpha toimittaa meille niin sanotusti nestit eli en tiiä
toimittaako sähköisesti mutta todennäköisesti toimittaa kun Alpha suunnittelee jonkun polttoleikkaus
jutun valmiiksi niin se toimittaa meille sähköisesti ja me löydään omaan koneeseen ja muutokset ja
sitten syötetään suoraan tunnarit ja polttokoneelle mutta sehän toimii oikein hyvin nyt mutta taas sitten
kun mennään työstökone puolelle näihin niinkö sorvaukseen jyrsintään poraukseen ja näihin ja me
tehdään ite kaikki ne ohjelmat niihin ja nehän menee lankoja pitkin koneisiin että ei siinä mittään
polttopuolihomma voi mennä niin pitkälle että se tulee tuolta telakalta jo Alphalle ja sitten kun Alpha
alihankkii meiltä niin se voi olla jo telakalla tehty se ohjelma. Mutta ei siellä kyllähän se pitäis niin
jatkossa saaha siihen malliin kun on puhuttu 10-15 vuotta että kuvat voitais hakea tuolta järjestelmästä ja
se ois yksi asia ei Alphan kanssa kun ei se pelaa X:n kanssa kun on puhuttu jo 15 vuotta.
H:Teillä ei oo Extranet yhteyksiä?
P:Ei oo ei oo että kyllä se on mennee vuosia ennen kuin ne on. Sitähän sitä yritetään sillä S ja näillä
miettiä että pystyttäs jollakin tavalla toimimaan niin järjestelmät seurustelis keskenään.
H:Sitten Internetin rooli Betan ja Alphan suhteessa onko sitä?
P:Ei kyllä nyt ei oo mutta sillä vois olla?
H:Mikä se vois olla?
P:Se vois olla juuri se rooli kun me mietitään tätä miten meillä Zeta toimii niin meillä on täällä oma
palvelin ja ja se toimii verkossa ja Alphan miehellä yhdellä ainualla ihmisellä on se haistaa sen IPtunnuksen ja se saa käydä lyömässä sinne meidän järjestelmään sen tilauksen jonka tilauksen se
aikaisemmin siinä ajatus oli semmone ajatus kun heillä on oma järjestelmä ja meillä on oma järjestelmä
niin että siihen tehtäs palikka että se siirtys heidän järjestelmästä automaattisesti meidän järjestelmään
mutta Alpha sanoi että ei ei sossoo siinä heidän järjestelmä toimittaja ilmeisesti pisti hanttiin. Että me
saada mennä penkomaan kun heillä oli tämä x-ohjelma ja meillä TY:n tekemä. Se meni siihen että
Alphan mies ottaa heidän järjestelmästään tiedot ja takoo sen wordiin tai ekseliin ja laittoi meille
tulemaan sähköpostilla tilauksen niin nyt se menee sillain että se ottaa heidän järjestelmästään saman
tiedon ja takoo suoraan jolloin meidän ei enää tarvi takoa eli nyt on riski myös Alphalla että se takoo
väärin mutta me säästettiin ommaa työ aikaa eikä Alphan työaikaa kun me ois haluttu säästää Alphan
työaikaa sillä että se ois pystynyt hakemaan suoraan sieltä järjestelmästä sen meille. Eli tämmönen
samanlaine systeemi voitais rakentaa konepajalle jos puhutaan Alphan kunnossapito palveluista mitä
tehdään täällä niin se ois eritäin hyvä systeemi. Että he löis meidän järjestelmän suoraan voitais rakentaa
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semmonen järjestelmä siitä se sitten leviäis joka paikkaan työsuunniteluun ja tuotantoon suoraan. Ja
sitten se kuva haku etä jos Alphalla ois ne kuvat siellä niin kuvapankissa niin me voitais noukkia ja
suoraa ja siirtää ne sitten siitä on puhuttu paljon mutta ei toimi Suomessa vissiin juuri missään että sen
takia se ois hyvä asia se on ihme asia miten me Zetaan rakennettiin niin hyvä järjestelmä että miten me
niin hoksattiin se on jotakin ihmeellistä pitäis oikein miettiä sitä historiaa kun se pelaa kuin tyhjää vaan.
H:Se oli uus juttu ja lähdettiin puhtaalta pöydältä.
P:Puhtaalta pöydältä tekkeen ja nähtiin siinä satsattiin hirveä raha siihen ohjelmiston nähtiin siinä
tulevaisuus nyt räätälöidään sitä niin se 10.000 euroa ei riitä siinä.
H:Mitä oon lukenut niin kuitenkin pieniä summia?
P:Joo. Oishan siellä mutta se vaatis yhteisen tahdon kyllä siinä säästetään ihmisiä.
H:Onko teillä Intranet?
P:Tuota niin onhan tuota mietitty että pitäiskö semmonen rakentaa meillähän on verkko olemassa eli me
voidaan hakea tuolta verkon kautta niin tietoa kaikenlaista siellä on se verkko asema sieltä voi hakea
kaikenlaista ja sitten jokaisella on oma kone ja sitten ne päivittäin päivittyy verkkoaseman ja sieltä voi
hakea kaikenlaista mutta sitten on alkanut se Intranetti kiehtomaan se vois olla hyvä tiedonsiirtokanava.
H:Sisäisessä markkinoinnissa?
P:Joo erittäin hyvä vois olla mutta siinä on sekin vielä kun ei oo vielä montakaan konetta tuotannossa
meillä 25 tai 30 konetta pitäis pikkuhiljaa ja on me lisättykin sinne niitä koneita mutta se on vähitellen.
H:Se jos Jyväskylään tulee mies niin se ois hyvä.
P:Joo se tota niin onhan niitä konepajoja jonne tulee suoraan tuotantoon se tilaus asiakkaalta oon
varmasti viisitoista vuotta sitten käynyt CC:llä Vaasassa ja niin niillähän oli purettu jo työnjohto taso
pois ja se tuli suoraan tuotantoon suoraan se tilaus mutta se sarjatuotantoon sopii se mutta meillä pitää
aina olla työnjohto taso ei semmosta voi ollakaan että se nimi työnjohtaja on väärä sen pitäis olla
työnjärjestejä. Joo. Mutta kyllä se pitää se Intranetti meille lähi vuosina laittaa. Se on vaan hankkeessa.
H:Erillinen projekti.
P:Niin erillinen projekti.
H:Miten kuvailisit konepajan tietämystä sähköisestä liiketoiminnasta, ohjelmistoista ja hankeista,
mahdollisuuksista?
P:Sanotaan että sitä detalji ei oo mutta sitä yleistietoa on kun määkin kuljen monissa seminaareissa
luennoilla ja asiakkaiden tykönä ja lehtiä luen. Ja meidän Luca tuo mun veli niin vastaa tästä ATK:sta ja
muusta sillä on koulutus siihen niin kyllä sitä tietoa on mutta ne on aina kynnys kysymyksia että mihin
lähtee nyt ollaan mietitty semmosta asiaan että jos lähettäs miettimään sähköinen kalenterijärjestelmä
koko talolle kun alkaa olemaan epäselvää että kuka on palaverissa ja kuka on lomalla kuka siellä ja
tämmösiä pieniä juttuja ja niitä on valmiina tuolla se on tuo meidän assistentti tutkinut niitä mutta ne on
aina kustannus asioita se ei oo yksinkertaista eli kyllä mää en uskalla ottaa niitä kaikkia Zetan laskuja jos
pyytäs se kyllä kun sama firma on tehnyt kaikki ne ohjelmat että kuinka kallis se oikein on ollut mutta se
että se on säästänyt ihmisiä.
H:Niin se pitää laskea.
P:Niin pitää. Kyllä. Kyllä se melko alkeellista meidän ja Alphakin välillä tämä homma on.

*Discussion of the geographical location of the Alpha and Beta
H:Joo. Etäisyys on pieni.
P:Niin, kyllä. Mihin aikaan seuraava?
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H:12.15.
P:No niin. Sehän tietenkin pitää vielä täydentää.
H:Niin pitää. Zetaa seuraavaksi.
P:Sitähän jonkun verran käytiinkin että sieltä saa poimintoja.
H:Joo mää otan sen.
P:Se on aina kun meitä haastatellaan niin melko vaikeaa kun monta firmaa ja se Beta Constructions:kin
tulee aina väliin niin siinä on melko solmussa siinä hommassa.
H:Se on hyvä niin voi väitöskirjassa vähän kertoa siitä.
P:Meillä on oikeastaan hyvä tilanne tässä yrityksessä kun meillä on nin monta toimialaa muuta juttua
niin mää väittäsin että niin me ollaan keskiverto yrittäjää viisampi monessa asiassa ei siks että me oltas
viisaampia vaan siksi yksinkertaisesti että meillä on niin monenlaista tietovirtaa ja asiakasvirtaa ja
kohtaamisia ja kohtaamistapoja siis rakennusalalla aivan erilainen toimintatapa kuin metallialalla ja
karkaisuyhtiö se on uudenalinen yhtiö ja sisälläkin on erilaista ja me johdammekin eritavalla kaikkia
yhtiöitä vaikka sama johtaja.
H:Eri aivopuolisko?
P:Aivan eri tavalla. Aivan erilainen toiminta malli miten johdetaan yrityksiä pitää olla varovaine että
kun ihmisten kanssa toimii että ei pistä niitä ihmisiä eriarvoiseen asemaan että tämä firma on huono ja
tämä ei. Kun kaikki on hyviä mutta niitä on pakko eri tavalla hoitaa.
H:Zeta on perustettu tai alettiin ajaan ylös 1999 sitten perustettiin?
P: 2000 se on tuota nin Zeta mä sanon että se on perustettu 2000 mutta meillä oli semmonen vanha yhtiö
alla semmonen tuotekehitys yhtiö aivan eri alalla.
H:Oliko mikä?
P:Semmonen kun Zetax. Paperista voi näkyä semmonen mutta sillä ei oo mittään tekemistä tämän asian
kanssa. Mutta siinä oli valmiina osakeyhtiön raato jonka muutettiin toimialaa ja 1999 tehtiin Alphan
kanssa sopimus ja rakennettiin koneita ja laitteita rakennusta siistiin ja saneerattiin lähinnä ja 2000
vuoden alussa alettiin tekkeen tuotantoa että se on se ja siksi se sanotaan että Zeta Oy on perustettu 2000
nimi vaihdettiin silloin 1999 lopulla. Se on siitä lähtenyt tuotanto en muista että oliko 2000 helmikuussa
lähtenyt se tuotanto.
H:Tais olla.
P:Niin, joo.
H:Zeta Alpha liikesuhde mitä ois semmosia kriittisiä tekijöitä sehän on perustettu kokonaan Alphaa
varten?
P: Kyllä, kyllä.
H:Teräslevy on tuote.
P:Se on jännä sillä oikeastaan on takataskussa miksi se on aikoinaan tommonen laitos perustettu niin
koko ajan on puhuttu siitä komponenttibisneksestä eli se komponenttibisnes tulee olemaan tulevaisuuden
bisnes meille kuitenkin vaikka sen osuus ei oo paljon mittään vielä mutta teräslevyt pittää kuitenkin
karkaista kaikki levyt mitä Alphan myy niin pitää kartkaista ja siinä opetellaan komponenttibisnestä
siinä rinnalla kyllä siinä vanhoissa papereissa lukee että se komponenttibisnes on se tulevaisuuden ala
koska me saadaan muutakin lisäarvoa sinne mutta tuote on tällä hetkellä teräslevy edelleenkin. Mikäs se
kysymys oli?
H:Montako ihmistä on töissä? Viis?
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P:Siellä on nyt vaan neljä siellä oli kesällä vielä viis mutta me on opeteltu se homma se on jännä homma
niin me ollaan pystyttä vähentään ihminen ja tuotanto määrä lisäänty.
H:Joo, joo.
P:Me on lisätty toimihenkilö ihmisiä ja vähennetty tuotanto ihmisiä meillä on neljä tuotannossa ja sitten
palkattiin tehdas päällikkö ollut vissiin kuukauden toista töissä markkinointi päällikkö on ollut
heinkäkuun alusta eikö elokuun Alphalta lopputilin saanut 60v kaveri sitten meillä on kehitysinsinööri
joka on kolmen kk määräaikaisella sopimuksella.

*Discussion of strategies of the future.
H:Ne on vissiin ne toimihenkilöt kontakteissa sinne Alphaan päin.
P:Tämä markkinointipäällikkö kun se on entinen Alphalainen niin se aloitti se markkinointityön jo
Alphalla ja se tuli tähän komponentti markkinointiin ja se hän reissaa ympäri Suomea se on Alphaan
koko ajan yhteydessä kun se törmää semmosiin asioihin jonka takia se pitää olla yhteydessä semmosia
että asiakas haluaa muuta kuin mitä me voidaan ja ollaan jotakin jo sovittu Alphan kanssa.
H:Se on siinä välimaastossa.
P:Välimaastossa ja sitten tehdaspäällikkö on se ja tulee ottamaan sen roolin mikä mulla on ollut eli tekee
nää vuosisopimukset ja hoitaa tuotannon ja myynnin. Markkinointipäällikkö hoitaa vaan
asiakaskontaktit ja tehdaspäällikkö tekee myyntiä. Siinä se on se.
H:Sitten kontakteista miten ne tapahtuu puhelimet faxit ja tämmöset mediat ja kun äsken puhuttiin
konepajan osalta niin miten Zeta?
P:Joo eli tota niin tilaus toimitus prosessi tapahtuu täysin sähköisesti eli meille tulee se tilaus meidän
järjestelmään eli me ei nähdä sitä se on kehittynyt alussa se tuli faxilla sitten se tuli sähköpostin
liitetiedostona ja sitten se tuli meidän järjestelmään syötettiin ja se näkyy sähköpostissa kun se tulee.
H:Mikä järjestelmä on TY?
P:Tämä on TY:n paikallinen ohjelmistotalo rakentanut tämän tuonne netti sovellukseen se elää siellä
oma palvelin sitten eli Alphan mies syöttää sinne tilauksen sinne järjestelmään ja se alkaa elää omaa
elämää se näkyy meille tietyltä koneelta että sinne on tullut tilaus ja sitten kun sitä aletaan hoitamaan sitä
hommaa niin tietovirtaa sitten oikeisiin paikkoihin sieltä saadaan sitten kaiken maailman asiat
toimitusohjelmaa varmuutta kaikkia mahdollista siihen asti kun lasku lähtee paperilla siinä se on se on
erittäin fiksu joo.
H:Lasku paperilla.
P:Se on pakko tehdä tänä päivänä paperilla.
H:John tärkeänä henkilönä mukana.
P:Minä olin sopimusteknisesti mukana ja John oli sitten se joka oli kone ja laite asiantuntija haki sen
tieto taidon koska tämmöstä laitosta ei oo toista se haki sen tuolta markkinoilta ja suunnitteli ja
rakennutti sen Suomessa ainoana.
H:Suomessa ainoana.
P:Tää on Suomessa ainoa ei juuri tämmöstä levynkarkaisulaitosta oo missään.
H:Niin.
P:Tää on haettu ympäri maailmaa tää tietotaito rakennettu vähän sillain että autoja on joka puolella
mutta sää päätät tehdä oman ja sää lähet hakemaan että miten ne on rakennetttu ja sitten rakennat oman
ja sitten sen nimi on aivan oma.
H:Justiinsa. Ajatellaan sitä yhteistyötä ja luottamusta niin se on viissin ollut perusta koko hommalle?
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P:Niin se on ollut tästä hän keskusteltiin jo ensimmäisen kerran 90-luvun alussa ja joo tää on vanha juttu
Alpha alkoi puhumaan ja puhumaan ja me ei uskottu.
H:Joo.
P:Joo se on just tätä kun asiakkaat puhuu mutta kun ne ei uskalla sitoutua mihinkään.
H:Sitte kun pitää näyttää lompakko niin se on eri asia.
P:Niin mutta se vaan eteni ja eteni ja 90-luvun lopulla tuli ne viimeiset askeleet ja päästiin yks
mielisyyteen että kyllä tämän kannattaa tehdä ja Alphalla oli silloin yks henkilö joka oli niillä töin että se
mietti tämmöisä ratkaisuja taas puhutaan ratkaisuista alihankkijan kanssa yhdessä. Ja tuota niin se lähti
viemään tätä nythän siellä ei oo ketään.
H:Se oli kehityspäällikkö.
P:Vähän niin kuin kehityspäällikkö toimi en tiedä tarkkaan. Se oli johdon alaisuudessa ja sai miettiä
tämmöisiä juttuja ja hakia kumppaneita niihin se vaan loksahti se on vanha juttu.
H:Kuka oli Alphalta mukana?
P:Semmonen ku Enrique Guiseppi se on paikallisen tehtaan päällikkönä ei oo enää täällä yksikössä se
siirty tehdas päälliköksi toiseen tai ensin se meni laatupäälliköksi ja sitten tehdaspäälliköksi.
H:Ketä muita sieltä Alphalta on ollut mukana tässä Zetassa?
P:Joe on ollut alusta asti kun se on Alphan tutkimuskeskuksen metallurginen osaaja tuotepäällikkö hän
nykyään on vastannut tuotteen päästä Jones on ollut jäi tai jää vuoden vaihteessa Alphalta eläkkeelle
Jones on ollut sanotaan että aika pitkään on ollut sieltä Alphan tutkimuslaitokselta sieltä metallurgian
puolelta elikkä niitä osaajia ja se Joe oli niitä sopimuksen vääntäjiä.
H:Joo.
P:Sitten kun Joe väänsi sen sopimuksen niin sitten se tuli tämä niiden alihankintaverkosto miehet jotka
alko hoitaan näitä käytönnön työ hommia. Heidän kanssaan on kehitetty tätä työtä mutta edelleen
tärkeimmät kumppanit meillä on koska se työ tulee automaattisesti tuolta lankoja pitkin niin tärkein
kumppani on ne tutkimuslaitoksen miehet. Kun mietitään sitä metallurgista hommaa.
H:Kehitetään edelleen?
P:Joo kehitetään edelleen tuotetta ja aina kun tuote tehdään niin sitä tutkitaan sitä tuotetta elikkä niitä
tuloksia lähetetään ja niitä tuloksia lähetetään ja tutkimuslaitos tutkii ja tällain.
H:Eli se tavallaan tuotekehitys?
P:Joo siinä tehdään koko ajan tuotekehitystäkin.
H:Vallankäyttö tässä suhteessa saneleeko kumpikaan?
P:No tuota meidän kannalta niin siinä yhteisesti sovittiin ne pelisäännöt että miten aletaan investoimaan
mutta siinä vaiheessako ruvetiin Alphalla vaihtu ensimmäisen kerran ihmiset niin siinä oli semmonen
konflikti silla tavalla että jos voi vaan että mikä on se sopimuksen henki puhuttiin sopimuksen hengestä
sopimus on muistaakseni muutaman sivuinen puhuttiin sopimuksen hengestä se on mulla siellä mapissa
ja mää kerron sille näytinkin sille yhdelle henkilölle että täällä on se sopimuksen henki lähettiin
kattomaan joskus 90-luvun alussa on eka kerran keskusteltu kun mulla oli kaikki muistiinpanot niin
siellä se on se sopimuksen henki kun se oli se tilanne että alettiin puhumaan niistä hinnoista. Että nyt
ollaan tehty näillä hinnoilla ja nyt pitäis muuttaa hintoja sitten päivitettiin se sopimus tämän vuoden
alusta siinä kai se oli se ensimmäinen kun vaihtu ihmiset niin mikä se olikaan se sopimuksen henki
sitten.
H:Siellä päin ei oltu niin hyvin dokumentoitu sitä ?
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P:Niin sitä henkiä kumminkaan. Mutta pittää muistaa että tämä on semmonen tuote jonka maksaa
loppuasiakas eli jos nyt taasko mennään siihen että Alphan haluaa omalle Alphalla valssaamon remontti
ja se haluaa ja se haluaa sinne remonttiin jonkun ja haluaa sine remontiin jonkun laitteen koneen niin
Alphan sen koneen ostaa ja se haluaa maksaa siitä mahdollisimman vähän nyt miksi Alpha haluaa
maksaa mahdollisimman vähän karkaisusta siksi kun se asiakas on joka ostaa Alphalta karkaistun levyn
ja markkina säätelee sitä karkaistun tuotteen hintaa koko ajan ja kun Alpha tuli markkinoille niin
asiakkaat niin Alphan kilpailijat alkoi ajjaan hintaa alas ja se on tyypillinen ja silloin me jouduttiin
miettimään ja laskemaan että saadaanko me hintaa alas ja totta kai me ymmärrettiin se Alphan tilanne
että kaupanteko on vaikeaa kun on korkeat hinnat vaikka se meidän hinnan osuus siitä kokotuotteesta ei
oo määräävä mutta se voi siinä viimeisessä olla määräävä kyllä me niinkö ymmärretään se mutta Alpha
ei ymmärtänyt sitä että millä hengellä lähdettiin tätä tekemään eli se lähti niinkä Alpha määräämään tätä
meidän sillain että sen että vaikka sanotaan näin että vaikka lopputulos ois ollut sama niin sen ois voinut
hoitaa eritavalla meidän kannalta ei siinä mittään meillä oli kannattavaa toimintaa ja me saatiin just se
toimintolaskenta valmiiksi se oli meillä oleellinen että saatiin toimintolaskenta valmiiksi että sadaan että
sitä on hyvin helppo sitten testata että miten se saadaan kannattavaksi kun Alpha antoi ehtoja se ei
antanut enää sitoumuksia se anto vaan ehtoja.
H:Että nyt myydään näin paljon.
P:Niin ja me lähdettiin sen perusteella hintaa ajamaan alas ja sitä ajettiin paljon alas ja lopputulos oli se
että me ollaan oltu tänä vuonna yhtä kannattavia kuin viime vuonna me ollaan saatu sillä määrän
kasvulla ja sillä ku me yks mies vähennetttin tuotannosta kaiken lisäksi.
H:Toimintaa on tehostettu?
P:Niin. Että niin ku huomattiin siinä ei muistettukaan me muistettiin kun täällä on samat ihmiset kaikkia
ei voi olla paperilla en minä tiiä semmosta sopimusta että kaikki ois paperilla.
H:Ei semmosia oo.
P:Se oli aivan hupaisa se tilanne kun ajattelee tätä sunkin työtä kun tuli uusi kaveri niin se otti
sopimuksen ja oli monesti minuun yhteydessä ja sano kun sopimuksessa ei lue mitään. Hän on lukenut
tätä. Minä sanoin että ei siellä lue mitään että se on varma asia että turhaan sinä otit sitä sopimusta essiin
minä oisin voinut sanoa että ei siellä sopimuksessa lue mittään. Kun puhuttiin komponenteista ja näistä
komponentti hommista niin miten niitä jatkossa lähetään viemään kun Alpha halusi itselleen ne viisi
asiakasta jolle se myy komponentit se otti ne isoimmat Suomen maasta niin niin se oli jännä kun
lähdettiin aikoinaan komponenteista liikkeelle ja kun uus toimija ilmesty siihen ja ihmetteli kun niin ei
missään lue niin tää vaan on aivan normaalia.
H:Sopimuksessa on ne pääpointit ja niiden mukaan mennään.
P:Sää meet urheiluliikkeeseen ostaan rullaluistimet, myyjä antaa takuun niille mutta ei kirjoita ylös
mitään, palautat ne eri myyjälle niin kun se ottaa paperin ei takuuta ole merkitty hinta ja maksettu ei oo
mittään ja myyjä on voinut mennä kilpailijalle töihin soita siinä sitten.
H:Vaikea tehdä.
P:Tehtaalla ei oo sattunut sillain että ois hypännyt pois mutta ei sitä semmosta sopimusta oo mutta ei
siinä kun me ei sillain me tiiettiin se tilanne mutta ainua että onko Alpha varmasti rehellinen siinä kun se
esitti meille ne hinnat että onko se aivan varmasti laskenut ne sillain että siinä ei oo sitä että se välistä
vie että sehän se on se luottamus että me voidaan luottaa että kun se saadaan nolla pilkku jotain niin
kilohinta tämmöselle tuotteelle he maksaa tai asiakas maksaa heille sen niin meidän pitää luottaa siihen
nyt ainakin siihen on tullut yks toimija lisää nyt me askaroidaan Alpha myynnin kanssa suoraan eli
nytkin tuli sähköposti aamulla että Terve Italian, Espanjan, kauppa miinus X% sopiiko laiton
sähköpostin että sopii mää luotan siihen myyjään että millä hinnalla se myyjä saa sieltä kauppaa ja se
ilmoittaa meille että sitten semmoisiakin projekti kauppoja että teidän pitää ottaa hinnasta näin paljon
pois.
H: Joo.
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P:Mutta kun mää tiedän että siitä on vara ottaa pois niin kun kapasiteettia on myyjä sanoo että ei saa
kauppaa normaalihinnalla niin ota kauppa halvemmalla mieluusti niin ku se ei mee meillä kuitenkaan
tappiolla.
H:Kapasiteettia on.
P:Niin. Kapasiteettia on loppuvuodeksi hyvin niin. Elikkä tämmösiä tuli essiin nyt on sitten tämä vuosi
taas mennyt ku saatiin sopimukset niin seuraavan kerran seurustellaan virallisemmin joulu ruualla
katotaan mitä on.
H:Pikkujoulu?
P:Niin pikkujoulu tai istutaan ruokapöydässä. Sekin on sillain että vuoronperään me tarjotaan viime
vuonna ne tarjos elikkä se on mennyt niin hyvälle mallille tämä homma.
H: Näistä medioista oikeastaan puhuttiin niin sähköistä kaupankäynti onko sillä roolia?
P: Eihän sillä oikein ole että määhän on huomannut nyt kun tuo Alphan e-business niin mitä minä oon
ylleensäkin kuullut tästä perusteolllisuudestakin viestiä niin ku viime viikolla niin kyllä mä sanoon että
kyllä se on aikaansa edellä e-businekset tuolla allalla että kyllä siellä tehdään kauppaa ihmiset keskenään
terästä.
H:Puu puolella kans.
P:Niin se on sama homma siellä että nyt ollaan me keskusteltu kun ollaan lähdetty omia komponentteja
markkinoimaan myymään niin ollaan keskusteltu että pitäisikö meillä olla netissä nimittäin siellä meidän
kilpailijoilla jollain on siellä netissä semmoisia valintataulukoita mitä voidaan valitta automaattisesti ja
tilaamaan mutta mää sanosin näin että ei toimi ei toimi siellä on semmoset toimijat tällä alalla että ei ne
mee nettiin sinne takomaan mittään ne ottaa puhelimen kouraan ja soittaa meille on rakennettu
semmonen systeemi että meidän tehdaspäällikkö hallittee Cadin niin se piirtää kun asiakas sanoo että
minkälaisen pellinpalasen se tarvii niin me piirretään se ite Cadilla ja hyväksytettään se asiakkaalla että
tehdäänkö tämmönen ja sitten me laitetaan siihen piirustukselle nimi ja syötetään se meidän
järjestelmään ja jatkossa se pystyy tilaamaan sillä samalla mutta se ei oo tämä meidän ja Alphan välistä
vaan meidän ja Alphan välillä on semmonen homma että meillä on vakoitunut ne tuotteet se kun syöttää
se Alphan mies sinne järjestelmään sen tilauksen niin se antaa tilausvahvistuksen yhteydessä hinnan
siinä on semmonen ne on hinnoiteltuna ne tuotteet valmiiksi ne on melko monimutkaisia ne kaavat millä
se laskee sen hinnan siihen elikkä ei siellä mitään ebisneksiä ja Alphan myyntimies kun myy maailmalla
niin ne myy naamatusten.
H:Niin mää oon kans semmosen kuvan saanut.
P:Joo niin se on.

*Extensive discussion of future strategies.
P: Eli ookko nää käynyt Alphalla?
H:En oo vielä
P:Se on kumminkin käytännössä semmone ettää sieltä pukataan pelti toisesta päästä ja se mene linjaa
pitkin ja toiseta päästä tulee valmiiksi se on semmonen se idea siinä uudessa laitoksessa se pittää ottaa
huomioon että meillä nyt kun sää haastattelet täällä niin sitä ei monikaan tiedä sanotaan näin että Zetan
henkilökunta tietää että se on visio ja ne tietää että me ollaan palkattu ihminen se tutkii sitä mutta
Alphalla ei oo kuin muutama ihminen koska Alpha on semmonen laitos että jos sinne alkaa pistämään
semmosta juttua niin.
H:Tietääkö tämä Matt?
P:Matthan tietää kun se on se asettaja elihän on asettanut tämän homman vaikka hän on kuulemmassa
siirtymässä eri tehtäviin ja hän on asettanut tämän homman [puhelin soi]
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H:Joo.

End of tape.
The analysis of the material started with reading the text over and over again to
familiarize oneself with the text. Then author attempted to find interesting excerpts that
would provide material for each case as well as fill in the theoretical model. The
following list provides the excerpts employed in the case study descriptions. Page
number (P) indicates where the excerpt can be found in this dissertation and T indicates
the page and (P) indicates the paragraph in the interview text.
Alpha-Beta business relationships
1. Robert describes the role of Beta construction in the following way: “Beta
construction is also a key supplier of construction services for Alpha”.
(P.137/T274P1)
2. Robert relates that “We have organized our activities so that we can make offshore
solutions directly to end-customers. Due to this we have needed quality systems and
different certificates”. (P.137/T273P2)
3. Robert continues: “With the help of the certificates and standards we have built our
activities so that we can offer a competitive solution to the customer”.
(P.137/T284P4)
4. Robert describes this tie as follows: ”Almost 50 per cent of steel is bought directly
from Alpha” (P.139/T271*)
5. Robert who states that “Every Christmas either we or Alpha treats everyone to
dinner”. (P.142/T290P3)
6. Robert makes an even bigger claim by stating that, ”All in all 20 people are
interacting almost every day or at least one time per week”. (P.144/T276/P7)
7. Robert stated the following: “…but with Alpha there was no point in doing that
before we have longer contracts, and Alpha has committed to the relationship”.
(P147/T284P5)
8. Robert has noticed this and he states, ”Alpha’s contracting style has changed, this has
something to do with outsourcing strategies”. (P.150/T273P5)
9. Robert himself, highlights: “I personally think that we are going to make Alpha even
more important to us”. (P.150/T*)
10. “The Intranet could be a very effective information delivery channel” as Robert
illustrates. (P.154/T285P7)
11. Robert points that “We should make a tighter relationship so that we can make larger
decisions”. P.154/T280P4)
12. Robert describes what could be improved by ERP as follows: “We could also build a
system like the Zeta system with which Alpha could type in orders directly to our
system and then at some point it comes out of the system as a bill”. (P.1154/T284P5)
13. “It would also be nice to transfer all drawings digitally if Alpha had a database for
drawings”. (P.154/T285P4)
14. Robert elaborates on this topic as follows: “We are trying to get the systems to
mingle”. (P.156/T285P2)
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15. Robert describes, “Alpha’s employee tried to persuade us for many years and
eventually convinced us that we should acquire a submerged arc welding tower and
he personally guaranteed that they would buy capacity if the machine was acquired.
We did not draft contracts and not in any other investments between us excluding
Zeta” and in addition: “The submerged arc welding tower is clearly a relationshipspecific investment”. (P.161/T278P5)
16. “We have also had the opportunity to raise prices, but we have not followed that line
since our corporate culture is not like that… it has also been a weakness since in
boom periods, when we are not raising prices high enough and bust comes we cannot
lower prices enough since those are already lower than our competitors have”.
(P.162/T283P7)
17. “We have learnt to do even more complicated and harder work with Alpha” and ”We
have used the skills and knowledge that we have learnt with Alpha in many other
relationships. After doing business with Alpha we can conduct business anywhere in
the world”. (P.162/T276P4)
18. ”We decided that we are more competitive with Alpha”. (P.162/T273P4)
19. “We can have small conflicts when counting extra work done when we present an
extra work bill but that is not big issue and when John was CEO we did too few extra
work bills. We have been a little sloppy in that area”. (P.1162/T274P2)
20. “Since we are so close with Alpha we handle many issues face to face e.g.
reclamations and contract negotiations which should be conducted on paper”.
(P162/T281P5)
Alpha-Zeta business relationship
1. “Zeta was established for Alpha’s needs” and he continues: ”Alpha did not want to
invest in a hardening mill so we took charge and invested”. (P.179/T274P3)
2. ”At the beginning of 2003 we received permission to sell hardened solutions to
companies other than Alpha”. (P.180/T274P3)
3. “The first negotiations were at the beginning of the 1990s”. (P.181/T288P5)
4. ”In 1999 we drafted a contract for Zeta, it can be seen as a key event in the
relationship with Alpha”, (P.181/T291P4) he continues, “I was involved in the
contracts, John in machine and equipment activities”. (P.181/T288P5)
5. “Joe and Jones were involved on Alpha’s side, Joe as the metallurgic advisor and
Jones as product manger. Joe drafted the contract, and operational issues were left for
the subcontracting staff of Alpha”. (P.181T/289P10 and P11)
6. ”Without John that mill would not operate as well; it is a work of art. Many
individuals have seen our mill and have said that we should put another zero at the
end of the value of the mill” Robert. (P.182/T274P4)
7. “John built it very effectively and efficiently and the younger generation has
minimized the need for workforce with the help of a higly developed operating
system. The men have high annual turnovers per employee”. (P.182/T281P3)
8. ”It is our common goal to ensure that Zeta performs well”. (P.184/T279P3)
9. “We agreed with the high authorities of Alpha that Zeta’s first mill is a pilot mill, and
we are going to learn how to do it and then the next one is the real deal”.
(P.186Tlast*)
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10. “We have contracts in the background, but when needed we are flexible and so is
Alpha. One time I went to tell the boys at Zeta that if needed we could both take a
little loss when a deal needs to be made with Alpha” and he continues “... not
everything can be written down in a contract. For example, it was agreed that Alpha
gets the five largest customers of hardened components and the rest were for Zeta,
but it was not written into a contract”. (P.186/T282P5)
11. “Only one man (computer) has the IP-number that our system recognizes and he can
type it in, in order to enter our Zeta system. At first the idea was that orders would be
automatically transferred from their system to our system but the ERP provider of
Alpha did not like the idea. So it went that Alpha started to take numbers from their
ERP systems and inserted them into Word and Excel files which they sent to us as email attachments. But today Alpha inserts information directly into our system and is
responsible for errors. We save time and Alpha does not which was the idea in first
place”. (P.187/285P4)
12. “In the establishment of Zeta, Alpha committed to pay money if certain tonnage
levels were not sold, but later that paragraph was removed from the contract” he
continues to illustrate the importance of the contract, “Today these kinds of contracts
are not drafted”. (P.189/T281P2)
13. “Double volume was reached from the start and Alpha did not have to pay that
penalty sum”. (P.189/T279P1)
14. “Based on Alpha’s request, we examined the possibility of enlarging Zeta’s activities
and it is possible, based on that request, we will expand even though Alpha is not
committing to it in any way”. (P.189/Tlast*)
15. “Price negotiation was needed as competitors of Alpha started to harden their
products and competed directly with Alpha so they were forced to cut down prices,
but they tried to force us to agree to prices which were not in the spirit of the
contract”. (P.190/T289P1)
16. “The first conflict arose when Alpha’s employees changed for the first time and we
were discussing ‘the spirit of the contract’ and I did show that I have documents from
1990s when we first discussed hardening activities and there it was ‘the spirit of the
contract’. Nonetheless we started price negotiations and this conflict occurred only
because people changed and they did not know what the spirit was”. (P.191/T289P1)
17. “Zeta has a skeleton contract and once a year we negotiate prices. Alpha has
suggested that we negotiate prices quarterly and thus we can adjust prices more
quickly to compensate for boom and bust periods. However, at the moment those are
negotiated annually”. (P.191/T284P1)
18. ”We need to know the end-customer and target so that we make right quality
products, not too good or bad”. (P.192/T275P3)
The idea was to find interesting issues in each interview text and then compare the
findings of the interview texts. Then their places in the case study descriptions were
evaluated and a decision was made as to whether enough commonalities were found. It
can be stated that almost all of the main issues raised by the interviewees, from the
history of the business relationship to its digitalization, were mentioned many times. If an
issue was mentioned only once and not even in secondary data it was ignored. Roughly, it
can be seen that many of the excerpts taken illustrate communication issues in business
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relationships as well as the usage of information technology in both business
relationships.
To illustrate how the excerpts were employed in building up the case study
descriptions and empirically grounded framework, we can say that e.g. excerpts five and
six describe the social interaction and the importance of the Alpha-Beta business
relationship. They were used to describe social interaction and the importance of the
relationship while describing structural aspects of the relationship. Additionally, excerpts
15, 16, and 20 discuss the adaptations and investments into the relationship. They were
used to illustrate the change in the processes between Alpha and Beta. Furthermore,
excerpts 11 to 14 describe the future of the relationship. These were employed to shed
some light on the present structure of the relationship and the digital infrastructure
formation efforts. Social communication and adaptations are key issues in building
relationship and discussions on a common future are important for the continuance of the
relationship. Robert mentioned only a few issues that were related to digitalization, such
as excerpts 12 to 14. Overall it was Luca who shed more light on business relationship
digitalization. It should still be mentioned here that the Alpha-Beta business relationship
was meagerly digitalized, but future plans for further digitalization efforts were visible as
discussed in the excerpts mentioned.
Based on the Alpha Beta business relationship description and re-review of the
theoretical framework two main issues emerged. Proposition two is one of them. It
suggests that existing complex (a lot of R&D, new buy situations) interaction patterns
between members of the relationship put a damper on business relationship
digitalization. This was clearly the case for the Alpha-Beta relationship since complexity
of the relationship has without a doubt hindered digitalization efforts as there is no
standard product exchanged, but almost all of the products are special solutions for their
customers. This is also visible from the interview texts. However, as the Alpha-Zeta
relationship is based on the earlier Alpha-Beta relationship it was suggested in
proposition one that established trust and commitment between members of the
relationship acts as antecedent for business relationship digitalization and will have an
accelerating influence on the digitalization. Clemons et al. (1993) provides similar ideas
as proposition two and Kumar and Dissel (1996) indirectly support proposition one.
To illustrate, excerpt one describes the importance of the Alpha-Zeta business
relationship. These facts were used to shed some light on the background of the
relationship. Excerpts two, three, 10, and 12 provide some insights into how willingly
both sides are making adaptations into new situations that are seen to be beneficial to
both parties. Another side of adaptation is that it often causes dependence, as indicated by
excerpt nine. Conflicts are also possible if adaptations and benefits are not visible to both
parties, as excerpts 15 and 16 show. Excerpt two describes some basic issues of the Zeta
system that was developed to digitalize the Alpha-Zeta business relationship. Excerpts 10
and 14 clearly provide clues that the Alpha-Zeta business relationship is going to grow in
importance for both parties and the digitalization efforts are pursued even further, as
indicated by the adoption of mobile solutions.
Based on the Alpha-Zeta business relationship description and re-review of the
theoretical framework five additional propositions emerged. The second case study
confirmed that information technology skills between and within the members of the
relationship act as accelerants for business relationship digitalization (P3). Alpha is
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more experienced in information technology while Beta is still learning and uses Zeta as
a way to learn these skills and develop resources. In an indirect way Ryssel et al. (2004)
and Barney (1994) can be used to draw parallel conclusions. In the Alpha-Zeta
relationship a known set of products is constantly exchanged and digitalization efforts
were more productive than in the Alpha-Beta business relationship. Therefore, it was
suggested that the compatibility of business processes between members of the
relationship is an antecedent for business relationship digitalization (P4). Kumar and
Dissel (1996) indirectly back up proposition four. As excerpts one, 9, and 14 indicate, a
mutually perceived future between members of the relationship acts as accelerant for
business relationship digitalization (P5). This is the case both in the Alpha-Beta and the
Alpha-Zeta business relationship. Excerpts two, three, 11, and 12 supports the idea that
adaptability of the members of the relationship acts as accelerant for business
relationship digitalization (P6). As opposed to proposition two, proposition seven
suggests that an extensive amount of routine digitalizable activities between members of
the relationship acts as accelerant for business relationship digitalization (P7). This is
derived from the fact that in the Alpha-Zeta business relationship there were a lot of
routine activities before digitalization, while in the Alpha-Beta relationship the opposite
is true. Besides the academic reference mentioned many other reported studies provide
support for the propositions formulated.
When the case study description was first drafted it was read and then modified after
re-analysis. After both case studies were completed the interview data and the case
studies had a crucial role in reformulating the preliminary theoretical framework into an
empirically grounded framework. First, however, it was discussed after each case how the
case had impacted the preliminary framework presented in Figure 14 (p.107). The
empirically grounded framework is presented in Figure 30 (p.214). It can be seen that
interviews have had an important influence on the creation of appropriate antecedents,
accelerants, and inhibitors of business relationship digitalization; adaptation decision,
digitalization, and outcome of an event are, however, totally based on the case study
descriptions as those describe the digitalization process in their context.
All in all, this Appendix provides the reader with some means to evaluate
completeness of the data analysis as well as provides ways to further evaluate reliability
and validity of this dissertation. Still, it is stated that this study has also some limitations
the major one being a small amount of interviews and cases while the other one being the
lack of statistically generalizable results.
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